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1.0 MEPA CORRESPONDENCE

1.1 Environmental Status

1.1.1 History of Regulatory Review

On June 30, 1986, the Boston Redevelopment Authority (BRA), acting as project

proponent, submitted an Environmental Notification Form (ENF) to MEPA for the

Kingston-Bedford-Essex Street Development (One Lincoln Street project) on a site located

between the Financial District and Chinatown in Downtown Boston. On August 8, 1986, the

Secretary of Environmental Affairs issued a Certificate on the ENF, requiring an

Environmental Impact Report (EIR), and defining a scope for the DEIR.

The scope required that the DEIR address the following topics:

o Project Alternatives - Three preliminary alternatives (one of which was

proposed in the ENF), an alternative that covered more of the site but

maintained lower heights, and a No-Build Alternative;

o Essex Street Widening - To be evaluated, wherever relevant, within the text of

the DEIR;

o Open Space Impacts - Proposed on-site open spaces and existing off-site pubUc

areas;

o Traffic Impacts - On key roadways and intersections, with consideration given to

the impact of future area growth and proposed roadway improvement projects,

and including mass transit options;

o Parking - Replacement of existing parking, as well as parking demands created

by the development;

o Air Ouality Impacts - All intersections and roadways where level of service has

deteriorated to D and the project causes a 10% traffic increase or where the

final LOS E/F and project contributes to reduction in LOS;
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o Historic Resources - Identifying applicable State and Federal review, project

design guidelines and their relation to the character of the historic district;

o Archaeology - Based on a reconnaissance survey and mitigation strategy, as

applicable;

o Sewerage - Existing systems, background sewerage flows, average and peak

flows and remedial measures;

o Utility Impacts - Adequacy of existing water and utility systems;

o Construction Impacts - Schedule, transportation routing, and combined impacts

of overlapping construction from other projects in the area;

o Massing and Shadow Impacts - Graphic representation of massing options and

shadow effects on key senstive receptors in the area.

o Wind Impacts - Qualitatively to be assessed in the Draft EIR, quantitatively in

the Final EIR;

o Housing/Growth Impacts on Surrounding Neighborhoods - Including

Chinatown; and

o Miscellaneous - Including impact of helicopters on flight path.

Subsequent to issuance of the MEPA scope, the BRA selected Kingston Bedford Joint

Venture as redeveloper of the One Lincoln Street site. On October 24, 1988, prior to the

submission of the Draft EIR, the BRA confirmed with MEPA (see Appendix C) that changes

in the status and size of the proposed project did not require further notice and that the

proposed project alternative being considered by the proponent was within the scope of the

original certificate. f

The Draft Environmental Impact Report presented the environmental and

socio-economic consequences associated with the implementation of six project alternatives

(four in response to community suggestions for lower building height and greater site

coverage, a fifth adopted during the EIR scoping process, and a sixth
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alternative submitted by Metropolitan/Columbia Plaza Venture when selected as the project

developer). On June 29, 1989, following submittal of the DEIR, the Boston Redevelopment

Authority voted to authorize the proponent to proceed with a Planned Development Area

Plan for the Revised Developer's Proposal, (Alternative 7), representing minor revisions to

Alternative 6 as presented in the DEIR. It is this revised proposal, fully discussed in to

FEIR, that provides an update to MEPA of project status and probable environmental

impacts. Prior to submission of the FEIR the project proponent and the consultant team met

with MEPA to review the Secretary's scope and subject areas including alternatives analysis

and transportation impact issues requiring clarification (see Appendix D).

1.1.2 Issues Identified for Analysis and Mitigation in the Certificate of the Secretary

on the DEIR

The Draft EIR was jointly submitted by the BRA and Kingston Bedford Joint Venture

on April 15, 1989. The Secretary's Certificate, issued June 6, 1989, raised a number of topics

to be addressed in the Final EIR, including:

o Alternatives Analysis - This included clarification of alternatives, evolution of

changes in heights and massing since the ENF, and project consistency with the

BRA'S Downtown IPOD.

o Transportation - This included explanafion of traffic computation methodology;

relationship of project to Central Artery and Essex Street widening proposals;

and traffic mitigation analysis clarification.

o Parking - This included discussion of City policy regarding the loss of existing

parking spaces in the current Lincoln Street lot.

o Historical Resources - This included discussion of project impacts on historic

properties and archaeological resources.

o Open Space - This included intended use for on-site open space and impact on

possible Pagoda Park relocation.
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o Massing and Visual Quality - This included presentation of visual perspectives

from the Financial District to Chinatown and from Boston Common to the

Waterfront,

o Shadows - This included presentation, modification, and consideration of

duration of shadow impacts on the Boston Common.

o Infrastructure - This included evaluation of the adequacy of the infrastructure

against growth assumptions incorporating Boston Crossing and Commonwealth

Center projects.

Accordingly, Kingston-Bedford Joint Venture submits this Final EIR for the One

Lincoln Street project, which responds to comments on the Draft EIR, including the

Secretary's Certificate and interested pubhc agencies and individuals. The proponent has

also voluntarily prepared conmients for a Draft Section 61 Findings (see Section 6.0),

although not scoped by the Secretary, to aid reviewers in determining the nature of impacts

and mitigation proposed.

1.1.3 One Lincoln Street Development Consulting Team

This Envirormiental Impact Report has been prepared for Kingston Bedford Joint

Venture by HMM Associates, Inc. with assistance from the following consultants:

o Architect

Jung/Brannen Associates

177 Milk Street, 4th Floor

Boston, Massachusetts 02109

o Traffic and Parking Consultant

Howard/Stein - Hudson

38 Chauncy Street

Boston, Massachusetts 02111

o Wind Consultant

Rowan WilUams Davies & Irwin, Inc.

650 Woodlawn Road West

Guelph, Ontario NIK 1B8
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Geotechnical Consultant

Haley & Aldrich

58 Charles Street

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02141

Civil Engineering

Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas, Inc.

120 Boylston Street - 4th Floor

Boston, Massachusetts 02116

WilUam Moy & Associates, Inc.

54 Tyler Street

Boston, Massachusetts 02111

Mechanical. Electrical and Plumbing Contractor

Cosentini Associates

44 Brattle Street

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

Site Utilities Engineer

Survey Engineers of Boston

285 Summer Street

Boston, Massachusetts 02210

Construction Manager

Morse/Diesel

270 Congress Street

Boston, Massachusetts 02210

Legal Counsel

Hale & Dorr

60 State Street

Boston, Massachusetts 02109
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o Architectural Historians

Leslie Larson

6 Joy Street

Boston, Massachusetts 02108

Fannin/Lahner

271 Lexington Road

Concord, Massachusetts 01742

Lang Associates

150 Lincoln Street

Boston, Massachusetts 02111

o Archaeology

PubUc Archaeology Laboratory, Inc.

387 Lonsdale Avenue

Pawtucket, Rhode Island 01860
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1.2 Certificate of the Secretary of Environmental Affairs on the Draft Environmental

Impact Report fDEIR)

A Certificate of the Secretary of EOEA was issued to the Boston Redevelopment

Authority advising that the Draft Environmental Impact Report (submitted to MEPA on

March 30, 1989) for the Bedford/Kingston/Essex Development (One Lincoln Street)

property complied with the Massachusetts Environmental PoUcy Act (G.L., C.30, S.61-62H)

and with its implementing regulations (301 CMR 11.00).
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THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS

MICHAEL S Dukakis
GOVERNOR

JOHN DeVILLARS
SECRETARY

June 6. 1989

CERTIFICATE OF THE SECRETARY OF ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS
ON THE

DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT

PROJECT NAME
PROJECT LOCATION
BOEA NUMBER
PROJECT PROPONENT
DATE NOTICED IN MONITOR

Bedford Kingston/Essex Development
Boston
6132
Boston Redevelopment Authority
April 27, 1989

The Secretary of Environmental Affairs herein issues a
statement that the Draft Environmental Impact Report submitted on
the above project adequately and properly complies with the
Massachusetts Environmental Policy Act (G.L., c.30, S.61-62H) and
with its implementing regulations (301 CMR 11.00).

Overview

As stated in the Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR)

,

the function of the DEIR was "(a)s an information source for
planners, citizens, and developers to use in weighing the
beneficial and adverse effect of preliminary designs and in
evaluating whether individual elements, when aggregated, satisfy
project objectives and the needs of the community."

Viewed in its entirety, the analyses in the Draft EIR have
not produced a single alternative that is clearly superior to the
other alternatives. Because this is so, the BRA and the
proponent are asked to consider the comments and those raised in
this Certificate in order to modify and refine two or three of

the more promising and feasible alternatives. The Final EIR
should fully analyze and compare these few alternatives.
Furthermore, the analyses themselves should be tightened up and
reworked as recommended, in order to streamline the FEIR review.

100 CAMBRIDGE STREET BOSTON MA C22C2 lf)I7l 727 9800
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The FEIR must be a complete document. The report should
stand alone, with a separate Response to Comments Section, which
will allow for two levels of review.

Alternatives Analysis

Changes have been made in the heights and the massing of the
project plan alternatives since the Environmental Notification
Form review and scoping. Although the ENF identified the minimum
project as a 250 foot, 450,000 square foot alterxiative, th«
smallest project evaluated In the Draft EIR Is 130,000 square
feet larger.

Moreover, at the EHF stage, the public sentiment clearly
favored an analysis of a smaller scale development, with shorter
buildings than were Identified in the three preliminary
alternatives offered by the BRA. In response, the scope required
the analysis of an alternative of reduced height, recognlzlzig
that greater site coverage would be necessary. None of
alternatives studied are responsive and sensitive to the analysis
asked for in the scope.

The Draft EIR has offered Alternative 5, with two buildings
at 200 feet and 240 feet and a total of 730,000 square feet.
The tallest building height, at 240 feet, is a mere 10 foot
reduction below Alternative 4, and the shorter building is
actually 50 feet higher than the shortest building in Alternative
4. Further, the square footage exceeds Alternative 4 by 150,000
square feet and the least dense alternative in the ENF by almost
300.000 square feet. This alternative does not allow for the
kind of comparative analysis that was envisioned in the scope.

The size range of the alternatives has increased by nearly
30 percent between the ENF filing and the Draft EIR. from 450.000
to 700,000 at the ENF stage to 580.000 square feet to 1,005,000
square feet at the Draft EIR stage. This must be explained.

The apparent differences between the Alternatives could be
clearer in the Draft report's tabular comparisons. For example.
Alternatives 5 and 6 are referred to by nauae, rather than height
of the tallest towers, which was the reference for Alternatives
2, 3. and 4. Also, none of the alternatives. I.e. 2 through' 6

,

identify the heights of the second towers.

The Draft EIR states that there is no preferred alternative
at this stage. However, it is not clear that all of the
alternatives are equally feasible. Alternative 6, the
Developer's Plan calls for a 465 foot tower. Is this height
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consistent wi*h Downtown IPOD standards for this district? Since
this site "(s)erves as a transition area between the tall
buildings found in the Financial District and the smaller
buildings of Chinatown to the southwest and from the Leather
District across the Central Artery to the southeast." would a
single tower, as tall as some of the tallest buildings in the
Financial District truly serve as a "transition" to the abutting
historic districts? The total height of Alternative 6 is 514
feet (p. 201). Is this consistent with IPOD standards in the
abutting districts?

It also appears that other alternatives may not be feasible.
ProB the discussions in the DEIR Summary, it seems possible that
widening of Essex Street could become part of the Central Artery
Project, or the widening may be necessary to mitigate traffic
Impacts associated with the Boston Crossing and Commonwealth
Center projects. If so, would Alternatives 2, 3, and 4 really
considered to be feasible?

Based on the questions that have been raised here and within
the comments concerning specific impacts, it is recommended that
the Final EIR carry forward at least one alternative that
addresses the problems raised. Obviously, this alternative
should reinforce the positive aspects, while minimizing the
negative. By way of example, if Alternative 4 with its lower
heights could be modified by adding one or more the private
parcels and Columbia Street, possibly a better transition between
the Chinatown community and the site could be achieved, even if
added height was needed to offset land costs, and an open space
plan similar to Alternative 5 would be possible. Widening of
Essex Street would also be possible.

Transportation

It is not clear why the 400 foot tower is considered to be
more "critical" in terms of traffic than the 465 foot tower. The
peak hour person trips. Table IV A-9 consistently show the
Developer's Alternative higher than the other alternatives. How
is the lower number of vehicle trips in Table IV A-10 for the
Developer's Proposal explained? It is not at all clear why the 1

million square foot alternative would generate fewer total daily
vehicle trips than the 580,000 square foot alternative. Have any
trips been assigned to the 59,000 square foot lobby proposed for
Alternative 6?

This traffic analysis extrapolates person trips to the site
from vehicle trip rates in the ITE Manual . Once the number of
persons is computed, then the trip mode is assigned. It has been
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noted that the^data derived has not been adequately compared with
other EIRs that have developed project travel demand estimates
from person trips, for example the International Place and Copley
Place EIRs. Those EIRs used rates of 13.5, 38.3 and 13.88 for
every 1000 square feet of office, retail, and hotel space,
respectively. The rates per 1000 square feet of space have not
be presented in this DEIR.

Understanding the person trip rate approach is further
confounded by other assumptions that have been made, i.e. general
office trips were augmented by 10 percent to allow for transit
and walk-in access, which have not been completely explained.
Also, the person rates developed by CTPS and BTD were adjvisted in
the Draft EIR without a full explanation. Taken together, the
reviewer is unable to gauge whether the methodology used is
reasonably accurate and consistent with other traffic studies
that have been reviewed.

Similarly, the mode split percentages need to be explained
In greater detail, particularly in the cases where the analysis
diverges from other comparable studies in Downtown Boston, e.g.
the 10 percent reduction in transit trips to allow for walking
trips. The basis for the higher walking rates for non-work as
opposed to work trips hasn't been explained. It should be
clearly shown that these estimates are conservative and in line
with other studies.

Why have different vehicle occupancy rates been used in the
computation of person trips per 1000 scjuare feet of office space
and the computation of mode splits?* The vehicle occupancy rate
of 1.2 was used to estimate the number of daily person trips,
while lo8 persons per vehicle was used to compute vehicle trip
volumes. On its face, the 1.8 appears high. The result from
using these two different rates is that fewer vehicle trips
appear to have been generated for every 1000 square feet of
office space. If the rates were the same, if the 1.8 rate were
lowered to be more consistent with other studies, or reversed;
the daily volumes vehicle trips from the project alternatives,
particularly Alternative # 6 would be higher, and the analysis
more conservative.

It has been noted that the numbering system for the
alternatives in the transportation study is not consistent with
the other sections of Draft EIR.

The projected growth of office space by 19.9 percent and
retail space by 21.7 percent within the study area between 1988
and 1993 is staggering (p. 93), particularly when one considers
that the Boston Crossing and Commonwealth Center projects will
not be completed until about 1996. It is not surprising that of

f
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the 11 intersections studied. 7 intersections have been predicted
to deteriorate by at least one level of service. Notably, some
movements at the Bedf ord-Chauncy-LP Garage intersection will go
from level of service A to F.

What is surprising, however, is that the Draft EIR treats
the mitigation needs so lightly. What additional mitigation will
be needed to deal with the impacts during, and after construction
of the Central Artery project? Will signalization of the
unsignalized intersections result in queuing that backs up into
nearby intersections, resulting in congestion problems that
offset any benefits that might be derived by signalization? Are
there other potential impacts relating to the proposed mitigation
that have not been identified, particularly with respect to the
Central Artery project? Are the commitments and local support in
place to implement the improvements? Will the improvements be
Implemented timely, with respect to the occupancy of this
project?

Since comparisons between the level of service analysis of
the 1993 No Build and Build Alternatives appears to obscure an
understanding of the traffic impacts relating to the project, it
is recommended that a comparative analysis between Existing and
the 1993 Build Alternative be presented in the Final EIR.

Finally, based on a more complete assessment of the roadway
mitigation needed and the project-related traffic impacts, it
should be possible to Identify structural mitigation commensurate
with the project impacts. Proponent commitments should be made
to ensure completion of these improvements.

In the event that this additional traffic analysis still
does not yield a reasonable traffic mitigation program, then the
proponent must consider undertaking responsibility for a Traffic
Master Planning Study, which was acknowledged in the DEIR (p.
17). Any recommendations to prepare such a study must include
commitments to participate in any traffic improvement scheme that
is developed.

The mass transit portion of the report should address the
concerns raised in the comment from the Executive Office of
Transportation and Construction and Mr. S. -Kaiser.

Parking

The impact resulting from the loss of nearly 800 parking
spaces does not appear to have been adequately mitigated. The
Draft EIR's assessment of the issue is ambiguous, which leaves
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the issue unresolved. If it is shown that the City has no
interest or is purposely trying to eliminate parking from this
area of Boston, then the proponent should make plans to replace
these space at outlying transit and commuter rail stations. On
the other hand, if the City's parking policy is unclear or
ambivalent for this area, then the proponent should offset the
parking loss, to the extent possible within the area. What is
the cumulative impact on parking in this area if the City
eliminates on-street parking in the Kneeland Street area?

Historical Resources

The Final EIR should expand on the analysis of the potential
Impacts of the project on historic properties, once alternatives
have been narrowed and the design issues have been more clearly
conceived. In particular, the outstanding issues in the scope
and the coBuients raised by the Massachusetts Historical
Commission should be addressed. The FEIR should report on the
archaeological study and any necessary mitigation, as well.

Open Space

The Draft EIR has not established the desired utility of the
proposed open space. The options appear to be quite different
between Alternatives 2. 3,4, and 6 and Alternative 5, but how
should reviewer's rate those differences? The Draft EIR is also
not enlightening in terms of the quality of the potential open
spaces

.

The reviewer does not gain an understanding of the open
space in context with the streetscape. The dimensions of the
open areas have not been provided, and it is even difficult to
conceive of the "vest pocket park" concept for Alternatives 2, 3,
and 4. based on the Figures in IV 1-2 through 1-6. Is there
sufficient area for benches and landscaping, or will these
activities blend with the sidewalk?

From the Plan View, only Alternative 5 has the potential for
coherent open space. However, the area is defined by the strong
angles of the buildings, which may create a harsh and uninviting
space. This problem could be overcome somewhat by adding
curvature to the walls of the building facing the courtyard, so
that it is more C-shaped than L~shaped toward the interior of the
site.
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Finally, it. has been noted that the issues raised in the
scope does not appear to have been addressed, regarding the
status of the Pagoda Parle relocation project, and the potential
impacts of the Kingston-Bedford/Essex Street Development project
on the relocated park.

Massing and Visual Quality

The Draft EIR attempted to evaluate the massing and visual
effects of alternative plans along two transition planes; one
frost the Financial District to Chinatown and the other from
Boston Common to the Waterfront. Although the objective of the
study is clear, the conclusions drawn in the comparative analysis
of building massing, and specifically the statement that
Alternative 6 "(6)provid«s more of a transition to the existing
Chinatown buildings than the towers proposed for this location by
Alternative 2 through 4." cannot be appreciated from the visiial
perspectives, since a significant portion of the lower rise
portion of the building follows the curb line along Kingston and
Bedford Streets and is visually obscured by the Boston Edison
Substation (Figure IV E-17). It is true that the height is
lower; however, the floor plate is 30,000 square feet greater in
Alternative 6 than the other Alternatives compared. The
conclusions in the DEIR do not reflect this difference in the
massing effect.

Shadow

The shadow study identifies the areas that are considered to
be shadow sensitive in Figure IV E-6 on page 188. In order to
compare the effects of each alternative on these sensitive areas,
the reviewer must flip back and forth between 40 pages of the
report. Overlays would have facilitated the review of this
section of the report.

Nonetheless, it appears that the most significant new shadow
Impact would result from both Alternative 2 and Alternative 6

during the morning hours on December 22. The effect would be
experienced on Boston Common, and it is not clear how many days
prior to and after December 22 this shadow impact would be
experienced. It has also been noted that only Alternatives 4 and
5 do not cast any shadow on the Boston Common.

The shadow study also showed that there was minimal new
shading from any of the alternatives. However, any qualitative
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effect of adding to, or deepening existing shadows was not
considered in the reports

Infrastructure

The issues raised in the comment from the MWRA and the
Boston Water and Sewer Commission must be addressed in the Final
EIR. Further, the adequacy of the infrastructure should be
demonstrated using the same backgrovind growth assvimptions used in
the traffic analysis. It is not clear that the 19.9 percent
office growth, the 21.1 percent retail growth or Phase I and II
of Boston Crossing and Phase I of Commonwealth Center have been
included in the infrastructure capacity analyses.

June 6,1989 ^ ^ ^x \

DATE JOHN DeVILLARS, SECRETARY

Comments received:

5/30/89 MHC
5/25/89 Boston Water and Sewer
5/30/89 S. Kaiser
5/26/89 DEQE, DAQC
6/5/89 EOTC
6/5/89 MWRA

JD/NB/nb
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2.0 PROJECT SUMMARY

2.1 Name of Project

The name of the proposed project is One Lincoln Street; it was formerly referred to as

the Kingston-Bedford/Essex Street Development. The project proponent is Kingston

Bedford Joint Venture. The One Lincoln Street project is a mixed-use office and retail

development to be constructed on 1.7 acres of land in Downtown Boston, Massachusetts

(Figure 2-1).

2.2 State Identification Number

The Executive Office of Environmental Affairs (EOEA) assigned number to this

project is No. 6132. The Massachusetts Historical Commission and Boston Landmarks

Commission permit number is No. 1019. No other numbers have been assigned at this time.

2.3 Project Background

2.3.1 Parcel-to-Parcel Linkage Project

Development of One Lincoln Street near Chinatown and Ruggles Center in Roxbury

takes on added significance because it is Boston's first Parcel-to-Parcel linkage project. In

1985, the Flynn and Dukakis administrations introduced the concept of Parcel-to-Parcel

linkage to:

1) Spread the benefits of development more evenly throughout Boston;

2) Promote neighborhood economic development; and

3) Increase opportunities for minorities to benefit from real estate development.

The program links the development of valuable, publicly-owned parcels downtown

such as One Lincoln Street to the development of publicly-owned parcels Hke Ruggles

Center in disadvantaged neighborhoods. It also requires that community organizations and

minority developers and entrepreneurs become equity partners for the simultaneous

development of both parcels.
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In June 1987, the City and State selected Columbia Plaza Associates (CPA) to be the

minority development partner for both One Lincoln Street and Ruggles Center. Columbia

Plaza Associates is a partnership of Asian-American, Black, and Hispanic entrepreneurs.

The partnership also includes community-based organizations as shareholders.

Columbia Plaza Associates, in turn, selected Metropolitan Structures as its partner

from a field of three nationally prominent developers, and the two entities formed

Metropolitan/Columbia Plaza Venture (MCPV). CPA holds a fifty percent equity position

in the project, exceeding the thirty percent share required by the City. Subsequently, MCPV
formed the Kingston Bedford Joint Venture (KBJV) and Ruggles Center Joint Venture

(RCJV) for purposes of developing One Lincoln Street and Ruggles Center, respectively.

2.3.2 Community Participation

The Chinatown/South Cove Neighborhood Council and the Parcel 18+ Development

Task Force have worked diligently with the Boston Redevelopment Authority (BRA) to

develop the Parcel-to-Parcel Linkage Program and to advise the BRA on all aspects of these

projects, including developer selection.

The Chinatown and Roxbury groups formed the Parcel-to-Parcel Linkage Advisory

Panel. Also participating in the panel are: the BRA, the MBTA, the City of Boston Real

Property and Public Facilities Departments, the Governor's Office of Economic

Development, the Mayor's Office of Neighborhood Services, and the Mayor's Office of Jobs

and Community Services. The panel has established subcommittees on:

1) Creation of affordable housing;

2) Jobs and jobs training;

3) Minority business enterprise;

4) Childcare; and

5) The community development fund.

The MCPV has worked closely with the Advisory Panel to shape the direction of the

two projects and, in particular, to refine a benefits plan for the communities.
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2.3.3 Community Benefits

Numerous public benefits will be realized through these linked projects. In fact, the

community benefits plan, when implemented, is the most wide-ranging in the city's history.

It will encompass programs to build affordable housing, fund job training programs,

stimulate minority business opportunities, and provide child care faciUties. The major

components of the plan are highlighted below.

Community Development Fund

In addition to contributing 10% of its developer's fee, the proponent of the One

Lincoln Street will pay to the Community Development Fund a total of $10,000,000 over a

ten-year period from commencement of construction.

In addition to contributing 10% of its developer's fee, the proponent of the Ruggles

Center Development will, over a period of 25 years, contribute 5% of the development's net

operating income to the Community Development Fund and 10% of the refinancing

proceeds, to the extent that there is net cash flow available.

The One Lincoln Street and Ruggles Center projects together will contribute some $12

- $15 million to the Community Development Fund.

Housing Linkage

The City of Boston requires that developers contribute $5 per square foot for

commercial development projects over 100,000 square feet toward the creation of affordable

housing. Development of One Lincoln Street will generate a housing linkage contribution of

approximately $4.3 million.

Development of One Lincoln Street and Ruggles Center, together, will generate $8.8

milhon in housing Unkage funds to be shared equally by Chinatown and Roxbury.

Jobs and Job Training

The One Lincoln Street and Ruggles Center projects are expected to generate 4,000

construction jobs. The developer will seek to achieve hiring goals of at least 50 percent of
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all construction jobs created (as measured by total employee hours) be held by Boston

residents, 30 percent by minorities, and 10 percent by women.

The projects will eventually support 7,000 permanent jobs and generate $1.7 million in

job training linkage funds for residents of Chinatown and Roxbury. (Developers are

required to contribute to a job training fund of $1 per square foot for commercial

developments over 100,000 square feet.) The KBJV and RCJV intend to apply the funds

directly to the training of community residents for permanent employment opportunities in

the projects. In addition, the Ventures will join the "Boston for Boston" program, a resident

hiring program carried out by the Office of Jobs and Community Services, and will

encourage project tenants to make best faith efforts to direct new jobs to local residents.

The benefits package also contains five other employment features. First, Kingston

Bedford Joint Venture is offering a $400,000 challenge grant for on-the-job training in real

estate development. Second, 30 percent of consultant contracts for both projects, estimated

at $18.5 million, will be targeted to certified minority business enterprises (MBE). Third,

both KBJV and RCJV have set as a minimum goal, the leasing of at least thirty (30) percent

of the total retail space at both sites to neighborhood-based businesses and MBE's. Fourth,

the RCJV will work with the Advisory Panel to develop a business incubator program to

provide opportunities at relatively low costs for existing or start-up businesses. And finally,

prior to and during construction, both KBJV and RCJV will provide either on-site or off-site

employment centers to inform the public of available employment opportunities.

Child Care

Both KBJV and RCJV will also provide child care facilities for 100 children in

Chinatown and 100 children in Roxbury. The facilities may be located on or off the project

sites.

Planning Grant

The Metropolitan/Columbia Plaza Venture has contributed $36,000 to the Chinatown

Neighborhood Council and the Parcel 18+ Task Force to facilitate greater participation over

the next two years in project plaiming and review. An additional $64,000 will be contributed

by the Kingston Bedford Joint Venture, totaUing $100,000 over a two year period.
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Equity Participation by Commuity Non-Profit Organizations

Ten percent of Columbia Plaza Venture's interest will be held by community

non-profit organizations. The Chinese Investment Limited Partnership has already donated

10 percent of its share of interest in CPA to the Chinese Consolidated Bnevolent

Association, a tax-exempt community umbrella organization.

2.4 Summary of Project Description

The proposed project, which is the Revised Developer's Proposal and the BRA's

Approved Development Plan (Alternative 7), comprises: first, demolition of an existing

parking garage and office building; second, construction of a 1,078,500 gross square foot,

mixed-use development that will include an office tower with ground floor retail, a low-rise

retail and office building, and a new underground parking garage. The project proposes

1,013,000 square feet of office space, 38,400 square feet of retail space, 4,000 square feet of

exterior open space, a 27,100 square foot lobby, and a garage with 911 off-street, below-grade

parking spaces (see Figure 2-2).

The office tower will be located on the southeastern portion of the Project Area. The

low-rise building, cormected to and integrated with the tower, will be placed on the western

and northern portions of the Project Area. Stepped back from the street at several levels,

the low rise building will serve visually as a base for the tower. The base will contain office

space, retail space and a skylit second-floor public atrium. One Lincoln Street's design

conforms with the surrounding neighborhood in scale and architectural elements; the project

augments the City's historic character through the use of appropriate elements in the facade

design, massing, materials and ornamentation characteristic of landmark buildings in the

City of Boston.

Alternative 7 is a major refinement and represents significant progress from the

alternatives of the earher phase: its architecture incorporates all of the BRA's urban design

criteria, the results of the City's Garage Study, the Developer's needs, and feasible responses

to the concerns of the many groups which have participated in the review process and

thereby contributed to the improvement of a project which is intended not only to be in

harmony with its enviromnent to the greatest extent possible, but also to bring substantial

benefits to the community and City.
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The project has been revised since the filing of the Draft EIR to address the concerns

of public agencies, interested private individuals, advocacy groups and neighborhood

organizations.

2.5 Federal and State Regulatory Review and Approvals Required

Permit Agency

FEDERAL

Approval of Sale of Property Interest

by Department of Public Works

National Pollution Discharge
Elimination System Permit

Federal Highway Administration

Environmental Protection Agency

STATE

Sewer Connection and
Extension Permit

Industrial User Permit or

Letter waiving same

Historical Commission Clearance

Fossil Fuel Utilization Permit

Acqusition of Property Interest

from Department of Public Works

Sewer Connection and
Extension Permit

Temporary Dewatering Permit

Groundwater Discharge Permit

CompUance with Massachusetts
Contingency Plan

Department of Environmental Protection,

Division of Water Pollution Control

Massachusetts Water Resources
Authority

Massachusetts Historical Commission

Department of Environmental Protection

Department of PubUc Works;
Division of Capital Planning and Opera-
tions

Department of Environmental Protection,

Division of Water Pollution Control

Massachusetts Water Resouces Authority

Department of Environmental Protection

Department of Environmental Protection
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2.6 Summary of Major Environmental Effects

The FEIR provides an update on the Revised Developer's Proposal (Alternative 7) and

a description of the possible environmental impacts. It also responds in greater detail to

subject areas scoped by the Secretary on the DEER.

2.6.1 Transportation

Access Overview

The One Lincoln Street development will eUminate the existing obsolete mechanical

garage and two parking lots. These facilities will be replaced with an office building

including minor retail uses. Part of the proposal involves the provision of an underground

parking garage for 911 spaces.

Transportation benefits will accrue to the project due to the close proximity of pubUc

transportation - subway, express bus, local bus, and railroad services - and from a large

proportion of walk-in trips from Downtown residential uses and among other commercial

developments. On the average, over 2/3 of the workers and customers to One Lincoln Street

will use transit and/or walk to the site. It is this feature which helps reduce automobile

impacts to manageable levels.

Traffic Impacts

One Lincoln Street project is projected to be a relatively small contributor to traffic in

the area. The demands of numerous other development which comprises the No-Build

option will require mitigation which will, in the main, provide adequate capacity for One

Lincoln Street traffic as well. New demands from this project will concentrate primarily on

the Surface Artery corridor near the Expressway and Turnpike ramp connections.

Consequently, the accommodation of the project within its time frame is possible without

major street alterations. Some existing operational problems at unsignalized intersections

are exacerbated first by added No-Build traffic, and also by One Lincoln Street traffic.

These locations will require signaUzation for good operation, as follows:
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o Essex Street and Harrison Avenue

o Essex Street and Kingston Street

o Kingston Street and Bedford Street

In addition, operational changes are needed at the intersection of the Surface Artery and

Essex Street, involving restriping of signal approach lanes, signal phasing and timing, parking

controls and minor physical revisions.

By itself, One Lincoln Street does not require the widening of Essex Street for two-way

operation. Two-way Essex Street is, however, a desirable project, particularly as a necessary

feeder for other new development projects to the west (e.g., Boston Crossing,

Commonwealth Center, Midtown Cultural District), and as a relief to the more pedestrian

oriented Beach, Bedford, and Summer Streets. The Essex-Surface Artery-Lincoln

intersection improvements must be closely coordinated with widening in the Essex Street

Corridor and Surface Artery long range plans.

Parking Supply and Demand Impacts

The proposed project will eUminate a total of 916 physical spaces (functional capacity

731) currently existing on the site. Today, most of these spaces serve long-term commuter

parking due to the relatively low rates at the mechanical garage.

No-Build background development forecasts a peak parking demand in the area for

2,900 spaces, versus an anticipated supply of about 1,700 spaces. Thus, there would be a

No-Build deficit of approximately 1,200 spaces.

For the Alternative 7, the Revised Developer's Proposal, on-site supply will exceed

project demand by about 89 spaces. If the demand for replacement parking for the 731

spaces displaced from the site is added to the project demand, however, the deficit is about

642 spaces.

These figures must be interpreted within the context of overall Downtown Boston

parking pohcy, which has sought to limit the availability of conunuter parking downtown in

order to free spaces for visitor use and encourage alternative modes of access.

Public Transportation System Impacts

The project is well located with respect to the MBTA rapid transit, express bus, and

commuter rail system.
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The No-Build development will add up to 2 additional carloads of passengers per

line to the rapid transit system diu^ing each peak hour, and the Revised Developer's

Proposal up to one additional. When these demands are distributed over the total peak

hour cars, a 4% increase in capacity is indicated to accommodate background

development and an additional 2% for the One Lincoln Street project. Given the MBTA's

ongoing efforts to add peak hour capacity, these additional demands should be able to be

reasonably handled by the system.

Pedestrian Impacts

By adding ground level retail activity, providing sheltered walkways through the site,

and adding sidewalks to the south side of Bedford Street in place of the current garage

entrance which stretches the length of the block, the proposed project will improve

pedestrian amenities and safety in what is currently an unattractive area. Primary

pedestrian flows will occur to and from the site and Downtown Crossing, and to and from

South Station. The most critical roadway crossing locations are those along the Surface

Artery, where traffic flows are the heaviest. Signal improvements will provide for

pedestrian phasing, and changes in roadway geometry will seek to improve pedestrian

crossing conditions.

2.6.2 Air Quality

A full air quality analysis was provided in the DEIR; the results of this study

demonstrated no predicted exceedances of air quality standards.

2.6.3 Noise

A full noise analysis was presented in the DEIR. Noise in the project area is created

by motor vehicle traffic on the Surface Artery, the Central Artery, and local streets; by

aircraft from Logan Airport; by building mechanical systems; and by construction

equipment. These sources are typical of an urban environment and create relatively high

noise levels. Noise sensitive land uses in the vicinity of the project site include residential

buildings south of Essex Street. Existing (ambient) noise levels along Essex Street were

estimated in the DEIR to be 62 dBA (Lgq), while levels adjacent to the Surface Artery

range from 74 to 78 dBA (Lgg).
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Estimates of the potential traffic-related noise impacts along Essex Street were

assessed for the 1993 No-Build Alternative as a basis for comparison with the build

alternatives.

Traffic along Essex Street is expected to increase by 64 percent by 1993 and would

result in a noise level of 64 dBA (Lgq). This 2 dBA increase over the existing level would

not be noticeable. Reconstruction of Essex Street to accommodate two-way traffic would

result in an additional 1 decibel increase in noise. This increase translates to 3 decibels

over 1988 existing conditions, which also would be an imperceptible impact. Increases of

less than 5 dBA are considered to be barely perceptible to the human ear.

Due to projected insignificant increases in noise levels, no specific mitigation

measures for traffic generated by the alternatives would be required. However,

operational pohcies which would reduce peak hour traffic volumes (e.g., van pools, car

pools, transit ridership, etc.) would contribute to minimizing the overall potential adverse

effects of noise on sensitive land uses from the One Lincoln Street project.

2.6.4 Infrastructure

The One Lincoln Street project is expected to contribute a maximum increase in

wastewater flow of approximately 113,500 gallons per day (gpd). This estimated flow wiU

be moderated by the effects of water conservation components factored into the project

design. An analysis of the existing sewer system was performed which determined the

adequacy of the system to handle the development of the project.

An average daily water demand of approximately 228,000 gpd is projected to meet

the project's water needs. An instantaneous peak water demand of 294 gallons per minute

(gpm) was also projected. Improvements to the area's water supply system by both the

developer and the Boston Water and Sewer Commission will ensure adequate water

service to the project.

Electricity from Boston Edison is expected to be the main source of space heating

and air conditioning for the project. The annual electric power requirements were

estimated to be 23.49 x 10" kilowatt hours per year (kwh/yr). It is not anticipated that new

distribution faciUties will be required in the Boston Edison Company system to meet the

requirements of One Lincoln Street.
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The Boston Gas Company will provide natural gas to the site to serve the project's

restaurant needs. The annual use is estimated to be approximately 2.04 x 10" cubic feet

per year. Boston Gas is capable of providing the increased level of service with their

current system.

Steam use is presently being analyzed as an alternative source of space heating,

Boston Thermal Energy Corporation (BTEC) has sufficient capacity within their

distribution system to meet the estimated needs of One Lincoln Street.

2.6.5 Massing and Shadows

In terms of building height and mass, the project site serves as a transition area

between the tall buildings found in the Financial District and the smaller buildings of

Chinatown and the Kingston-Essex Textile District.

The Revised Developers Proposal (Alternative 7) design concept consists of a

slender 37-story, 465-foot high tower on the southeastern portion of the site, connected to

and integrated with a 7-story, 100' high 180,000 sf low-rise building on the

Kingston/Bedford parcel, which is stepped back from the street above the fifth floor.

The FEIR shadow analysis compares the shadow impact of the Revised Developer's

Proposal (Alternative 7) to shadows which are currently cast by existing buildings in the

area of the project site. In this comparison, the shadows produced by the new building are

considered in conjunction with shadows produced by the existing structures in the area.

The shadow effect on streets and areas surrounding the project site are summarized as

follows:

o Bedford Street - Some net new shadow is added, primarily during the summer

months. The portions to the east and west of the existing garage receive the

most of the new summer shadows (when shadows are most desirable); the far

western part of Bedford Street will also be in shadow during the September

morning hours.

o Columbia Street - Some new noontime shadows are added to the northern

half of Columbia Street. At other times, this portion is already in shadow

from both the existing garage and the Bedford Building.
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o Lincoln Street - The southern half of Lincoln Street will have new shadow

impacts during the afternoon all year. The northern half is currently shaded

by the Bedford Building. The Lincoln Street sidewalk will remain sunny at

noontime.

o Summer Street - No new shadow impact is expected on Summer Street.

o Church Green - The Church Green area will be affected by net new shadows

in the afternoon during the spring and fall. During the winter, Church Green

is already fully in shadow in the afternoon from existing buildings.

o Dewey Square - Unaffected by the proposed project.

o Downtown Crossing - Unaffected by the proposed project.

o Boston Common - On winter mornings only, between November 14 and

January 28, some new net shadow is added across a section of Boston

Common lawn and walkways. This new shadow occurs outside of the March

21 - October 21 time period which constitutes one of the Boston Common

shadow criteria estabUshed by Section 38-16 of the Boston Zoning Code for

the midtown area and, therefore, should not require any mitigation measures.

No new shadow is produced on the Boston Conmion at other times of the

year.

o Kingston Street - Unaffected by the proposed project, except in a small area

on summer mornings.

o Essex Street - Unaffected by the proposed project.
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2.6.6 Aeronautics

As described in the DEIR, the most significant building characteristic affecting

helicopter flight paths is height. The tallest existing buildings in the vicinity of the project

rise to a height of approximately 600 feet. Since these buildings are higher than any

proposed for the One Lincoln Street development, the project is not likely to have a

negative impact on existing helicopter flight paths or interfere with any proposed flight

paths or heliport sites. Nevertheless, final plans will be reviewed for compatibility with the

Massachusetts Aeronautics Commission-

2.6.7 Wind

In general, the construction of One Lincoln Street increases wind activity along

Lincoln Street, between Summer Street and the Surface Artery; while improving

pedetrian comfort at locations along Bedford and Summer Streets. The wind activity

associated with the proposed development, however, does not render any locations

dangerous during any of the seasons or on an annual basis. This is consistent with the

existing conditions.

With the project, locations along Lincoln Street are affected by wind throughout the

year. The area on Lincoln Street towards the Surface Artery is subject to a pedestrian

wind environment considered uncomfortable for walking during all four seasons and on an

annual basis. The Lincoln Street/Surface Artery comer is also considered uncomfortable

for walking during three of the four seasons and annually.

The increased wind activity along Lincoln Street categorizes various locations as

uncomfortable for walking; however, several locations exceed the "Comfortable for

Walking" category by only 1 mph.

Exceedances of the BRA's effective gust criteria are generally reduced with the

implementation of the One Lincoln Street development. During the winter months, five

locations are exceeded under existing conditions and six locations are exceeded under

proposed conditions. However, only one location exceeds the criteria during the spring

under proposed conditions, as compared to two locations under existing conditions. No

locations are exceeded under the proposed conditions during the summer, fall and

annually, as compared to zero, one and two, respectively, under existing conditions for the

same periods.
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The main entrance at the corner of Lincoln Street and Essex Street will result in a

comfortable local environment. The addition of a canopy along the east and, to a lesser

extent, the south facades of the proposed development would mitigate on-site conditions,

at locations on Lincoln Street, and may help reduce wind activity at some of the off-site

areas to a minor extent. Alternatively, a pedestrian arcade along Lincoln Street would

provide an area of reduced wind velocity for pedestrian usage during periods of increased

wind activity along the west side of Lincoln Street. If feasible, landscaping along Lincoln

Street would also help mitigate the on-site conditions. Coniferous vegetation and/or

planters would mitigate horizontal wind flows which account for a portion of the increased

wind activity, but it would not mitigate the winds deflected down the face of the tower.

It should be noted that while Lincoln Street is subject to increased wind activity with

One Lincoln Street in place, other nearby areas benefit as they become subject to a

decrease in wind activity leading to a more comfortable pedestrian level wind

environment. The area adjacent to 100 Summer Street, which is known to be subject to

higher wind activity, is one such area that benefits.

2.6.8 Historic and Archaelogical Resources

The project site is located in an area of Downtown Boston that has a number of

historic buildings and districts. To the north of and adjacent to the site is the Commercial

Palace District. To the south of the site is the Kingston-Essex Textile District, and to the

southeast is the Leather District.

There are no structures on the site which are Boston City Landmarks or are

individually eligible for listing or are listed in the National or Massachusetts Registers of

Historic Places. However, three historic structures in the vicinity may be affected by the

proposed development. They include the Church Green Building, the Bedford Building,

and the Proctor Building, all of which are registered landmarks.

All of the build options would have an effect on the surrounding historic resources.

However, as long as the detailed design of a selected alternative incorporates elements to

mitigate those impacts, then any of the build options would have more beneficial impacts

on these resources than the No Build Alternative.

Alternative 7, the Revised Developer's Proposal, would require the demolition of 80

Kingston Street. The widening of Essex Street would require the demoUtion of the

adjacent 88 Kingston Street building.
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These two existing buildings on Kingston Street are a part of the historical fabric of

the area. The building at 88 Kingston Street has recently undergone a renovation

program. The retention of 80 Kingston Street, requested to be examined by the Boston

Redevelopment Authority, offers four possible alternatives:

1) Retention of the entire building;

2) Retention of the existing facade and its incorporation into the new buildings;

3) Replication of the existing facade as part of the exterior design of the new

building; and

4) Removal and reconstruction of the existing facade in a new location.

Each of these options are addressed in greater detail in Section 4.6.3.

To ensure that any potential archaeological resources are not unnecessarily

disturbed or destroyed in the development process, an archaeological reconnaissance

survey was conducted and the results are included in Section 4.6.4 and in Technical

Appendix I (in an accompanying document).

The Public Archaeology Laboratory (PAL) Inc., the proponent's Archaeology

consultants, concluded that the project area may be considered to have low sensitivity to

archaeological resources. There was little evidence that highly significant resources

remained intact within the project area. The original ground surface of the project area

was affected by the processes of urban development including filling, construction,

excavation, and demolition. These processes have both created and damaged the project

area's archaeological record in the opinion of PAL.

2.6.9 Open Space and Recreational Facilities

The No-Build alternative would have no beneficial impacts on open space nor

provide opportunities for recreation. There are no facilities on the site for passive or

active recreational activities, and the open space that does exist contains no

improvements. The site in its current condition lacks pedestrian corridors and thus poses

some danger to pedestrians from vehicles entering or existing parking lots.
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The Revised Developer's Proposal (Alternative 7), would significantly enhance open

space by adding a pubUc plaza (and a second open space after the removal of 88 Kingston

Street for the widening of Essex Street), pedestrian corridors, lobbies, arcades, and

landscaping. The Revised Developer's Proposal also includes the widening of Essex Street

and the closing of Columbia Street, thereby creating pedestrian areas more protected from

traffic. Finally, the Revised Developer's Proposal proposes a multi-story pubUc atrium, a

retail arcade, and a pedestrian network which would add to the pedestrian amenities in the

area.

2.6.10 Social and Economic

As described in the DEER, in the past economic development in Boston's

disadvantaged neighborhoods has brought short-term benefits without creating an

enduring and strong economic base. The One Lincoln Street project is designed to reverse

this trend and to respond to the community's need for employment community facihties,

and housing,

2.6.11 Construction

Construction of One Lincoln Street would be approximately 30 months from start of

work on-site until completion of the Base Building work. Project completion is anticipated

by late 1992.

During construction, there will be transportation impacts on streets leading to and

around the site; worker parking, unloading and storage of construction materials and

equipment and the enclosure of the site to protect pedestrians. A detailed construction

management plan will be prepared by the project developer in close coordination with the

construction contractor for submittal for approval by the City's Transportation

Department prior to issuance of a building permit.

The different stage of construction identified in the construction schedule has been

varying levels of temporary noise impacts. The highest levels during demolition and

excavation are expected to occur during the Fall 1990 when the work on the

Kingston-Bedford Street garage site begin erection operations and excavation commence

on the Essex Street site. In addition to noise, there will be some vibration although the

foundation system does not anticipate use of piles which creates additional ground

vibration.
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Due to the proposed foundation excavation, it is expected that a temporary drop

(i.e., during the construction period) in the groundwater table will occur around the

immediate site vicinity. Changes in the groundwater table elevation will be closely

monitored by a network of groundwater observation wells during construction.

An increase in airborne particulate matter will occur in the form of fugitive dust

from demoUtion, ground excavation, mantels of stored earth and aggregate, concrete

construction, and carpentry works and similar activities. Extreme precautions will be

required in the handling and removal of asbestos material.

2.7 Summary of Mitigation Measures

2.7.1 Transportation Mitigation Measures

Existing Conditions

Generally speaking, traffic is moving during morning peak hours at acceptable levels

of service. During the weekday evening peak hour period, the situation is decidedly worse,

especially for the intersections along Essex Street. However, only one unsignalized

intersection, Essex-Kingston-Avenue de Lafayette, is operating below LOS D (LOS F). In

addition, during the Saturday peak period, southbound vehicles traveling on Harrison

Avenue experience unacceptable delays at the unsignalized intersection of Essex,

Harrison, and Chauncy Streets (LOS F). Table 2-1 lists the intersections with

unacceptable LOS ( < D) for the existing, No-Build and Build conditions.

o Bedford-Kingston improves from LOS C to LOS B in the evening peak hour;

and

o Bedford-Chauncy-Lafayette Place Garage intersection improves from LOS C

to LOS B during the morning, and from LOS D to LOS B in the evening peak

hour periods.

In summary, the deficient intersections are currently unsignalized. The installation

of signals will remedy the deficiencies in most cases. Re-striping, parking restrictions, and

signal timing changes will give adequate reUef in most other cases with the changes

satisfying both the No-Build and the critical alternative (400-foot tower) situations in the

1993 analysis year (see Table 2-2).
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TABLE 2-1

INTERSECTION CONDITIONS WITH AND WITHOUT
RECOMMENDED ROADWAY IMPROVEMENTS

Level of Service

Situation/



TABLE 2-2

STUDY AREA ROADWAY IMPROVEMENTS

Situation/Location Lead Agency

NO-BUILD IMPROVEMENTS

Essex/Boylston City of Boston
Corridor

Description of Improvements

Essex Street (and Bolyston Street) Corridor:

improvements from Tremont Street to Surface

Artery. The designation of this section of

Essex and Bolyston Streets as a Traffic ReUef
Program (TRP) route, including restricted

parking and coordinated signal timing. Essex
Street operation should mamtain two lanes of

through traffic during the morning peak hour
period and three lanes during the evening
peak hour.

Essex-Bolyston-

Washington
Signal optimization and pavement restriping

providing:

- Two through lanes and one through/left

lane along Bolyston Street eastbound; and

- One through, one through/right and one
right only along Washington Street

northbound.

Essex-Harrison-
Chauncy

Install signals and pavement restriping to

allow for:

- One through and one left turn only lane

along Essex Street eastbound; and

- Two through lanes and one through/right
lane lane along Harrison Avenue
Extension.

- Continued
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TABLE 2-2 (Continued)

Situation/Location Lead Agency Description of Improvements

NO-BUILD IMPROVEMENTS (Continued)

Essex-Kingston-
Avenue de Lafayette

Install signals and pavement restriping

to allow for:

- Two through lanes and one through/right
lane along Essex Street eastbound; and

- One left turn only lane and one
through/right lane along Kingston Street

southbound.

Essex-Surface Artery-

Lincoln
Signal rephasing and optimization along with
pavement restriping to include:

- Three multi-purpose lanes and one ri^ht

turn lane combined with signal rephasmg
to allow for an additional phase for right

turns along the eastbound Essex Street

approach;

- Two multi-purpose lanes along the

northbound Lincoln Street approach with
an additional lane for right turns during
the morning peak hour;

- Three multi-purpose lanes along the

northbound Surface Artery approach; and

- Three multi-purpose lanes along the

southbound Surface Artery approach
combined with a peak hour left turn

prohibition.

Continued
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TABLE 2-2 (Continued)

Situation/Location Lead Agency Description of Improvements

NO-BUILD IMPROVEMENTS (Continued)

Summer-Lincoln-
Bedford

City of Boston Signal optimization and pavement restriping

providing:

- Three multi-purpose lanes along the

northbound Lincoln Street approach;

- One through lane and one right turn lane

along the Summer Street eastbound
approach; and

- One left turn lane, one through lane and
one right turn lane (to Devonshire Street)

along the westbound Summer Street

approach.

Bedford-Chauncy-
LP Garage

City of Boston Installation of signals and pavement striping

allowing for:

- One multi-purpose lane along the Chaimcy
Street northbound approach;

- One multi-purpose lane along the

Lafayette Place garage exit; and

- One multi-piuT)ose lane along the

westbound Bedford Street approach.

Bedford-Kingston City of Boston Signal installation and pavement restriping

providing for:

One multi-purpose lane along
southbound Kingston Street approach;

the

One right turn lane along the eastbound
Bedford Street approach; and

One through lane and one left turn lane

along the westbound Bedford Street

approach.

- Continued-
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TABLE 2-2 (Continued)

Situation/Location Lead Agency Description of Improvements

LONG-RANGE ROADWAY IMPROVEMENTS

Essex Street Corridor: City of Boston

Essex-Surface Artery
Lincoln

Providing for two-way Essex Street operation
from Kingston Street to Surface Artery.

Improvements at the Essex-Surface Artery-

Lincoln intersection to provide for:

- Three multi-purpose lanes combined with
a free right turn along the eastbound Essex
Street approach;

- Three multi-purpose lanes along the
northbound Lincoln Street approach with
an additional lane for right turns during
the morning peak hour;

- Two multi-purpose lanes along the
northbound Surface Artery approach; and

- Four multi-purpose lanes along the
southbound Surface Artery approach
combined with a peak hour lefi turn

prohibition.
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Encourage Transit Use

The One Lincoln Street development parcel's prime location at the hub of the

MBTA system makes encouragement of transit use a primary mitigating measure. In the

first place, the developer can stress the site's excellent transit access in the marketing

materials prepared during the initial leasing process for the building. Once tenants are

selected, transit access can be stressed in employee recruitment. Employment advertising

by major tenants in MBTA buses and trains can help tap this work force. Once the

building is operational, MBTA pass sales can be arranged on-site, either in a sales office

run by building management or through payroll deduction by the employers. Employers

can also be encouraged to offer a subsidy of a portion of the MBTA pass, up to $15 of

which can be treated as a tax free employee benefit imder Federal law.

Encourage Ridesharing

In the Boston region, developers and employers utilize the services of CARAVAN,

the regional ridesharing agency, to help initiate ridesharing programs, including: carpools,

vanpools, and subscription bus services. One particularly effective service which

CARAVAN offers is assistance to new tenants in solving relocating employees' commute

problems. This service will be utilized by the developer during the leasing process to help

market the space. Once employers are located, CARAVAN will help them implement

ridesharing programs and form employee carpools. The State has several funding

programs in place to support private sector efforts as well.

The One Lincoln Street project developer and building manager will also support

ridesharing efforts through parking pricing and supply management. Beyond monthly

spaces included in leases, reserving monthly spaces for carpools and vanpools at a reduced

rate, is one way to help ensure ridesharing where parking availability is limited.

Flexible Work Hours

Largely beyond the control of the project developer is the institution of flexible

working hours whereby employees can vary working schedules to avoid peak demand

periods. The receptivity of employers to these types of programs varies by the type of

business. Informally, the developer will distribute information about these programs to

prospective tenants, and also, if possible keep track of the working hours of major tenants

during the leasing process to help coordinate schedules.
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Transportation Coordinator

Key to successful implementation of these actions is the active effort by the developer

to incorporate in a positive way the idea of demand management into project marketing and

leasing. This will be done through offering the services of a transportation coordinator, who

can be designated from the management staff. This individual will work with CARAVAN to

learn about available programs, prepare the required promotional materials, and launch

ridesharing and transit efforts as appropriate. Once the project is fully tenanted, the function

will be carried out as part of the building management on an ongoing basis.

Transportation Management Association

In the Midtown Area of Downtown Boston, several other major projects will be in the

construction and leasing stages over the same time frame as One Lincoln Street. To help

integrate transportation planning for the Commonwealth Center and Boston Crossing

projects with the One Lincoln Street plaiming, the developer has already participated in a

number of joint meetings to discuss issues of common concern. This cooperative effort will

continue to address ongoing issues as the projects are completed and leased.

In the long-term, this group intends to evolve into what is known as a transportation

management association (TMA). These types of groups were created by the private sector to

help reduce traffic congestion in suburban CaHfornia areas. TMAs typically involve

developers, major employers, community groups, and public agencies with an interest in

improving transportation conditions in a given district. The role for a TMA in the One

,

Lincoln Street area would include such issues as coordinating construction management for

the projects, working with the City to ensure the implementation of programmed street

improvements, deciding on circulation options, monitoring traffic and parking conditions as

the projects are leased, and representing the area's interests with respect to major projects

such as the Central Artery/Third Harbor Tunnel and future MBTA initiatives.

No-Build Mitigation Measures for 1993 Design Year

For the 1993 design year under No-Build conditions, the following roadway and

development assumptions were adopted for analysis:
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o Beach Street is closed at the Chinatown Gate; Kingston Street and Edinboro

Street are open to the Surface Artery;

o Avenue de Lafayette is closed between Washington Street and Harrison Avenue

Extension; -,

o Hayward Place and Avery Street directions are reversed;

o Phase I and 11 of the Boston Crossing Project are completed;

o Phase I of the Commonwealth Center is completed;

o The existing Surface Artery and ramps to/from, the Central Artery remain

substantially in the same configuration, pending Artery reconstruction. Some

minor widening or change of lane use is envisioned.

Responsibilities for implementation of each of these projects are outlined in Table 2-2.

Another project, the widening of Essex Street, is still under consideration. Because

this widening project will significantly alter traffic patterns in the study area, traffic impacts

were considered with and without a two-way widened Essex Street.

Traffic Impacts for One-Way Essex Street

No-Build Conditions

The new Boston Crossing and Commonwealth Center projects will contribute a large

increment of traffic to the area. These projects will rely on Bedford Street and Washington

Street for access during the morning peak hour period, failing a two-way Essex Street.

During the evening peak hour period, exiting traffic will produce significant pressures along

and across the Essex Street corridor. Most of the congested intersections are not signalized

but can be improved with appropriate mitigation measures. (See Table 2-1 for a listing of

LOS at problem intersections.)

Traffic operations can be improved to acceptable levels at Essex-Surface

Artery-Lincoln through channeHzation within the existing right-of-way along the Essex Street

approach (reserved right turn lane from Kingston Street to Surface Artery) and signal

rephasing to facilitate right turns.
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Traffic operations during the evening peak hour period at Boylston- Essex-Washington

can be improved to almost acceptable levels (LOS E, close to LOS D) with the installation of

left turn and through direction pavement markings and through the institution and

enforcement of peak-hour parking restrictions along the eastern Essex Street section

between Washington Street and the Surface Artery,

Signalization is the proposed mitigation measure for the unsignalized intersections that

operate poorly under No-Build conditions. For these unsignalized locations, signalization

will bring operating conditions to acceptable levels during all peak hour periods. (See Table

2-2 or a listing of roadway improvements.)

Traffic Impacts: Two-Way Essex Street

No-Build Conditions

The Essex Street roadway improvement proposal provides for two-way traffic along

Essex Street from Kingston Street to Atlantic Avenue. The widening of Essex Street has

been under study for some time by the City. Although there are no final plans to widen the

street, past development projects have accommodated the potential reconstruction. About

three hundred feet of Essex Street between Atlantic Avenue and South Street was

reconstructed as a two-way roadway with two continuous travel lanes in each direction and

curb service lanes where possible. This section of the widening was completed in

coordination with the construction of One Financial Center.

Additional work will need to occur to complete the widening, including the following

measures: .

o Provision of revised signalization at the intersection of Essex Street with the

Surface Artery; acquisition and removal of the five-story brick building at the

northeast comer of the Essex-Kingston intersection; and

o Reconstruction of 350 feet of Essex Street between the Surface Artery and

Kingston Street as a two-way roadway with two travel lanes in the westbound

direction and with two through travel lanes and a right turn lane in the

eastbound direction.
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Assuming that the mitigation measures needed for a one-way Essex Street are implemented,

the most significant shifts in traffic resulting from the two-way Essex Street improvement will

be the following:

o Expected increases in traffic along Avenue de Lafayette approaching Chauncy

Street;

o Traffic increases along Harrison Avenue between Avenue de Lafayette and

Beach Street. These appear high when expressed as a percentage increase due

to the low volumes existing traffic along this section of the roadway. The

increases are mostly a result of improved access to Chinatown via two-way Essex

Street;

o Significant decrease in traffic volumes along Bedford Street, Summer Street

(westbound) between South Street and Lincoln Street, and southbound along

Chauncy Street between Bedford Street and Avenue de Lafayette;

Smaller decreases in traffic volumes north of the Surface artery along Lincoln

Street, South Street, and Summer Street (westbound);

o Decreased volumes along Essex Street eastbound between Tremont Street and

Washington Street, particularly in the peak hour, due to the fact that traffic

destined for Boston Crossing or Commonwealth Center parking garages can

approach the area from the south by using New Essex Street westbound to

Avenue de Lafayette westbound rather than Kneeland Street to Washington

Street and then to Avenue de Lafayette eastbound; and

Decreased traffic volumes along Chauncy Street north of Essex Street to

Avenue de Lafayette and on Washington Street between Kneeland Street and

Avery Street.

Improvements in LOS for the two-way Essex Street compared to one-way Essex, both

with No-Build mitigation, are found at four problem intersections. LOS remains

substantially the same at other locations. The intersections experiencing better LOS are as

follows (see Table 2-1).

o Summer-Lincoln-Bedford improves fi-om LOS C to LOS B during the evening

peak hour period;
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Essex-Washington improves from LOS E to LOS D during the evening peak

hour period.

Bedford-Kingston improves from LOS C tp LOS B in the evening peak hour;

and

o Bedford-Chauncy-Lafayette Place Garage intersection improves from LOS C to

LOS B during the morning, and from LOS D to LOS B in the evening peak hour

periods.

In simimary, the deficient intersections are currently unsignalized. The installation of

signals will remedy the deficiencies in most cases. Re-striping, parking restrictions, and

signal timing changes will give adequate relief in most other cases with the changes satisfying

the No-Build, the critical alternative (400-foot tower), and Alternative 7 (the Revised

Developer's Proposal) in the 1993 analysis year (see Table 2-2).

2.7.2 Air Ouality Mitigation Measures

Currently, the City of Boston is in the process of optimizing, through computer

operated traffic flow monitors, approximately 250 signals downtown, including those in the

project study area. Completion of this program is expected in 1990. Computer-driven signal

timings, which will be based on demand, are expected to improve traffic flow over peak one-

and eight-hour periods in the project area. During eight-hour periods, when violations of the

NAAQS for CO are more likely, continual monitoring of traffic conditions and appropriate

adjustments to signal timings under this program should provide potential air quality!

benefits. In addition, this program should serve to reduce CO background levels as general

flow in the downtown area is also expected to improve.

Boylston Street/Essex Street between Arlington Street and the Surface Artery will

become part of the City of Boston's Traffic Relief Program (TRP) and be classified as a

major trip route. Under the TRP the following actions will be taken:

o No Stopping Zones will be established along portions of Boylston Street and

Essex Street between 7:00 AM and 7:00 PM.

o Parking meters will be removed where necessary.
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o Taxi Stands will be relocated as needed.

o No Stopping Zones will be established on some intersecting side streets to

improve flow and increase capacity.

o Restrictions will be enforced during the peak periods with Traffic Officers from

the Boston Transportation Department (BTD) and cooperation of the Boston

Police Department.

These measures, in addition to the traffic signal coordination, should improve traffic

flow along Boylston Street/Essex Street, and improve air quality in the area.

Finally, the Commonwealth's I&M program, started on April 1, 1983 was assumed in

the calculation of motor vehicle emission rates for the DEIR. This program, which results in

the overall reduction of yearly motor vehicle emissions, was established to ensure

compliance with the NAAQS, on a statewide basis, as outlined in the Massachusetts State

Implementation Plan. The project proponent supports this program as the attainment and

maintenance of the NAAQS for CO in the future is dependent on its continued enforcement.

2.7.3 Noise Mitigation Measures

Due to projected insignificant increases in noise levels, no specific mitigation measures

for traffic generated by the alternatives would be required. However, operational policies

which would reduce peak hour traffic volumes (e.g., van pools, car pools, transit ridership,

etc.) would contribute to minimizing the overall potential adverse effects of noise on

sensitive land uses from the One Lincoln Street project.

2.7.4 Infrastructure Mitigation Measures

The increase in sewage flow will be mitigated by the use of low flow fixtures. These

types of fixtures can reduce projected sewage generation estimates by up to 20 percent. The

proponent has also investigated the possibility of separating combined sewers in the project

vicinity. This measure is still under discussion with the Boston Water & Sewer Commission

(BWSC).
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The increase in water consumption will also be mitigated by the use of low flow

fixtures. Additional mitigation measures include improvements to the area's water supply

system by both the developer and the BWSC.

The increase in electric use will be mitigated by compliance with the new State

Building Code requirements for items such as lighting and insulation.

Boston Gas Company has sufficient natural gas supplies within its existing system to

serve the development. Therefore, no mitigation measures are proposed.

Steam use is not presently anticipated as a source of space heating or air

conditioning. Therefore, no mitigation is anticipated.

2.7.5 Massing and Shadow Mitigation Measures

Massing Mitigation

The design of the Revised Developer's Proposal (Alternative 7) attempts to

incorporate all possible mitigation measures relating to not only the project massing, but

also its architectural character, materials, and facade articulation. The massing of this

alternative places the tower on the southeasternmost portion of the site, closest to the

adjoining open space of the Surface Artery and furthest removed from the low buildings of

Chinatown - to which the 5-story tower base and its transformation into a low-rise building

provides the transition (see Figure 4-48, page rV-130). The tower placement allows

maximum view corridors for 99 Summer Street to the south, and for 125 Summer Street,

towards the west. The architectural character of the design stresses the visual separation

of the project into two seemingly separate buildings. Each of these has its own rhythm and

articulation: the low-rise building echoes, in its tripartite bay arrangement and mostly

individual windows on Bedford and Kingston Streets, that of its historic neighbor, the

Bedford Building; the tower fenestration has a more vertical emphasis in both proportion

and division. The overall mass and scale of the tower is reduced to the greatest extent

possible, by a multiple-step configuration that occurs horizontally as well as vertically; it is

reduced further by an exterior cladding of heavy materials (granite and precast) at its

lower portion and a Ughter-appearing metal-and-glass curtain wall as it reaches upward.

Cornice lines are emphasized and carried through in relationship to adjoining buildings,

entrance locations are treated as focal points, and the use of ornamental elements,

setbacks, changes in vertical plane, and varying fenestration all contribute to a scale that is

in keeping with the fabric of the surrounding area.
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Shadow Mitigation

Due to the intensely buih-up character of the blocks surrounding the project site,

existing shadows already cover much of the area and relatively little additional shadow will

be created by the project, except along Bedford and Columbia Streets. Some additional

winter morning shadow will fall on the Boston Common between November 14 and

January 28.

The tower location at the southeastern portion of the site is the furthest removed

from and therefore causes the least new shadow on the Common, and the new shadows on

Bedford and Columbia Streets would remain the same even if the tower location were

shifted.

2.7.6 Aeronautics Mitigation Measures

Since existing buildings are higher than the proposed One Lincoln Street

development, the project is not likely to have a negative impact on existing helicopter

flight paths or interfere with any proposed flight paths or heliport sites.

2.7.7 Wind Mitigation Measures

Remedial wind devices have been recommended for locations on and around the

development site. The implementation of these devices assist in creating a more

comfortable wind environment for the respective pedestrian activities.

The type of devices recommended in this report include canopies and/or pedestrian

arcade and vegetation. A general description of the function of these devices is as follows.

o Canopy - A canopy is used to deflect winds that are intercepted at higher

levels above grade and directed downward to pedestrian level. The canopy

should be constructed 8 to 16 feet above grade and extend a minimum of 6

feet horizontally from the building facade.
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o Pedestrian Arcade - A pedestrian arcade is designed to offer an alternative

pedestrian route when high wind activity and other cUmatic conditions make

sidewalk usage undesirable. An arcade is also an alternative to canopies

when space restrictions limit usage of canopies along building facades.

o Vegetation - Vegetation can be used to mitigate both horizontal and vertical

wind action. Deciduous trees act as a localized canopy since their foUage

impedes vertical wind flow and allows pedestrian access at grade level.

Deciduous trees, however, are not very effective in mitigating horizontal wind

flow at pedestrian level; or wind flow in general during the winter season.

Coniferous vegetation is very effective in mitigating horizontal wind flow and

can be used during all seasons as it retains its foUage throughout the year.

Vegetation may be in the form of trees, shrubs, or a combination of plantings,

either in planters or beds. Trees should be a minimum of 10 feet in height to

achieve sufficient effect. Trees of less height will have some impact on the

wind velocity; however, it may be several years before the full capabiUties of

the landscaping are reaHzed. The hedging and planter/vegetation

combination should be a minimum of 4.5 feet in height.

The type and location of remedial devices which could be considered for One

Lincoln Street are as follows:

o Canopy - East and South facade of One Lincoln Street Tower

or

o Pedestrian Arcade - along the One Lincoln Street Tower

o Landscaping (if feasible) - Lincoln Street
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Remedial devices such as a canopy along the Lincoln Street facade of the proposed

development would assist in reducing the wind velocity at ground level in the vicinity of

Locations 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 (see Figure 4-61, page IV-148). A canopy along the south

facade of the proposed tower would assist in reducing the amount of upper level southerly

winds downwashed to grade along Lincoln Street. If the implementation of canopies is

not feasible, a pedestrian arcade along the Lincoln Street portion of the development

would provide an area of reduced wind velocity for pedestrian usage during periods of

increased wind activity.

Landscaping in the form of vegetation along Lincoln Street and at the Lincoln

Street/Essex Street entrance would also help reduce wind velocity. Coniferous vegetation

(i.e. in planter) would help mitigate the wind velocity year round while deciduous trees

will be beneficial during the summer months and portions of the spring and fall. The

implementation of vegetation may be difficult as the sidewalk width is limited and, to our

knowledge, a portion of the sidewalk is above an access to a transformer vault. The

combination of vegetation and canopies and/or pedestrian arcade would be the most

effective form of mitigation.

The recessed entrance(s) along Lincoln Street will provide areas of reduced wind

flow for pedestrians entering and/or exiting the proposed development.

It should be noted that while Lincoln Street is subject to increased wind activity with

One Lincoln Street in place, other areas benefit as they become subject to a decrease in

wind activity creating a more comfortable pedestrian level wind enviroimient. The area

adjacent to 100 Summer Street, which is known to be subject to higher wind activity, is one

such area that benefits,

2.7.8 Historic and Archaeological Mitigation Measures

Historic Mitigation

In the Revised Developer's Proposal (Alternative 7), the placement of the building

and tower provides for the future widening of Essex Street, thereby unavoidably reducing

the site in the north/south direction and moving the tower five feet closer to the Bedford

Building property line. Equally unavoidable, the presence of a 37-story tower in close

proximity to a 5-story historical structure creates a strong contrast, which would not be

perceptibly lessened at street level even if the height of the tower were reduced by five or

more stories. The design represents all of the possible mitigation measures: emphasis on
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a 5-story streetwall with strong cornice lines, above which a setback occurs; alignment along

the street edge on Lincoln Street; a compatible material color; well-articulated architectural

detailing of the tower base with recessed windows, decorative metal grilles, and lighting

elements, deep cornices accented horizontally, strong joint lines in the stonework, a variety

of window opening sizes organized around the rhythms of a vertical expression, and strongly

expressed, recessed entrances (all of which will create a play of shadows); multiple setbacks

on the facade of the tower as it stretches upward, and a change in materials from stone to

glass-and-metal to lighten the appearance of its upper portion. In addition, the massing and

expression of the low-rise building brings the balance of the project into close harmony with

its historic neighbor, and treats it with great respect on the more heavily used Bedford Street

side of the new building.

Finally, the retainage of the entire building, exisiting facade, or replication of facade of

the 80 Kingston Street building has been studied by the project architects as a further

mitigation measure to relate the project to its neighborhood. This study is contained in
j

Section 4.6.3.

Consideration of all of the factors and options - particularly after 88 Kingston Street is

demolished for street widening - appears to reinforce the facade design of Alterative 7 which,

while it does not preserve the existing 80 Kingston Street building or facade, will recreate in

its style the historical character of the district.

Archaeological Mitigation

The results of the reconnaissance survey determined that the project area's

archaeological sensitivity is low. Given such low archaeological sensitivity, no further

archaeological investigation is needed within the project area and no mitigation measures

are necessary. The Massachusetts Historical Commission (MHC) has confirmed to HMM
Associates (see Appendix E) that no further archaeological review will be required by MHC.
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2.7.9 Open Space and Recreational Facilities Mitigation Measures

The Revised Developers Proposal (Alternative 7) would significantly enhance open

space by adding public plazas, pedestrian corridors, lobbies, arcades, and landscaping.

The Revised Developers Proposal provides for the widening of Essex Street and the

closing of Columbia Street, thereby creating pedestrian areas more protected from traffic.

It also proposes a multi-story public atrium, a retail arcade, and a pedestrian network

which would add to the pedestrian amenities in the area.

2.7.10 Social and Economic Mitigation Measures

The creation of construction and permanent jobs would go hand-in-hand with

training programs, community outreach, and affirmative action. The developers also will

participate in the creation of affordable housing and contribute over $10 million to a

Community Development Fund.

The development program calls for a minimum of 30 percent of all

development-related consultant contracts be targeted to certified minority- and

women-owned businesses. In addition, under the City's parcel-to-parcel linkage guidelines

requirements, the developers will work with pubUc and private agencies to provide

technical assistance to minority businesses and encourage the formation of a small

business incubator program.

The developer will also provide a child care facility for 100 children on a site near or

in Chinatown. (A more detailed discussion is found in Section 3.3, Public and Community

Benefits.^

2.7.11 Construction Mitigation Measures

Coordination of construction schedules, truck routing, and staging areas between

One Lincoln Street site and other projects in the area should be comprehensively

undertaken once preUminary construction schedules have been established. This activity

will be coordinated by the City of Boston through its construction management review

process. The Boston Transportation Department requires that a construction

management plan be approved prior to the issuance of a building permit by the

inspectional Services Department.
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In order to minimize traffic and pedestrian disturbances, the following measures

should be incorporated into the construction management plan:

o When practical, limit truck deUveries to off-peak travel hours;

o Utilize off-site staging for steel and precasts concrete deliveries;

o Erect precast facade on second shift;

o Provide fencing around the staging areas to protect pedestrian traffic near the

construction site;

o Require construction workers to access the site via pubUc transportation, ride

sharing, or parking at off-site locations;

o Provide a lighted pedestrian walkway surrounding the site along the east side

of Kingston Street, and the west side of Lincoln Street during the appropriate

stages of construction.

Noise

Most of the noise during construction on the project site will be derived from

internal combustion engines. These sources are usually diesel powered with most of the

noise emanating from the exhaust outlet and, to a lesser extent, inlet and structural

sources. Outfitting equipment with proper mufflers and intake silences, aid in the

management of construction noise.

Much of the construction noise which occurs above ground level cannot be readily

attenuated. Therefore, the developer should adhere to the following construction

practices:

o No on-site construction activity should commence prior to 6:00 AM or

terminate later than 6:00 PM, unless extended hours are necessary to

maintain the project schedule, except for facade construction;
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o All equipment should be well maintained and in proper working order;

Impact tools and other sources of excessive noise should be fitted with

state-of-the-art noise suppressors or enclosed in sound absorbsion chambers to

reduce noise levels to applicable local guidehnes;

o Pedestrians should be encouraged to remain at a safe distance from the site.

Closing Columbia Street would be an effective noise mitigation measure;

o Noisy equipment should be kept as far as practicable from nearby sensitive

receptors;

o Equipment should not be permitted to idle unnecessarily;

o Stationary noise generating equipment should be enclosed whenever practicable.

Groundwater

The lowest below-grade (P5) floor of the proposed One Lincoln Street project will be

designed as a slab-on-grade and the hydrostatic uplift pressure against the slab will be

relieved by providing an underslab drain. The drain consisting of a blanket of crushed stone

and a grid of perforated PVC pipes will collect the seeping groundwater and discharge into

sump pits located at the P5 level.

Groundwater seepage into the underslab drain will occur through the glacial till

stratum which is quite impervious. In-situ tests indicated that coefficient of permeability of

the glacial till formation underlying the site (Section 3.4.2) is about 10-5 cm per sec. It has

been estimated that the peak groundwater flow rate into the drain system for the entire base

area of the building would be in the range of 20 to 25 gallons per minute (gpm). During

non-peak periods (seasons), the infiltration rate is expected to be relatively smaller.

Groundwater collected through the underslab drainage system is planned to be discharged

into the City's existing combined sewer system. The Boston Water and Sewer Commission

has indicated that discharge of groundwater during construction to the BWSC combined

system will be allowed. However, permanent discharge of groundwater to the combined

system and the Deer Island Treatment Plant is not allowed by law.
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The disposal (recycling) of underdrain water through recharge wells has been

investigated. The analysis evaluated the injection of groundwater into the glacial till

formation from which the water will be withdrawn, as well as recharge to the underlying

bedrock and the fill stratum overlying the site.

Using a well radius of 1.0 foot, it was determined that the maximum injection rate that

could be sustained in a single well screened in glacial till is approximately 1.0 to 1.5 gpm. It

therefore does not appear feasible to dispose of 25 gpm through recharge wells screened

exclusively in the glacial till, because installation of 15 to 25 wells on the site perimeter

would be impractical.

Screening the recharge wells in the underlying bedrock formation would not

significantly improve the feasibility of recharge wells given that these formations typically are

less permeable than the glacial till in the Boston area. Tests were performed in the bedrock

at a site several blocks from One Lincoln Street which resulted in recharge rates of less than

1 gpm. The marine clay stratum is practically impervious and is not suitable for recharding.

The analysis of groundwater injection into the fill stratum indicated that the predicted

underflow rate of 25 gpm could be reinjected into the fill deposits if equally divided between

at least three recharge wells. This, however, would cause water levels to rise above the

bottom grades of shallow basements in neighboring structures such as the Bedford Building

and the Boston Edison Company building. Further analyses indicate that similar basement i

floating conditions would occur if the underdrain water alternatively was discharged to a

recharge trench approximately 50 feet in length and placed in the fill stratum. The maximum

rate at which water could be discharged to the fill layer without causing rises in water levels

above the adjacent basement grades would be approximately 0.5 to 1.5 gpm per well.

The above analyses demonstrate that the recharge of underdrain water to the ground

would not be a feasible alternative to discharge to the existing combined sewer system.

Groundwater samples collected from the glacial till stratum were tested and the

following results were obtained: pH from 8.3 to 9.1; specific conductance 1,800 umbos

(micro-mhos) per in. In addition, a groundwater sample from the glacial till was

tested/analyzed for contamination by Enservo, Inc., Cambridge, Massachusetts. No

hazardous substance was detected in the tests.

Since December 1988, groundwater levels at the project site have been monitored by

five observation wells as indicated in Figure 4-8L It will be necessary to remove these wells

during the proposed foundation excavation.
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In order to monitor fluctuations in groundwater regime surrounding the project site,

during and after the proposed construction, ten groundwater observation wells and three

piezometers will be installed, at and around the site. Proposed locations for these

instrumentations are indicated in Figure 4-81.

The ten groundwater observation wells will be installed to depths below the fill-marine

clay interface to monitor the groundwater levels. The three piezometers, on the other hand,

will be installed to monitor the piezometric (pressure) heads in the glacial till stratum.

The proposed groundwater instrumentation program will be implemented prior to the

commencement of construction, and instrumentation will be monitored during and after

construction completion.

It is expected that the groundwater collected through the relatively impervious glacial

till into the underslab drainage will not have a negative impact on the groundwater regime

surrounding the project site. Specifically, it is anticipated that the underdrain system will not

create a hazard to the existing wood pile foundations of nearby properties. Draw-down in

the existing groundwater table, if any, will likely be minimal and limited to the immediate

project area. The proposed observation well program will monitor the groundwater levels

around the project site on a continuous basis.

Dust. Debris, and Emissions

Mitigation measures employed to reduce fugitive dust emissions from construction

activities should include minimal storage of excavated soil and aggregate on the site, periodic

wetting of earth mounds on a scheduled basis, minimizing disturbance of loose materials,

and storing materials away from pedestrian walkways. Containment of other construction

materials and miscellaneous trash will be controlled by proper on-site supervision. Also,

early removal of waste materials from the site would mitigate much of the potential problem.
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3.0 PROJECT DESCRIPTION

3.1 Project Overview

3.1.1 One Lincoln Street: Boston's First Parcel-to-Parcel Linkage Project

Development of One Lincoln Street near Chinatown and Ruggles Center in Roxbury

takes on added significance because it is Boston's first Parcel-to-Parcel linkage project. In

1985, the Flynn and Dukakis administrations introduced the concept of Parcel-to-Parcel

Unkage to:

1) Spread the benefits of development more evenly throughout Boston;

2) Promote neighborhood economic development; and

3) Increase opportunities for minorities to benefit from real estate development.

The program links the development of valuable, publicly-owned parcels downtown

such as One Lincoln Street to the development of pubUcly-owned parcels like Ruggles

Center in disadvantaged neighborhoods. It also requires that community organizations

and minority developers and entrepreneurs become equity partners for the simultaneous

development of both parcels.

In June 1987, the City and State selected Columbia Plaza Associates (CPA) to be the

minority development partner for both One Lincoln Street and Ruggles Center. Columbia

Plaza Associates is a partnership of Asian-American, Black, and Hispanic entrepreneurs.

The partnership also includes community-based organizations as shareholders.

Columbia Plaza Associates, in turn, selected Metropolitan Structures as its partner

from a field of three nationally prominent developers, and the two entities formed

Metropolitan/Columbia Plaza Venture (MCPV). CPA holds a fifty percent equity

position in the project, exceeding the thirty percent share required by the City.

Subsequently, MCPV formed the Kingston Bedford Joint Venture (KBJV) and Ruggles

Center Joint Venture (RCJV) for purposes of developing One Lincoln Street and Ruggles

Center, respectively.

Both components of the first Parcel-to-Parcel Linkage Program will benefit

surrounding communities. One Lincoln Street will enhance a markedly under-used site

within Downtown and near to historic districts; Ruggles Center will act as a catalyst to

raise Hving standards of residents through the creation of new jobs and community
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development programs, the expansion of the local economy and the creation of a vital new

local market. One Lincoln Street will serve to charmel growth toward the Bedford-Essex

Corridor and to create a complex of mixed-use activity, facilities and services in an area

targeted by the City for revitalization. One Lincoln Street will provide a transition of uses

and character between Downtown, Chinatown, and the Leather District. One Lincoln

Street will provide parking facilities near major commuter arteries, thereby improving

traffic flow in the City. Furthermore, the development of Ruggles Center will stimulate

additional development and iimer city renewal throughout Roxbury and the Southwest

Corridor.

Numerous public benefits will be realized through the Parcel-to-Parcel Linkage

Program because of the development of One Lincoln Street and Ruggles Center. These

include contributions to a proposed Community Development Fund, the promotion of

employment, job training and job creation programs designed specifically to benefit

minorities and women, a contribution to the Chinatown/South Cove Neighborhood

Council and the Parcel 18+ Development Task Force as a planning grant, and the

establishment of a challenge grant to provide on-the-job training for minority group

members in real estate development, use of minority and women business enterprises, the

provision of project space and assistance for minority businesses and enterprises to

establish new businesses, construction of childcare facilities, contribution of housing

linkage payments to create housing in Chinatown and Roxbury, and continued assistance

to, and involvement of, affected communities in planning the community benefits

programs.

3.1.2 Community Participation

The Chinatown/South Cove Neighborhood Council and the Parcel 18 +

Development Task Force have worked diligently with the Boston Redevelopment

Authority (BRA) to develop the Parcel-to-Parcel Linkage Program and to advise the BRA
on all aspects of these projects, including developer selection.

The Chinatown and Roxbury groups formed the Parcel-to-Parcel Linkage Advisory

Panel. Also participating in the panel are: the BRA, the MBTA, the City of Boston Real

Property and Public Facilities Departments, the Governor's Office of Economic

Development, the Mayor's Office of Neighborhood Services, and the Mayor's Office of

Jobs and Community Services. The panel has established subcommittees on:

1) Creation of affordable housing;

2) Jobs and jobs training;
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3) Minority business enterprise;

4) Childcare; and

5) The community development fund.

The MCPV has worked closely with the Advisory Panel to shape the direction of the

two projects and, in particular, to refine a benefits plan for the communities.

3.1.3 Guidelines for Development of One Lincoln Street

In the project's earliest stages, the Boston Redevelopment Authority established a

set of design guidelines to ensure that development of the One Lincoln Street site met the

needs of the community and Umited any adverse effects stemming from its

implementation. These guidelines (presented below) provided direction to the developers

and served as a set of standards that the community used in its review process for the

developer selection.

o The Kingston-Bedford-Essex Street (One Lincoln Street) project would be a

mixed-use development encompassing office space, retail stores, and public

space.

o Uses must include childcare facilities, retail, or other public activities at street

level to enliven the area and provide goods and services to people who live,

work, and shop in Chinatown and downtown. Subsurface parking would be

required with a portion of spaces to be available to the public.

o Building mass would reflect the proportions and dimensions of the historic

and characteristic buildings in the surrounding Washington Street and Essex

Street areas. Setbacks and accentuated cornices should be provided at upper

floors to relate to and reinforce heights of existing buildings which contribute

to the character and scale of the district.

o Materials and architectural details must enhance the character of the

surrounding Washington Street and Essex Street areas. Light-colored natural

stone exterior materials are required. Details of fenestration, entries,

rooftops, cornice lines, and other architectural features shall provide a sense

of human scale and continuity with Boston's architectural heritage.
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o Strong cornices at the top of the streetwall, characteristic of the area should

be included in the design of new buildings.

o Windows would be articulated as singular with individual openings in the

exterior wall and would be surrounded with masonry, as opposed to

ribbon-windows or curtain-walls.

3.1.4 History of Alternatives

The City and One Lincoln Street developers faced a significant challenge in shaping

a project which not only met the City's Parcel-to-Parcel Linkage objectives, but responded

as well to the community's need and the BRA's project guideUnes.

The six Build alternatives described in the DEIR constitute two distinct phases of the

evolution of the project design. The initial phase began in June 1986, when the BRA
estabUshed the set of development guidelines summarized in Section 3.1.3 and, with the

help of its Urban Design staff, evolved the massing concepts described as Alternatives 2-5

(see Section 3.4). These were intended to show options for land use, building heights, and

parcel size sufficiently different from one another to allow an examination of the full range

of environmental consequences in the DEIR. They were not, however, detailed design

studies or serious proposals based on economic and market realities. Such studies and

proposals are represented by Alternatives 6 and 7, representing the economic and market

realities mandated by the Parcel-to-Parcel Linkage objectives, and could only begin after

the full developer/architect team was in place.

Thus, the start of the second phase coincided with the March 10, 1988 Tentative

Developer Designation by the Boston Redevelopment Authority, and the start of the

120-day Challenge Track period - the time given to the then newly constituted

Development Team for submitting a conceptual design to the Boston Redevelopment

Authority. In accordance with that timetable, a Challenge Track Scheme - based on the

Developer's initial program for a combined 1-3/4 acre site - was submitted to the BRA on

July 11, 1988, thus setting in motion the pubUc design review process which influenced the

evolution of that scheme into Alternative 6 in December 1988 and Alternative 7 in June

1989.

As summarized in the December 1988 Schematic Design submission to the BRA, the

design studies carried out during the Challenge Track period included 17 different

schemes and variations, some of which paralleled the massing of Alternatives 2-4. Indeed,
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probably every massing option for development of the site was examined in the context of

a functional scheme. The change in tower height (to the last occupied floor) - from the

July, 1988, 400-foot Challenge Track proposal to the subsequent 465-foot heights in

Alternatives 6 and 7 - resulted from BRA and cormnunity reviews of the prior schemes and

unanimous agreement by all concerned that a taller, slimmer building of equivalent FAR
would be preferable to a lower, squatter one.

Alternative 7 is a major refinement and represents significant progress from the

alternatives of the earlier phase: its architecture incorporates all of the BRA's urban

design criteria, the results of the City's Garage Study, the Developer's needs, and feasible

responses to the concerns of the many groups which have participated in the review

process. It is intended not only to be in harmony with its environment to the greatest

extent possible, but also to bring substantial benefits to the community and City.

3.2 Detailed Project Description

3.2.1 Revised Developer's Proposal and BRA's Approved Development Plan

(Alternative 7)

The One Lincoln Street Revised Developer's Proposal (Alternative 7), constitutes a

response to the BRA's January 30, 1989, Scoping Determination which requested that

Kingston-Bedford Joint Venture and its Architect, Jung/Brannen Associates, examine the

impact on the prior Alternative of:

1) The retention of the existing building at 88 Kingston Street; and

2) A building location which will not preclude the future widening of Essex

Street to five lanes.

Both of these criteria affected the configuration of the project site, and thereby caused the

following changes from Alternative 6, as follow:

1) The Plaza at the comer of Kingston and Essex Street is eliminated;

2) The portion of the site south of the Bedford Building is narrowed in the

north/south direction, causing a slight northward shift in the Tower location;
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3) The Garage area is reduced and its configuration changed; and

4) The stepped mass protruding on the west side of the tower (the "bustle") is

eliminated.

Other changes incorporated into the design of the Revised Developer's Proposal

include a reduction in the height of the low-rise building from nine to seven stories in

response to concerns expressed by historical groups; a 5' widening of the tower and an

increase in the number of tower floors within the same building height (achieved by

reducing the floor-to-floor height) in order to retain as much of the allowed FAR as

possible; a relocation of mid-block entrances on both Bedford Street and Essex Street to

enhance the circulation through the main internal pedestrians passage; a 4-story reduction

in the height of the atrium; and the introduction of greater ornamentation and articulation

into the facade design, as suggested by the BRA. As in Alternative 6, the design of the

Revised Developer's Proposal builds on the July 1988 Challenge Track submittal and

constitutes the Developer's response to enviroimiental, design, public use and economic

considerations (see Figure 3-1).

The design concept consists of a slender 37-story, 465-foot high mixed-use office

building at the southeastern portion of the site, connected to and integral with a 7-story,

100' high 180,000 sf low-rise building on the Kingston/Bedford parcel, which is stepped

back from the street above the fifth floor. The base contains office space, ground floor

retail spaces, and a 4-story skyUt second-floor atrium accessible from a main interior

pedestrian street. A garage with 911 spaces serves both public and tenant parking needs

on five, below-grade levels under the entire building footprint (including half of Columbia

Street), with ramps on Kingston and Lincoln Streets. The building can be entered at the

Essex/Lincoln corner (primary tower entrance) and at the Kingston/Bedford comer

(primary low-rise building entrance), mid-block on Bedford and Essex Streets (entrances

into the interior public street, which is aligned with the passage through 99 Summer

Street), into a pedestrian retail passage mid-block on Lincoln Street, and near the end of

the Columbia Street Plaza. An interior 5-bay loading dock at mezzanine level is accessed

via a ramp from Kingston Street, and provides a Developer-mandated direct connection to

the Service Elevators.

The floor plate size varies from 53,000± sf at levels 3-7 to 22,500± sf at levels 8-23,

and decreases in several stages to 13,500 sf at the top of the Tower. Figure 3-1 depicts the

layout and conceptual design of the Revised Developer's Proposal (Alternative 7).
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3.2.2 Available Building Sites

The creation of alternatives for One Lincoln Street was guided by the availability of

parcels for development. The project site consists of two parcels owned by the City of

Boston. One, the Kingston-Bedford garage, is located on the northern half of the block

bounded by Bedford, Kingston, Essex, and Columbia Streets. The garage occupies a

27,427 square foot parcel. The other parcel is the Essex Street parking lot (20,747 sf),

located at the corner of Essex, Lincoln, and Columbia Streets (see Figure 3-2).

Two privately-owned buildings, 80 and 88 Kingston Street, are adjacent to the

Kingston-Bedford Garage. There is also a privately-owned parking lot at 128 Essex

Street. These parcels were considered potentially available for development. The square

footage of these parcels are as follows:

80 Kingston Street
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3.3 Public and Community Benefits

3.3.1 Overview

One Lincoln Street is part of the first Parcel-to-Parcel Linkage Program, established

by the City and the State governments. The Program links development of One Lincoln

Street to development of Ruggles Center, which is located on Parcel 18 in Roxbury. The

Program is designed to encourage development in areas that might not otherwise attract

development, to encourage minority participation in real estate development, and to

provide benefit to affected communities and the City.

Development of One Lincoln Street is linked to and makes possible, development of

Ruggles Center, which will serve as the anchor in a new service-oriented neighborhood

economy in Roxbury.

Metropolitan/Columbia Plaza Venture, the developer of both One Lincoln Street

and Ruggles Center, is a 50/50 joint venture between Metropolitan Structures, a national

development firm based in Chicago, and Columbia Plaza Associates, a consortium of

Black, Hispanic and Asian American investors and community-based non-profit

organizations. MCPV formed the Kingston Bedford Joint Venture (KBJV) and Ruggles

Center (RCJV) for purposes of developing One Lincoln Street and Ruggles Center,

respectively.

3.3.2 Community Development Fund

In addition to contributing 10% of its developer's fee, the proponent of the One

Lincoln Street will pay to the Community Development Fund a total of $10,000,000 over a

ten-year period from commencement of construction.

In addition to contributing 10% of its developer's fee, the proponent of the Ruggles

Center Development will, over a period of 25 years, contribute 5% of the development's

net operating income to the Community Development Fund and 10% of the refinancing

proceeds, to the extent that there is net cash flow available.

The One Lincoln Street and Ruggles Center projects together will contribute some

$12 - $15 million to the Community Development Fund.
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3.3.3 Equity Participation by Community Non-Profit Organizations

Ten percent of Columbia Plaza Venture's interest will be held by community

non-profit organizations. The Chinese Investment Limited Partnership has donated 10%

of its share of its ownership interest in Columbia Plaza Associates to the Chinese

Consohdated Benevolent Association.

3.3.4 Employment Opportunities

One Lincoln Street will create approximately 2,000 construction jobs and will

support approximately 4,000 permanent jobs. The combined development of One Lincoln

Street and Ruggles Center is expected to generate over 4,000 construction jobs and to

support over 7,000 permanent jobs. Metropolitan/Columbia Plaza Venture anticipates

that many of the permanent jobs will be created by establishment of new businesses,

expansion of existing businesses, or relocation of existing businesses into the City. The

proponent will use best efforts to achieve a thirty percent (30%) minimum utilization goal

for awarding of contracts related to the development of One Lincoln Street and Ruggles

Center to minorities, and for leasing of retail space in One Lincoln Street and Ruggles

Center to minority business enterprises. KBJV and RCJV will also work with public

agencies to encourage and assist minority entrepreneurs.

3.3.5 Development Impact Project Contribution

Housing Linkage

Development of One Lincoln Street will generate a housing linkage contribution of

approximately $4,300,000. This sum will be discounted to present value and paid up front

as a lump sum payment, pursuant to the Housing Creation Alternative of Article 26A of

the Boston Zoning Code, subject to the approval of a Housing Creation Proposal by the

Neighborhood Housing Trust and the Authority. Kingston Bedford Joint Venture will

make an advance payment of $1,000,000 of the housing linkage contribution for the One

Lincoln Street project within thirty (30) days after the execution of the Sale and
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Construction Agreement with the City. It is anticipated that this amount will be

contributed to housing creation projects approved by the BRA and the Neighborhood

Housing Trust with input from the Chinatown and Roxbury communities. If a Housing

Creation Proposal is not approved by the Neighborhood Housing Trust and the BRA, the

proponent will pay the housing linkage contribution in accordance with the housing

payment option provisions of the Development Impact Project Agreement between the

BRA and the proponent. The combined development of One Lincoln Street and Ruggles

Center will generate a housing linkage contribution of approximately $8,800,000, pursuant

to Article 26A of the Zoning Code.

Jobs Linkage

Development of One Lincoln Street will generate a jobs Hnkage contribution of

approximately $900,000. The combined development of One Lincoln Street and Ruggles

Center will generate a total jobs linkage contribution of approximately $1,800,000,

pursuant to Article 26B of the Boston Zoning Code.

3.3.6 Real Estate Tax Revenues

Existing aimual real estate taxes for the Project Area total $47,000. Future annual

real estate taxes for the Project Area (based upon the maximum development of One

Lincoln Street for Alternative 7) will total approximately $4,500,000 to $5,000,000 per

fiscal year. As a result, real estate tax revenue for the Project Area are expected to

increase approximately $4,450,000 to $4,950,000 per fiscal year.

3.3.7 Child Care

KBJV and RCJV will provide, on-site or off-site, child care facilities in Chinatown

and Roxbury for a total of 200 children; additionally, the proponent will work with the City

and local communities to design quaHty child care programs.
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3.3.8 Other Public Benefits

The design of the new underground parking garage will aid on-going efforts to

reduce existing traffic congestion surrounding the Project Area by discouraging on-street

queueing of vehicles arriving during peak hours. In addition, One Lincoln Street makes

the widening of Essex Street a possibility encouraged by the City. This improvement wiE

facilitate vehicular traffic flow to and from the Midtown Cultural District and Downtown

Crossing.

Development of One Lincoln Street will create a mechanism to fund community

development in Chinatown. The project will strengthen the existing economy by providing

opportunities for neighborhood business expansion and offering Chinatown residents

diverse job opportunities and occupational mobility beyond traditional economic limits.

Development of One Lincoln Street will also create opportunities for minority and women

business enterprises by estabhshing a minimum participation goal by minority and women

businesses in all project construction contracts and professional technical services budgets.

3.4 Summary of Project Alternatives

Seven development alternatives were developed to examine the consequences of

different land uses, building design, and parcel size. Of these, the first five preceded

involvement of the development team and did not constitute detailed design studies. With

the exception of Alternative 7 (Revised Developer's Proposal and BRA's Approved

Development Plan), all alternatives were described in detail and their impacts fully

evaluated in the DEIR.

The seven alternatives include:

Alternative 1: No-Build (Existing)

Alternative 2: 400-Foot Tower

Alternative 3: 325-Foot Tower

Alternative 4: 250-Foot Tower

Alternative 5: Expanded Site

Alternative 6: DEIR/Developer's Proposal (465-Foot Tower)

Alternative 7: Revised Developer's Proposal (465-Foot Tower)
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The key parameters which distinguish these alternatives are:

1) The height and location of the major office tower;

2) The number of towers;

3) The square footage of site actually developed; and

4) The final disposition of Columbia and Essex Streets.

Alternatives 2, 3, and 4 test the effects of different tower heights located on the

Kingston Street garage location. These alternatives also assume that the project would be

built entirely on the City-owned parcels. They are based on Columbia Street remaining

open and Essex Street continuing its one-way traffic mode - a widened Essex Street would

have a considerable impact on the size of the building on the Essex Street parcel in these

alternatives. Alternatives 5 and 6 assume the widening of Essex Street to 4 lanes and the

inclusion of the three privately-owned parcels adjacent to the garage. Both the

DEER/Developer's Proposal (Alternative 6), and the Revised Developer's Proposal

(Alternative 7) test the impact of locating a tall tower on the southeastern comer of the

site at the comer of Essex and Lincoln Street. Alternative 7 which follows review of

Altemative 6 by the BRA, and by Community and other interested groups - is based on a

building placement which allows a future widening of Essex Street to 5 lanes,, the closing of

the southern half of Columbia Street, and the inclusion of privately owned parcels except

88 Kingston Street, a building which would remain until the Essex Street widening occurs.

Table 3-1 compares the land uses proposed for Altematives 2 through 7 and includes

the No-Build altemative. All the Build alternatives feature a building complex with

commercial office space as the predominant use and underground parking for 600 to 900

automobiles. Altematives 2, 3, 4 and 5 also contain a hotel and a small amount of retail

space. Altematives 6 and 7, the Developer's/DEIR and Revised Proposals, feature office

space, expanded retail space, a network of ground floor pedestrian passageways, and a

second floor atrium.

Each of the alternatives is summarized in the sections which follow.
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Alternative 1: No-Build (Existing')

The No-Build alternative assumes the continuation of existing uses and structure on

both the Kingston-Bedford Street and Lincoln-Essex Street sites. The Kingston-Bedford

Street site is occupied by a mechanical garage with a practical effective capacity of 550

spaces. The Lincoln-Essex Street site is occupied by a 130-car parking lot. In addition the

128-130 Essex Street lot contains 51 spaces. This alternative assumes that these uses will

continue and that approved projects in the project site vicinity, yet to be built, will be

constructed. It also assumes that Essex Street will not be widened and the basic existing

street patterns in the area will remain the same. Figure 3-3 presents the plan for the

No-Build option. This alternative is the baseline condition to which all Build alternatives

are compared.

Alternative 2: 400-Foot Tower

Alternative 2 assumes that Bedford and Columbia Streets would continue to be used

by vehicular traffic, and that Essex Street would not be widened. It also assumes no

acquisition of privately-owned sites or buildings. Figure 3-4 indicates the proposed layout

and conceptual design of structures on the site for this alternative.

The Kingston-Bedford Street garage site would accommodate a 400-foot high,

700,000 gsf mixed-use office building. The ground level floorplate of this building would

be 21,000 sf with 14,000 sf of retail space and 7,000 sf of lobby. A total of 679,000 sf of

office area would be provided in the building and 5,600 sf of open space on the site. The

building would be divided into three-tiered sections with an 8-story building base set back

10 feet from the street, a middle section (floors 9 through 26) set back 5 feet from the

base, and a top section (floors 26 through 33) set back 5 feet at an elevation of 310 feet.
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ONE LINCOLN STREET

ALTERNATIVE 1 : No Build Option

Parcel Size

Garage Site

Parking Lot

Existing Use

Garage

Lot

48,174 sf

27,427 sf

20.747 sf

550 spaces

130 spaces

Bluecfosa-Blueshleld
Building

LaJayetle Place 99 Summer St

ONE LINCOLN STREET

ALTERNATIVE 2: 400 ft. Office Tower

Parcel Size

Development Program

Office

Hotel

Retail

Lobby

Open Space

Parking

Height

Floor Area Ratio

48,174 sf

900,000 sf

679,000 gsf

192,000 gsf

22,000 gsf

7,000 gsf

5,600 gsf

800 spaces

400" / 250'

16.5

Bluecro&s-Blueshlek)

Building

FIGURE 3-3: ALTERNATIVE 1:

FIGURE 3-4: ALTERNATIVE 2:

NO BUILD OPTION
400-FOOT TOWER
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The Essex Street site would accommodate a 250-foot high, 200,000 gsf mixed-use

retail/hotel complex with 300 rooms. The ground floor of this building would contain

16,000 sf with 8,000 sf devoted to retail space and 8,000 sf devoted to hotel lobby use. This

building would contain set back 10 feet from Lincoln, Essex, and Columbia Streets to

facilitate pedestrian movement around the building. The building mass would be divided

into three-tiered sections, stepped back at 15 foot increments. The building base would

extend from floors 1 to 6, the central portion from floors 7 to 25, and the top section from

floors 26 to 28.

An 800-car, 7-level below-grade parking garage located beneath both the

Kingston-Bedford and Essex Street sites would be provided. Access to the garage would

be located on Lincoln Street, opposite the proposed 125 Summer Street garage driveway,

and from the 99 Summer Street underground garage.

Alternative 3: 325-Foot Tower

This alternative assumes similar site conditions as Alternative 2 continued vehicular

use of Bedford and Columbia Streets, no widening of Essex Street, and no acquisition of

privately owned land. Figure 3-5 indicates the proposed layout and conceptual design of

structures on the site for this alternative.

The Kingston-Bedford Street garage site would be developed with a 325-foot high,

575,000 gsf building. The ground floorplate of this building would be 21,000 sf with 14,000

sf of retail space and 7,000 sf of lobby space. Approximately 554,000 sf of office use would

be provided in this building, and 5,600 sf of open space would be provided at the ground

level. The building is divided into three-tiered sections that are stepped back at 5-foot

increments. The building base would extend from floor 1 to 8, the shaft will extend from

floors 9 to 26, and the top section would include floors 27 and 28.

The Essex Street lot would accommodate a 200-foot high, 150,000 gsf mixed-use

retail/hotel complex with 240 rooms. The ground floor of this building would contain

16,000 sf with 12,000 sf devoted to retail use and 4,000 sf devoted to the hotel lobby. The

building would be set back 10 feet from Lincoln, Essex, and Columbia Streets to allow for

pedestrian movement around the building. The building mass would be divided into two

tiers with a 20-foot stepback: a building base extending from floors 1 to 8, and a main

shaft extending from floors 9 to 28.
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ONE LINCOLN STREET

ALTERNATIVE 3: 325 ft. Office Tower

Parcel Size

Development Program

Office

Hotel

Retail

Lobby

Open Space

Parking

Height

Floor Area Ratio

48,174 sf

725,000 gsf

554,000 gsf

138.000 gsf

26.000 gsf

7.000 gsf

5.600 gsf

600 spaces

325' / 200'

13.3

Boston Edison
Substation

Bluecross-Blumhleld
BuMng

Lafayette Place l2SSumiT»f St\
_ Hotel/Retail

Onica/Relail 17 Floora
28 Floore

99 Summer St.

ONE LINCOLN STREET

ALTERNATIVE 4: 250 ft. Office Tower

Parcel Size

Development Program

Office

Hotel

Retail

Lobby

Open Space

Parking

Height

Floor Area Ratio

48.174 sf

580,000 gsf

429.000 gsf

11 8.000 gsf

26,000 gsf

7,000 gsf

5,600 gsf

600 spaces

250'/ 150'

10.6

Ottlca/Retail

21 Floors

Lalayene Place Hotel/Retail

13 Floors

Boston Edison
Substation

Bluecross-Blueshieid
Building

125 Summer St.

99 Summer St.

Bedford BIdg

FIGURE 3-5: ALTERNATIVE 3: 325-FOOT TOWER
nGURE3-6: ALTERNATIVE 4: 250-FOOT TOWER
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A 600-car underground parking garage for both sites would be provided in this

alternative. Access to this garage would be from both Lincoln Street and the 99 Summer

Street underground garage.

Alternative 4: 250-Foot Tower

This alternative assumes the same general site conditions as the previous two

alternatives in terms of continued vehicular use of Bedford and Columbia Streets, no

widening of Essex Street, and no acquisition of privately-owned land. It is different,

however, in that it is the smallest of the build alternatives. Figure 3-6 indicates the

proposed layout and conceptual design of structures on the site for this alternative.

Under Alternative 4, the Kingston-Bedford Street site would be developed into a

250-foot high, 450,000 gsf mixed-use office building. The ground floor of this building

would be similar in size and use to Alternatives 2 and 3, with a total square footage of

21,000 sf (of which 14,000 sf would be retail space and 7,000 sf a hotel lobby).

Approximately 429,000 sf of office use space would be provided in this building, with

5,600 sf of outdoor open space at the ground level. The building would be divided into

two sections defined by a 5-foot wide setback. The building base from floors 1 to 8 and the

shaft from floors 9 to 21,

The Essex Street lot would be developed into a 150-foot high, 130,000 gsf mixed-use

retail/hotel complex with 200 rooms. The ground level of this building would have a

16,000 sf floorplate with 12,000 sf to devoted retail space and 4,000 sf to a hotel lobby. As

with Alternatives 2 and 3, the building would be set back 10 feet from Lincoln, Essex, and

Columbia Streets to allow for sidewalks around the building. It would be divided into two

tiers, the upper of which (floors 9 to 21) would be stepped back 15 feet fi-om the building

base which would extend from floors 1 to 8. This alternative, similar to Alternative 3,

would have a 600-car below grade parking garage with entrances from Lincoln Street and

the 99 Summer Street parking garage.

Alternative 5: Expanded Site

The basic concept for Alternative 5 is a fully expanded site, a reduced building

heights, and increased open space. It proposes a design concept that would include

adjacent privately-owned parcels and Columbia Street, This alternative also proposes that

Essex Street be widened.
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The building on the Kingston-Bedford Street block in Alternative 5 has a height of

240 feet and totals 540,000 gsf, of which 22,000 sf is retail space on the ground floor (with

8,000 sf for lobby) and 510,000 sf is office space. In this alternative, the total ground floor

would occupy an area of 30,000 sf The Essex Street site, in turn, would accommodate a

total of 190,000 gsf, with a 17,200 sf floorplate. With a height of 200 feet, it has a ground

floor which would provide 8,000 sf of retail space. The upper floors would contain 182,000

gsf of hotel space including 300 hotel rooms. Both the Kingston-Bedford Street and the

Essex Street buildings would be set back from the surroimding streets and each would be

divided into three sections. The total site area is 75,664 sf, of which 28,464 sf is open

space. Figure 3-7 indicates the proposed layout and conceptual design of structures on the

site for this alternative.

A parking garage consisting of seven levels below grade with an 800-car capacity

would be provided in this alternative. Access would be from Lincoln Street.

Alternative 6: DEIR/Developer's Proposal

Alternative 6, the DEIR Developer's Proposal, is distinguished from the others in

that it proposes a single tower, rather than two towers. This alternative occupies the entire

site. Alternative 6 is based on the site configuration described for Alternative 5 for a total

project site of approximately 75,664 sf. At a total building area of 1,110,000 gsf, this

alternative has the second largest development program. However, the floor area ratio is

13.3, below that of Alternatives 2 and 3.

This alternative consists of a 35-story, 465-foot high, office building at the

southeastern portion of the site. A slender tower sits above a 9-story, 130 ft. high base

stepped back from the street at several levels. The base would contain office space, retail

spaces on two levels, and an eight story, second-floor public atrium centered on restaurant

and retail space. A garage with 911 spaces would serve both pubUc and tenant parking

needs on five below-grade levels with access from Kingston and Lincoln Streets. A pubUc

plaza on the corner of Essex and Kingston Streets faces the Chinatown community. The

building would be entered from this plaza as well as from entry points at the

Essex/Lincoln Street comer, mid-block on Lincoln Street, at the end of a landscaped

Columbia Street plaza, and at the Kingston/Bedford Street corner. An interior 5-bay

loading dock at mezzanine level would be accessed via a ramp from Kingston Street, and

would provide a direct connection to the service elevators.
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ONE LINCOLN STREET

ALTERNATIVE 5: Expanded Site

Parcel Size

Development Program

Office

Hotel

Retail

Lobby

Open Space

Parking

Height

Floor Area Ratio

75,664 St

730,000 gsf

510,000 gsf

182,000 gsf

30,000 gsf

8.000 gsf

28,464 gsf

800 spaces

240' / 200"

8.5

Bluecroa-BlunMeld

Building

ONE LINCOLN STREET

ALTERNATIVE 6: DEIR/Dev. Proposal

Parcel Size

Development Program

Office

Retail

Lobby / Atrium

Open Space

Parking

Height

Floor Area Ratio

75,664 sf

1.1 10,000 gsf

892,000 gsf

54,000 gsf

59,000 gsf

7,300 gsf

900 spaces

465' /1 30"

13.3

BkiccnM>.8luMhield

Building

0«fic«f)etail

JSFIoon

nGURE3-7: ALTERNATIVES: FULLY EXPANDED SITE
nGURE3-8: ALTERNATIVE 6: DEIR / DEVELOPER'S PROPOSAL
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This concept would result in traffic patterns on adjacent surface streets similar to

those in Alternative 5, and would require the discontinuation of Columbia Street, the

southern half of which would be incorporated into the project site. As in Alternative 5, the

private land on the southern half of the Kingston-Bedford Street block would be added to

the two City-owned parcels. The widening of Essex Street (to 4 lanes) is also assumed in

this alternative, as in Alternative 5. Figiu-e 3-8 depicts the layout and conceptual design of

Alternative 6.

Alternative 7: Revised Developer's Proposal and BRA's Approved Development

Plan

Alternative 7 (Figure 3-1) is a variation of Alternative 6; its distinguishing

characteristics are that it does not occupy the entire site (the building at 88 Kingston

Street is retained); that it reduces the north-south dimension of the building and places its

southern edge so that it will not impede the future widening of Essex Street; that it reduces

the height of its low-rise portion from nine stories to seven; and that it simplifies the shape

of the single tower by eUminating the protruding stepped "bustle" mass on the west side of

its lower half. Alternative 7 is based on a total project site of approximately 73,776 sf. Its

total build-out is 1,078,500 gsf and results in a Floor Area Ratio of 12.9, less than the 14.0

permitted under the recently adopted South Station permanent zoning (superseding the

Downtown IPOD requirements) and than the FAR's of Alternatives 2 and 3.

This alternative, which has been adopted by the surrounding community and

approved as the BRA's Development Plan, consists of a slender 37-story, 465-foot high

office building at the southeastern portion of the site, integral with and connected at the

first five floors to a 7-story, 100-foot high low-rise building stepped back from the street

above the fifth floor. The base, comprised of both buildings, would contain office space,

ground floor retail space, and on a 4-story skylit second floor atrium surrounded by

restaurant, retail, or office space and accessible from a main interior pedestrian street.

The approximate 900-car garage would serve both public and tenant parking needs on five

below-grade levels reflecting an extended building footprint, with ramps on Kingston and

Lincoln Streets. The building would be entered at the Essex/Lincoln corner at the

Kingston/Bedford comer, mid-block on Essex, Lincoln, and Bedford Streets, and near the

end of a landscaped Columbia Street Plaza. An interior 5-bay loading dock at mezzanine

level would be accessed via a ramp from Kingston Street.
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3.5 Existing Environment

3.5.1 Area Description

The One Lincoln Street site lies at the juncture of five important Central Boston

districts: Chinatown to the southwest, the Midtown Cultural District to the west, the

Financial District to the immediate northeast, the Commercial Palace District to the

north, and the Leather District, across the Surface Artery, to the southwest. Boston's

downtown shopping area, including the Downtown Crossing retail center with its

department stores and numerous smaller retail and service stores, is within walking

distance of the site. Three hundred feet east of the site is South Station, a major subway,

railroad, and bus facility serving the metropolitan and regional area. To the southwest of

the project site is the Tufts/New England Medical Center Hospital complex on the edge of

Chinatown.

Other important nearby places include the open space and recreational facilities of

the Boston Common and PubUc Garden to the west and the governmental offices at

Government Center to the northwest.

RevitaUzation of Boston's downtown has led to a number of important retail and

office developments in the immediate area. These include One Financial Center, east of

the project site; proposed Boston Crossing and Commonwealth Center, northwest of the

site; and 99 Summer Street, directly to the north. Also, the 125 Summer Street office

building, currently under construction, will occupy the entire Lincoln block immediately

east of the project site. These projects are described in greater detail in the sections which

follow, and identified in Figure 3-9.

Recent Developments

The project vicinity has become the focus of much Boston's recent growth. The

major private sector investments which have been made include the following projects:

o Lafayette Place, completed in 1984, is a large retail center comprised of 200

stores and restaurants, a 500-room hotel, and a an 1,150-car garage. The

development of Lafayette Place, located just to the west of the project site on

Bedford Street, has extended the Downtown Crossing retail center closer to
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-MIDTOWN CULTURAL DISTRICT) i>^7//^/'X ^^/

FINANCIAL DISTRICT

MAJOR BUILDINGS

1 . South Station

2 .One Financial Center

3. Federal Reserve Building
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Essex Street and the project site. However, the retail mall has encountered

numerous problems and is scheduled for reconstruction as the Boston

Crossing project which includes Jordan Marsh (described below).

o One Financial Center, located just to the east of the project site, is a 45-story

office building bounded by Summer Street, Atlantic Avenue, Essex Street,

and South Street. It contains 1,100,000 square feet of office space and ground

floor retail space. This project, which includes an easement for the widening

of Essex Street, also was designed to allow for the future construction of

walkways through the second story of the tower for pedestrian bridge

connections from the South Station Transportation Center to Dewey Square.

o The 99 Summer Street office building occupies a portion of the historic

Church Green block. The building is directly adjacent to the project site on

the north side of Bedford Street, with entrances on Summer Street and

Bedford Street. These entrances are connected by a pedestrian arcade. The

building is 20-stories in height and includes approximately 240,000 gross

square feet of office, ground floor retail, and underground parking.

o The 125 Summer Street office building is located directly adjacent to the site

on the east side of Lincoln Street with entrances at Summer Street, South

Street, and Lincoln Street. This project, which is currently under

construction, consists of a 23-story, 300-foot office tower and 5 levels of

underground parking. The building, of approximately 450,000 gross square

feet, will primarily be used for office space with ground level retail space and

includes a pedestrian passage from the Surface Artery to Lincoln Street as

part of its internal connections.

o The Boston Edison Company is constructing an addition to its sub-station at

Kingston Street, across the street from the Kingston-Bedford garage. The

substation will augment and reinforce the electrical supply to downtown

Boston.
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Proposed Developments

A number of additional commercial projects and major changes in Boston's

infrastructure will alter the urban landscape in the immediate vicinity of the One Lincoln

Street site.

o The Boston Crossing project involves the reconstruction of the Lafayette

Place/Jordan Marsh complex and new construction on the adjacent Hayward

Place site and a portion of Avenue de Lafayette. It comprises a mixed-use

development that proposes the replacement of the existing Jordan Marsh

store at Summer and Washington Streets with a new five-story retail facility

with a 840,600 square foot office structure above, the construction of a

five-story department store and an office tower above on Hayward Place, the

replacement of the Lafayette Place mall with a new five-story specialty retail

galleria, and the addition of 700-1,000 below-grade parking spaces which will

be connected to the existing Lafayette Place garage. Currently undergoing

review by the City and the BRA, this project is expected to begin construction

in 1990.

o Across Washington Street from Boston Crossing is the proposed

Commonwealth Center project, which envisions the development of

approximately 1.8 million gross square feet of office, retail, hotel, and cultural

uses on portions of the two blocks bounded by Washington, Tremont,

Boylston, and Avery Streets in the Midtown Cultural District. Included in the

project are proposals for two theaters, including the renovation of the historic

Paramount Theatre, and below-grade parking for 1,000 automobiles. This

project hkewise is undergoing City and BRA review. To be built in two

phases, Commonwealth Center is projected to be completed by 1996.
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o South Station Transportation Center , located on Atlantic Avenue east of the

project site, is part of the South Station addition and renovation project. The

MBTA is improving commuter rail and bus facilities, and the Federal

Railroad Administration is completing improvements to the station as part of

the Northeast Corridor improvement project. Future air rights development

over the track area of the station include proposals for a regional bus

terminal, up to 2,000 parking spaces, and approximately 1 million square feet

of office space.

The South Station Transportation Center is located 300 feet east of the site.

At this location it will function as a major pedestrian traffic node and serve as

a regional departure and destination point for subway, commuter railroad,

and private bus line commuter traffic. It is expected that the South Station

Transportation Center will generate 35,000 pedestrian trips per day by

commuters walking to nearby Central Business District and Financial District

locations. A majority of these pedestrian trips will be via the Dewey Square

area, which is adjacent to the northeastern comer of the project site.

o The Third Harbor Tunnel/Central Artery project includes the construction of

a new four-lane tunnel under Boston Harbor, connecting the Massachusetts

Turnpike to Logan Airport via a Seaport Access Road through commercial

land in South Boston, and the complete reconstruction and depression of the

Central Artery in downtown Boston. Expected to begin in 1994 (one year

after the design year for One Lincoln Street), this ten-year project will

complete the Interstate highway system in Boston and double the capacity of

the Artery. The Central Artery portion of the project involves the

replacement of the existing six-lane, elevated section of the Artery with an

underground eight-to-ten lane road between Charlestown and Southeast

Expressway. The Central Artery to the east of the site will be divided into a

southbound traffic section (the existing tuimel) and a new tuimel for

northward bound traffic under Atlantic Avenue. This bisection traffic carrier

will divide south of the project site near the Turnpike interchange and will

reconverge north of the site area.
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The proposed Third Harbor Tunnel and Central Artery improvements are

intended to increase the capacity of this major regional traffic facility and thus

relieve traffic congestion within the system as well as on alternative routes in

South Boston and the South End areas, which have been used to bypass traffic

jams on the Central Artery.

o Essex Street Reconstruction - A proposed widening and reconstruction of

Essex Street as a two-way roadway from Kingston Street to Atlantic Avenue is

currently under study by the City's Transportation Department. The benefits

and costs involved with the project will be carefully assessed within the

context of several plaiming projects. The most important of these projects

include the Midtown Cultural District Plan, the Chinatown Neighborhood

Master Plan, the Downtown Circulation Plan, and the Central Artery

depression. Taken together, these studies will provide a full analysis which

will allow a decision to be made which rationally balances local and area-wide

interests.

MBTA South Boston Transit Line - As part of its South Boston Piers/Fort

Point Channel Area Transit Study, the MBTA has under consideration, as its

leading alternative, a proposal to build a new midtown public transit line

Unldng the Midtown Cultural District to the Fort Point Channel development

area. The proposal envisions an imderground alignment, utilizing light rail

vehicles or dual-propulsion buses, which would start at the Avenue de

Lafayette Orange Line Station and connect to the east, via Boylston and

Essex Street, to the Red Line at South Station and then continue across the

Channel into the South Boston piers area. As proposed by the MBTA, the

tunnel would occupy 50 feet of Essex Street. The preliminary MBTA plans

show the proximity between the northern tunnel tube and a fifth belowground

parking level. During the design phase of the project, the MBTA, BRA, and

the project developers would need to meet to coordinate planning, timing,

financing, and construction of the transit tunnel.
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3.5.2 Site Description

Historic Development

The One Lincoln Street parcel is situated on a site developed early in Boston's

history. During colonial times, this parcel of land was part of the original Boston land

mass on the Shawmut peninsula, near the waterfront, in the midst of a fashionable

residential area rich in architecturally significant homes. In the 1830's, the ever-increasing

commerce of the city created a need for buildings to house the variety of goods arriving by

water. Gradually, the residential dwellings were replaced by granite warehouses, used for

storing merchandise and materials awaiting transfer to the rail system, which soon turned

the area into the center of Boston's drygoods and leather businesses. In 1872, a massive

fire swept through Boston proper and destroyed more than 700 buildings, including the

warehouses. Construction to replace them began immediately and used new fireproof

construction techniques. Most of the new warehouses were five to six stories high, with

fronts of granite and mansard roofs. Several examples of this style of construction are still

present in the area.

Existing Situation

Today, several structures facing the One Lincoln Street site are architecturally

noteworthy and have influenced the design of the project: the Bedford Building, the

Church Green Building, and the Proctor Building, along with four facades from 115-121

and 131-139 Sununer Street and a facade on Lincoln Street at the corner of Summer

Street, all fine examples of architectural detail. At the present time, the One Lincoln

Street block is partially occupied by four buildings: the Bedford Building on the northeast,

two masonry buildings on Kingston Street, and a seven story parking garage on the

northwest comer built and owned by the City of Boston. The balance of the site is used

for surface parking. In its present-day appearance, the One Lincoln Street parcel no

longer speaks to its rich historical heritage.
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Geology and Soils

The project site is located on the original Shawmut peninsula which consists of rock

and soil created by the retreat of glaciers from the Ice Age. The Boston area is believed to

have been a part of a coastal area which was submerged early in the geologic age of the

city and later uplifted, creating a rocky and irregular coast line. While present day Boston

consists of both original upUfted rocky areas and back-filled flat areas, the project site

itself is located on that part of the Boston characterized as the original land mass area,

situated near the colonial shoreUne. The topography of the site is relatively flat, sloping

down gently from about El. 28.5 (BCB) along Bedford Street to about El. 20 (BCB) along

Essex Street.

Sub-surface soils in the immediate area have been extensively investigated by Haley

& Aldrich for several nearby projects. Available data indicate that the soils consist of

glacial and marine deposits and man-placed fiUings. Test borings show the following

probable types of soils at the project site (see Technical Appendices for full Haley &
Aldrich report).

Miscellaneous Fill , consisting of dense to loose, brown to black, coarse to find

sand with varying amounts of silt, clay, coarse to fine gravel and cobbles, and

smaller amounts of brick, wood, asphalt, and building rubble. The fill

thickness is expected to range from 10 to 15 feet.

o Glacio-Marine Silty Clay deposits, frequently interbedded with sand layers or

lenses, which underlie the miscellaneous fill. The thickness of the silty clay is

expected to increase from about 15 feet near Bedford Street to about 30 feet

near Essex Street. This clay is hard to medium stiff in consistency and

contains little to trace amounts of coarse to fine sand and fine gravel.

Interbedded in or overlying the silty clay are frequent water bearing, silty fine

sand layers or lenses. The sand is very dense to medium dense and ranges in

thickness from several inches up to 10 feet, as encountered near the southeast

comer of the site.
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o Glacial Till , underlying the silty clay. The till is dense and very stiff in

consistency. The top of the till layer may average at about EL (BCB) near

Bedford Street, dipping generally from northeast to southwest to about EL -25

(BCB) near Essex Street. Accordingly, the thickness of the glacial till stratum

is expected to decrease from an average of about 45 feet near Bedford Street

to about 30 feet near Essex Street.

o Bedrock, locally known as the Cambridge Argillite (or Slate). Underlying the

glacial till, the bedrock is a fine-grained, clayey rock, very soft to moderately

hard, and completely to moderately weathered. The rock also is slatey in

places and contains occasional clay seams. Top of the bedrock is expected to

average at about EL -45 (BCB) near Bedford Street, dipping from the north

to south to about EL -55 (BCB) near Essex Street.

Groundwater levels were found to fluctuate near the fiU-silty clay interface at about

12 to 16 feet below the ground surface and to respond quickly to heavy precipitation. As

with the site topography, groundwater elevations are expected to decrease gradually from

north to south, averaging at about El. 15 (BCB) near Bedford Street to about El. 5 (BCB)

near Essex Street. The lower levels also may be due to a slight depression resulting from

the permanent dewatering system for the expressway tunnel.

3.6 Project Costs and Schedule

The project development cost for One Lincoln Street is projected to be

approximately $343 million. Kingston Bedford Joint Venture plans to demolish existing

structures on the site during the spring of 1990. Construction of the proposed project is

expected to begin in the middle of 1990. The developer anticipates that construction will

be completed by late 1992.
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4.0 FEIR/ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES

This section of the FEIR provides an update on the Revised Developer's Proposal

(Alternative 7) and a description of the possible environmental impacts. It also responds

in detail to subject areas scoped by the Secretary on the DEIR.

4.1 Transportation

4.1.1 Introduction

The basic task of assessing and analyzing impacts is to see how traffic operations,

parking supply and demand, aspects of transit use and pedestrian service are met, given

established travel mode usage. The approach utilized to examine the development

impacts on transportation facilities follows the Massachusetts Environmental Policy Act

(MEPA) guidelines for assessment of environmental impacts, and the production of the

Environmental Impact Reports.

The Kingston-Bedford-Essex Street Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR)

considered existing transportation conditions within the defined study area, then

examined the expected transportation conditions for the defined future study year (1993),

without the development (No-Build Condition). The DEIR considered five build

alternatives, as follows:

Office

Component
(sq. ft.)

Total

Program
(gross sq. ft.)

Retail

Component
(sq. ft.)

Hotel Parking
Component Spaces

(rooms) (number)

Alt. 2: 400-Foot Tower 900,000 679,000 22,000

Alt. 3: 325-Foot Tower 725,000 554,000 26,000

Alt. 4: 250-Foot Tower 580,000 429,000 26,000
Alt. 5: Expanded Site 730,000 510,000 30,000
Alt. 6: DEIR/Developer's

Proposal 1,110,000 892,000 59,000

300
240
200
300

800
600
600
800

900

The alternative with the greatest transportation impacts was Alternative 2: 400 ft.

Tower Alternative . Since the other alternatives did not produce a substantial difference in

transportation impacts, they were examined only in relative terms to that development

alternative.
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Transportation mitigation measures addressed the alternative with the greatest

transportation impacts (Alternative 2) thereby also addressing the alternatives that

produce lesser impacts. The transportation mitigation measures suggested include

improvements to the study area roadway and intersection network and transit and

ridesharing incentives.

Since pubUcation of the DEIR, the project has been renamed One Lincoln Street.

The Final EIR analyzes only the cmrent development proposal for the site, known as

Revised Developer's Proposal. The Revised Developer's Proposal is shghtly larger than

the prior Developer's Proposal analyzed in the DEIR in terms of size, including 1,040,100

square feet of office space (including lobby and open areas) and 38,400 square feet of

retail space.

There have been ongoing meetings and comimimications between One Lincoln

Street's developers and the developers and transportation consultants for Boston Crossing

and Commonwealth Center, the other two major projects scheduled for implementation

within the study area during the same general time frame as One Lincoln Street. At these

meetings, discussions have focused on traffic study assumptions, street improvements, and

mitigation measures. This dialogue will continue as One Lincoln Street moves through its

Access Plan and Parking Freeze Permit appHcation approval processes with the City of

Boston. It is anticipated that evolving from these discussions a Transportation

Management Association for the area will be formed.

4.L2 Description of the Environment

Current traffic flow conditions, and data on pubHc transportation and pedestrian

activity were obtained by reviewing available information and reports, conducting an

engineering reconnaissance of the affected roadway and public transportation facilities,

and analyzing traffic volume data for key roadway segments and intersections.

Vehicular Access

The boundaries of the traffic impact study area were defined in the MEPA scope by

those street segments which will be directly affected by site-generated traffic. The

intersections defined for analysis, as agreed upon by BRA and BTD, are identified in

Figure 4-1. The general limits of the area are: Summer Street to the north, Kneeland

Street to the south, the Surface Artery to the east; and Washington Street to the west.

Traffic operations were analyzed at the following eleven intersection locations within this

area:
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o Summer-High-South;

o Summer-Lincoln-Bedford;

o Summer-Otis-Kingston;

o Bedford-Columbia;

o Bedford-Kingston;

o Bedford-Chauncy-Lafayette Place Garage;

o Surface Artery-Essex-LincoLn;

o Essex-Kingston-Avenue de Lafayette;

o Essex-Harrison-Chauncy;

o Essex-Washington; and

o Harrison-Beach.

Although other streets in the surrounding area will be used by a portion of the anticipated

site traffic, the impact of these lower volumes will be negligible.

Study Area Regional Access

Regional access to the One Lincoln Street site is provided by the Massachusetts

Turnpike (1-90) and the John F. Fitzgerald Expressway (1-93, Central Artery, Southeast

Expressway). Arterial streets which provide access from these major highways include

Lincoln Street, South Street and Atlantic Avenue from the south, the Surface Artery from

the north and south. Summer Street from the east, and Essex Street from the west. Much

of the roadway network in the study area is designated as one-way streets. Figure 4-2

depicts the study area traffic circulation patterns and the associated traffic control devices

at intersections.

For access from 1-90 and from 1-93 south of the site, the most direct connection to

the surface street system is via the ramps at the I-90/I-93 interchange. The off-ramp from

1-90 leads to the Kneeland Street/Atlantic Avenue intersection. The 1-93 off-ramp

intersects Kneeland Street at Lincoln Street. Both off-ramps are located approximately

1/4 mile south of the site. Access from 1-93 north of the site is via the off-ramp to

Purchase Street/Summer Street or further north at the High Street offramp.

The on-ramps for 1-90 and 1-93 are also located within a short distance of the site.

An on-ramp located southwest of the site at the Kneeland Street/Surface Artery

intersection serves traffic accessing 1-90 westbound and 1-93 southbound. The 1-93

northbound on-ramp is located approximately 300 feet east of the site along the Surface

Artery at South Street.
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Existing Traffic Volumes

Traffic volume data were obtained from daily and peak hour turning movement

counts recorded by WCH Industries for this DEIR in 1986, Results were compared with

more recent traffic counts conducted by the City of Boston Transportation Department

and with information in the following reports: Draft Dewey Square Comprehensive

Transportation Systems Management Program (Boston Redevelopment Authority, 1984),

Transportation Impact Study and Access Plan. 125 Summer Street Development

(Vanasse/Hangen Associates, 1986), the Commonwealth Center Transportation Impact

Study (Sasaki Associates, 1988) and the Midtown Cultural District Plan (transportation

elements), TAMS, 1988.

Existing average daily traffic (ADT) voliunes on study area roadways are indicated in

Figure 4-3. Daily volumes were recorded by Automatic Traffic Recorders (ATR's) placed

on various street segments. A summary of these counts is provided in Appendix B-1.

Daily traffic volume estimates were developed for other street segments by multiplying the

peak hour approach volume at selected intersections along the street by the ratio of the

recorded daily volume to the peak hour approach volume for the intersecting street.

Hourly traffic data at study area intersection locations for the morning and evening

weekday peak hours and the Saturday peak hour were obtained from manual turning

movement counts. Volumes were recorded every 15 minutes. Results of these counts are

shown in Figures 4-4 through 4-6. A tabular summary is provided in Technical Appendix

F-2. The individual intersection counts were balanced to reflect overall peak period traffic

operating conditions within the study area.

The data indicate the weekday morning peak hour traffic generally occurs between

8:00 and 9:00AM. The peak hour of weekday evening traffic varies widely, although all

intersections recorded peak volumes within the 4:00 and 6:00PM time period. The peak

hour of traffic on a Saturday generally occurs during the early afternoon period between

1:45 and 2:45PM.

Existing Traffic Operations

Traffic operations are analyzed in terms of level of service (LOS) during these peak

hour traffic periods at intersection locations. The capacity of an intersection or roadway

facility is the maximum number of vehicles which can be reasonably expected to traverse a

roadway segment and/or intersection approach during a specific time period, given the

physical and operational characteristics of the facility.
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Level of service for signalized intersections is defined in terms of delay. Level of

service criteria for signalized intersections are quantified according to the average stopped

delay per vehicle over a 15 minute analysis period. Another indication of the operational

LOS is a comparison between the intersection capacity and the actual traffic volumes using

(or expected to use) the roadway facihty. The relationship between approach delays and

LOS designations for signalized intersections is simmiarized in Table 4-1.

Level of service criteria for unsignaUzed intersections are defined by the reserve, or

imused capacity of the minor (i.e, or controlled) approach. The analysis of unsignalized

intersections is based primarily on the ability of vehicles along the minor approach to cross

or turn through the traffic stream along the major approaches. This analysis procedure

requires that the intersection right-of-way be clearly defined, resulting in a situation where

drivers on the minor street must use judgment to select acceptable gaps in the major street

flow through which to execute turning maneuvers. Therefore, the capacity of a controlled

approach is dependent on two factors, as follows:

1) The distribution of gaps in the traffic stream along the major street; and

2) Driver judgment in selecting gaps in the major stream through which to

execute turning movements, influenced by both major stream speed and

roadway geometry.

The volume using the major intersection approaches is a governing factor in the

capacity determination for the minor approach. The reserve capacity at the minor

approach is subsequently determined by calculating the difference between the capacity of

the intersection at LOS F and the actual approach volume, adjusted to account for traffic

stream characteristics and intersection geometries. Reserve capacity is usually defined on

a per lane basis for a peak hour analysis period.

From a traffic operations standpoint, LOS C or better is generally considered an

acceptable condition. LOS D is also considered acceptable in urban conditions. LOS D
represents conditions where the peak hour demands are less than the capacity of the

roadway or intersection, but where speeds are considerably reduced and delays increased.

LOS E represents operations at or near capacity where delays to critical approaches are

significant.

For use in interpreting the results. Table 4-2 summarizes assumptions used in the

traffic analyses for both signalized and unsignalized intersections.
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TABLE 4-1

INTERSECTION LEVEL OF SERVICE (LOS^ DESIGNATIONS ^

Reserve^
Delay Range^ Capacity

Level of Seconds (Vehicles

Service Description per Vehicle per Hour)

LOS A Describes a condition of free flow, with low 0.00-5.0 400
volumes and relatively high speeds. There is

Uttle or no reduction in maneuverability due
to the presence of other vehicles, and drivers

can maintain their desired speeds with Uttle

or no delay.

LOSE Describes a condition of stable flow, with 5.1-15.0 300-399
desired operating speeds relatively

unaffected, but witn a sUght deterioration

of maneuverability within the traffic stream.

LOSC Describes a condition still representing 15.1-25.0 200-299
stable flow, but speeds and maneuverability
begin to be restricted. The general level

of comfort begins to deteriorate noticeably

at this level.

LOSD Describes a high-density traffic condition 25.1-40.0 100-199
approaching unstable flow. Speeds and
maneuverability become more seriously

restricted, and the driver experiences a
poor level of comfort.

LOSE Represents conditions at or near the capacity 40,1-60.0 0-99

of the faciUty. Flow is usually unstable,

and freedom to maneuver within the traffic

stream becomes extremely difficult.

LOS F Describes forced-flow or breakdown conditions 60.1 or NA
with queueing along critical approaches. greater

Operating conditions are highly unstable as

charactenzed by erratic vehicle movements
along each approach.

1 Source: Transportation Research Board, Highway Capacity Manual . Special Report
209, National Research Council, 1985

2 Delay ranges relate to the mean stopped delay incurred by all vehicles entering the
intersection for the movement or movements under consideration and do not consider
the effects of traffic signal coordination. This criterion is intended for use in the
evaluation of signaUzed mtersections.

3 Reserve capacity refers to the unused capacity of the minor approach, on a per lane
basis. This criterion is limited to use in the evaluation of unsignalized intersections.
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Table 4-3 shows existing traffic operations at study area intersections for weekday

morning, weekday evening, and Saturday afternoon peak hours. All traffic operations

analyses were conducted assuming full enforcement of existing traffic and parking

regulations along study area streets. In addition, the analysis assumes signal timings are

fully actuated and optimized. Although current lack of parking restriction enforcement

measures, such as tow zones and non-optimized signal timings, produce poorer traffic

operations than those indicated in the analyses, the results are used for comparative

purposes. For the No-Build and Revised Developer's Proposal Conditions, these parking

restrictions are assumed to be fully enforced and traffic signal operations are improved

with implementation of the City's Traffic Signal Coordination Program. The operations

analyses are provided in Technical Appendix F-3.

The analyses indicate traffic operations at study area intersections to be at

acceptable levels of service (LOS D or better) during the morning peak hour period. The

intersection of Essex-Harrison-Chauncy is the only location during the morning peak hour

which operates at LOS D; all other locations operate at LOS C or better.

Traffic operations during the evening peak hour period, however, are decidedly

worse, especially for unsignalized locations along the Essex Street corridor. The

Essex-Harrison-Chauncy Street intersection operates at LOS D for southbound vehicles

along Harrison Avenue approaching Essex Street. This location operates at unacceptable

levels (LOS F) during the Saturday peak hour period.

The Essex-Kingston-Avenue de Lafayette intersection operates at LOS F for

southbound left turns from Kingston Street to Essex Street, while through movements

operate at LOS D. The Bedford/Kingston intersection also operates at LOS D during the

evening peak hour period. All of these intersections are not signaUzed at the present time.

Overall, existing peak hour traffic operations within the study area are marginally

acceptable or better with the exception of unsignalized intersection locations along the

Essex Street Corridor. Traffic operations at the critical study area intersection location of

Essex-Surface Artery-Lincoln are currently at acceptable levels during all peak hour

periods.
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TABLE 4-3

EXISTING (1988) CONDITIONS - TRAFFIC OPERATIONS SUMMARY

SIGNAUZED INTERSECTIONS

Intersection Location

Summer-High-South

Summer-Lincoln-Bedford

Summer-Otis-Kingston

Surface Artery-Essex-Lincoln

Essex-Washington

AM Peak Hour
Average

LOS Delav'



Public Transportation System

Existing Conditions

As shown in Figure 4-7, One Lincoln Street is well located with respect to several

transit stations. One can walk in well under five minutes from the site to South Station

(800-900 feet east of the site) serving the Red line; the Chinatown (formerly Essex) station

(900-1000 feet west) serving the Orange line; and Downtown Crossing (900-1100 feet

northeast), serving both the Red and the Orange lines. One can walk within five minutes

to Park Street Station, serving the Green Une as well as the Red line. The Blue line is

most conveniently accessed by transfer to the Green or Orange line. Due to the excellent

availability and accessibility of public transit in the vicinity of the site, it is expected that

many of the trips generated by the development will use mass transit.

The site is also within two blocks of several pubhc express bus lines. These are route

numbers 300, 301, 304, 304A, and 305, serving Riverside, Brighton Center, Watertown,

Newton Comer, and Waltham. Private express buses connecting South Shore

communities with downtown also stop close to the project site at South Station, and at

least four local bus Unes stop within five blocks of the site.

Finally, the site is well located with respect to regional and national transportation.

South Station, in addition to serving as a rapid transit station, serves as a regional

transportation hub. It is the downtown terminal for commuter rail Unes serving

communities both south and west of Boston, including Framingham, Franklin and

Providence, Rhode Island. South Station is the northeastern-most transit terminal for

Amtrak national railroad service. Intercity buses also serve the area at the Dewey Square

terminal and, to the west of the project site, at Park Square. Existing Public

Transportation System Capacity and Ridership.

In order to estimate the impact of the project on the public transportation system

and the system's capacity to serve the development, existing and future pubhc

transportation capacity and ridership figures have been developed. In this analysis,

emphasis has been placed on the rapid transit system, as this is the primary means of

providing public transportation service to the project site. While project employees and

visitors are expected to use MBTA express buses as well, the MBTA has a policy of

expanding bus service as ridership grows. Thus, they are not as capacity constrained as are

the fixed rail systems serving project users.
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The concept of public transportation system capacity is defined in terms of the

passenger carrying capability of the system's stairways, turnstiles, platforms, and vehicles

for a given time period, typically a peak 2-3 hour period, a one-hour peak, or even a

15-minute peak period. In downtown Boston, unUke larger cities such as New York or

Chicago, stairway capacity has not been a problem for downtown stations. Prior station

modernization programs have improved turnstile capacity and station amenity at most

downtown stations.

In addition, recent MBTA station modernization programs and platform

lengthenings to accommodate six car trains have largely relieved overcrowded platform

conditions for the Red and Orange Lines. Work was completed in 1989 to further improve

Washington Street station, with existing entrances being refurbished, a new entrance and

elevator created within the 101 Arch Street development, and a new Franklin Street

entrance created in Filene's Park. South Station improvements are under construction.

All downtown stations are currently accessible to the handicapped, with the

exception of the Chinatown Orange Line station. At this location, the MBTA is evaluating

the feasibility of creating a new entrance and elevator, possibly in conjunction with the 600

Washington Street development. Thus, the actual carrying capacity of the trains

themselves is the major transit impact measure.

Line capacity for a given transit schedule is a function of the number of trains per

hour (headway), the number of cars per train, and the number of passengers per car. For

this study, capacity was estimated through the following steps:

o Determining for each line the number of peak hour trains (sixty minutes

divided by the scheduled headway). To meet a given schedule for trains in

both directions may require more or less total trains than will actually pass

through a checkpoint in the peak hour, depending on the running time for the

round trip. Thus, the total number of trains available will not equal the actual

number of trains running in the peak one hour period.

o Calculating the total number of peak hour cars - number of trains multipUed

by number of cars per train. This parameter varies for each line.
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o Calculating the total number of passengers - number of cars multiplied by the

passenger carrying capacity of each car. For this study, capacity is defined as

the seating capacity for each type of car, plus the number of standees which

could be accommodated at 2.5 square feet per person, or approximately 3

passengers per seat. This is equivalent to a Level of Service E according to

the Highway Capacity Manual . By comparison, crush loading is described as

3.8 passengers per seat.

The data upon which current transit line capacity calculations have been based is

included in Table 4-4. Table 4-5 siunmarizes the current capacities and ridership for the

peak direction at the peak station/Unk in the peak hour for the Red, Orange, Blue and

Green Lines.

As illustrated in Table 4-5, the lines where existing ridership approaches the

scheduled capacity of the system in the peak hour are the Red Line between Andrew and

North Quincy stations with a volume to capacity ratio of .97, the Blue Line between

Maverick and Aquarium stations with a volume to capacity ratio of .90, and the Green

Line between Arlington and Copley Stations with a volume to capacity ratio of .85. The

MBTA has addressed this situation by adding "Run as Directed" (RAD) trains, which are

scheduled as needed in peak hours, as shown in Table 4-4. In the case of the Red Line,

three peak period six-car trains are available as RAD trains to supplement Ashmont and

South Shore service on an unscheduled basis, each of which makes one trip in each

direction during the peak hour. This capability raises potential Red Line peak hour

carrying capacity by 3,240. One extra RAD train is available to serve the Blue Line,

raising potential carrying capacity by 440.

Pedestrian Environment

The One Lincoln Street site is ideally situated for pedestrian access given its location

near the retail center of Downtown, with excellent access to nearby transit stations and

terminals, parking and other office, retail, governmental and recreational facilities. The

development of surrounding parcels formerly occupied by parking facilities, such as 99

Summer Street, has served to bring new ground-level retail uses and pedestrian activity to

an area which had been somewhat of a barrier in the past. The redevelopment itself will

greatly improve pedestrian conditions in its own block by replacing with a sidewalk the

mechanical garage driveways, which today take up the entire south side of Bedford Street

between Columbia and Kingston Street.
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TABLE 4-4

EXISTING (1988^ MBTA RAPID TRANSIT PEAK HOUR CAPACITY

Line/Segment

ORANGE

Oak Grove - Forest Hills

TOTAL

PMPeak
Cars/ Schedule
Train Headway

6
4

4.5 min

PMPeak PMPeak Car PMPeak
Hour Hour (Design) Hour
Trips Cars Capac. Capac.

11

14

66



TABLE 4-4 (Continued)

Line/Segment



TABLE 4-5

EXISTING (IQSS') TRANSIT CAPACITIES AND RIDERSHIP

PEAK HOUR. PEAK DIRECTION

Peak Load Points

RED LINE

Between Andrew and JFK (Ashmont)

Between Andrew and
No. Quincy (Braintree)

Scheduled
Capacity*



Pedestrian volumes in the study area are based upon a combination of field counts

taken by WCH Industries and by Vanasse/Hangen Associates (1986). Table 4-6 provides

a summary of the counts taken during the morning and afternoon peak periods. These

volumes do not necessarily occur at the same time as the peak vehicular flow for the

intersections. The most significant pedestrian activity occurs during the morning and

evening peak hours along Summer Street, reflecting commuter travel to and from South

Station. Pedestrian flow during the peak hours and on Saturday is primarily in an

east-west direction. The other intersections have pedestrian volumes of fewer than 200

pedestrians per hour. These are easily accommodated by area sidewalks, and are

summarized in the low and moderate category for purposes of the traffic capacity analyses.

In general, the downtown streets are narrow, and traffic volumes sufficiently low and

slow moving that pedestrian movement is not obstructed. For most of the local streets in

the area bounded by Tremont Street, Essex Street, the Surface Artery and State Street,

the primary cause of conflicts or safety problems for pedestrians is building and street

construction activity which necessitates the use of temporary walkways, creates holes in

streets which block certain paths, or prohibits certain street crossings. However, the

Surface Artery and Central Artery ramps near South Station do pose pedestrian problems

in terms of fast moving traffic and inconvenient pedestrian crossings. Ongoing City street

improvement plans, MBTA stafion improvements and building site plans will improve

these situations. For example, a new pedestrian island at Church Green was provided to

charmelize pedestrian flow in conjunction with the 99 Summer Street project.

Parking

For purposes of analyzing parking supply and demand, a study area broader than

that of the traffic analysis study area was fixed in consultation with the City of Boston

Transportation Department and the Boston Redevelopment Authority. This area, which

accounts for downtown destinations of 91 percent of current Kingston-Bedford parkers, is

shown in Figure 4-8.

The project site presently accommodates approximately 731 parking spaces,

including an estimated 550 spaces (practical capacity) in the mechanical Kingston-Bedford

Garage, 51 spaces in the Essex St. lot (west of Columbia Street) and 130 spaces in the

Lincoln-Essex lot (east of Columbia Street). All of the parking is open to the public. The

largest garage faciUties in the study area are the Lafayette Place Garage (1,050 spaces),

Winthrop Square Garage (1,125 spaces) and the Kingston/Bedford Garage (550 spaces).
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TABLE 4-6

RXTSTING PEDESTRIAN VOLUMES
rWEEKDAY AM/WEEKDAY PM/SATURDAY PM^

Intersection



There are also various small off-street surface parking lots. As shown in Table 4-7

and Figure 4-8, 5,354 total off-street parking spaces existed in the study area in 1988, of

which 10 percent (537 spaces) were in lots and 90 percent (4,817 spaces) were in garages.

Of these, 76 percent were open to the public and 24 percent were reserved for employees.

These spaces served a study area office/retail employee population estimated at 40,000 for

1986. In 1986, when last surveyed, peak occupancy, was 4,798 at 12:00 - 1:00 PM, or 90

percent of capacity. The all-day rates for pubHc parking varied from $4.40 at the Winthrop

Square Garage to $19.00 at 150 Federal Street, with a typical all-day rate in the $10-12

range.

On-street parking is quite limited within the study area. For traffic control purposes,

a significant proportion of the on-street spaces are signed "No Parking" during the

weekday commuter periods (7:00 AM - 9:30 AM and 4:00 PM - 6:00 PM). The available

on-street parking supply is fully utilized by midday (Vanesse/Hangen, Transportation

Impact Study and Access Plan - 125 Summer Street Development, 1986).

To determine the characteristics of current parkers in the vicinity of the project site,

detailed parking occupancy, turnover, and origin/destination surveys were conducted at

the Kingston/Bedford Garage, Lincoln/Essex lot, and the Lafayette Place Garage in

April, 1988. Key findings from these surveys are summarized in Table 4-8.

As shown, the existing Kingston/Bedford Garage is primarily a commuter garage,

with 81% of the parkers using the garage for work trips, and an average parking duration

in excess of 6 hours. About half the parkers at the Lincoln-Essex lot are workers and 32%

in town for sales/business purposes. Average duration here is somewhat shorter at about

four hours. About half the parkers at the Lafayette Place Garage are also workers with an

additional 19% in town for sales/business. Fourteen percent parked at the garage for

shopping. The primary destination of parkers at the Kingston-Bedford Garage and the

Lincoln-Essex lot was Central Transportation Planning Staff (CTPS) zone IOC, including

such large office buildings as 100 Summer Street and the Shawmut Bank Building. At

Lafayette Place, not surprisingly, the primary destination was Zone 8C, in which the

garage is located. Average walking distance of parkers to their destination was 800-900

feet, with parkers at the Kingston/Bedford Garage (the lowest priced of the three)

travelling the longest distance.
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TABLE 4-7

STUDY AREA OFF-STREET PARKING SUPPLY: 1988

Map
No. Location

1 Winthrop Square Garage

2 Lafayette Place Garage

3 99 Summer Street

4 75-101 Federal Street

5 Kingston/Bedford Garage

6 150 Federal Street

7 84-96 Beach Street

8 100 Federal Street

9 Keystone Building

10 Lincoln/Essex Lot

11 203-213 Essex Street

12 564-580 Washington St.

13 128-130 Essex Street

14 3-5 Ping On Street

15 Purchase Street Lot

16 Purchase Street Garage

17 One Financial Center

18 130 Kingston Street

19 33-37 Essex Street

20 22 Edinboro Street

21 101 Arch Street

22 Shoppers' Garage

23 17-21 Tyler Street

24 73-75 South Street

TOTAL
Public

Private

Garage

Lot

lype
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TABLE 4-8

KINGSTON/BEDFORD GARAGE FIELD SURVEYS: APRIL. 1988

SUMMARY OF PARKING FACILITY CHARACTERISTICS



4.1.3 Traffic Assumptions for Impact Analysis

To compare the transportation impacts of the No-Build option and the Revised

Developer's Alternative, the standard steps of the transportation planning process - trip

generation, mode spUt, trip distribution, and network assignment - were applied to the

development parameters, as discussed below.

Trip Generation Rates

Converting 1 Ifc Trip Generation Manual Vehicle Trips to Person Trips

Basic to a determination of development project transportation impacts is the

estimation of the trips which the project will generate in various time periods of interest

and for various travel modes. In the case of One Lincoln Street, the MEPA scope called

for analysis of:

o Average weekday;

o Morning and evening peak hours; and

o Saturday peak hour (afternoon).

As a basis for trip generation in this report, the Institute of Transportation Engineers

(ITE) Trip Generation Manual was used. It is one of the major references used in the

estimation of trip generation and presents trip generation rates for a wide variety of land

uses based on surveys of actual developments located at various sites across the country. It

is also the only major reference which deals directly with Saturday trip-making, a

requirement for this report. Another feature of the Manual is that for many land uses,

notably office and shopping, trip rates are adjusted according to the size of the

development, as found in the survey work.

The rates in the Manual deal with vehicle trips only, and in dominantly suburban

settings where transit service is negligible. There is also no overt consideration of car

occupancy as a variable factor, nor any division between journey to/from work and other

trips. In order to apply these rates to One Lincoln Street where transit and walk-in trips

will play substantial access roles, the Manual vehicle trip rates were converted through a

four step process:
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1) The vehicle rates in the manual were first converted to person trip rates

through multiplying the number of vehicles by a 1.2 car occupancy factor for

office use and 1.7 for retail use. (These factors, used to establish the base

person trip rate, are representative of the surveys conducted in suburban

areas for the lit Manual and are lower than the downtown Boston car

occupancy rates used in Step 4 to convert the project's person trips by auto

back to vehicle trips). The rates were then increased by 10% to account

conservatively for possible suburban transit riders or walkers not included in

the original ITE Manual vehicle trip rates.

2) The development square footage figures by land use were then multiplied by

the resulting person trip rates to derive total person trips for each land use.

3) The person trips were then broken down into the various travel modes

(automobile, transit, walking) and work/non-work categories appropriate to

each land use through use of appropriate factors, as discussed below.

4) The person trips made by automobile were then divided by appropriate car

occupancy factors in order to determine the number of vehicles for use in the

impact analysis.

This process yielded for the average weekday, AM and PM peak period, and

Saturday afternoon peak period a complete set of person trips by mode (auto, transit,

walk/other) and by work and non-work purpose, as well as a set of vehicle trips by work

and non-work purpose.

The resultant person and vehicular trip rates for each activity and time period and

land use were then compared for compatibihty with person trip rates found in other

Boston transportation sources.

These Boston sources included Central Transportation Planning Staff (CI PS)

interim trip generation rates related to the Central Artery project, the Draft Access Plan

Guidelines of the Boston Transportation Department (BTD), and a number of EIRs for

previous Boston developments. These were referenced for consistency checks and used

for the estimation of the division between work and non-work trips. The person trip rates
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are adopted for each land use by analysis period, divided into work and non-work

categories. (It may be noted that a work trip includes only the journeys to or from the

place of employment. Additional trips made by employees, even on business, would be

considered non-work.)

In order to give a more detailed record of the actual basis for the rates adopted, the

person trip generation rates for are discussed below. It should be noted that the office

land use is the largest component of One Lincoln Street, so that office trip rates have the

greatest impact on the total trip generation.

Conversion of Vehicle Trip Rates to Person Trip Rates

Office Person Trip Rates

The ITE rates vary according to the size of the office development, with larger

developments having lower trip rates per 1,000 sf. This is related in part to the fact that

larger office buildings have fewer employees per unit area and that more nonwork trips

are satisfied on site. As the Manual recommends, the rates used are those established for

buildings larger than 800,000 gross square feet (GSF). For calculation of the proportion of

work and non-work trips, total person trips were divided in accordance with the interim

CTPS work/non-work proportions for the corresponding time period.

The ITE Manual notes that the average car occupancy for office trips is 1.2 persons.

The Manual vehicle rates per 1000 gross square feet (including lobby areas, mechanical

areas, etc.) for General Office (Land Use Code 710) were multiplied by this 1.2 factor and

further augmented by 10% to allow for nominal transit and walk-in access which is low or

non-existent in the Manual . This resulted in a conversion factor of 1.32. When the ITE

vehicle trip rates were multiplied by this number, weekday person trip rates of around 11

arrivals and departures resulted, compared to a CTPS interim rate of 13.4 arrivals and

departures.

The One Lincoln Street rates are a Uttle lower than the CTPS rate because the CTPS

rate is constant and intended to represent an average development, which is smaller than

the office component of the Revised Developer's proposal. The CTPS rate would be

appropriate for an office development size of about 300,000 sq.ft. rather than one over

800,000 square feet.
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Retail Person Trip Rates

In a manner generally similar to the estimation of office rates, the ITE Manual

retail (Shopping Center, Land Use Code 820) vehicle rates per 1,000 sf of leasable area

were factored to produce person trips. The rates were not, however, estabUshed according

to the precise size of the retail component alone. This is because the Manual rates apply

to free-standing retail developments in suburban locations, where few, if any other retail

shops or other developments are within walking distance.

In the case of One Lincoln Street, the relatively small ground floor retail

development cannot be seen in isolation from the more than one miUion square feet of

downtown retail space within easy walking distance, and must be put in the context of a

major shopping area. The ITE rates used for retail use were therefore calculated at a level

of 1,000,000 square feet.

A factor of 1,7, representative of the car occupancy of retail customers in the ITE

Manual surveys, was used to convert vehicle trips for the time periods. The resultant

weekday person arrivals and departures is about 57, compared to a CTPS interim retail

rate of about 60, and a BTD Draft Access Plan Guidelines general retail rate of about 37

person trip ends. The various time period rates were divided into work and non-work

components according to the corresponding retail proportions in the CTPS/BTD rates.

Modal Split and Car Occupancy Calculations

Once the person rates are established, modal split and vehicle occupancy factors

relevant to One Lincoln Street are needed.

Modal spUt factors are first used to assign person trips for each land use to the

appropriate mode of transportation; i.e., automobile, transit, or walk/other (taxi, bike,

etc.). Then, to derive vehicle trips, auto person trips are divided by vehicle occupancy

factors, i,e,, the number of persons per car for each type of trip.

Mode split and vehicle occupancy tend to vary between different land uses due to the

specific trip making characteristics related to each. The distinction between various mode

spUt and vehicle occupancy factors also applies to the type of trip being made, most

commonly divided into work and non-work trips. Mode spHt and vehicle occupancy is also

heavily influenced by the location of the particular development, especially in terms of

vehicular and transit accessibility and parking availability and price.
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The identification and application of these land use specific mode split and vehicle

occupancy factors is generally limited to large scale development where they will produce

a noticeable difference in overall trip generation, trip assignment and trip distribution.

This effort is warranted by the scale and location of One Lincoln Street.

Table 4-9 presents the mode spHt and vehicle occupancy trip making characteristics

by land use for work and non-work trips to the development site as a fairly typical

downtown Boston location. These mode split and vehicle occupancy factors are derived

from several sources in order to achieve factors appropriate for the One Lincoln Street

location and to be consistent with assumptions used in other studies for nearby projects.

Specific points of interest about the sources and rates used in the above table are

presented below.

The primary source for the modal split and car occupancy rates for the office work

and non-work trips was the Environmental Impact Assessment for 125 High Street ,

prepared by HMM Associates and Vanasse Hangen Brustlin Associates in 1986. These

rates were based primarily upon actual building surveys conducted by Cambridge

Systematics, Inc., reported on in their 1983 report: Parking in Central Boston . One

change was made to the rates, namely the reduction of the work trip transit share from

70% to 60% to allow for 10% walk trips. This shift was judged appropriate due to the

increase in downtown and central neighborhood housing supply, and other surveys which

indicate that many central neighborhood residents walk to work. The higher walk trip

rates (25%) for non-work trips, both office and retail, are due to the fact that few

downtown employees use cars or transit for lunchtime trips for eating or shopping.

One Lincoln Street Development Trips

The trip generation rates and associated parameters described in the preceding

sections were applied to Revised Developer's proposal land uses to yield project-generated

person trips by mode. These are set forth in Table 4-10 and are depicted in bar charts for

average weekday, AM peak hour, and PM peak hour in a comparative fashion in Figure

4-9.

As shown in Table 4-10 and Figure 4-9, total weekday person trips are 7,544 work

trips and 5,685 non-work trips for Revised Developer's proposal. Morning peak hour trips

are 1,485 for work and 650 for non-work trips while evening peak hour trips are 1,496 for

work and 579 for non-work.
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TABLE 4-9

TRIP MAKING CHARACTERSTICS BY LAND USE

TO DOWNTOWN BOSTON

Modal Split Percentages

Land Use



TABLE 4-10

PERSON



TABLE 4-10 (Continued)

PERSON TRIP USES :

RATES: OFFICE RETAIL
TRIPS BY USE :

OFFICE RETAIL

Unit 000 sf

SATURDAY TOTAL

Work
Non-Work
Total

1.57

0.17

1.74

000 sf

8.44

61.93

70.37

1,043.50

1,638

177

1,816

35.00

295
2,168

2,463

TOTAL

1,933

2,345

4,279

SATURDAY PEAK

IN
Work 0.07

Non-Work 0.01

Total In 0.08

OUT
Work 0.06

Non-Work 0.01

Total Out 0.07

TOTAL
Work 0.13

Non-Work 0.02

Total 0.15

0.17

3.16

3.33

0.16

3.04

3.20

0.33

6.20

6.53

73
10
83
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Table 4-11 and Figure 4-10 show the vehicular trip generation of the Revised

Developer's Proposal. In terms of total weekday vehicle trips, the Revised Developer's

Proposal generates 2,295 vehicles/day, with 1,269 for work and 1,026 for non-work trips. In

the morning peak hour, there are 244 vehicle trips for work and 126 non-work vehicle

trips. In the evening peak hour, there are 251 vehicle trips for work and 106 non-work

vehicle trips.

For the worst case alternative analyzed in the DEIR (400 ft. Tower), there were

2,977 total weekday vehicle trips generated, with 1,023 trips for work and 1,954 non-work

trips. In the morning peak hour, there were 168 vehicle trips for work and 191 non-work

vehicle trips. In the evening peak hour, there were 172 vehicle trips for work and 180

non-work vehicle trips.

Compared to the 400-foot Tower alternative, the Revised Developer's Proposal

generates 682 fewer weekday vehicle trips, a reduction of 30 percent. Morning peak hour

trips increase by 76 vehicle for work trips and decrease by 65 non-work trips. Evening

peak hour trips increase by 79 work trips and decrease by 74 non-work trips. The lower

traffic generation is due to the fact that the Revised Developer's Proposal does not include

a hotel. The hotel has a higher rate of auto use than the office use, particularly for

non-work trips.

Due to its sUghtly larger total size, the Revised Developer's Proposal generates

about 170 more vehicles per day than the prior DEIR/Developer's Proposal, 53 more

vehicles in the morning peak and 35 more vehicles in the evening peak. Due to the

decreased retail space, however, the Revised Developer's Proposal generates fewer

vehicles on Saturday.

Vehicular Trip Distribution

The future project traffic volumes for impact analyses of One Lincoln Street

alternatives at key intersections were estimated by distributing the vehicle trips generated

into the directions of origin/destination, and assigning this directional division of trips to

the actual roadways serving the development. Such assigned volumes, when added to the

existing and background growth traffic, form the future traffic volume input for calculation

of Level-of-Service (LOS).

The basis for the regional trip distribution proportions was the origin/destination

information gathered from current surveys (H/S-H, 1988) of parking at the One Lincoln

Street site, as well as at Lafayette Place. The origin-destination from this survey shows the

following general pattern of vehicular travel to the project area, with some rounding of the

percentages:
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TABLE 4-11

VEHICLE TRIP SUMARY FOR REVISED DEVELOPER'S PROPOSAL

TOTAL APT
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General Area Percent of Trips

North 20
South 30
West 30
Boston Urban Core 20

100%

For estimation purposes, the trips to and from the urban core, including and

immediately surrounding the downtown area, have been designated local in nature. The

compass direction area trips outside of the core area are considered regional. For the

local trips, an even directional distribution into the four compass directions is assumed

(5% for each), mcluding east, which represents South Boston across the Fort Point

Channel. Regional trips are divided according to the survey proportions, omitting east,

which in the regional sense is Massachusetts Bay. This division of trips by direction is

shown in Table 4-12.

To assign the distribution to the actual street network serving the project, judgments

were made on what proportions of local and regional trips would travel on specific streets,

as shown in Table 4-13. Trips to the site and from the site are differentiated in the table.

The resultant percentage distribution in the above tables show a strong connection

to streets leading directly to/from the Central Artery and Massachusetts Turnpike, and a

lesser use of purely local streets. A finer-grained distribution is very sensitive to the array

of street directions available in the site area, such as on Essex Street and Kingston Street,

and to the location of garage entrances and exits. As currently proposed, the garage

design calls for an entrance and exit onto Kingston Street, and a reversible driveway at

Lincoln Street, which would operate as an entrance in the morning and an exit in the

evening. The resulting detailed assignments to study area intersections are shown by

percentages in Figures 4-11 and 4-12 for entering and exiting traffic.

Public Transportation Trip Distribution

PubUc transportation trips for the Revised Developer's Proposal were distributed to

the various public transportation modes serving the site on the basis of the relative

proportion of total Boston Proper trips carried by each of the public transportation modes.

This breakdown is shown in Table 4-14 and Figure 4-13. As shown, rapid transit carries
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TABLE 4-12

DTRECnONAL DISTRIBUTION OF REVISED DEVELOPER'S PROPOSAL

VEHICLE TRIPS

Compass
Direction



TABLE 4-13

PROPORTIONAL ASSIGNMENT OF REVISED DEVELOPER'S PROPOSAL
TRIPS TO KEY STREETS

To the Site:
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PERCENT SHARE OF DOWNTOWN TRANSIT TRIPS BY MODE

RED / SOUTH (1 8%)

BLUE / NORTH (1 0%)

ORANGE / NORTH (8%)

ORANGE/SOUTH (11%)

GREEN / WEST (1 6%J

RED / NORTH (1 6%)

BOAT (0%)

LOCAL BUS (8%)

EXPRESS BUS (2%)
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TABLE 4-14

DERIVATION OF PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION TRIP ASSIGNMENT

FOR PROJECT AND BACKGROUND DEVELOPMENT TRIPS

Line/Direction

Red/North
Red/South
Blue/North
Orange/North
Orange/South

TOTAL TRANSIT

Estimated
Weekday Trips

(Inbound^

56,550
60,400

35,950
27,550
37.050

217,500

Percent
of Mode

26.0%
27.6%
16.5%
12.7%
17.0%

Percent
of Total

16.4%
17.5%
10.4%
8.0%
10.8%

63.0%

Green/West
Green/East

TOTAL STREETCAR

71,414
9.405

80,819

88.4%
11.5%

15.9%
2.0%

18.0%

Commuter Rail No.
Commuter Rail So.

14,078
17.643

TOTAL COMMUTER RAIL 31,721

44.4%
55.6%

4.0%
5.0%

9.0%

Turnpike Ex. Buses
Other Buses



about 63% of total weekday peak hour public transportation trips in and out of Boston

Proper, according to the 1982 Boston Proper cordon count conducted by the City of

Boston Transportation Department. Streetcars (Green Line) carry about 18%; commuter

rail, 9%; express and local buses, 9.7%; and commuter boat 0.3%. The cordon count

showed that in the morning peak hour, public transportation carries about 58,000 persons

into Boston Proper, and in the evening peak hour, public transportation carries about

67,000 persons out of Boston Proper.

To these figures were then applied more detailed MBTA ridership estimates which

showed the proportion of peak hour riders for each line in each direction. The resulting

share, as shown in Figure 4-14, was then used as the basis for estimating No-Build and

Revised Developer's Proposal transit impacts.

Pedestrian Trip Distribution

Pedestrian trip distribution was based on an analysis of relative boardings at the

transit stations within walking distance of the site, and to and from the Downtown

Crossing shopping district and ChinatowiL It is anticipated that entrances and exits will be

provided for the One Lincoln Street development at up to five approximate locations, as

shown in Figure 4-15 (which shows the proposed entrances/exits for Revised Developer's

Proposal). These are described below, along with the expected daily percentage of

pedestrians projected to use each.

For the Revised Developer's Proposal, a principal entrance at the Kingston/Bedford

comer is expected to accommodate about 52 percent of total daily trips, because it is the

most convenient entrance for access both to the Downtown Crossing Shopping District

and to the Downtown Crossing MBTA Station.

o Another major entrance is provided at the corner of Lincoln and Essex

Street. The Lincoln/Essex entrance, which is a primary hnk to Chinatown

and the Leather District, accounts for about 6 percent of total trips for

Revised Developer's Proposal.
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o For the Revised Developer's Proposal, another entrance is provided midblock

on Lincoln Street between Essex and Summer Streets. It is possible that this

entrance would connect to an enclosed arcade through the One Lincoln

Street project to a similar arcade through 125 Summer Street. Retail uses can

be located along the arcade in each building. It is estimated that the Lincoln

Street arcade entrance would be the primary route to and from the site and

South Station, especially in inclement weather. Although the crossing is not

controlled by a signal, its route to South Station Red Line entrance is much

more direct than the Essex Street route, and it is weather protected. This

entrance is thus projected to account for 35 percent of the peak hour transit

commuter trips. Overall, this entrance is estimated to account for about 31

percent of total daily pedestrian trips,

o A connection also will be provided midblock on Bedford Street between

Lincoln and Kingston to connect to the entrance to 99 Summer Street. It is

estimated that this entrance would also accoimt for about six percent of total

daily pedestrian trips.

o A fifth entrance will be provided midblock on Essex Street. This will be the

primary entrance serving the MBTA Chinatown (formerly Essex) Station on

the Orange Line and Boylston Station on the Green Line, and the commuter

rail platforms at South Station. It is estimated that this entrance would serve

about five percent of transit commuter trips, and six percent of total daily

pedestrian trips.

A summary of pedestrian trip distribution for the Revised Developer's Proposal is

included in the impact analysis below.

Probable Impacts of the Revised Developer's Proposal

The analysis of project related traffic impacts requires the assessment of future study

area traffic volumes and circulation patterns for the 1993 analysis year. Existing traffic

plus non-project traffic additions in the analysis year form a No-Build baseline traffic

condition against which the project generated traffic impacts are to be assessed. The

expected street circulation patterns and their associated diversions of future traffic also

form a part of the estimation of backgroimd traffic growth.
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Development through the 1993 analysis year, both within and adjacent to the study

area, was identified by the BRA. Two types of development were identified in terms of

traffic impacts. First, those projects which would directly affect study area intersections by

adding both local and regional trips, such as Boston Crossing (Lafayette Place) and

Commonwealth Center. Then, projects sufficiently distant from One Lincoln Street such

that the regional component of vehicle trip generation would not directly influence traffic

conditions at study area analysis locations were identified. For example, the regional

traffic component of trips generated by the International Place and 125 High Street

developments are expected to access the regional highway network at locations north of

the study area. Local traffic generated by these developments, however, may impact

intersections of the One Lincoln Street study area.

The estimation of future year traffic levels was therefore assessed through carrying

out the following steps:

1) The effects of new street circulation patterns on traffic at study area locations

were identified.

2) Development scheduled for completion between 1988 and the design year

(1993), as identified by BRA, was then obtained, and classified into direct

impact projects and background impact projects as described above.

3) Then, in order to establish growth factors for the background projects,

downtown floor space totals by zone and land use were summarized from

1986 Central Transportation Planning Staff (CTPS) data. This year was

chosen as the base year because it was the most recent year for which

comprehensive data by zone were available. Projects completed between

1986 and 1988 were added to the 1986 totals to obtain a 1988 base condition.

4) Vehicular trip generation was then estimated for both types of projects.

5) For the direct impact trips, specific percentage distribution of traffic on

routes to and from each project for local and regional traffic was identified.

The total vehicle trips were then assigned to intersections based on these

percentages, and finally added to study area intersection turning movement

volumes.
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6) Finally, the background traffic growth was estimated according to the

percentage increase in floor space represented by the additional development

over existing conditions. The resulting percentage increase was then applied

to overall intersection traffic volumes which resulted from the two steps

above to obtain the No-Build volumes.

Each of the steps is described in more detail in the sections below.

Study Area Proposals for Roadway Network Changes

The study area street system has been in a state of continual change to:

accommodate the needs of new developments in surrounding areas, carry out long

standing plans for downtown circulation, and, in the shorter term, to provide for ongoing

construction activity. Long-term changes must be understood and taken into account in

order to predict accurately and in a coordinated way, the impacts of One Lincoln Street

and other proposed downtown projects. In addition, the shorter term changes must be

understood in interpreting traffic count data. An underlying concern is also the short and

longterm impacts of the Central Artery/Third Harbor Tunnel project, both in terms of

construction and post-build conditions.

For the 1993 analysis year, the following roadway network assumptions have been

incorporated in the assessment of future traffic volume levels:

o Beach Street closed at the Chinatown Gate (Kingston Street and Edinboro

Street open to Surface Artery);

o Avenue de Lafayette closed between Washington Street and Harrison Avenue

Extension; and

o Hayward Street and Avery Street reversed (one-way westbound).

These roadway network assumptions have been discussed with the Boston

Transportation Department (BTD) and are referenced in "A Plan for Transportation in

the Midtown Cultural District" presented to the BRA in June, 1989 by the BTD.
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In addition, the implications of providing for a two-way widened Essex Street

between Surface Artery and Kingston Street is also examined. This long standing

improvement along the Essex Street corridor that provides for the development of Essex

Street as an east-west artery into the downtown area greatly improves regional access to

Downtown Crossing. This improvement also serves as a relief to traffic along Summer

Street, Bedford Street, Beach Street, and Kneeland Street, which currently act as the only

westbound distributors to the area. As an example, when Summer Street was closed west

of Chauncy and Arch Streets, as part of the Downtown Crossing auto-restricted zone,

westbound distribution within the downtown was shifted to more circuitous routes. Today

a proposed closure of Beach Street at the Chinatown Gate to through traffic to aid in the

unification of the Leather District and Chinatown would further restrict westbound traffic

flow.

The widening of Essex Street, long under study by the City, has been recommended

in the Plan for Transportation in the Midtown Cultural District , submitted to the Boston

Redevelopment Authority Board on June 29, 1989. Although there are no final plans as

yet to widen the street, development projects in the area have accomodated the potential

reconstruction, and the City is now seeking funding for the project. The Revised

Developer's Proposal accommodates the widening by increasing its setback by 10 feet to

allow for a five lane roadway. The five hundred feet of Essex Street between Atlantic

Avenue and South Street have already been reconstructed as a two-way roadway with two

continuous travel lanes in each direction and curb service lanes where possible. This

section of the widening was completed in coordination with the construction of One

Financial Center.

Additional work would need to occur to complete the widening, including the

following measures:

o Provision of revised signalization at the intersection of Essex Street with the

Surface Artery.

o Acquisition and removal of the five-story brick building at the northeast

corner of the Essex-Kingston intersection; and

o Reconstruction of 350 feet of Essex Street between the Surface Artery and

Kingston Street as a two-way roadway with two travel lanes in the westbound

direction, and with two through travel lanes and a right-turn lane in the

eastbound direction.
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Although the ramp locations for the Central Artery/Third Harbor Tunnel project

were unknown at the time of this traffic operations analysis, current planning efforts

provide for reversing the direction of the Lincoln Street Central Artery ramps from a

northbound off-ramp (currently abandoned and not in use) to a southbound on-ramp, and

making the Surface Artery one-way southbound in the area. These changes would have

implications for study area intersections, especially those along the Essex Street and

Surface Artery corridors. These changes are addressed in general terms within the

following sections but are beyond the scope of detailed traffic operations analysis at this

time.

The design year for One Lincoln Street (1993) will occur one year prior to

commencement of Central Artery construction, according to the present schedule. The

scheduled completion date for the southbound section of the Central Artery is 1996.

Future Direct Impact and Background Impact Development Traffic

Proposed development through the 1993 analysis year both within and adjacent to

the study area, as identified by BRA, is presented in Table 4-15 and depicted in Figure

4-16. The existing (1988) traffic volume levels include the developments in Table 4-15

scheduled for completion in 1988 (101 Arch Street, 99 Summer Street, 150 Federal Street

and 75-101 Federal Street).

The vproposed developments were then classified into direct impact projects and

background impact projects. Developments identified to have direct traffic impacts

include 125 Summer Street, Commonwealth Center (Phase I), Boston Crossing (Phase I

and II) and other developments in CTPS Zones 8B, IOC, and 28. It should be noted that

Commonwealth Center Phase II and Boston Crossing Phase III are significant

developments which will directly affect study area intersections; however, both projects are

scheduled for completion in 1995 beyond the 1993 analysis year. The remaining

developments are included in the background impact category.

Total development floor area by land use for the study area then was summarized for

the base year (1986) using CTPS data classified into zones (North Downtown - zones 1, 3,

12 & 13A and South Downtown - zones 8B & C, 9A & B, lOA, B, C, & D, llA, B & C, 14B

& 28). Known development occurring between 1986 and 1988, as obtained from BRA, was

added to the 1986 totals to produce existing conditions land use data which would

correspond to the 1988 traffic count data. Then, the identified 1988-1993 development was

added to the 1988 totals to produce the design year No-Build floor space totals for direct

impact and background impact development.
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DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS INCLUDED
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Table 4-16 presents an estimate of the total development area by land use within the

downtown area for 1986, 1988 and 1993.

Table 4-17 presents a summary of the relative increases in development by land use

within the analysis zones. Total developed square footage within the area increased by

approximately 4.9 percent between 1986 and 1988. According to BRA sources, total

developed floor area in the analysis zones is expected to increase an additional 19 percent

by the 1993 analysis year.

During the 1988 - 1993 period the BRA estimates that total office space within the

study area will increase by 19.9 percent and retail space by 21.7 percent. Hotel,

cultural/recreational and residential development is expected to increase in the area by

29.9, 13.2 and 17.4 percent, respectively. Direct impact developments account for

approximately 43 percent of the total identified development within the analysis zones.

The direct impact development accounts for 100 percent of additional hotel,

cultural/recreational and residential development. Approximately 84.3 percent of all

retail development and 31 percent of office development are expected to directly impact

study intersection locations.

Table 4-18 identifies the expected number of person trips to the downtown area

within the identified CTPS zones. These estimates are approximated using CTPS trip

generation rates by land use. The relative increases in vehicle trips to the downtown study

area are identified in Table 4-19. The overall increase in vehicle trips to the area during

the 1986 to 1988 period is approximately 4.1 percent, with the largest increase due to office

development. Vehicle trips within the study area are exected to increase by 20.2 percent

between 1988 and the 1993 analysis year. Direct impact vehicle trips account for an 11.5

percent increase over existing 1988 traffic volume levels. Other development within the

study area is expected to contribute an 8.7 percent background increase to existing traffic

levels.

The resulting No-Build traffic volume levels for morning, evening and Saturday peak

hour periods are presented in Figures 4-17, 4-18 and 4-19, respectively.
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Traffic Impacts

In the DEIR, the 400-foot Tower was analyzed as a worst case scenario and

compared with the other Proposals. Because the differences between the scenarios were

incremental, a multiplicity of intermediate analysis was not warranted. Since completion

of the DEIR, a new Proposal known as Revised Developer's Proposal has been

formulated, and this Proposal is analyzed in this document.

As previously shown in Table 4-11, the Revised Developer's Proposal will add 370

vehicle trips in and out in the morning peak hour and 357 vehicle trips in and out in the

evening peak hour. These volumes will be distributed to the street system as shown in

Table 4-13 and Figure 4-11. This is only 7 vehicles more than the 363 vehicle trips in and

out in the morning peak hour and 27 more than the 330 vehicle trips in and out in the

evening peak hour for the 400-foot Tower worst case option (Alternative 2) analyzed in

the DEIR. Thus, the impacts of Revised Developer's Proposal will be very close to those

of the 400-foot Tower option previously analyzed.

As an overview to the relative contributions of Existing, No-Build (other project and

background traffic growth), and project generated traffic (Revised Developer's Proposal)

to the traffic volumes, the total approach volumes at some key intersections for the

evening peak hour are shown in Figure 4-20 as a bar chart broken down into the three

components. Although this exhibit does not differentiate between different intersection

movements which vary as to number of lanes and whether a given movement is critical, the

relative volume contribution to the total approach traffic is a reasonable indicator of the

relative impact of each volume source. It can be seen in most cases that the No-Build

traffic is far greater than project traffic and that both of these are moderately small in

reference to the existing traffic.

Traffic impacts for the No-Build Proposal and Revised Developer's Proposal were

analyzed for two roadway network options along Essex Street. The first (Figure 4-17)

reflects the existing configuration of Essex Street as a one-way eastbound segment

between Kingston Street and the Surface Artery. The second assumes a widened, two-way

Essex Street along this same segment. It should be noted that the Revised Developer's

Proposal is analyzed under both the one-way and two-way Essex Street options, even

though from a purely physical point of view, two-way Essex Street will not be possible until
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developed, however, so as to allow for the widening at a future date, if the remaining right

of way is acquired by the City of Boston. The analysis has been done so that the effects of

the project can be understood consistently both with and without the Essex Street

widening. It will show that One Lincoln Street will operate acceptably either with or

without the widened two-way Essex Street.

Existing One-Way Essex Street Traffic Impacts

No-Build Proposal

Table 4-20 presents the expected traffic operations for No-Build (1993) conditions,

assuming the existing Essex Street configuration. The No-Build assignment assumes the

completion of Phase I and II of the Boston Crossing project and Phase I of the

Commonwealth Center development. These two major projects rely heavily on Bedford

Street and Washington Street for access during the morning peak hour period. During the

evening peak hour period, exiting traffic produces significant pressures along and across

the Essex Street corridor.

During the morning peak hour, deficient traffic operations are limited to the

unsignalized intersection locations of:

o Bedford-Chauncy-Lafayette Place Garage (LOS F); and

o Essex-Harrison-Chauncy (LOS E).

In addition, the Essex-Kingston-Avenue de Lafayette intersection and the Bedford-

Kingston intersection operate at LOS D during the morning peak hour period.

During the evening peak hour, unacceptable traffic operating conditions are evident

at the unsignalized intersections of:

o Bedford-Kingston (LOS F); and

o Essex-Kingston-Avenue de Lafayette (LOS F).
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TABLE 4-20

NO-BUILD (1993^ CONDITIONS - TRAFFIC OPERATIONS SUMMARY
^EXISTING ESSEX STREET CONFIGURATION)

Intersection Location

Summer-High-South

Summer-Lincoln-Bedford

Summer-Otis-Kingston

Essex-Surface Artery-Lincoln

Essex-Washington

SIGNALIZED INTERSECTIONS

AM Peak Hour PM Peak Hour
Average Average

LOS Delay LOS Delay

Sat Peak Hour
Average

LOS Delay

c



They are also evident at the two intersections which operate poorly in the morning, i.e.:

o Bedford-Chauncy-Lafayette Place Garage (LOS F); and

o Essex-Harrison-Chauncy (LOS F).

In addition, unacceptable traffic operating conditions are evident at the signalized

intersections of:

o Summer-Lincoln-Bedford (LOS E); and

o Essex-Surface Artery-Lincoln (LOS F); and

o Essex-Washington (LOS F).

The same unsignalized intersections that operate poorly during the evening peak

hour also exhibit unacceptable LOS during the Saturday peak hour period, namely:

o Bedford-Kingston (LOS E);

o Bedford-Chauncy-Lafayette Place Garage (LOS F);

o Essex-Kingston-Ave. de Lafayette (LOS E); and

o Essex-Harrison-Chauncy (LOS F).

4.L4 No-Build Proposal with Proposed Mitigating Measures

As identified in the report "A Plan for Transportation in the Midtown Cultural

District", roadway improvements are expected in the study area in the form of: intersection

signalization, the BTD's traffic signal coordination program, and the institution of a

Traffic Relief Program along the Boylston/Essex Street and Stuart/Kneeland Street

corridors. Combined, these efforts will improve traffic operations to acceptable levels at

most intersection locations identified as operating poorly in the No-Build analysis. Table

4-21 identifies the expected traffic operating conditions at these locations with the

following identified improvements.

Signalization

The City of Boston Transportation Department has agreed that signalization of the

following intersections is necessary and will be implemented: Kingston-Bedford,

Bedford-Chauncy, Essex-Harrison-Chauncy, and Essex-Kingston-Avenue de Lafayette.
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Traffic Signal Coordination Program

The BTD is currently installing coordinated traffic signal control network

throughout the City. Signal coordination will allow for better progression along the

Boylston/Essex Street corridor, thereby improving overall traffic operations in the study

area.

Traffic Relief Program

The Boston Transportation Department plans to institute a Traffic Relief Program

(TRP) along Boylston and Essex Streets and Stuart/Kneeland Street from Arlington Street

to Surface Artery. The TRP currently in effect along Arlington, Cambridge, Congress and

Tremont Streets has provided for effective traffic flow improvements. Application of the

TRP; significantly reduces vehicular travel time along these routes, increases the capacity

of intersections within the existing geometry, eliminates vehicular blockage of

intersections, eliminates double parking, and reduces air pollution.

Along the Boylston/Essex Street and Stuart/Kneeland Streets corridors, the TRP

would provide for:

o No Stopping Zones along key roadway segments between the peak travel

periods of 7:00-9:30 AM and 4:00-6:00 PM;

o Parking meters removed (added) where necessary;

o Taxi stands relocated where needed;

o No Stopping Zones established along intersecting side streets to improve flow

and increase capacity; and

o Strict enforcement of parking restrictions, including towing, through

cooperation of the BTD and the Boston Police Department.

The results of these efforts at intersections along the Essex Street corridor in terms

of No-Build traffic operations are presented in Table 4-21. In addition, signal installation

and proposed lane use designation through pavement restriping and improved traffic

operating conditions at three additional study area intersections are presented in Table

4-21.
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TABLE 4-21

NO-BUILD (1993^ CONDITIONS - TRAFFIC OPERATIONS SUMMARY
WITH IMPROVEMENTS BY OTHERS

(Existing Essex Street Configuration)

SIGNALIZED INTERSECTIONS

Intersection Location



All intersections, with the exception of Essex-Washington, improve to acceptable

traffic operation levels during all peak hour periods with these No-Build improvements.

The specific improvements proposed to each intersection location are presented below:

o Summer-Lincoln-Bedford (Figure 4-21) - Signal optimization and pavement

restriping providing:

Three multi-purpose lanes along the northbound Lincoln Street

approach;

One through lane and one right turn lane along the Summer Street

eastbound approach; and

One left turn lane, one through lane and one right turn lane (to

Devonshire Street) along the westbound Summer Street approach.

o Bedford-Kingston (Figure 4-22) - Signal installation and pavement restriping

providing for:

One multi-purpose lane along the southbound Kingston Street
|

approach;

One right turn lane along the eastbound Bedford Street approach; and

One through lane and one left turn lane along the westbound Bedford

Street approach.

o Bedford-Chauncy-LP Garage (Figure 4-23) - Installation of signals and

pavement striping allowing for:

One multi-purpose lane along the Chauncy Street northbound

approach;
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One multi-purpose lane along the Lafayette Place garage exit; and

One multi-purpose lane along the westbound Bedford Street approach.

o Essex-Surface Artery-Lincoln (Figure 4-24) - Signal rephasing and

optimization along with pavement restriping to include:

Three multi-purpose lanes and one right turn lane combined with

signal rephasing to allow for an additional phase for right turns along

the eastbound Essex Street approach;

Two multi-purpose lanes along the northbound Lincoln Street

approach with an additional lane for right turns during the morning

peak hour;

Three multi-purpose lanes along the northbound Surface Artery

approach; and

Three multi-purpose lanes along the southbound Surface Artery

approach combined with a peak hour left turn prohibition.

o Essex-Kingston-Avenue de Lafayette (Figure 4-25) - Install signals and

pavement restriping to allow for:

Two through lanes and one through/right lane along Essex Street

eastbound; and

One left turn only lane and one through/right lane along Kingston

Street southbound.

o Essex-Harrison-Chauncy (Figure 4-26) - Install signals and pavement

restriping to allow for:

One through and one left turn only lane along Essex Street eastbound;

and
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Two through lanes and one through/right lane lane along Harrison

Avenue Extension.

o Essex-Boylston-Washington (Figure 4-27) - Signal optimization and pavement

restriping providing:

Two through lanes and one through/left lane along Boylston Street

eastbound; and

One through, one through/right and one right only along Washington

Street northbound.

Revised Developer's Proposal (Alternative 7)

For the existing Essex Street configuration, the Revised Developer's Proposal

(Alternative 7) traffic volume levels are presented in Figures 4-28, 4-29 and 4-30 for the

morning, evening and Saturday peak hour period, respectively. It should be noted that the

Revised Developer's Proposal volumes are lower than the No-Build for certain turning

movements at several intersections. The reason for this condition is that the traffic

routings for the new garage with its proposed entrances on Lincoln Street and Kingston

Street is different than traffic routings currently taken to access and egress the existing

Kingston-Bedford garage.

Figure 4-31 indicates the proposed entrance/exit locations for One Lincoln Street.

Existing access to the site includes the Lincoln-Essex lot driveway along Lincoln Street and

the Kingston-Bedford garage entrance along Bedford Street and exit on Kingston Street.

Additional vehicular flow currently occurs through the site along Columbia Street. These

proposed entrance/exit locations particularly affect existing traffic routings to/from the

west.

Table 4-22 indicates the traffic operations for the Revised Developer's Proposal

assuming existing Essex Street conditions. The traffic operations analysis assumes the

No-Build traffic improvements previously outlined have been instituted.
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TABLE 4-22

RRVISED DEVELOPER'S PROPOSAL - TRAFFIC OPERATIONS SUMMARY
(Existing Essex Street Configuration')

SIGNALIZED INTERSECTIONS

Intersection Location



All intersection locations in the study area operate within acceptable traffic

operating conditions during all peak hour periods for Revised Developer's Proposal, with

the exception of Essex/Washington during the evening peak hour, which operates at LOS

E. For the remaining intersections, traffic operation impacts for Revised Developer's

Proposal remain within the same Level of Service conditions with the exception of

Bedford-Chauncy-Lafayette Place Garage during the Saturday peak hour period which

changes from LOS B to LOS C and Essex-Kingston-Avenue de Lafayette which changes

from LOS B to LOS C during the evening peak hour. At most intersections, project traffic

associated with Revised Developer's Proposal lengthens average vehicle delays by only a

few seconds over the No-Build condition.

Garage entrance traffic operations for the Revised Developer's Proposal remain at

acceptable LOS during the morning and Saturday peak hour periods. Although the One

Lincoln Street Garage exit along Kingston Street operates at LOS D during the evening

peak hour period, this unsignalized location experiences an average delay of

approximately 37 seconds with an average queue length of 1.7 vehicles. The proximity of

the signalized intersections of Bedford-Kingston and Essex-Kingston-Avenue de Lafayette

should provide sufficient gaps within the traffic stream to lessen this delay (which in any

case will be confined on-site to vehicles waiting to exit the garage).

Two-Way Essex Street Traffic Impacts

Under this option, two-way traffic operations are proposed along Essex Street from

Kingston Street to Atlantic Avenue. For analysis purposes, this roadway improvement

option was examined for the critical morning and evening peak hour periods only, since

the prior Saturday peak hour traffic operations are well within acceptable levels of service

for the No-Build and the Revised Developer's Proposals under the existing Essex Street

configuration.

Two-way Essex Street was examined only at those intersections that would be

directly impacted or those that are approaching unacceptable traffic operating conditions

under the existing Essex Street configuration. The analysis also assumed implementation

of the roadway improvements previously identified as necessary to improve No-Build

traffic operations.

As previously noted, for purposes of compatibility and consistency, two-way Essex

Street was analyzed for the Revised Developer's Proposal even though the widening is not

possible at this time due to right-of-way constraints.
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The intersection impacted the most by the introduction of two-way Essex Street is

the Essex-Lincoln-Surface Artery intersection. Analyses conducted for the DEIR showed

that the No-Build one-way Essex Street evening peak hour LOS of D in both the morning

and evening peak hour was reduced to F in the morning peak and E in the evening peak

under the two-way operation of Essex Street. This poor level of service is largely due to

the need to introduce an additional phase to accommodate traffic travelling west on Essex

Street from the South Station area east of the Surface Artery.

Since the DEIR, however, conversations with the City have led to a decision to keep

Essex Street one-way in the eastbound direction in the blocks east of the Surface Artery,

making it two-way only west of the Surface Artery. This simplifies the intersection

operations and eliminates the need for the extra phase. In addition, parking will be

restricted along the east side of Lincoln Street in both the morning and evening peak

hours.

As will be seen, with these measures in place, levels of service at Essex-Surface

Artery-Lincoln will remain at D for both the No-Build and Revised Developer's Proposal

conditions during the morning and evening peak periods. These changes are the only

measures necessary to accommodate two-way Essex Street with added One Lincoln Street

traffic. Figure 4-32 presents a conceptual plan of two-way Essex Street, superimposed on

the One Lincoln Street site plan, including the Essex Street/Kingston Street and Essex

Street/Lincoln Street/Surface Artery intersections.

Redistribution of Traffic

No-Build traffic volume levels during the morning and evening peak hour periods

assuming two-way Essex Street are presented in Figures 4-33 and 4-34, respectively.

Figure 4-35 identifies the estimated relative increase or decrease in traffic volumes along

study area roadways under No-Build conditions as a result of two-way Essex Street.

Two-way Essex Street operation provides for a shift in westbound traffic into the

area and does not affect the volume of eastbound traffic along Essex Street. Westbound

traffic volume along the improved Essex Street between Surface Artery and Kingston

Street is expected to be on the order of 700 vehicles during the morning peak hour and 450

vehicles during the evening peak hour period.
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The most significant shifts in traffic resulting from two-way Essex Street are the

following:

o Expected increases in traffic along Avenue de Lafayette approaching Chauncy

Street;

o Significant decreases in traffic volumes along Bedford Street, Summer Street

westbound between South Street and Lincoln Street, and southbound along

Chauncy Street between Bedford Street and Avenue de Lafayette;

o Traffic increases along Harrison Avenue between Avenue de Lafayette and

Beach Street. These appear high when expressed as a percentage increase

due to the low volumes of existing traffic along this section of roadway. The

increases are mostly a result of improved access to Chinatown via two-way

Essex Street and are not a result of bypass traffic entering the area;

o Smaller decreases in traffic volumes north of the Surface Artery along

Lincoln Street, South Street and Summer Street westbound; along Chauncy

Street north of Essex Street to Avenue de Lafayette; and the entire length of

Washington Street between Kneeland Street and Avery Street;

o Increases in traffic volumes along Lincoln Street and Surface Artery as they

approach Essex Street;

Decreased volumes along Essex Street eastbound between Tremont and

Washington, particularly in the morning peak hour, since traffic destined for

Boston Crossing or Commonwealth Center can approach the area from the

south by using Essex Street to Avenue de Lafayette westbound rather than

Kneeland Street to Washington Street and then to Avenue de Lafayette

eastbound; and

o Decreased traffic volumes along Summer Street west of Lincoln Street and

Kingston Street between Otis and Bedford Streets.
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Traffic Operation Impacts

No-Build Proposal

Table 4-23 compares the expected No-Build morning and evening peak hour traffic

operations at selected intersections for one-way and two-way Essex Street.

Under No-Build conditions, two-way Essex Street improves traffic operations over

one-way Essex Street conditions at those intersections where traffic is significantly

reduced. The overall LOS at each location improves over the existing Essex Street

configuration during the morning and evening peak hour periods at these locations, as

follows:

o Summer-Lincoln-Bedford improves from LOS C to LOS B during both the

morning and the evening peak hour periods;

o Bedford-Kingston improves during the evening peak hour period from LOS C

to LOS B;

o Bedford-Chauncy-Lafayette Place Garage intersection improves from LOS C

and D during the morning and evening peak hours respectively to LOS B

, during both peak hour periods; and

o Essex-Washington improves from LOS C to LOS B during the morning peak

hour period and from LOS E to LOS D during the evening peak hour period.

Intersections which experience increased traffic volumes are expected to remain

within acceptable traffic operational levels of service during the morning and evening peak

hours.

4.L5 Revised Developer's Proposal (Alternative 7)

Figures 4-36 and 4-37 indicate traffic volumes for the Revised Developer's Proposal

during the morning and evening peak hours for two-way Essex Street. Table 4-24 presents

the expected traffic operations for both the No-Build and the Revised Developer's

Proposal with two-way Essex Street. Again, the analysis assumes the previously identified

No-Build roadway improvements have been implemented.
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TABLE 4-24

TWO-WAY ESSEX STREET - TRAFFIC OPERATIONS SUMMARY
FOR NO-BUILD AND REVISED DEVELOPER'S PROPOSALS

SIGNALIZED INTERSECTIONS

Revised Developer's
No-Build (1993) Conditions Proposal Conditions

AM Peak Hour PM Peak Hour AM Peak Hour PM Peak Hour
Intersection

Location



Traffic impacts related to the Revised Developer's Proposal assuming two-way Essex

Street are modest. All intersections are expected to operate at acceptable LOS during

both the morning and evening peak hours. Under two-way Essex, the Revised Developer's

Proposal increases average delay most notably at intersections surrounding the site,

although all locations remain within acceptable levels. Average delay during the evening

peak hour increases by only 7 seconds at Essex Street/Surface Artery/Lincoln Street (LOS

D for both conditions) and 8 seconds at Essex Street/Kingston Street/Avenue de

Lafayette (LOS B reduced to LOS C for two-way Essex Street).

Figures 4-38, 4-39, and 4-40 graphically illustrate the LOS analyses for three

No-Build conditions (No-Build, No-Build with Improvements, No-Build with

Improvements and Two-Way Essex Street) and two Build conditions (Build with No-Build

Improvements, and Build with No-Build Improvements and Two-Way Essex Street).

Long-Term Implications

In overview, the two-way Essex proposal is an advisable measure to serve adequately

existing and future development in the study area while also serving to relieve traffic

problems on other streets. In the analysis year (1993), One Lincoln Street traffic can be

accommodated with or without two-way Essex Street.

In the longer term, however. Commonwealth Center and Boston Crossing phases

scheduled ior completion beyond the One Lincoln Street design year will add considerably

more traffic to the study area, and in particular the Essex-Surface Artery-Lincoln

intersection. Boston Crossing and Commonwealth Center are also more dependent on the

access improvements afforded by two-way Essex Street, which makes operations at

Essex-Surface Artery-Lincoln more complicated.

Ongoing discussions with the City of Boston have led to a phased approach for

implementing further measures to improve conditions at this key location, even with

two-way Essex Street. Practically from the inception of the proposal for a two-way Essex

Street, the concept was coupled with the idea of making the Surface Artery one-way

southbound, widened to four lanes, by using part of the area freed up from the elimination

of the northbound direction. This would allow improvement of Surface Artery pedestrian

crossing conditions, as well as allowing a reversal of the unused Lincoln Street Central

Artery off-ramp to provide a southbound on-ramp in the future reconstruction of the

Central Artery.
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If a widened one-way southbound Surface Artery is coupled with the two-way Essex

Street, LOS can be improved substantially. This improvement is under analysis for the

other development projects which will be developed after One Lincoln Street.

In addition, the reconstruction of the Central Artery, although to be accomplished

beyond the analysis year of this study, will cause changes in traffic within the study area.

The rearrangement of ramps (e.g. at Lincoln Street) will also cause shifts in traffic along

the Surface Artery. Improved operations on the Central Artery itself will also lead to a

reduction of peak hour use of local streets in the Surface Artery corridor for traffic wishing

to bypass the current peak hour congestion in and near the Dewey Square Tunnel.

4.L6 Additional Traffic Mitigation Measures

Design changes to improve the physical and operational capacity of surrounding

intersections to handle development traffic are a major means of mitigating

project-generated traffic impacts. However, no less important than these supply side

measures are programs to help reduce the demand for auto use by employees and visitors.

This can be done through several types of commuter management actions, as described

below. The City of Boston requires developers of major projects to enter into a

Transportation Access Plan Agreement which specifies measures the developer plans to

implement to both reduce and manage demand.

Encourage Transit Use

The One Lincoln Street development parcel's prime location at the hub of the

MBTA system makes encouragement of transit use a primary mitigating measure. In the

first place, the developer can stress the site's excellent transit access in the marketing

materials prepared during the initial leasing process for the building. Once tenants are

selected, transit access can be stressed in employee recruitment. Employment advertising

by major tenants in MBTA buses and trains can help tap this work force. Once the

building is operational, MBTA pass sales can be arranged on-site, either in a sales office

run by building management or through payroll deduction by the employers. Employers

can also be encouraged to offer a subsidy of a portion of the MBTA pass, up to $15 of

which can be treated as a tax free employee benefit under Federal law.
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Encourage Ridesharing

In the Boston region, developers and employers utilize the services of CARAVAN,

the regional ridesharing agency, to help initiate ridesharing programs, including: carpools,

vanpools, and subscription bus services. One particularly effective service which

CARAVAN offers is assistance to new tenants in solving relocating employees' commute

problems. This service will be utilized by the developer during the leasing process to help

market the space. Once employers are located, CARAVAN will help them implement

ridesharing programs and form employee carpools. The State has several funding

programs in place to support private sector efforts as well.

The One Lincoln Street project developer and building manager will also support

ridesharing efforts through parking pricing and supply management. Beyond monthly

spaces included in leases, reserving monthly spaces for carpools and vanpools at a reduced

rate, is one way to help ensure ridesharing where parking availability is limited.

Flexible Work Hours

Largely beyond the control of the project developer is the institution of flexible

working hours whereby employees can vary working schedules to avoid peak demand

periods. The receptivity of employers to these types of programs varies by the type of

business. Informally, the developer will distribute information about these programs to

prospective tenants, and also, if possible keep track of the working hours of major tenants

during the leasing process to help coordinate schedules.

Transportation Coordinator

Key to successful implementation of these actions is the active effort by the

developer to incorporate in a positive way the idea of demand management into project

marketing and leasing. This will be done through offering the services of a transportation

coordinator, who can be designated from the management staff. This individual will work

with CARAVAN to learn about available programs, prepare the required promotional

materials, and launch ridesharing and transit efforts as appropriate. Once the project is

fully tenanted, the function will be carried out as part of the building management on an

ongoing basis.
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Transportation Management Association

In the Midtown Area of Downtown Boston, several other major projects will be in

the construction and leasing stages over the same time frame as One Lincoln Street. To

help integrate transportation planning for the Commonwealth Center and Boston Crossing

projects with the One Lincoln Street planning, the developer has already participated in a

number of joint meetings to discuss issues of common concern. This cooperative effort

will continue to address ongoing issues as the projects are completed and leased.

In the long-term, this group intends to evolve into what is known as a transportation

management association (TMA). These types of groups were created by the private sector

to help reduce traffic congestion in suburban California areas. TMAs typically involve

developers, major employers, community groups, and public agencies with an interest in

improving transportation conditions in a given district. The role for a TMA in the One

Lincoln Street area would include such issues as coordinating construction management

for the projects, working with the City to ensure the implementation of programmed street

improvements, deciding on circulation options, monitoring traffic and parking conditions

as the projects are leased, and representing the area's interests with respect to major

projects such as the Central Artery/Third Harbor Turmel and future MBTA initiatives.

4.1.7 Parking Supply and Demand Impacts

As stated above, existing parking supply in the study area is 5,354 spaces of which

76% percent are open to the public and 24 percent are private, and of which 90 percent

are in garages and 10 percent are in lots. On the One Lincoln Street parcel itself, there

are 916 spaces (effective capacity 731) which will be displaced by the proposed

development, as follows:

Kingston-Bedford Garage 735 spaces (effective capacity 550)

Lincoln-Essex Lot 130 spaces

128-130 Essex Street Lot 51 spaces

TOTAL ON-SITE: 916 spaces (physical capacity)

731 spaces (effective capacity)
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All of these spaces are open to the public, with all day rates of $9.50 per day at the

garage, $12 at the 128-130 Essex Street lot and $13 at the Lincoln-Essex Street lots. While

the lot rates are at market levels for the downtown area, the garage rate is one of the

lowest in the district. As noted previously, peak occupancy within the study area is about

88 percent of effective capacity at midday (643 spaces). While this rate does not indicate a

liberal surplus of parking, it does suggest that the existing supply and demand are close to

equilibrium, with the supply essentially meeting the demand.

To establish No-Build 1993 parking supply and demand forecasts, the parking

demand was first estimated for the design year background development and compared to

net additional parking supply to be provided in conjunction with the new projects, as

shown in Table 4-25. This calculation yielded a potential demand for about 2,100 work

spaces and 800 non-work spaces compared to a new supply of about 1,700 spaces. This

resulted in an overall deficit of nearly 1,200 spaces within the study area for 1993,

excluding the One Lincoln Street development. Assuming that parking management

measures are employed to ensure that 800 short-term spaces are kept open in the various

facilities for shoppers and visitors, this deficit would apply primarily to commuters, for

whom transit and carpool options are more readily available.

Parking demand for the Revised Developer's Proposal was then determined through

applying average parking duration, arrival time, and turnover rates for each land use to the

vehicle trips developed in the trip generation analysis. Work trip vehicles are assigned as

all day parkers for each land use. Non-work trip vehicles are assigned a turnover rate of

three for retail autos (i.e., three cars are assumed to use each space during the course of a

day), and 2.67 for office non-work trips. The resulting parking demand for the Revised

Developer's Proposal is shown in Table 4-26.

As shown in the table. Revised Developer's Proposal generates a demand for 822

parking spaces. Of this total, the employee (work trip) demand is estimated at 635 spaces.

For non-work spaces (i.e., customers and visitors), demand is estimated at 187 spaces.

Table 4-25 also shows proposed parking supply for the Revised Developer's

Proposal. The table also compares the new supply to the combined total needs to

accommodate project demand plus replacement parking which will be removed from the

site. As shown, supply basically meets or exceeds project parking demand levels.

However, EOEA and the City have requested that an estimate be made of how many

parkers currently using the garage and lots on site would be displaced by the new

development. Added to the No-Build deficit, this would yield a total study area deficit of

1,689 spaces for 1993.
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PARKING DEMAND ANALYSIS

DESIGN YEAR (1993^ BACKGROUND DEVELOPMENT

Office Retail Total

Parameter



TABLE 4-26

PARKING DEMAND ANALYSIS

FOR REVISED DEVELOPER'S PROPOSAL

Parameter

Office Retail Total

Work Non-Work Work Non-Work Work Non-Work Total

Daily Vehicles
(in + out)

1,218 773 51 253 1,269 1,026 2,295

Round Trips 609 387 26 127 635 514 1,149

Peak Demand 609 145 26 42 635 187 822

Net New Parking Proposed:
Surplus or Deficit:

911
+ 89

Assumptions: All work trips included in peak demand
Retail non-work divided by 3.0 turnover

Office non-work divided by 2.67 turnover
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As stated above, there are 916 physical spaces currently existing on the site. Some of

the mechanical garage bays are not operational, reducing its effective capacity to 550

spaces. Maximum occupancy documented at the 181 spaces in the lots was 100 percent;

however, maximum occupancy recorded at the mechanical garage was only 354 spaces or

64 percent of its effective capacity.

Due to the unreliability and inconvenience of its mechanical operation, the garage is

always underutilized, which is one reason for its replacement. Thus, the actual number of

parkers to be displaced is lower than the total capacity.

Assuming maximum peak occupancy for the lots plus a 400 space maximum usage of

the garage (46 beyond the observed maximum) yields a total of 581 displaced spaces.

Since 89 extra spaces in the new garage will be available to accomodate current parkers, a

deficit of 492 spaces would remain in terms of meeting the needs of displaced parkers.

These parkers, who would have to find alternative parking spaces during One Lincoln

Street construction in any event, will either continue to park elsewhere downtown, perhaps

in a more expensive garage, or one further from their destination, find inexpensive fringe

parking near downtown in areas like Fort Point Channel, park at a transit or rail station, or

take a bus to a transit or rail station. Similarly, those drivers counted in the No-Build

demand who are not granted parking privileges or who cannot find parking will either

carpool, park further out, or take transit, all desirable from the point of view of reducing

traffic in the heart of downtown.

Consistency with City Policy for Parking in the Area

On August 23, 1989, the Boston Zoning Commission approved the Planned

Development Area designation for One Lincoln Street with the stipulation that the project

must provide a minimum of five parking levels containing no less than 850 parking spaces.

The current plan for the One Lincoln Street garage accommodates 911 vehicles.

This plan is consistent with the ruling of the Boston Zoning Commission, with the existing

Boston Proper parking freeze and with proposed modifications under consideration, as is

set forth below.
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The freeze placed a limit on the number of commercial spaces available in the

Downtown area, but did not intend to ban future development. It was envisioned that, as

spaces became obsolete (e.g., freestanding facilities, lots, mechanical garages, etc.)

through the process of redevelopment (assumed in accordance with economic and urban

design requirements), such spaces would be placed in the parking freeze bank, to be

reallocated to new development sites only through the parking freeze process. It is the

responsibility of the Boston Transportation Department, the Boston Redevelopment

Authority, and the Boston Air Pollution Control Commission, considering land use and

accessibility criteria, to determine where replacement parking should be most

appropriately located. Given the location of the retail district and the proposed new

garages at Commonwealth Center and Boston Crossing, it is logical to reserve more

commercial spaces at those locations to accommodate shoppers.

In One Lincoln Street, the 916 existing physical spaces are in the freeze category and

thus will be returned to the freeze bank. The 911 proposed spaces will be composed partly

of spaces that may be allocated from the bank, and partly as exempt (reserved monthly)

spaces for employee and tenant users.

Freeze Options

Although the One Lincoln Street garage will comply with the current parking freeze

requirement, proposals have been made to modify these requirements. Specifically, some

of the future freeze modification options involve expanding the freeze ceiling specifically

to allow new parking construction at North and South Stations, while some involve

cancelling the exemption for non-commercial spaces. In addition, some involve extending

the freeze to South Boston and East Boston. As cited by the City of Boston in Parking in

Central Boston: Meeting the Access Needs of a Growing Downtown (September, 1983)

the goals of the modifications are to make the freeze a more flexible management tool, as

follows:

"With occupancies of downtown public parking facilities presently at 93

percent, a projected parking space deficit of 8,114 spaces by 1985 and 22,632

spaces by 1990, meeting the access needs of future development is a serious

concern. Simply relaxing the freeze to allow construction of more parking to

satisfy the projected deficit is not a desirable option on traffic congestion, air

quality and economic feasibility grounds. Instead, options should be

considered which make the freeze into a more flexible tool for managing

future downtown access by:
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(a) Increasing parking supply in specific locations on the fringes of

downtown where growth in automobile trips can be efficiently handled

by the street system and encouraging better use of existing parking

facilities.

(b) Ensuring that adequate space is reserved for midday parkers.

(c) Encouraging increased use of transit, carpools, and vanpools for access

to the downtown.

(d) Protecting the residential neighborhoods in East Boston, and across

the Fort Point Channel in South Boston." (pp.D-4, D-5)

Consistency of One Lincoln Street Proposal with City Policy and Freeze Options

One Lincoln Street's proposal for an underground garage of approximately 900

spaces is consistent with the freeze and with the intent of the Proposal freeze

modifications, as follows:

o One Lincoln Street construction will eliminate 916 existing commercial

(freeze) parking spaces from its site. The Revised Developer's Proposal

proposes up to 911 spaces in its underground garage (a net decrease of 5

spaces), 635 of which are proposed as exempt spaces as the freeze is currently

formulated, with the remaining 276 to be commercial spaces. Thus, about 640

spaces (commercial) will be returned to the freeze bank for allocation

elsewhere within the freeze area at the discretion of the Air Pollution Control

Commission. The parking management plan will be refined in the

subsequent Access Plan and Parking Freeze permit applications.

The existing spaces on the site are currently used for a mixture of short-term

parking and long-term commuter parking. The 550* car Kingston-Bedford

garage is used primarily for long-term commuter parking, while the two lots

(Lincoln-Essex and 128-130 Essex) serve a mixture of long and short-term

parking.

* Effective Capacity.
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o In the One Lincoln Street garage, short-term public spaces will be preserved

through specific space allocation in the City's Access Plan agreement. The

long-term commuter spaces will be replaced only within the constraints of the

freeze. Longstanding City and State policy, as defined in the 1974

Department of Public Works study, An Access Oriented Parking Strategy for

the Boston Metropolitan Area (July 1974), is to redevelop obsolete,

freestanding. City garages, using new parking created on-site to support new

development, while accommodating displaced spaces by new public garages at

downtown fringe locations (North Station and South Station), and at outlying

MBTA stations.

o Discussions will also be held with the Chinatown community and the Midtown

Cultural District Steering Committee regarding ways to make parking

available for community use during evenings, overnight, and on weekends.

To encourage use of the garage during evenings and weekends, the currently

proposed rate structure also includes a $5 all-day Saturday and evening rate,

comparable to that in the existing garage and lots.

In summary, the project will replace the 916 spaces displaced from the garage

and surface lots on the site with up to 911 spaces in an underground garage,

some of which will be reserved for project employees and some of which will

be open to the public. Parking management will be employed to insure that

spaces are available midday for short-term business-related parking and retail

parking. An Access Plan agreement will be implemented to ensure that

maximum use is made of transit, pedestrian, and rideshare options. Beyond

the spaces to be provided on-site, the proponent will not provide any further

spaces either within or outside of the freeze area. This position is consistent

with current and evolving City of Boston downtown parking policy, which

recognizes that overall deficits must be dealt with on an area-wide basis.

As articulated in the Plan for Transportation in the Midtown Cultural

District . (Draft) prepared by the Boston Transportation Department and the

Boston Redevelopment Authority and presented to the BRA Board on June

29, 1989:
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"The three projects (Commonweahh Center, Boston Crossing and One

Lincoln Street) propose parking garages with capacities totalling

between 2,400 and 2,900 spaces. At present, there are 1,361 spaces on

the three sites which will be replaced by the developments. Any net

increase in the number of spaces on each site, however, will have to be

approved by the Transportation Department and the Air Pollution

Control Commission. The appropriate number of spaces for each

project will be decided taking into account the desirable ratio between

vehicle trips generated and square footage of the project, as well as the

economic and marketing factors which apply in the area. The ultimate

determination of parking supply will be consistent with the capacity of

the street system to handle the cars going to and from the projects."

4.1.8 Public Transportation System Impacts

Because the site is so well located with respect to the MBTA system, public

transportation is estimated to handle a significant percentage of project-generated trips.

In this section, the relative impacts of these added trips on the various public

transportation modes are examined.

As stated above, the concept of public transportation system capacity is complex,

involving equipment availability, schedules, MBTA parking facility capacity, signal

systems, » maintenance, and labor force allocation issues. While it is relatively

straightforward to derive a theoretical peak hour capacity, based on total vehicles and

minimum schedules, other factors may make such a target unfeasible. For example,

adding new cars on the shorter Green Line trains may not be possible until funds are

allocated for new drivers. Similarly, because new MBTA Red Line cars will first be used

to replace unreliable older equipment, the added system capacity is not equal to the

number of new vehicles. Nevertheless, the service still is expected to improve due to

increased reliability, a more difficult measure to quantify.

Given these difficulties, nonetheless, an attempt was made to compare the relative

added demands on the transit system made by the No-Build Proposal and the Revised

Developer's Proposal.
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The No-Build public transportation trips for design year (1993) were first

allocated to the transit and bus lines according to the estimated proportion of

directional volumes by line. The resulting trip distribution is shown in Table

4-27. As shown, the background development adds 2,210 trips in the morning

peak hour, increasing passenger volumes by 3.8 percent, and 2,504 trips in the

evening peak hour, increasing passenger volumes by 3.7 percent. The most

trips are added to the Red Line north and south, comprised of Ashmont and

Braintree branches, and the Green Line west, comprised of B, C, D, and E

Lines. For each line, the number of car/bus loads represented by these

passenger totals can be calculated by dividing the added passengers by the car

capacity. Summarized, the background growth would increase peak transit

demand by up to two carloads per direction per line. When the volumes are

further allocated to individual branch lines, of course, the numbers would

decrease.

o The public transportation trips for the Revised Developer's Proposal were

then distributed to the transit lines in the same way, as also shown in Table

4-27. As shown, total morning peak hour inbound trips added by the Revised

Developer's Proposal were 1,082, and total evening peak hour trips were 995.

Summarized, the Revised Developer's Proposal adds up to one carload of

passengers per line in the peak hours to the demands of the No-Build

Proposal, increasing the total 1993 peak hour demand by 2-3 additional

carloads per peak hour per line.

New Essex Street MBTA Transit Line

An additional long-term transit planning issue which must be addressed in planning

the One Lincoln Street development is the compatibility of the development's

underground parking structure with a proposed transit tunnel under Essex Street. The

MBTA is exploring various options for an underground people mover, light rail or a bus

line along Essex Street extending from the Boylston Green Line station to the Fort Point

Channel development area of South Boston. The DEIR presented initial concepts for the

tunnel which have since been refined as the MBTA moves forward with its plans.
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TABLE 4-27

ASSIGNMENT OF 1993 PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION PERSON TRIPS

GENERATED BY NO-BUILD BACKGROUND DEVELOPMENT .AND

REVISED DEVELOPER'S PROPOSAL
AM PEAK HOUR. PEAK DIRECTION. INBOUND

Line/Direction

Red/North
Red/South
Blue/North
Orange/North
Orange/South
Green/West
Green/East
Comm. Rail/North
Comm. Rail/South
Express Bus
Other Bus
Commuter Boat

Total Orange Line (including Blue
Line and No. Station transfers)

TOTAL

Percent



A project meeting to discuss issues related to the proposed MBTA Essex Street

Tunnel in relationship to the One Lincoln Street underground garage was held July 14,

1989 at the offices of the project architect. In attendance were representatives from the

developer's architect and engineering consultants, the MBTA, and the MBTA's

consultants for the South Boston/Fort Point Channel (Massachusetts Bay Transportation

Authority, South Boston Piers/Fort Point Channel Transit Proposals Draft Environmental

Impact Report. Technical Appendix. Engineering/Final Definition of Proposals . Draft,

March 1989.)

According to Joe Aiello, Assistant Director of Construction for the MBTA, the

MBTA intends to release the DEIR as soon as possible after the Massachusetts

Department of Public Works releases the Supplemental Final Envirormiental Impact

Statement for the Central Artery/Third Harbor Tunnel project, probably early in Autumn

1989, because sections of the MBTA's project will be dependent on what the Central

Artery/Third Harbor Tunnel Supplemental Final Environmental Impact Statement

(CA/THT SFEIS) contains. The current plan is to build the entire project over a

thirty-year period, in five stages beginning in 1992. The first segment would be Dewey

Square to the Fort Point Channel, in order to coordinate with Central Artery/Third

Harbor Tunnel construction. The schedule for the downtown segments would be

dependent on funding. Because their own schedule is uncertain, the MBTA is working

with developers of downtown projects to preserve rights of way and coordinate

development construction so as not to preclude transit options.

All the transit Proposals would involve the Essex Street Tunnel and coordination

with One Lincoln Street. The current plans, as shown in Figures 4-41 and 4-42, are

updated from the plans shown in the DEIR. This plan, as reprinted from the MBTA's

DEIR, is to build the tunnel within the Essex Street right of way, adjacent to the One

Lincoln Street property line. The current plan locates the tunnel further away and lower

than the plan shown in the Kingston-Bedford-Essex DEIR. The major design issue, which

is documented on Page 5-55 of the MBTA's DEIR, is the requirement that the One

Lincoln Street foundations go deeper than they would have to without the tunnel in order

to eliminate the need for future underpinning of the building at the time of tunnel

construction. This may result in added construction costs for the developer, which may be

compensated by the MBTA. Communications were initiated at the meeting to define the

issues and costs more clearly so that the necessary agreements can be reached.
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The MBTA also raised the issue of whether the developer could partially build the

tunnel section by extending the proposed garage under Essex Street. The costs could be

covered by parking fees gained from the additional spaces made available until the MBTA
plans were implemented. It was agreed at the meeting that the developer was definitely

not interested in pursuing this option due to utility relocation issues within Essex Street.

The MBTA turmel will be built by deep bore construction, going beneath the extensive

utility connections in Essex Street. To extend the garage under Essex Street, however,

would require cut and cover construction, necessitating extensive utility relocation which is

unfeasible both in terms of the prohibitive cost and the lack of possible locations.

4.1.9 Pedestrian Impacts

The main issues involved in assessing the impacts of the project on pedestrian tlows

are related to the building's entry points and site plan. The key factor is the extent to

which the project's entrances and ground level flow patterns reinforce desired pedestrian

pathways. In the case of this project, the key pedestrian movements to be accommodated

are the following:

o Peak hour commuter movements to and from the site and nearby transit

stations, primarily South Station, Washington Station, and Chinatown Station;

o Midday, Saturday, and to some extent, evening movements to and from the

site and Downtown Crossing; and

o Daily and weekend movements through and around the site, to and from

Chinatown and Downtown Crossing.

Pedestrian volumes for the Revised Developer's Proposal proposed building

entrances were estimated as described above. Total daily, Saturday, and peak hour

pedestrian volumes using each entrance for the Revised Developer's Proposal are shown

in Table 4-28. As shown, the Revised Developer's Proposal generates 9,170 daily

pedestrian trips, with a maximum of 5,028 per day projected to use the Bedford-Kingston

entrance. Saturday daily volumes are 3,096 or one-third of the weekday volumes due to

the high proportion of office use. The maximum weekday peak hour volume for the

Revised Developer's Proposal is 639 at the Kingston/Bedford Street entrance. Because
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TABLE 4-28

PEDESTRIAN DISTRIBUTION ANALYSIS FOR
REVISED DEVELOPER'S PROPOSAL



the pedestrians have several choices at this point as to direction, and because this

intersection will be controlled by a traffic signal, this volume can be readily

accommodated at the street corner and crosswalks. The increased pedestrian volumes for

the Revised Developer's Proposal have been taken into account in the calculations for the

intersection traffic capacity analysis.
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4.2 Massing and Visual Effects

4.2.1 Description of the Environment

The project site currently has a paved surface parking lot on the Essex Street block

and a nine-story mechanical garage on the northern half of the Kingston-Bedford Street

block. The Bedford Building, a five-story masonry structure, is located on the northern

half of the Essex Street block. Two five-story brick buildings are located on the southern

half of the Kingston-Bedford Street block and are representative of the scale and mass of

buildings found to the south of the site in the Kingston-Essex Street Textile District.

These properties are shown in Figure 4-43.

In terms of building height and mass, the project site serves as a transition area

between the tall buildings found in the Financial District and the smaller buildings of

Chinatown and the Kingston-Essex Textile District. To document the existing streetscape

surrounding the project site, photos were taken along each street adjacent to the site, as

described below.

Bedford Street (See Figure 4-44)

On the north side of the project site, Bedford Street is characterized by a mix of new

construction, such as 99 Summer Street and older historic buildings, including the Bedford

Building, Proctor Building, and Church Green Building. The height of buildings varies

greatly from the three-story Proctor Building to the twenty-story 99 Summer Street. Street

level facades are a mix of stone, masonry and concrete. Building walls consistently meet

the sidewalk edge with wide variations in entry and window treatments.

Essex Street (See Figure 4-45)

Essex Street marks the southern boundary of the project site and is a heavily

travelled vehicular roadway. Typified by five-to six-story brick structures and open lots

adjacent to and on the project site, Essex Street exhibits much taller structures further east

and west of the project site. Buildings typically come to the sidewalk line, creating

setbacks from the street of eight to ten feet.
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Kingston Street (See Figure 4-46)

Defining the western boundary of the project site, Kingston Street exhibits diverse

building heights and styles, as defined by two five-story brick buildings, the nine-story

parking garage on the project site, and a 95 foot high Boston Edison substation across

Kingston Street from the project site. The Kingston Street corridor is generally

characterized by five- to sbc-story brick buildings. North of Bedford Street is a wide variety

of buildings with heights typical of the Financial District. The Proctor Building, located at

the Kingston Street/Bedford Street intersection, has a distinct architectural style, is small

in massing and low in height. Except for the irregular geometry associated with the Boston

Edison substation, buildings typically meet the sidewalk line with no additional setbacks

from the street.

Lincoln Street (see Figure 4-47)

Adjacent to the east of the project site, buildings along Lincoln Street include the

four-story Bedford Building and several six-story older mercantile buildings opposite the

project site. This area, however, is also the site of the 125 Summer Street mixed-use office

building which is under construction. Maintaining the facades of previously existing

six-story buildings in a part of its base, this project has a tower which rises to 23 stories.

The building is set back ten feet from Lincoln Street.

4.2.2 Massing and Visual Effects of Alternative 7 - Revised Developer's Proposal

Alternative 7, the Revised Developer's Proposal, is similar to Alternative 6, the

DEIR's/Developer's Proposal,* in its overall arrangement and single-tower massing, and

in including the southern half of Columbia Street in its footprint, but there are some

important differences: the height of the low-rise building on the Kingston-Bedford portion

of the site is reduced from 9 to 7 stories; the building line along Essex Street is moved

northward in order to allow for the future widening of that street to 5 lanes (one more lane

than Alternative 6); the existing building at Kingston Street is retained; the tower "bustle"

(the protruding element on its west side) is eliminated; and the roof above the atrium is at

the 5th floor level, at the same height as the streetwall. At an overall height of 508 feet

including its base (a 6-foot reduction), the tower remains taller than those in Alternatives

2-5.

* See Section 3.4, page III-21
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The low-rise portion of the building which covers the Kingston-Bedford block is 100

feet high (26 feet less than Alternative 6), with a setback at 74 feet which reflects both the

cornice line of the Bedford Building and the height of 88 Kingston Street. The reduced

height is more in keeping with the existing Chinatown buildings than the towers of

.AJternatives 2 through 4 in the same location (see Figure 4-48).

In Alternative 7, the pedestrian passageway between Bedford and Essex Streets

extends as a continous interior public street through the project, parallel to Columbia

Street - which, in effect, it replaces. The ground floor arrangement of this alternative is

similar to that of Alternative 6, except that the existing building at the Essex/Kingston

Street corner (80 Kingston Street) takes the place of the park proposed in the latter, at

least until such time as the street widening necessitates the removal of that building.

The perspectives in Figure 4-48 and 4-49 show the relationship of Alternative 7 to

adjoining and adjacent buildings, including the greater openness which results from both

simplified massing of the west portion of the tower and the lowering of the low-rise

building on the Kingston/Bedford block. WTiile .Alternative 7 provides a lower building on

the Kingston/Bedford site than any of the other Build alternatives, the tower on the Essex

Street portion remains taller than that of other alternatives or the immediately adjacent

buildings at 99 and 125 Summer Streets, even though its overall height has been reduced

slightly from that of Alternative 6. However, it is shorter than nearby One Financial

Center and the Federal Reserve Bank, both of which are 600 feet tall.

V

4.2.3 Mitigation Measures

The design of .AJternative 7 attempts to incorporate all possible mitigation measures

relating to not only the project massing, but also its architectural character, materials, and

facade articulation. The massing of this alternative places the tower on the

southeastemmost portion of the site, closest to the adjoining open space of the Surface

Artery and furthest removed from the low buildings of Chinatown - to which the 5-story

tower base and its transformation into a low-rise building provides the transition. The

tower placement allows maximum view corridors for 99 Summer Street to the south, and

for 125 Summer Street, towards the west. The tower itself has been made more slender

than it was in ,AJternative 6 by eliminating the previously protruding west portion of its
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lower half. The architectural character of the design stresses the visual separation of the

project into two seemingly separate buildings. Each of these has its own rhythm and

articulation: the low-rise building echoes, in its tripartite bay arrangement and mostly

individual windows on Bedford and Kingston Streets, that of its historic neighbor, the

Bedford Building; the tower fenestration has a more vertical emphasis in both proportion

and division. The overall mass and scale of the tower is reduced to the greatest extent

possible by a multiple-step configuration that occurs horizontally as well as vertically; it is

reduced further by an exterior cladding of heavy materials (granite and precast) at its

lower portion and a lighter-appearing metal-and-glass curtain wall as it reaches upward.

Cornice lines are emphasized and carried through in relationship to adjoining buildings;

entrance locations are treated as focal points; and the use of ornamental elements,

setbacks, changes in vertical plane, and varying fenestration all contribute to a scale that is

in keeping with the fabric of the surrounding area.
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4.3 Shadow

4.3.1 Introduction

Analysis of existing seasonal shadow conditions on and around the site has been

undertaken on the sensitive receptor locations listed below. These locations represent

areas heavily used by pedestrians for walking and sitting. The shadow sensitive areas, as

shown in Figure 4-50 include:

o Bedford Street

o Columbia Street

o Lincoln Street

o Summer Street

o Church Green

o Dewey Square

o Downtown Crossing

o Boston Common

Morning, noon, and afternoon shadows were projected for four times during the

year: the winter solstice (December 22), which is the day when the sun is the lowest and

the shadows are the longest; the spring and autumn equinoxes (March 21 and September

21, respectively) representing the midpoint in the sun's path; and the summer solstice

(June 22) when the sun is the highest and the shadows are the shortest.

When analyzing shadow impacts, it should be noted that these dates represent the

extremes and that the movement of the sun is a continuous cycle. Days clustered around

these dates will result in shadows which are more or less similar, depending upon where

they lie in the continuum. Daylight savings time represents a shift for^vard by one hour,

and therefore results in a slight shift in the location of shadows when compared to

standard time. For the general purposes of this analysis, daylight savings time was not

accounted for in the June 22 graphics. In the same regard, the March shadows shown in

the analysis are roughly equivalent to September shadows, although due to daylight savings

time the September shadows would be slightly west of those shown for March.
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4.3.2 Probable Impacts of Alternative 7

The shadow analysis which follows compares the shadow impact of Alternative 7, the

Revised Developer's Proposal, to shadows which are currently cast by existing buildings in

the area of the project site. In this comparison, the shadows produced by the new building

are considered in conjunction with shadows produced by the existing structures in the

area. Each of the accompanying diagrams (Figures 4-51 through 4-60) shows the outline

of the shadows produced by the building, and within the area of shadow differentiates

between existing shadows (light grey shading) and net new shadows (darker grey shading).

Consistent with established practice, the ground plane shadows focus on conditions at the

street levels, and are not intended to address shadows which fall upon the sides of

buildings. The shadow effect on streets and areas surrounding the project site can be

summarized as follows:

o Bedford Street - Some net new shadow is added, primarily during the summer

months. The portions to the east and west of the existing Kingston-Bedford

garage receive the most new summer shadows (when shadows are most

desirable); the far western part of Bedford Street will also be in shadow

during the September morning hours.

o Columbia Street - Some new noontime shadows are added to the northern

half of Columbia Street. At other times, this portion is already in shadow

from both the existing garage and the Bedford Building.

o Lincoln Street - The southern half of Lincoln Street will have new shadow

impacts during the afternoon all year. The northern half is currently shaded

by the Bedford Building. The sidewalk will remain sunny at noontime.

o Summer Street - No new shadow impact is expected on Summer Street.

o Church Green - The Church Green area will be affected by net new shadows

in the afternoon during the spring and fall. During the winter. Church Green

is already fully in shadow in the afternoon from existing buildings.

o Dewey Square - Unaffected by the proposed project.
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o Downtown Crossing - Unaffected by the proposed project.

o Boston Common - On winter mornings only, between November 14 and

January 28, some new net shadow is added across a section of Boston

Common lawn and walkways. This new shadow occurs outside of the March

21 - October 21 time period which constitutes one of the Boston common

shadow criteria established by Section 38-16 of the Boston Zoning Code for

the midtown area and, therefore, should not require any mitigation measures.

No new shadow is produced on the Boston Common at other times of the

year.

o Kingston Street - Unaffected by the proposed project, except in a small area

on summer mornings.

o Essex Street - Unaffected by the proposed project.

4.3.3 Mitigation Measures

Due to the intensely built-up character of the blocks surrounding the project site,

existing shadows already cover much of the area and relatively little additional shadow will

be created by the project, except along Bedford and Columbia Streets. Some additional

winter morning shadow will fall on the Boston Common, between November 14 and

January 28.

The tower location at the southeastern portion of the site is the furthest removed

from and therefore causes the least new shadow on the Common, and the new shadows on

Bedford and Columbia Streets would remain the same even if the tower location were

shifted.
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4.4 Wind

4.4.1 Introduction

Pedestrian level wind simulation tests were conducted for Alternative 7 of the One

Lincoln Street project. These tests were undertaken to assess the impact that construction

of Alternative 7 would have on existing wind conditions in the area and develop i

appropriate mitigation measures for potential problem areas, if necessary.

In order to assess the pedestrian level wind environment around the proposed

development, wind simulation tests were carried out using a 1:400 scale model of the

proposed development in a boundary layer wind tunnel. The following test configurations

were examined:

o No-Build (Existing Site Conditions)

o Alternative 7

Project surroundings within a 1,600-foot radius were also accounted for. For the present

tests, wind speeds were measured at 50 locations both on and off the study site for 16 wind
j

directions. The location of the wind sensors are shown on Figures 4-60 and 4-61.

Test data collected during the wind tunnel studies were combined with the long-term

meteorological data for the Boston area to predict mean and effective gust wind speeds

exceeded one percent of the time for each measurement location. In the Boston area, the

winds that most commonly affect pedestrian level conditions originate from the southwest

through northwest and northeast directions. Mean and effective gust wind speeds were

then compared to acceptance criteria and pedestrian comfort levels.

The Boston Redevelopment Authority (BRA) has established two standards for

assessing the relative wind comfort of pedestrians. First, the BRA wind design guidance

criteria states that an effective gust velocity (mean hourly wind speed plus 1.5 times the

root-mean-square) exceeded 1% of the time should be less than or equal to 31 mph.

Second, the BRA determines the acceptability of specific locations by using Melbourne's

criteria. These internationally accepted criteria are used to determine the relative level of

pedestrian wind comfort based on activities such as walking, standing or sitting. These

criteria are as follows:
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Mean Wind Speed (mph) Exceeded
1% of the Time

Dangerous Conditions >27
Uncomfortable for Walking > 19 but <TI
Comfortable for Walking > 15 but <.19

Comfortable for Standing > 12 but <.15

Comfortable for Sitting <_ 15

The remainder of this report provides a brief overview of the wind climate that

presently exists at the site and discusses how the proposed development will affect those

winds. These discussions highlight areas with significant changes in wind speed. Complete

details on the wind tunnel testing methodology, results, and Boston wind climate are

provided in Technical Appendix F (in an accompanying document).

4.4.2 Assessment of Mean Wind Speeds

Mean wind speeds exceeded one percent of the time are presented in Table 4-29.

The table identifies the fifty (50) locations studied and the mean wind velocities for each

of the four seasons, plus annually, at each location. The annual analysis may be

considered a weighted average of the four seasons as it takes into account the

microclimate over the entire 12-month period. Figure 4-62 summarizes both Build

(Alternative 7) and No-Build annual mean wind speeds on a sensor plan. In addition, the

odd numbered Tables, 1 through 39, in Technical Appendbc G. give a comparative analysis

of mean wind velocities to comfort criteria at each location for the two configurations

studied. These tables should be read with reference to Figures 4-60 and 4-61.

Essex Street (Locations 2 to 5 and 22 to 25)

Under existing conditions, the wind climate along Essex Street is generally suitable

for sitting or standing for all seasons and averaged over an annual basis. Locations 4 and 5

are the exceptions as they are suitable for walking in the fall, winter and on an annual

basis. In the spring, Location 4 is suitable for walking while Location 5 is considered

uncomfortable for walking.

With the construction of the proposed One Lincoln Street development, wind

conditions generally remain the same as existing conditions except for Location 4. This

location improves from walking to standing during the spring, fall and on an annual basis;

and from standing to sitting during the summer.
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KEY
17 Build Condiuons (top number)

19 Non-Build Conditions (bottom number
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Fssex Street East of Lincoln Street (Locations 47 and 48)

This section of Essex Street is not affected by the proposed One Lincoln Street

development. Under existing and proposed conditions. Locations 47 and 48 are

uncomfortable for walking for all seasons and annually except during the summer; during

this time. Location 48 is subject to a wind condition suitable for walking.

Kingston Street (Locations L 17 to 18. 28. 32 and 33)

The existing Kingston Street wind climate is generally suitable for walking or better

for all seasons and on an annual basis. During the summer period, wind conditions are

primarily suitable for sitting and standing, except Location 33 which is suitable for

walking. Location 32, during the winter, is the only area considered uncomfortable for

walking.

With the proposed development in place, the wind climate is generally unchanged

from existing conditions as all locations are subject to comfort categories of walking or

better for all seasons and on an annual basis. The exception being Location 1 where wind

conditions result in a change in comfort category, from standing to uncomfortable for

walking, during the winter months. Contrary to this, the wind conditions at Location 32

are improved from uncomfortable for walking to walking, during the winter season.

Surface Artery (Locations 20. 21. 44 to 46 and 50)

Existing wind comfort levels are generally suitable for sitting at Locations 20 and 21,

standing or better at Location 50 and walking or better at Location 45 for all seasons and

on an annual basis. Locations 44 and 46 are subject to wind conditions suitable for

walking during the summer and uncomfortable for walking for the remaining seasons and

on an annual basis.

Construction of the proposed development generally maintains the existing wind

conditions along the Surface Artery for all seasons and annually, except at Locations 46

and 50. Location 50 is subject to the greatest increase in wind activity as it generally

becomes suitable for walking for all seasons, except during the winter, when it just exceeds

the walking category. Location 46; however, is subject to a slight improvement as it

changes from a category of uncomfortable for walking, to walking, on an annual basis.
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Avenue de Lafayette (Locations 26 and 27)

The wind environment on Avenue de Lafayette remains unchanged as the wind

comfort level at Location 27 for both the existing and proposed configurations is suitable

for sitting during all seasons and on an annual basis. The comfort level at Location 26 is

suitable for standing in summer and fall, and walking during the spring, winter and on an

annual basis for both the existing and proposed configurations.

Bedford Street (Locations 11 to 16. 29 to 31. 34 and 35)

The existing conditions along Bedford Street generally range from suitable for sitting

to comfortable for walking for all seasons and annually. Locations 11 and 31 are the

exception during the winter as the wind level is uncomfortable for walking. This same

level of comfort is also identified for Location 15 in spring, winter and annually.

With the proposed One Lincoln Street development in place, Locations 11, 14 and

15 are subject to the greatest benefits. Locations 11 and 15 are improved from a level

considered uncomfortable for walking during the winter to one considered comfortable for

walking at Location 11, and comfortable for standing at Location 15. Locations 14 and 15

are subject to an improved level of pedestrian comfort for all seasons and on an annual

basis. Location 30 is the only area subject to an increase in wind velocity creating a

comfort level uncomfortable for walking. This condition only occurs in the winter months.

Summer Street (Locations 36 to 41)

Under existing conditions, Locations 36, 37, 38, 39, and 41 are subject to

uncomfortable wind conditions at various times throughout the year. Location 38 is

subject to this comfort level during all seasons and on an annual basis; Locations 36 and 39

during the winter, and Locations 37 and 41 during the spring, fall, winter and on an annual

basis. The remaining locations are generally comfortable for walking.

With the development of One Lincoln Street, this area of Summer Street is subject

to an improved wind climate. The areas subject to levels uncomfortable for walking

during the various times of year are greatly reduced when compared to existing conditions.

I
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I.incnln Street (Locations 6 to 10. 42.43.and 49)

Under existing conditions the wind comfort levels for the locations along Lincoln

Street generally range from suitable for sitting to uncomfortable for walking, for all

seasons and annually. Locations 42 and 49 are the two primary areas subject to a level

considered uncomfortable for walking as this condition occurs during the spring, fall, and

winter seasons at both locations, and on an annual basis at Location 49.

Introduction of the proposed development generally increases wind activity along

this section of Lincoln Street as the prevailing northeasterly and northwesterly winds and

the southerly winds are channelled between 125 Summer Street and the One Lincoln

Street Tower. The increased wind activity results in a comfort level classified as

uncomfortable for walking at several locations for various times of the year; however, no

locations are considered dangerous.

4.4.3 Assessment of Effective Gust Speeds

Effective gust wind speeds for each of the four seasons, plus annually, are presented

in Table 4-30. Annual effective gust speeds for the Build (Alternative 7) and the No-Build

condition at each study location, are also summarized on a sensor plan in Figure 4-63.

Furthermore, the even numbered Tables, 2 through 40 in Technical Appendix G, give a

comparative analysis of the effective gust velocities at each location for the two

configurations studied. These tables should be read with reference to Figures 4-60 and

4-61.

The construction of the proposed development results in an improved wind

environment in various areas on and around the study site. Of the fifty locations tested, all

meet the 31 mph effective gust criterion during the summer, fall and on an annual basis.

During the winter season, sue locations, 7, 8, 38, 41, 44, and 49, exceed the gust criterion.

However, Locations 38, 41 and 44 exceed the gust criterion under existing conditions as

well. Locations 7, 8 and 49 have effective gust velocities of 30, 28 and 30 mph respectively,

under existing conditions, this increases to 33, 32 and 33 mph with the proposed

development in place. These increases are small but sufficient to exceed the 31 mph

criterion.

Under existing conditions. Locations 38 and 44 exceed the effective gust criterion

during the spring, and on an annual basis. With the proposed development in place these

locations meet the criterion. The same applies for Location 38 during the fall and

Locations 15 and 37 during the winter.
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TABLE 4-30

SUMMARY OF EFFECTIVE GUST WIND SPEEDS

Street Location Spring Summer Fall Winter Annual

EX PR EX PR EX PR EX PR EX PR

Bedford
Street

11

12

13

14

15

16

29
30
31

34

35

29
26
24

23

29
27
23
23
28
25

22

26
25

23
17

22
27
24

26
28
22
25

22
20
21

20
22
23

17

18

21

21

18

22
22
20
15

17

23

18

20
21

18

23

27
24
23
22
28
26
21

22
26
24
21

25

25
22
17

21

26
22
24
26
21

25

31

27
25

25

32
28
25
25

31
27
23

28
26
24

19

23
28
27
28
31

24
26

28
25

24

23
29
27
23

23

28
25

21

26
25

23
17

21

27
24
26
28
22
25

Summer
Street

36
37
38
39
40
41

29
31

33
28
28
31

27
29
31

28
26
31

25

27
27
21

25
24

23

24
26
21

22
24

28

30
32
26
27
29

26
27
30
26

25

29

31

33
36
31

30
32

29

31
34
30
28
33

29

31

33
28
28
30

27
28

31

27
26
30

Lincoln

Street

6

7

8

9

10

42
43
49

28
28

26

26

23

29

23
29

29

31

31

27
24

29

29
32

22

22

21

19

20
24

18

22

26

25

26
24

21

26
26
25

27
26
25

24

23
28
22
28

29

30
30
26
24

29

28
31

29
30
28

26

25

30
25

30

31

33
32
27

25

31

29
33

28

28

26

25

23

29
23

28

29

31

31

27
24

29
29
31

Continued -

NOTE: EX - Represents Existing Conditions
PR - Represents Proposed Conditions
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TABLE 4-30 (Continued)
SUMMARY OF EFFECTIVE GUST WIND SPEEDS

Street



One Lincoln Street

Final Environmental Impact Report

APPROX. SCALE 1" = 16C

KEY
i

1 7 Build Condiuons (lop number)

19 N'on-Build Condiuons (bociom numb!

30 Wind Sensor Locauons Qarge numbei
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ANNUAL EFFECTIVE GUST WIND SPEEDS
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4.4.4 Mitigation Measures

Remedial devices have been recommended for locations on and around the

development site. The implementation of these devices assist in creating a comfortable

wind environment for the respective pedestrian activities.

The type of devices recommended in this report include canopies and/or pedestrian

arcade and vegetation. A general description of the function of these devices is as follows.

o Canopy - A canopy is used to deflect winds that are intercepted at higher

levels above grade and directed downward to pedestrian level. The canopy

should be constructed 8 to 16 feet above grade and extend a minimum of 6

feet horizontally from the building facade.

o Pedestrian Arcade - A pedestrian arcade is designed to offer an alternative

pedestrian route when high wind activity and other climatic conditions make

sidewalk usage undesirable. An arcade is also an alternative to canopies

when space restrictions limit usage of canopies along building facades.

Vegetation - Vegetation can be used to mitigate both horizontal and vertical

wind action. Deciduous trees act as a localized canopy since their foliage

impedes vertical wind flow and allows pedestrian access at grade level.

Deciduous trees, however, are not very effective in mitigating horizontal wind

flow at pedestrian level; or wind flow in general during the winter season.

Coniferous vegetation is very effective in mitigating horizontal wind flow and

can be used during all seasons as it retains its foliage throughout the year.

Vegetation may be in the form of trees, shrubs, or a combination of plantings,

either in planters or beds. Trees should be a minimum of 10 feet in height to

achieve sufficient effect. Trees of less height will have some impact on the

wind velocity; however, it may be several years before the full capabilities of

the landscaping are realized. The hedging and planter/vegetation

combination should be a minimum of 4.5 feet in height.
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The type and location of remedial devices being considered for One Lincoln Street

are as follows:

o Canopy - East and South facade of One Lincoln Street Tower

or

o Pedestrian Arcade - along the One Lincoln Street Tower

o Landscaping (if feasible) - Lincoln Street

Remedial devices such as a canopy along the Lincoln Street facade of the proposed

development would assist in reducing the wind velocity at ground level in the vicinity of

Locations 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 (see Figure 4-61). A canopy along the south facade of the

proposed tower would assist in reducing the amount of upper level southerly winds

downwashed to grade along Lincoln Street. If the implementation of canopies is not

feasible, a pedestrian arcade along the Lincoln Street portion of the development would

provide an area of reduced wind velocity for pedestrian usage during periods of increased

wind activity.

Landscaping in the form of vegetation along Lincoln Street and at the Lincoln

Street/Essex Street entrance would also help reduce wind velocity. Coniferous vegetation

(i.e. in planter) would help mitigate the wind velocity year round while deciduous trees

will be beneficial during the summer months and portions of the spring and fall. The

implementation of vegetation may be difficult as the sidewalk width is limited and, to our

knowledge, a portion of the sidewalk is above an access to a transformer vault. The

combination of vegetation and canopies and/or pedestrian arcade would be the most

effective form of mitigation.

The recessed entrance(s) along Lincoln Street will provide areas of reduced wind

flow for pedestrians entering and/or exiting the proposed development.

4.4.5 Summary and Conclusions

In general, the construction of One Lincoln Street creates an increase in wind

activity to the immediate east, ie. along Lincoln Street between Summer Street and the

Surface Artery. This is noted at Locations 6, 7, 8, 9, 42, 43 and 49. The construction of the

proposed development does, however, have a positive impact on the wind climate north of

the site as identified by the lower wind velocities at Locations 1 1, 15, 32, 36, 37, 38 and 39.
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Locations 6, 7, 8 and 43 along Lincoln Street, are consistently affected throughout

the year. Locations 8 and 43 are subject to a pedestrian wind environment considered

uncomfortable for walking during all four seasons and on an annual basis. This same level

of comfort is identified at Locations 6 and 7 during three of the four seasons and annually.

The wind activity associated with the proposed development does not render any

locations dangerous during any of the seasons or on an annual basis. This is consistent

with the existing conditions.

The increased wind activity along Lincoln Street categorizes various locations as

uncomfortable for walking; however, several locations exceed the "Comfortable for

Walking" category by only 1 mph. For example; Locations 6 and 9 in the spring. Locations

8 and 43 in the summer. Locations 6 and 42 in the fall and Locations 6 and 42 annually.

Exceedances of the BRA's effective gust criterion are generally reduced with the

implementation of the One Lincoln Street development. During the winter months, five

locations exceeded the BRA criterion under existing conditions and six locations exceed

the BRA criterion under proposed conditions. However, only one location exceeds the

criterion during the spring under proposed conditions, as compared to two locations under

existing conditions. No locations are exceeded under the proposed conditions during the

summer, fall and annually, as compared to zero, one and two, respectively, under existing

conditions for the same periods.

The main entrance at the corner of Lincoln Street and Essex Street will create a

comfortabje environment locally. The addition of a canopy along the east and, to a lesser

extent, the south facades of the proposed development would mitigate on-site conditions,

at locations 6 through 10, and may help reduce wind activity at some of the off site areas to

a minor extent. Alternatively, a pedestrian arcade along Lincoln Street would provide an

area of reduced wind velocity for pedestrian usage during periods of increased wind

activity along the west side of Lincoln Street. If feasible, landscaping along Lincoln Street

would also help mitigate the on-site conditions. Coniferous vegetation and/or planters

would mitigate horizontal wind flows which account for a portion of the increased wind

activity, but it would not mitigate the winds deflected down the face of the tower.

It should be noted that while Lincoln Street is subject to increased wind activit>- with

One Lincoln Street in place, other areas benefit as they become subject to a decrease in

wind activity creating a more comfortable pedestrian level wind environment. The area

adjacent to 100 Summer Street, which is known to be subject to higher wind activity, is one

such area that benefits.
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4.5 Infrastructure

4.5.1 Introduction

The proposed One Lincoln Street development involves the construction of a

37-story office tower that will house approximately one million square feet (sf) of office,

retail and restaurant space. Because the project will impact various local infrastructure

systems, this section of the report was prepared to identify and evaluate these impact

issues and present mitigation measures. In this section, the impacts of the proposed

project on the following systems are addressed:



4.5.2 Probable Impacts of Alternative 7

4.5.2.1 Sewer System

Description of Existing Facilities

The project is served by a combined sewer system owned and operated by the Boston

Water and Sewer Commission (BWSC). This system generally conveys both sanitary

sewage and storm drainage to the north branch of the East Side Interceptor (ESI) (see

Figure 4-64). The north branch of the ESI transports flows from the Financial District, the

Waterfront and the North End to the new Boston Main Interceptor (BMI). The new BMI

discharges to the Massachusetts Water Resources Authority (MWRA) system at the

Columbus Park Headworks. From there, the Boston Main drainage tunnel conveys flows

to the Deer Island Treatment Plant. At Deer Island, wastewater currently receives

primary treatment and post chlorination prior to discharging to Boston Harbor at

President Roads.

Figure 4-65 shows that the project site can be served by a number of existing sewers

surrounding the site. The local system begins as a 12" sewer on Bedford Street near the

Bedford Building. This sewer extends down Bedford Street, Kingston Street, Essex Street,

the Surface Artery and Purchase Street where it connects to the ESI in the vicinity of

Oliver Street. A second sewer route alternative originates on Lincoln Street and joins the

above described system at the intersection of Lincoln Street and the Surface Artery.

The storm drainage system serving the project area discharges directly to the

combined sewer system previously described. There is presently no separate storm

drainage system in the vicinity of the site.

Capacity of Existing Facilities

An evaluation of the capacity of the existing combined sewer routes has been

performed as previously discussed. The results of this analysis is shown in Table 4-31. The

capacity of each sewer segment has been calculated based on the Manning equation and

sewer sizes, manhole invert elevations and segment length data taken from BWSC

wastewater system maps.
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Bedford Street Option

The capacity of this route has been determined as shown in Table 4-31. The

Bedford Street Alternative begins as a 12" sewer from MH 214 to MH 212

located on Bedford Street in the vicinity of the Bedford Building.

This sewer connects to an 18" x 15" sewer at the intersection of Kingston

Street and increases in size to a 24" x 36" sewer on the western side of the

project site. The 24" x 36" combined sewer extends down Kingston Street

where it joins a 36" x 54" sewer at the intersection of Essex Street. This sewer

proceeds down Essex Street and joins a 48" Massachusetts Department of

Public Works (MDPW) sewer at the Surface Artery. The 48" line extends

northeasterly along the Surface Artery to the intersection of Summer Street

where it connects with another 48" sewer to form a 72" line. The 72" sewer

then proceeds along Purchase Street to the intersection of Oliver Street where

it turns east and passes under the Central Artery. The 72" sewer joins the

East Side Interceptor (ESI) in Atlantic Avenue.

The capacity of this route appears to be limited only by the Purchase Street

regulator at the ESI. The regulator capacity was recently increased as a part

of the new ESI construction project. The discharge from the Purchase Street

regulator is a 24" pipe with sufficient capacity to handle dry weather flow plus

enough storm flow to limit combined sewer overflows to extreme storm

conditions.

This option allows the most flexibility for the development sewer service

because sewers are located around three sides of the site. Connections to this

system can be made in a number of locations and each sewer segment appears

to have adequate capacity to sustain the development.
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o Lincoln Street Option

This sewer route option (Table 4-31) begins on Lincoln Street as a 24" x 27"
|

sewer that flows southerly and joins the 48" MDPW pipe at the Surface 1

Artery. The remainder of this route follows the above described Bedford
!

Street Alternative. I

i

This alternative appears to have sufficient capacity to serve the development !

although it is likely that it would serve only the tower portion of the !

development.
j

I

I

o East Side Interceptor (North Branch)
i

I

The north branch of the ESI conveys dry weather and some wet weather flows
j

from the downtown (Financial District), the waterfront area and the north

end to the new BMI at the south end of the South Station Railroad Yard.

The ESI has recently been replaced by BWSC.

The new ESI was designed to carry all of the dry weather flows from the

tributary area as well as approximately 3 times the dry weather flows during

wet weather. The total capacity of the new ESI is approximately 43 million

gallons per day (mgd) which is a significant increase from the former ESI

capacity of 5 to 9 mgd. The goal in the design of the new ESI was to eliminate

dry weather overflows and significantly reduce the frequency of wet weather

overflows. During extreme storm events, the capacity of the ESI is exceeded

and overflows occur to Boston Harbor and the Fort Point Channel.

o Boston Main Interceptor to Deer Island

The new BMI conveys flows from the north branch of the ESI, at the south

end of the South Station Railroad Yard, to the MWRA Columbus Park

Headworks. The 102" BMI (capacity of 166 mgd) serves the new East Side

Interceptor (north and south branches), and the South Boston Interceptor

(north and south branches). The Columbus Park Headworks has a capacity of

182 mgd. It discharges to the Boston Main Drainage Tunnel that also serves

the Ward Street Headworks (capacity of 256 mgd).
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The Boston Main Drainage Tunnel (capacity of 438 mgd) discharges to the

Main Pumping Station at Deer Island with a design capacity of 810 mgd, while

the Treatment Plant design capacity is 848 mgd. During peak flows in excess

of the Deer Island Plant capacity, the Columbus Park Headworks is

sometimes throttled and excess flow diverted to the Calf Pasture Pump

Station on Columbia Point which discharges to the Moon Island holding tanks

and outlet.

Project Wastewater Generation

The proposed One Lincoln Street project consists of 1,013,000 square feet of office

space, 28,400 square feet of retail space, 10,000 square feet of restaurant space, 27,100

square feet of public space, and an underground parking garage for 911 spaces. The

sewage generation rates have been estimated by use category based on Title V guidelines

and are presented in Table 4-32.

The majority of wastewater generated by the new development is domestic sewage.

The only other significant discharge to the BWSC sewer system is the seasonal cooling

tower water blowdown generated by air conditioning system operations. The total project

domestic sewage discharge is projected to be 97,170 gpd. Blowdown water from peak

summer cooling is expected to total 16,178 gpd. Total peak wastewater flow, during hot

summer periods, is the sum of these above two amounts, 113,501 gpd.

Since the site is currently fully built up or paved, there will be no increase in

impervious area. Total stormwater runoff from the site will, therefore, remain essentially

unchanged, although discharge points to the adjacent collection system may be altered.

System Impacts

To determine the impact of the increased sewage flow on the existing BWSC sewer

system, an analysis was performed which includes the developments that discharge

wastewater to the 48" MDPW combined sewer that passes by the project site. This analysis

was performed between MH 220 and MH 225 which has a limiting capacity of 25.5 million

gallons per day (mgd).

Figure 4-66 depicts the tributary area to the study point. This area includes a portion

of the proposed Boston Crossing development, 125 Summer Street, a portion of the

Midtown Cultural District and part of the Commercial Palace District. The total area

tributary to the study point is approximately 15 acres.
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TABLE 4-32

WASTEWATER GENERATION INFORMATION

FOR THE PROPOSED PROJECT (ALTERNATIVE 7)

ONE LINCOLN STREET

Use
Category

Office

Retail

Restaurant*

Public Space

TOTALS

Area
(gsO
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Conversations with the Boston Crossing development team indicate that the exact

locations of sewer connections for their development have not been finalized with the

BWSC. Under the worst case scenarios, however, only the existing Lafayette Hotel, the

proposed Bloomingdale's department store and tower, and 50% of the specialty retail area

would be tributary to the 48" MDPW pipe. Sewage generation estimates were derived

from data presented in the Boston Crossing DEIR dated May 1989.

The structure at 125 Summer Street was included in this analysis because it may be

tributary to the 48" MDPW line. The exact locations of the sewer service connections are

not known so, to be conservative, the building was assumed to fully contribute to the study

point. Wastewater estimates were based on volumes presented in the 125 Summer Street

Environmental Impact Assessment dated May 23, 1986.

The tributary portions of the Midtown Cultural District and the Commercial Palace

District were assumed to be at the full build level allowed by the present zoning. Sewage

generation rates were based on the following assumptions:

o 155-Foot Height Limit

o 13 Stories per Building

o Office Space Primary Use

o Sewage Generation Rate of 75 gal/ 1000 sf
,

o Cooling Tower Slowdown Rate of 15 gal/ 1000 sf
j

Table 4-33 shows the total sewage generation for the area tributary to the 48"
j

MDPW sewer line. At full build out for the tributary area, the total wastewater generation
;

would be approximately 0.50 MGD. The addition of wastewater from One Lincoln Street
'

would bring this total to approximately 0.62 MGD, or 2.4 percent of the 25.5 MGD
capacity. Using a peaking factor of 3 would result in a peak flow of 1.86 MGD or 7.3% of

the 48" MDPW sewer capacity.
i

To determine the impact of the development during wet weather, the rational

method was utilized to calculate stormwater runoff for storm events up to and including

the 50-year storm. The calculations were based on a drainage area of 15 acres, a runoff

coefficient of 0.95 and a time of concentration of 20 minutes. The wet weather flows

include sanitary sewage estimates and are presented as follows:
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System Connections

The removal of the 15" combined sewer in Columbia Street will require the

relocation of active service connections. Details for the relocation of these services to

allow the construction of the proposed project while maintaining service to all abutters are

being developed in close coordination with the BWSC. These details will be shown on the

site plan required for BWSC approval prior to the issuance of a building permit.

New sanitary sewage and stormwater runoff service connections will be made during

the construction of the new facility. Several locations are under consideration and it

appears that the most likely locations will be in Essex Street and Kingston Street.

Preliminary discussions with the BWSC have indicated that these locations will be

acceptable. The construction of these connections will be incorporated into the general

construction phasing in order to minimize impacts on adjacent streets and to ensure that

adequate facilities are available to service the site.

Permitting Requirements

For new construction projects requiring connection to the sewers, an application for

a sewer connection permit will be required in accordance with 324 CMR 7.00. The sewer

connection application together with a water and sewer site plan will be submitted to the

BWSC, which will approve and forward the application to the Department of

Environmental Protection (DEP) - Division of Water Pollution Control (DWPC). The

permit application must be submitted at least ninety days prior to construction of this work.

Sewer System Mitigation Measures

The BWSC has requested that the developer analyze opportunities for separating

combined sewers in the vicinity of the project. Parsons Brinkerhoff Quade and Douglas

(PBQD), the civil engineer for One Lincoln Street (as well as for Boston Crossing), has

developed a conceptual drainage system (see Figure 4-67) that would separate the sanitary

and storm flows from the vicinity of the proposed Commonwealth Center development

eastward to the Surface Artery. This system, if fully implemented, would provide a

separated system for Commonwealth Center, Boston Crossing and One Lincoln Street, as

well as for any existing or new developments between these projects. The technical

feasibility and implementation methodology of this system remains a topic of ongoing

discussions with BWSC.
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Due to the magnitude of this endeavor and the many parties involved, discussions

with BWSC may extend beyond the time frame for the review of this FEIR. Until the

items under discussion can be resolved, the developer cannot commit to any specific

mitigation measures related to the sewer separation issue. With respect to on-site system

separation, the development will have separate storm and sanitary sewer services within

the building and will provide separate service connections in the adjoining streets.

Consultants for the MWRA are presently in the process of evaluating the combined

sewer overflows to the Boston Harbor and Fort Point Channel. This study is scheduled to

be released in draft form in January 1990 and in final form in July of 1990. This report will

delineate methods of controlling and/or treating overflows. The project constructed

systems will be developed in such a manner as to be compatible with report findings.

In order to mitigate the impacts of the new sewage generation, the One Lincoln

Street project will meet all applicable code requirements for the installation of low flow

fixtures. The use of low flow fixtures can reduce the projected water consumption and

sewage generation rates estimated by up to 20 percent.

If the development uses steam for heating and/or cooling, the mechanical engineer

will evaluate the reuse of steam condensate within the buildings mechanical systems.

The underground parking garage drains will be discharged via oil and sand

separators designed and constructed to MWRA standards to minimize the potential of

pollutants such as oil, gasoline, grease, suspended solids, etc., from entering the sewer

system. The separators will be routinely monitored and maintained by the developer.

All restaurants located within the project will have grease traps located on their

sanitary discharge systems which will be designed, built and maintained to BWSC
standards.

The design and construction of all proposed service connections and system

modifications will be performed to the standards of the BWSC and will be subject to their

review and approval. Existing sewer connections and service to the area will be

maintained during construction of the new facilities. If interruptions are necessary due to

construction activities, they will be coordinated with the BWSC so as to minimize impacts

in the service area.
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4.5.2.2 Water Distribution Systems

This section presents an analysis of the proposed One Lincoln Street project's

anticipated impacts on existing water supply facilities. The analysis includes a description

of existing facilities, an estimate of the project water consumption, and an evaluation of

the facilities' adequacy to handle the increased demand. A number of mitigation

measures, such as the use of water conserving plumbing fixtures are proposed to reduce

the project impact.

Description of Existing Facilities

Existing water service for both domestic use and fire protection to the project site is

supplied from water systems owned and operated by the Boston Water and Sewer

Commission. These systems are designated as the Southern Low Service (SLS) system,

which is generally used to meet domestic water needs and some street hydrant demand,

and the Southern High Service (SHS) water supply system, which is used to meet internal

building system fire protection requirements, street hydrant demand and some domestic

needs. A High Pressure Fire Service (HPFS) system also serves the project area. This

system is owned by the City of Boston Fire Department and is maintained by the BWSC.

The HPFS system is used for firefighting purposes only.

These water supply systems are integrally connected to form loops which allow major

water demands to be fed from more than one direction. This looping allows each system

to function at optimum efficiency, and to provide a measure of safety and redundancy in

the event of a water main break.

The BWSC water distribution system in the project area is shown in Figure 4-68 and

the HPFS lines are illustrated in Figure 4-69.'&>-

Capacity of Existing Facilities

The existing SLS and SHS systems in the site vicinitv have been tested for capacity

!

j

via hydrant flow tests as summarized in Table 4-34. SLS lines directly adjacent to the site

were not tested due to the types of hydrants and the age and condition of the mains. Flow

and pressure in the tested hydrants appear to be adequate to serve the development's

water use needs and firefighting requirements. BWSC personnel are modeling the area's

water system on their computer system to determine the project's impact, establish the;

optimal service scenario for the proposed project and to confirm the adequacy of proposedj

system improvements.
|

i
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TABLE 4-34

HYDRANT FLOW TESTS

ONE LINCOLN STREET

Hydrant Test
Location



Project Water Use

For the proposed One Lincoln Street development, water use will consist of

domestic water consumption and makeup water used for the proposed air conditioning

system. Average daily water consumption was estimated using the Title V guidelines and

is presented by use category in Table 4-35. Peak use values have been estimated by

applying a peaking factor of 3. Average daily domestic water is estimated to be 97,323 gpd

with an instantaneous peak of 203 gpm. Peak use for air conditioning makeup water
[

occurs during the hot summer season and is estimated to be 130,885 gpd. Total average

summer water use, under peak cooling conditions is estimated to be 228,208 gpd with a I

total instantaneous peak value of 294 gpm.
I

!

I

System Impacts

1

i

Based on recent hydrant flow test data (Table 4-34), the existing SLS water system !

serving the project has a capacity of 3,270 gpm at 50 psi, which is more than adequate to

supply the 294 gpm peak demand of the One Lincoln Street development. The project

requires a fire flow of 2,000 gpm. The existing SHS water system is capable of supplying

10,830 gpm at 20 psi which is more than adequate to meet the firefighting requirements of

the project.

In order to determine the adequacy of the SLS to serve the proposed One Lincoln

Street project, an analysis has been performed to include the new projects in the Midtown

Cultural District and the Commercial Palace District. The only new development that will

connect to the existing SLS system is Boston Crossing. Water use from Boston Crossing

will increase by 414 gpm* over the existing Lafayette Place. Together, One Lincoln Street

and Boston Crossing will use approximately 294 gpm and 414 gpm, respectively or a

combined total of 708 gpm. The existing SLS system serving the sites has a capacity of

3,270 gpm at 50 psi which is more than adequate to service both sites. Additionally, the

BWSC plans to reinforce the SLS system on Kingston Street, thus improving the ability of

the system to supply adequate water to the sites.

The other developments within the Midtown Cultural District (specifically

Commonwealth Center) are located in the Ladder Blocks area. This area is serviced only

by the SHS water system and will not have an impact on the water service to the One

Lincoln Street site.

* Data from the Boston Crossing DPIR, dated May, 1989.
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TABLE 4-35

AVERAGE DAILY WATER USE FOR THE
PROPOSED PROJECT (ALTERNATIVE 7)

ONE LINCOLN STREET

Use
Category

Office

Retail

Restaurant*

Public Space

TOTALS

Area

1,013,000

28,400

10,000

27,100

Average
Domestic

(gpd)

75,975

1,420

19,250

678

Peak
Cooling
(gpd)

113,400

9,450

4,860

3,175

1,078,500 97,323 130,885

Total
Use
(sed)

189,375

10,870

24,110

3,853

228,208
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System Connections

The closing of Columbia Street, to facilitate the development of One Lincoln Street,

will result in the removal of a 6" SLS line. The only existing service connections to the 6"

water main are from the Bedford Building and the Kingston-Bedford Garage which will be

demolished. Prior to the start of construction, a new service connection from Bedford

Street will be installed to provide continued water service to the Bedford Building.

It is anticipated that the new service connections to the One Lincoln Street

development will connect into water mains in both Essex Street and Bedford Street.

Domestic service will be connected to the existing SLS system while fire protection service

will connect to the SHS system. Initial discussions with BWSC indicate no problems with

these locations. BWSC, however, is presently modeling the water service capacity in

Kingston and Essex Streets to determine the optimal service scenario.

Water System/Mitigation Measures

In order to minimize water use, the One Lincoln Street project will meet all

applicable code requirements for the installation of low flow fixtures. In addition, the

developers plan to use the water resources as effectively as possible and are evaluating

various operational approaches to achieve this goal. Additional measures to conserve

water will include the use of plantings and fountains that require low water use.

The BWSC is presently planning to upgrade SLS and SHS water lines on Kingston

Street between Bedford and Summer Streets (see Figure 4-70). These improvements

should ensure an adequate water supply to the project site. The developers are also

planning to upgrade an SLS line in Essex Street from an 8" to a 12" pipe and is evaluating

with the BWSC upgrading the system in Kingston Street between Bedford and Essex

Streets. This will also increase the ability to provide adequate water to this area.

4.5.2.3 Energy Systems

Energy Use Strategies

The One Lincoln Street project site is currently serviced by Boston Edison Company,

Boston Gas Company and Boston Thermal Energy Corporation. The present energy use

at the site is for the Kingston-Bedford Street parking garage and the building at 80

Kingston Street. Energy use in these buildings is minimal.
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For the proposed project, the base condition anticipates that electricity will be the

main source of space heating, air conditioning, lighting, mechanical equipment and hot

water. Natural gas will be used to supply any restaurant needs. The use of steam for space

heating and air conditioning is being evaluated at this time.

Electric Service

The One Lincoln Street site is provided with electric energy by the Boston Edison

Company (BECO) from their Substation 514 located on Kingston Street. Electricity is

transmitted from this substation to the One Lincoln Street area through BECO cable

networks in conduit and manhole systems located in adjacent streets. These cable

networks supply electric energy at 13.8 kva to transformers located in sidewalk vaults.

These transformers convert the electricity to usable levels of 120 v or 208 v.

Discussions with BECO representatives indicate that the existing Substation 514 has

a rated capacity of 150 mva and is currently carrying a load of approximately 120 mva.

BECO presently has plans to bring a new substation, located on Chatham Street adjacent

to Quincy Market, on line in late 1989. This substation is planned to relieve some of the

existing load from Station 514.

Electrical Energy is expected to be used for heating, lighting, mechanical equipment
;

and air conditioning. The peak electrical demand was estimated based on the following '

assumptions:

o Office - lOwatts/sf

Retail - 25 watts/sf

o Restaurant - 13 watts/sf

o Public Space - 10 watts/sf

o Garage - 1 watt/sf

This results in a peak electrical demand of 11.69 megawatts . The annual electric use for

the proposed building totals 23.49 x 10" kwh/yr and is summarized in Table 4-36.

It is not anticipated that new distribution capacity will be required in the BECO

system to meet the specific requirements of the One Lincoln Street project. BECO has

indicated that they will have an adequate supply to meet project demand.
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TABLE 4-36

PEAK ELECTRIC DEMAND .\ND

ANNUAL ELECTRIC USE FOR PROPOSED PROJECT

Use
Category

Office

Retail

Restaurant

Public Space

Garage

Area (gfs)

1,013,000

28,400

10,000

27,100

330,000

Peak Electric

Demand (Kw)



Existing electric service to the project area will be maintained at all times during

construction. New service to the proposed building will be provided by the construction of

electric vaults to transform power to meet the new load requirements. Details of proposed

modifications and implementation schedules will be coordinated throughout design and

construction with Boston Edison.

Efforts to conserve energy will lead to reduced site needs. Compliance with the new

State Building Code requirements for such items as lighting and insulation, are expected to

reduce new load requirements.

Natural Gas Service

The Boston Gas Company provides low pressure natural gas service to the project

area. Gas mains are located within Kingston, Bedford, Columbia, Lincoln and Essex

Streets. The existing structures on the One Lincoln Street parcel do not currently connect

into the gas system.

Gas use for the proposed development would be limited to restaurant use. Based on

a 10,000 sf restaurant, initial estimates of gas use would be 300-400 cubic feet (cf) per

hour. This translates into a total use of approximately 2.04 x 10"cf/yr.

Discussions with Boston Gas representatives indicate that adequate supplies of

natural gas would be available to meet a greater demand than is presently experienced by

their system. The minimal use of gas by the One Lincoln Street development, therefore,

should not adversely impact service in the site vicinity.

Steam Service

Steam service for the One Lincoln Street site would be provided by the Boston

Thermal Energy Corporation (BTEC) from their steam generating plant located on

Kneeland Street. The Kneeland Street generating station is used to supply the base load

for the city-wide distribution system. This station has a generating capacity of 1.1 to 1.2

million Ibs/hr. and operates on a continuous basis, 365 days per year. BTEC

representatives have indicated that the existing peak loads on their generating system are

approximately 35-40% of capacity during the summer cooling peak, and 70-75% of

capacity during the winter heating peak.
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At this time, purchased steam use is being evaluated for possible use as the heating

source for the proposed development. Should the development team decide that steam is

a cost-effective manner of heating and/or cooling the proposed building, there appears to

be adequate capacity in the existing system to serve the development. If steam is used, the

developer will consider the re-use of steam condensate to minimize the impacts of

condensate flow to the sewer system.

f
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4.6 Historic and Archaeological Resources

4.6.1 Description of the Environment

The project site is located on the Shawmut Peninsula, which was part of Boston's

original land mass, and near the Colonial waterfront. Once a fashionable residential area,

this section of Boston was converted after 1830 to warehousing in response to the

prosperous "carrying trade" which transferred goods from the waterfront to the new

railroad facilities in the South Cove area. Substantial granite structures were built to

house these operations. Later, dry goods and wool wholesalers operated here.

As the principal trading city for the mills of New England following the Civil War,

Boston's dry goods district was the most active in the northeastern United States, retaining

its prominence in this regard through the early twentieth century. Dry goods dealers were

centered around Chauncy, Summer, Otis, and Devonshire Streets, while shoe and leather

wholesalers and related dealers and manufacturers gravitated toward the Church Green

area.

In November, 1872, the entire district was destroyed by a disastrous fire which

started on Summer Street and destroyed 776 buildings in a 65-acre area. Most of the

buildings now standing in the district were built in an heroic effort, to restore the area as

quickly as possible with buildings of similar mass and scale, but with new fireproof

techniques. These structures, dubbed "the new palaces of Boston merchants" by

contemporary newspaper accounts, departed from the earlier, more somber granite-style

buildings by adopting a variety of Victorian motifs.

The street pattern of the district is in itself significant, its winding nature dating back

to the Colonial period. The most notable feature is the well-known "Tontine Crescent" - a

bowed area of Franklin Street once flanked by row houses designed by Charles Bulfinch,

which still retains its characteristic shape. The intersection of Summer and Bedford

Streets has been known as "Church Green" since the seventeenth century. Bulfinch's

octagonal New South Church, built in 1814, commanded this location during the Federal

Period.
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4.6.2 Historic Resources

The project site is located in an area of downtown Boston that has a substantial

number of historic buildings and districts. To the north of and adjacent to the site is the

Commercial Palace District. To the south of the site is the Kingston-Essex Street Textile

District. To the southeast is the Leather District, (see Figure 4-71). All of these districts

and some of the buildings within them are included in or are eligible for inclusion in the

National Register of Historic Places. This determination has been made based on findings

of the Boston Landmarks Commission and the Massachusetts Historical Commission.

4.6.3 Alternative 7 - Impacts on Historic Resources

Alternative 7, the Revised Developer's Proposal, would require the demolition of 80

Kingston Street. The widening of Essex Street would require the demolition of the

adjacent 88 Kingston Street building.

These two existing buildings on Kingston Street are a part of the historical fabric of

the area, and have been pointed to by the historical community as being worthy of

preservation. The building at 88 Kingston Street has recently undergone a renovation

program. The retention of 80 Kingston Street, requested to be examined by the Boston

Redevelopment Authority, offers four possible alternatives:

1) Retention of the entire building;

2) Retention of the existing facade and its incorporation into the new buildings;

3) Replication of the existing facade as part of the exterior design of the new

building; and

4) Removal and reconstruction of the existing facade in a new location.

Each of these options are addressed in greater detail in the following sections.
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80 Kingston Street Study #1 - Retention of the Entire Building (see Figures 4-72,

4-73, and 4-74)

In the course of the Garage Study carried out by Rich Associates for the City, it was

determined that both the major garage entry/exit ramp and access to the building

loading dock should be placed on Kingston Street. Retention of the entire building

makes this impossible, and further reduces the garage capacity and cuts into the

circulation to such an extent as to make the garage unworkable. At street mezzanine

level, the functioning of the double-sided loading dock - a key element in the

volumetric arrangement of the building within the configuration of the project site -

is dependent on a centrally placed access ramp; its location, therefore, cannot be

changed. Since 80 Kingston Street is in conflict with both the garage ramp and the

loading dock ramp and because of the loss of the area taken up by the building, there

is not sufficient space for placement of these two ramps on Kingston Street, nor for

proper transition between parking levels to accommodate a reasonable circulation

pattern and to provide the 850 cars required by the Zoning Commission within the

five levels planned.

The above-grade retention of 80 Kingston Street creates a different set of problems

additional to all of the cited disadvantages, assuming that it is to be incorporated

intQ, the new project and not treated as an entirely separate building. It is of

different construction and column spacing, has different tloor-to-floor heights which

make access (particularly handicap access), and continuity of duct work and piping,

and use of its space difficult. As a separate building, it has small floor plates, no

elevator, and potential egress problems; for conversion to first-class space, it would

require renovation, upgrade, and restoration of work of an extent that would take it

out of the realm of economic feasibility. Either above- or below-grade, the retention

of 80 Kingston Street as part of a new functioning project does not appear possible.
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80 Kingston Street Study #2 - Retention of the Existing Facade (see Figures 4-75,

4-76, 4-77 and 4-78)

Unlike the previous option, the retention of only the facade portion of the existing

building is possible, and can technically be accomplished by temporarily bracing it

during construction and in effect building the new structure around it - a somewhat

unnatural and quite visible treatment, particularly at night. However, because of the

difference in floor and ceiling elevations between the existing and new facades (and

therefore, the sill- and head-height of window openings), it will be necessary to

create a small atrium on the interior side of the wall, by keeping the slab-edges of

floors 2-5 approximately 8-17 feet away from the retained facade and enclosing the

new floor construction with an interior curtain wall. This approach will necessarily

result in both a reduction in floor area (1,976 sf) and an increase in construction cost

for this portion of the building. In addition, retention of the facade will require

demolition of a substantial section of the adjoining garage to be done by

conventional means instead of by the currently planned implosion, with considerable

impact not only on demolition costs and schedule, but also on the amount and

duration of dust and noise which will be generated. The first floor portion of the

facade will need modification and reconstruction to accommodate the garage

entrance/exit ramp at its center; this results in a further elimination of retail space

(185 sf) from the present scheme but is possible functionally. One other factor

requires mention: while the retained facade can be effective in recalling the

historical origins of the project block when viewed in combination with the existing

building at 80 Kingston Street, much of that effect will be lost when the Essex Street

widening causes the removal of the latter. At that time, the retained facade will take

on a quite different appearance. It will look very much like a piece of building

applied to half of the corner of another building, without discernible relationship to

either the adjoining surface on Kingston Street or that facing the proposed future

park and Essex Street.

80 Kingston Street Study #3 - Replication of the Existing Facade (see Figure 4-79)

Replication of the existing facade as part of the exterior design of the new building

involves the removal of the 80 Kingston Street building and facade, and the

reconstruction of the latter - with new materials matching the old as closely as

possible, and with subtle adjustments in proportion to meet the new
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floor grades - as part of the exterior design of the new building. The rephcation

option described here produces a much stronger result; while not as historically

genuine, it can be used on two faces of the new building instead of only one, and

would thereby create a much stronger historical image. This approach would also

eliminate the differences in floor elevations in relation to "old" and new windows,

and therefore both the need to introduce an atrium behind the facade and the

resulting loss of floor area. Except for a sUght difference in proportion and height,

the treatment of the first floor portion of the facade will be identical to that in the

retention option; since the symmetry of the 80 Kingston Street building requires a

central garage entrance location, this option will also eliminate some street-level

retail area. Obviously, this option will also greatly simplify the new below- and

above-grade construction for the portion of the building under discussion (as well as

the demolition of the existing garage), and thereby not impose the cost and time

penalties inherent in the retention of the existing facade. However, because the

replicated facade would place the roof above this portion of the building at a higher

level than that of the adjoining 88 Kingston Street building, increased snow build-up

on the latter may result.

80 Kingston Street - Removal and Reconstruction

The final option for the retention of 80 Kingston Street consists of removal and

reconstruction of the existing facade in a new location such as off-site, or in the

center of the future wall facing the park proposed for the Kingston/Essex Street

corner following the taking down of 88 Kingston Street for the widening of Essex

Street.

This option is probably the most difficult to accomplish technically, since it will be

necessary to sectionalize the facade, separate it from the building behind it, and

remove each section without doing damage to its materials - it is very doubtful that

piece-by-piece removal would be possible. In contrast to retainage of the entire

building or the facade, the removal could be done in advance of demolition, and

would therefore, not impact either implosion or below-grade construction. Unless

reconstruction occurs right away, however, an interim storage location would have to

be found. At the end, it is questionable whether this method of preservation is

appropriate when the existing facade no longer serves its purpose.
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Summary of 80 Kingston Street Studies

Of the four options examined for the retention of 80 Kingston Street, the first -

retention of the entire building - is not a feasible alternative. Each of the three facade

retention options impacts the project budget and schedule in one or more areas:

1) Below-grade construction;

2) Temporary structural support/bracing requirements;

3) Demolition/implosion;

4) Additional enclosure;

5) Loss of rentable office area;

6) Loss of rentable retail area; and

7) Temporary storage.

Totally separate from economic and construction considerations, and from the concept

and intent of facade retention, the appearance of the finished product will also vary for

each of these options.

Consideration of all of the factors and options - particularly after 88 Kingston Street

is demolished for street widening - appears to reinforce the facade design of Alternative 7

which, while it does not preserve the existing building or facade, will recreate in its style

the historical character of the district.

Mitigation Measures

In Alternative 7, the Revised Developer's Proposal, the placement of the building

and tower provides for the future widening of Essex Street, thereby unavoidably reducing

the site in the north/south direction and moving the tower five feet closer to the Bedford

Building property Une. Equally unavoidable, the presence of a 37-story tower in close

proximity to a 5-story historical structure creates a strong contrast, which would not be

perceptibly lessened at street level even if the height of the tower were reduced by five or

more stories. The design represents all of the possible mitigation measures:
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emphasis on a 5-story streetwall with strong cornice lines, above which a setback occurs;

alignment along the street edge on Lincoln Street; a compatible material color;

well-articulated architectural detailing of the tower base with recessed windows,

decorative metal grilles, and lighting elements, deep cornices accented horizontally, strong

joint lines in the stonework, a variety of window opening sizes organized around the

rhythms of a vertical expression, and strongly expressed, recessed entrances (all of which

will create a play of shadows); multiple setbacks on the facade of the tower as it stretches

upward, and a change in materials from stone to glass-and-metal to lighten the appearance

of its upper portion. In addition, the massing and expression of the low-rise building

brings the balance of the project into close harmony with its historic neighbor, and treats it

with great respect on the more heavily used Bedford Street side of the new building.

4.6.4 Archaeological Resources

An archaeological reconnaisance survey performed by Public Archaeology

Laboratories, Inc. evaluated the archaeological resources of the project area. This survey

consisted of documentary research, a review of geotechnical data, a walkover inspection,

and project area stratification analysis. This survey was submitted to the Massachusetts

Historical Commission and the City of Boston's Environmental Department. (See

Technical Appendix I for a copy of the entire Archaelogical Reconnaisance Survey.)

The project area may be considered to have low sensitivity to archaeological

resources. There is httle evidence that highly significant resources remain intact within

the project area. The original ground surface of the project area has been affected by the

processes of urban development including filling, construction, excavation, and

demolition. These processes have both created and damaged the project area's

archaeological record.

The reconnaissance results indicate that twentieth century activities within the site

area have impacted deposits formed during preceding periods. The earlier deposits might

potentially include prehistoric marsh shore with evidence of human occupation, early

historic agricultural soils, early nineteenth century foundations, privies, and rubbish

deposits. The historic record and physical evidence examined, however, suggest little

possibility of the survival of intact archaeological resources.
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Documentary research, which included examination of both prehistoric and historic

data, showed that the project area has undergone extensive change throughout the last

12,000 years. From the post-glacial environment of 12,000 years ago to the initial

European contact CA. 450 B.C., the project area was part of, in turn, a broad valley, a

fresh-water swamp, and an estuarine, marshy zone on the shore of the South Cove.

Prehistoric settlement in the vicinity was most likely to have occurred during the Archaic

or Woodland Periods, given the proximity of the Late Archaic Boylston Street Fishweir

and the high density of Woodland sites in the region's coastal areas.

Land use from the seventeenth century to the present consisted of successive

occupation of the project area by open agricultural fields, residences, and commercial

buildings associated with Boston's leather industry. After World War II, the area was used

primarily as a parking area. Its present configuration will in turn be changed by the

proposed development.

Geotechnical data, primarily boring logs, were examined to collect information

concerning the potential integrity of the project area's resources. The test borings

consistently revealed a stratum of fill below the present ground surface, varying in

thickness between 7.5-18.5 feet. No boring logs indicate the presence of potentially

significant strata.

During the walkover inspection, it became clear that there is little indication of the

pre-1930's appearance of the district. Demolition and new construction has radically

changed the configuration of the project area, and visible evidence remains of potentially

significant archaeological resources.

A series of maps of the project area demonstrated the construction of an

uninterrupted progression of more and larger buildings from colonial times until the early

twentieth century. Each construction episode impacted the former structures on the site

by demolition, clearing, filling, and cellar excavation. While it is possible that these

processes could have been completed without destroying all evidence of the previous

occupation, it is likely that this evidence was compromised.

The documented impacts within the project area include the excavation of building

cellars, the large scale excavation necessary for the placement of elevator shafts, and utility

trenches. Test borings show that much of the project area vicinity is underlain by a deep

level of relatively undifferentiated structural fill, almost certainly derived from demolition

of the project area's structures. The lack of organic or non-structural debris deposits in

the cores shows that there is no existing evidence of surviving, potentially significant

archaeological deposits above the natural silts and clays of the project area subsoil.
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In addition to the problem of integrity, the research value of the project area's

archaeological record is fairly low. Until the late Colonial or Federal Period, the

post-Contact land use of the area was that of open agricultural fields with a few residences

on its street frontage. Federal Period structures and deposits, while of archaeological

value, were almost certainly destroyed during the intensive development of the area after

the mid nineteenth century. Maps of the later nineteenth century, show alleyways and

single-story outbuildings to the rear of the main structures. Such places may contain

privies, trash pits, and other features incorporating cultural material that can provide new

data on contemporary economics and dietary practices. Unfortunately, the late nineteenth

and early twentieth century landuse of the area almost certainly damaged these small

pockets of open space. The excavation of basements during this period constituted a

major impact to the project area's archaeological record.

The streets within the project area, primarily Columbia Street, while escaping the

effects of construction, have been affected by the placement of utilities while it is possible

that small pockets of undisturbed early fields, or even prehistoric cultural deposits, which

may survive beneath these streets, they would likely be truncated by the deeper bedding

trenches. While there is potential for locating a feature with good horizontal and vertical

integrity, such a possibility is unlikely.

Mitigation Measures

The results of the Archaeological Reconnaissance Survey performed by Public

Archaeology Laboratory, Inc. determined that the project area's archaeological sensitivity

is low. Given such low archaeological sensitivity, no further archaeological investigation is

recommended within the project area and no mitigation measures are necessary. In

addition, staff of the Massachusetts Historical Commission (MHC) have reviewed the

Archaeological Reconnaissance Survey and have determined that no further

archaeological review is required in compliance with M.G.L. Ch. 9, SS.26-27c as amended

by Ch. 254 of the Acts of 1988 (950 CMR 71). (See Appendix E for a copy of MHCs letter

to HMM Associates, Inc.)
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4.7 Open Space

4.7.1 Alternative 7 Evaluation - Quality of Potential Open Spaces and Streetscape

Impacts

The focal point of the open exterior space incorporated into Alternative 7 is a 4,000

square foot public plaza between the low-rise portion of One Lincoln Street and the

Bedford Building (see Figure 4-80). Entered from Bedford Street through an inviting

custom-designed gate crafted in wrought iron (and large enough for a fire truck to pass

through it), the Plaza will be paved in brick, with granite accents and a brick and granite

feature pattern at its end. The use of seat-height planters for trees and seasonal planters,

and of individual granite seating blocks (which could be interspersed between a row of

acorn light poles at one side of the plaza) is being considered. The plaza could then be

used to provide a wind- and sun-protected outdoor gathering place for those who wish to

escape from the surrounding streets and buildings during those times of the day and year

when comfortable temperatures invite its use.

At such time as Essex Street is widened, that portion of the existing building at 88

Kingston Street which is within the new property line would be replaced with a 4,000

square foot park whose design would give recognition to the proximity of the Chinese

community by incorporating oriental motifs into its paving and landscaping, and a

welcoming Moongate into the Colonnade which surrounds it. Within the park, permanent

vendors' kiosks would be incorporated into the new south and east facades bordering it,

and a protected outdoor seating area would encourage use by individuals and the

community.

The sidewalk around the perimeter of the site - on Kingston, Bedford, Lincoln, and

Essex Streets - are paved similarly to the Columbia Street Plaza: in brick, with granite

feature strips and new granite curbing. Street trees and acorn light poles enhance the

pedestrian environment. Areas of the building facade between entrance points are lined

with the display windows of shops, and entrances to these offer direct sidewalk access to

shoppers and passers-by.

The interior public areas of One Lincoln Street are a progression of ground floor

lobbies (serving tower and low-rise building), passages, and public spaces, retail-lined

wherever possible and flowing into a main north-south spine from Bedford to Essex

Streets. This central spine is the main interior pedestrian street through the project - an

aligned continuation of the pedestrian passage through 99 Summer Street on the north,
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and an indoor version of Columbia Street which formerly traversed the site immediately to

its east. At its center, a grand stair leads to the second level atrium floor. Greenery in

planters gives visual articulation to the transition between levels. An oriental garden with

rocks and sand amidst carefully arranged planting is one of the possible treatments for the

edge of the second floor public area. Above it, the atrium extends upward four stories to a

skylight which brings diffused daylight to the interior areas. At street level, retail shops

and their display windows Une the interior, richly-treated passages which provide enclosed

spaces for circulation and shopping.

4.7.2 Impact on Pagoda Park Relocation Project

According to the Boston Redevelopment Authority's Chinatown Planner, the Pagoda

Park Relocation Project - which at one time contemplated the relocation of Pagoda Park

from its present location on the south side of Kneeland Street (between the Wang Office

Building and the Boston Thermal Steam Plant) to the area bounded by Essex Street and

the Surface Artery, along the eastern edge of the block directly south of the project site - is

currently dormant and in search of an alternate location. This area will not become

available until the exit ramp from the Central Artery Tunnel to Beach Street is closed and

a level of service constructed above it. While as it is unHkely that the site described above

will be selected for Pagoda's Park relocation, the massing of Alternative 7 would place the

tower opposite the possible park, with minimal shadow effects but with some increase in

pedestrian level wind activity. Due to the distance between them there is, of course, no

impact of Alternative 7 on the existing Pagoda Park.
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4.8 Construction

4.8.1 Construction Schedule

Construction of One Lincoln Street is anticipated to commence in the middle of

1990. Construction time frame would be approximately 30 months from start of work

on-site until completion of Base Building work. Initial operations would include asbestos

abatement and demolition of both the Bedford Street Garage and 88 Kingston Street. In

addition pretrenching work and obstruction removal would start around the perimeter of

the balance of the project site. Installation of slurry walls would follow and it is

anticipated that excavation under the tower portion of the project would be completed

approximately 9 months after the start of construction and under the low-rise portion of

the project 3 months later. Building columns would be founded on spread footings on

glacial till. Structural steel erection of the tower is anticipated to be complete by month 19

and project completion by late 1992.

4.8.2 Transportation-Related Construction Impacts

The chief transportation impacts that are of concern during the construction period

are traffic impacts on streets leading to and around the site, worker parking, unloading and

storage of construction materials and equipment and the enclosure of the site to protect

pedestrians. All these matters require City licensing, and both good planning and

coordination are necessary to ensure that construction period transportation impacts are

minimized to the greatest extent possible.

Existing corridors of high pedestrian and vehicular traffic have the most potential to

be adversely affected. The current areas of heaviest pedestrian traffic occur along

Summer Street. This area has heavy use due to transit patrons accessing Washington and

Park Street stations to the North and South Station to the South. Major transportation

corridors within this area include the Surface Artery, Essex Street, Bedford Street, Lincoln

Street, and Summer Street. The construction plan and operations must be so developed as

to minimize use of these streets by construction vehicles and construction workers to the

greatest extend possible, particularly during peak hours.
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A detailed Construction Management Plan will be prepared by the project developer

in close coordination with the construction contractor for submittal for approval by the

City's Transportation Department prior to issuance of a building permit. At this time, only

the principles and concepts of such a plan can be articulated.

Some limitations exist in detailing a Construction Management Plan during the

public approval process and months in advance of construction itself. The City permits

and controls require specific input from the responsible City agencies, which must take

into account expected conditions at the time of construction, including coordination with

other public, private, or utility construction going on at the same time. With this in mind,

it is possible to state a number of principles, as follows, which would govern the

construction process in order to reduce negative impacts.

To plan for the least disruptive constructive period, the phasing of construction work

should be coordinated with other construction activities in the area. Likewise, the

components of the overall development must be staged so as to minimize

transportation-related and other construction impacts. The project with the greatest

potential conflict is the Central Artery/Third Harbor Tunnel project, where peak

construction years are currently estimated to be 1991-1995 and earliest construction on the

tunnel portion is scheduled to commence in 1990. In order to minimize impacts to truck

deliveries to the One Lincoln Street project site, a truck delivery plan will be proposed.

Trucks making deliveries northbound on the Central Artery would exit at Lincoln

Street an4 go directly to the site. Trucks making deliveries southbound on the Central

Artery would exit at South Station, turn right on Summer Street and left onto Bedford

Street. Trucks would be able to exit onto Essex Street and follow the Surface Artery to the

Central Artery entry points.

For all staging and materials storage areas and activities, detailed plans to minimize

impacts would be set forth in the Construction Management Plan and would require close

coordination and monitoring in order to assure that there would be the least possible

disruption to pedestrians and commuters. This would include coordination with the

Construction Management Plans of other nearby developments that will be underway at

the same time as the One Lincoln Street construction period.
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Workers at the site would be encouraged to use transit, ride share, or park at off-site

locations in order to reduce their contributions to traffic and parking around the

construction site to the greatest extent possible. Parking spaces would not be supplied on

site for workers. The Construction Management Plan would outline specific ways in which

the contractor is to communicate with workers and to cooperate with the Boston

Transportation Department in order to minimize worker parking impacts.

Impacts to pedestrians around the site would be mitigated by the construction of

fencing around construction areas. In addition a lighted, covered pedestrian walkway

should be provided along the west side of Lincoln Street and the east side of Kingston

Street during the appropriate stages of construction.

4.8.3 Noise and Vibration

Noise

The different stages of construction identified in the construction schedule would

have different noise characteristics as presented in Table 4-37. The highest noise levels

would occur during ground clearing, excavation, and demolition, while the other

construction phases generally are quieter. Thus, the highest noise intrusions within the

project area would be expected to occur during the Fall of 1990 when the work on the

Kingston-Bedford Street garage site would have begun erection operations and ground

clearing and excavation would have commenced for the Essex Street site.

Construction noise is regulated by the City of Boston to limit it at the lot line of

office and retail property to no more than 80 decibels. Therefore, none of the

construction activities (except impact devices) may legally exceed the 80 decibel noise

level. No significantly different noise impacts are anticipated to occur. However, the

construction of any of the alternatives would cause impacts on the pedestrian environment

along the street adjacent to the site, including Essex, Lincoln, Kingston, and Bedford

Streets.
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TABLE 4-37

Construction
Phase

Ground Clearing

Excavation

Foundations

Erection

Finishing

TYPICAL RANGES OF NOISE



The passage of construction trucks along the delivery routes can elevate peak noise

levels above 91 decibels. A noise assessment was conducted to determine the adverse

noise impacts to sensitive noise receptors. The methodology described in the report

published by Bolt, Beranek and Newman (1983) was used for assessment. Due to the

Umitations of this methodology, the number of vehicles was set at 100, although there

would be considerably fewer per day. All receptors were located 15 feet from the source.

Based on this analysis, the design noise level which equates to the noise generated by

trucks over a twenty four hour period was 45 decibels.

Based on the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development criteria (Bolt,

Beranek and Newman, 1983), this level is acceptable for residential land use. Although

each truck passage would result in high noise peak, the cumulative effect would be

relatively insignificant compared to the other noise sources in the area.

Vibration

Vibration impacts due to construction related activities at the One Lincoln Street

project will be primarily developed during the demolition and excavation phases of the

work. In that the foundation system does not anticipate the use of piles, ground vibration

should be at a minimum.

4.8.4 Foundations

Depending on the final selection of the foundation construction system the proposed

high-rise and low-rise building structures would be founded on spread footings or load

bearing elements (LBEs: reinforced concrete support units constructed by utilizing the

slurry-trench technique) or a combination of the two. The building would have a five-level

underground parking structure covering the project site.

Construction of the underground parking structure would commence with the

installation of a concrete diaphragm wall with the slurry-trench technique along the entire

perimeter of the project site. The wall would be 30 inches in width and would extend

vertically 12 feet below the bottom of the approximately 55 foot deep foundation

excavation. Excavated materials would include fill, glaciomarine clay and glacial till. The

lowest parking garage level (P5) would bear on the glacial till.
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Due to the proposed foundation excavation, it is expected that a temporary drop

(i.e., during the construction period) in the groundwater table would occur around the

immediate site vicinity. Changes in the groundwater table elevation would be closely

monitored by a network of groundwater observation wells during construction (see Section

4.8.7).

Existing buildings adjacent to the site, Bedford Building and 80 Kingston Street,

have shallow foundations. Boston-Edison Building across Kingston Street is supported by

concrete caissons bearing on the glacial till. More recently built 99 Summer Street

building across Bedford Street and 125 Summer Street building across Lincoln Street are

supported by footings and LBEs, respectively. Existing Expressway Tunnel structure has a

mat foundation with a hydrostatic pressure relief (drainage) system. In conclusion, none

of these existing structures are supported by wood piles which are susceptible to

deterioration upon exposure to air due to groundwater lowering.

The proposed One Lincoln Street foundation excavation would be scaled to a great

extent by the perimeter diaphragm walls penetrating deep into the glacial till structure

which is quite impervious. It is not expected that during the period of construction

groundwater table regime would be affected to a degree such that existing buildings in

nearby Chinatown, which are typically supported by wood piles would be exposed to any

potential danger. More specifically, it is expected that any change in the groundwater

table elevation would be limited within a zone not more than 150 ft. measured from the

diaphragm walls. Any change in the groundwater regime would be closely monitored

through the implementation of the planned instrumentation program described in Section

4.8.7.

4.8.5 Dust. Debris, and Emissions

During the period of construction of the proposed development, some short-term

adverse impacts on air quality would occur. An increase in air-borne particulate matter

would occur in the form of fugitive dust from demolition, ground excavation, mounds of

stored earth and aggregate, concrete construction, and carpentry works and similar

activities. The extent of dispersion of this dust would depend on the nature of wind

conditions, construction activities, transfer methods, particulate dimensions, and

mitigation measures.
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The major dust-emitting activities would occur during demolition of the

Kingston-Bedford Street garage and during construction activities involving excavation

and foundation work. Principal on-site sources of particulate matter include excavation

processes and exposed aggregate, earth storage, and building materials. For each source

type, emissions would depend on such factors as the properties of emitting surfaces (e.g.,

soil site content, moisture content, and volume of spoils), meteorological variables, and

the construction practices employed, it is anticipated that emissions from excavation

activities could be significant for the project site because of the large amount of

foundation excavation required for the subsurface parking facilities.

Exposed earth removed in the process of excavation, and gravel, sand, and concrete,

etc., dumped on the site are potential dust emitters during mechanical disturbances and

transfer operations; as well as during high winds. In either case, the bulk of the dust is

emitted shortly after the initial loading of a freshly processed aggregate because it is

during this period that the fine particles are most easily dislodged. Subsequent rainfall

moistens the interior of the mounds and the moisture is released very slowly. Thus, the

emissions from storage mounds depend primarily on the regional

precipitation/evaporation (PE) index. The PE index is a measure of the precipitation to

evaporation ratio and, in the contiguous United States, ranges from a low of 10 (highly

conductive for dust particles) in the arid southwest to approximately 170 (not conducive

for dust particles) in the upper northeast. In the Boston area, the PE index is 132, well

above the average for the U.S. as a whole. This would indicate the potential for only a

moderate amount of fugitive dust generation from construction operations if standard

construction dust mitigation measures are enforced.

Debris from construction is another form of pollution that will be generated on the

site. This waste material would include wood, plastic sheeting, wrapping materials, and

trash resulting from construction operations. The developer will plan to remove such

waste/debris from the site frequently to assure that it does not create a waste problem in

the community.

Asbestos (a group of magnesium silicate mineral fibers), often used in the past in

commercial buildings because of its incombustibility, insulation against heat/cold/noise,

flexibility, good dielectric qualities, and great tensile strength, is another potential

pollutant, especially during demolition of some older buildings. The asbestos fibers can be

inhaled from airborne dust. Inhalation of asbestos fibers is associated with a number of

health problems including asbestosis, lung cancer, mesothelioma, and pleural plaques.
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Extreme precautions are required in the handling and removal of asbestos material.

Prior to the handling and removal of asbestos, the United States Environmental Protection

Agency (USEPA) and the Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection (DEP)

must be notified twenty (20) days before the commencement of any demoUtion.

For handling and removal of asbestos materials at the site, strict health and safety

measures must be taken to prevent workers involved in the removal operations from

becoming contaminated. The workers must wear protective clothing and respiratory

masks. Decontamination procedures must be maintained at the site in such case. All of

the precautionary measures must be taken to prevent workers involved in the removal

operations from becoming contaminated. The workers must wear protective clothing and

respiratory masks. Decontamination procedures must be maintained at the site in such

case. All of the precautionary measures and procedures required by the USEPA and

DEQE must be followed.

The area containing the asbestos material must be sealed off. Wetting agents should

be used to wet down the asbestos material. The asbestos material must be dismantled and

placed in double lined plastic bags marked "hazardous waste". Also, each bag must be

properly labeled to provide information on its contents and to specify its destination.

4.8.6 Other Construction Activities

Several developments planned in the immediate vicinity of the Kingston-

Bedford-Essex Street site are likely to have construction phases that will overlap with

construction activities on the site. These planned developments include the Central Artery

Depression and Boston Crossing,

Potential cumulative construction related impacts (traffic, noise, and air quality) may

occur depending on the actual construction schedules for development of One Lincoln

Street site and those other projects identified above. Should schedules overlap to a large

degree, truck traffic would increase along Essex Street and the Surface Artery, with an

increased level of concern for noise and air quality. In addition, construction staging areas

and construction worker parking could become issues, depending on the ability of each

development to provide adequate on-site and off-site solutions.
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4.8.7 Mitigation Measures

Construction Schedule. Materials Movement and Staging Areas

Coordination of construction schedules, truck routing, and staging areas between

One Lincoln Street site and other projects in the area should be comprehensively

undertaken once preUminary construction schedules have been established. This activity

will be coordinated by the City of Boston through its construction management review

process. The Boston Transportation Department requires that a construction

management plan be approved prior to the issuance of a building permit by the

inspectional Services Department.

In order to minimize traffic and pedestrian disturbances, the following measures

should be incorporated into the construction management plan:

o When practical, limit truck deliveries to off-peak travel hours;

o Utilize off-site staging for steel and precasts concrete deliveries;

o Erect precast facade on second shift;

o Provide fencing around the staging areas to protect pedestrian traffic near the

construction site;

o Require construction workers to access the site via public transportation, ride

sharing, or parking at off-site locations;

o Provide a lighted pedestrian walkway surrounding the site along the east side

of Kingston Street, and the west side of Lincoln Street during the appropriate

stages of construction.

Noise

Most of the noise during construction on the project site will be derived from

internal combustion engines. These sources are usually diesel powered with most of the

noise emanating from the exhaust outlet and, to a lesser extent, inlet and structural

sources. Outfitting equipment with proper mufflers and intake silences, aid in the

management of construction noise.
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Much of the construction noise which occurs above ground level cannot be readily

attenuated. Therefore, the developer should adhere to the following construction

practices:

o No on-site construction activity should commence prior to 6:00 AM or

terminate later than 6:00 PM, unless extended hours are necessary to

maintain the project schedule, except for facade construction;

o All equipment should be well maintained and in proper working order;

o Impact tools and other sources of excessive noise should be fitted with

state-of-the-art noise suppressors or enclosed in sound absorbsion chambers

to reduce noise levels to applicable local guidelines;

o Pedestrians should be encouraged to remain at a safe distance from the site.

Closing Columbia Street would be an effective noise mitigation measure;

o Noisy equipment should be kept as far as practicable from nearby sensitive

receptors;

o Equipment should not be permitted to idle unnecessarily;

o Stationary noise generating equipment should be enclosed whenever

practicable.

Groundwater

The lowest below-grade (P5) floor of the proposed One Lincoln Street project will

be designed as a slab-on-grade and the hydrostatic uplift pressure against the slab will be

relieved by providing an underslab drain. The drain consisting of a blanket of crushed

stone and a grid of perforated PVC pipes will collect the seeping groundwater and

discharge into sump pits located at the P5 level.
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Groundwater seepage into the underslab drain will occur through the glacial till

stratum which is quite impervious. In-situ tests indicated that coefficient of permeability

of the glacial till formation underlying the site (Section 3.4.2) is about 10-5 cm per sec. It

has been estimated that the peak groundwater flow rate into the drain system for the

entire base area of the building would be in the range of 20 to 25 gallons per minute

(gpm). During non-peak periods (seasons), the infiltration rate is expected to be relatively

smaller. Groundwater collected through the underslab drainage system is planned to be

discharged into the City's existing combined sewer system. The Boston Water and Sewer

Commission has indicated that discharge of groundwater during construction to the BWSC
combined system will be allowed. However, permanent discharge of groundwater to the

combined system and the Deer Island Treatment Plant is not allowed by law.

The disposal (recycling) of underdrain water through recharge wells has been

investigated. The analysis evaluated the injection of groundwater into the glacial till

formation from which the water will be withdrawn, as well as recharge to the underlying

bedrock and the fill stratum overlying the site.

Using a well radius of 1.0 foot, it was determined that the maximum injection rate

that could be sustained in a single well screened in glacial till is approximately 1.0 to 1.5

gpm. It therefore does not appear feasible to dispose of 25 gpm through recharge wells

screened exclusively in the glacial till, because installation of 15 to 25 wells on the site

perimeter would be impractical.

Screening the recharge wells in the underlying bedrock formation would not

significantly improve the feasibiUty of recharge wells given that these formations typically

are less permeable than the glacial till in the Boston area. Tests were performed in the

bedrock at a site several blocks from One Lincoln Street which resulted in recharge rates

of less than 1 gpm. The marine clay stratum is practically impervious and is not suitable

for recharding.

The analysis of groundwater injection into the fill stratum indicated that the

predicted underflow rate of 25 gpm could be reinjected into the fill deposits if equally

divided between at least three recharge wells. This, however, would cause water levels to

rise above the bottom grades of shallow basements in neighboring structures such as the

Bedford Building and the Boston Edison Company building. Further analyses indicate

that similar basement floating conditions would occur if the underdrain water alternatively

was discharged to a recharge trench approximately 50 feet in length and placed in the fill

stratum. The maximum rate at which water could be discharged to the fill layer without

causing rises in water levels above the adjacent basement grades would be approximately

0.5 to 1.5 gpm per well.
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The above analyses demonstrate that the recharge of underdrain water to the ground

would not be a feasible alternative to discharge to the existing combined sewer system.

Groundwater samples collected from the glacial till stratum were tested and the

following results were obtained: pH from 8.3 to 9.1; specific conductance 1,800 umbos

(micro-mhos) per in. In addition, a groundwater sample from the glacial till was

tested/analyzed for contamination by Enservo, Inc., Cambridge, Massachusetts. No

hazardous substance was detected in the tests.

Since December 1988, groundwater levels at the project site have been monitored by

five observation wells as indicated in Figure 4-81. It will be necessary to remove these

wells during the proposed foundation excavation.

In order to monitor fluctuations in groundwater regime surrounding the project site,

during and after the proposed construction, ten groundwater observation wells and three

piezometers will be installed, at and around the site. Proposed locations for these

instrumentations are indicated in Figure 4-81.

The ten groundwater observation wells will be installed to depths below the

fill-marine clay interface to monitor the groundwater levels. The three piezometers, on

the other hand, will be installed to monitor the piezometric (pressure) heads in the glacial

till stratum.

The proposed groundwater instrumentation program will be implemented prior to

the commencement of construction, and instrumentation will be monitored during and

after construction completion.

It is expected that the groundwater collected through the relatively impervious

glacial till into the underslab drainage will not have a negative impact on the groundwater

regime surrounding the project site. Specifically, it is anticipated that the underdrain

system will not create a hazard to the existing wood pile foundations of nearby properties.

Draw-down in the existing groundwater table, if any, will likely be minimal and limited to

the immediate project area. The proposed observation well program will monitor the

groundwater levels around the project site on a continuous basis. (See Technical

Appendix J for a full description of Haley & Aldrich's Groundwater Recharge Feasibility

Study for One Lincoln Street.)
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Dust. Debris, and Emissions

Mitigation measures employed to reduce fugitive dust emissions from construction

activities should include minimal storage of excavated soil and aggregate on the site,

periodic wetting of earth mounds on a scheduled basis, minimizing disturbance of loose

materials, and storing materials away from pedestrian walkways. Containment of other

construction materials and miscellaneous trash will be controlled by proper on-site

supervision. Also, early removal of waste materials from the site would mitigate much of

the potential problem.
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5.0 RESPONSES TO COMMENTS ON THE DRAFT EIR

This Final EIR addresses seven sets of comments. Commentators were:

5.1 The Executive Office of Environmental Affairs;

5.2 The Massachusetts Water Resources Authority;

5.3 The Executive Office of Transportation and Construction;

5.4 The Department of Environmental Protection;

5.5 Stephen H. Kaiser, Traffic and Transportation Engineer;

5.6 The Boston Water and Sewer Commission; and

5.7 The Massachusetts Historical Commission.

Copies of the comment letters are included in this Section of the Final EIR. Each

letter has been assigned a number as indicated above. In addition, the individual

comments within each letter are identified by sub-section numbers, located in the left

margin of each page. Detailed responses, corresponding to numbered comments, follow

each of the letters. The sub-section numbers are used to reference specific comments.
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5.1 RFSPONSE TO COMMENTS FROM THE EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF

ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS (EOEA)

Comments from: John DeVillars, Secretary

Dated: June 6, 1989
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iMt COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS

MICHAEL S. Dukakis
COVCRNON

JOHN DeVlLLARS
SECRETARY June 6. 1989

CERTIFICATE OF THE SECRETARY OF ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS
ON THE

DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT

PROJECT NAME
PROJECT LOCATION
BOEA NUMBER
PROJECT PROPONENT
DATE NOTICED IN MONITOR

Bedford Kingston/Essex Development
Boston
6132
Boston Redevelopment Authority
April 27. 1989

The Secretary of Environmental Affairs herein issues a
statement that the Draft Environmental Impact Report submitted on
the above project adequately and properly complies with the
Massachusetts Environmental Policy Act (G.L., c.30, S.61-62H) and
with its implementing regulations (301 CMR 11.00).

Overview

As stated in the Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR)

,

the function of the DEIR was "(a)s an information source for
planners, citizens, and developers to use in weighing the
beneficial and adverse effect of preliminary designs and in
evaluating whether individual elements, when aggregated, satisfy
project objectives and the needs of the community."

Vie*««d In its entirety, the analyses in the Draft EIR have
not produced a single alternative that is clearly superior to the
other alternatives. Because this is so, the BRA and the
proponent are asked to consider the comments and those raised in

this Certificate In order to modify and refine two or three of

the more promising and feasible alternatives. The Final EIR
should fully analyze and compare these few alternatives.
Furthermore, the analyses themselves should be tightened up and
reworked as recommended, in order to streamline the FEIR review.

lOO CAM8RIOCE STREET BOSTON MA C2202 I6l7l ?27 9MOO
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The PEIR must be a complete document. The report should
stand alone, with a separate Response to Comments Section, which
will allow for two levels of review.

Alternatives Analysis

Changes have been made In the heights and the massing of the
project plan alternatives since the Environmental Notification

5.1.2 Form review and scoping. Although the ENF identified the minimum
project as a 2S0 foot, 450,000 square foot alternative, the
SBsllsst project evaluated In the Draft EIR is 130,000 square
feet larger.

Moreover, at the EN? stage, the public sentiment clearly
favored an analysis of a smaller scale development, with shorter
bulldlz^s than were Identified in the three preliminary
alternatives offered by the BRA. In response, the scope required
the analysis of an alternative of reduced height, recognizing
that greater site coverage would be necessary. None of
alternatives studied are responsive and sensitive to the ax»alysis
asked for in the scope.

The Draft EIR has offered Alternative 5. with two buildings
at 200 feet and 240 feet and a total of 730,000 square feet.
The tallest building height, at 240 feet, is a mere 10 foot

5.1.3 reduction below Alternative 4. and the shorter building is
actually 50 feet hlglMr than the shortest building in Alternative
4. Further, the square footage exceeds Alternative 4 by 150,000
square feet and the least dense alternative in the ENF by almost
300.000 square feet. This alternative does not allow for the
kind of comparative analysis that was envisioned in the scope.

The size range of the alternatives has increased by nearly
5.1.4 30 percent between the ENF filing and the Draft EIR. from 450,000

to 700.000 at the ENF stage to 580,000 square feet to 1.005,000
square feet at the Draft EIR stage. This must be explained.

The apparent differences between the Alternatives could be
clearer in th* Draft report's tabular comparisons. For example.
Alternativee 5 and 6 are referred to by name, rather than height

5.1.5 of the tall«»t towers, which was the reference for Alternatives
2, 3, and 4. Also, none of the alternatives, i.e. 2 through* 6

,

identify the heights of the second towers.

The Draft EIR states that there is no preferred alternative
at this stage. However, it is not clear that all of the
alternatives are equally feasible. Alternative 6, the
Developer's Plan calls for a 465 foot tower. Is this height
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consistent wl^h Dovmtovm IPOD standards for this district? Since
this sit« "{s)erves as a transition area between the tall
buildings foiand in the Financial District and the smaller
buildings of Chinatown to the southwest and from the Leather
District across the Central Artery to the southeast." would a
single tower, as tall as some of the tallest buildings in the
Financial District truly serve as a "transition" to the abutting
historic districts? The total height of Alternative 6 is 514
feet (p. 201). Is this consistent with IPOD standards in the
abutting districts?

It also appears that other alternatives may not be feasible.
Froa the discussions in the DEIR Summary, it seems possible that
widening of Essex Street could become part of the Central Artery
Project, or the widening may be necessary to mitigate traffic
impacts associated with the Boston Crossing and Commonwealth
Center projects. If so, would Alternatives 2, 3, and 4 really
considered to be feasible?

Based on the questions that have been raised here and within
the comments concerning specific impacts, it is recommended that
the Final SIR carry forward at least one alternative that
addresses the problems raised. Obviously, this alternative
should reinforce the positive aspects, while minimizing the
negative. By way of example, if Alternative 4 with its lower
heights could be modified by adding one or more the private
parcels and Columbia Street, possibly a better transition between
the Chinatown community and the site could be achieved, even if
added height was needed to offset land costs, and an open space
plan similar to Alternative 5 would be possible. Widening of
Essex Street would also be possible.

Transportation

It is not clear why the 400 foot tower is considered to be
more "critical" in terms of traffic than the 465 foot tower. The
peak hour person trips, Table IV A-9 consistently show the
Developer's Alternative higher than the other alternatives. How
is the lower number of vehicle trips in Table IV A-10 for the
Developer's Proposal explained? It is not at all clear why the l

million square foot alternative would generate fewer total daily
vehicle trips than the 580,000 square foot alternative. Have any
trips been assigned to the 59,000 square foot lobby proposed for

Alternative 6?

This traffic analysis extrapolates person trips to the site
frcm vehicle trip rates in the ITS Manual . Once the number of

persons is computed, then the trip mode is assigned. It has been
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noted that thcdata derived has not been adequately compared with
other EIRs that have developed project travel demand estimates
from person trips, for example the International Place and Copley
Place EIRs. Those EIRs used rates of 13.5, 38.3 and 13.88 for
every 1000 square feet of office, retail, and hotel space,
respectively. The rates per 1000 square feet of space have not
be presented in this DEIR.

Understanding the person trip rate approach is further
confounded by other assumptions that have been made. i.e. general
office trips were augmented by 10 percent to allow for transit
and walk-in access, which have not been completely explained.
Also, the person rates developed by CTPS and BTO were adjxiated in
the Draft SIR without a full explanation. Taken together, the
reviewer is unable to gauge whether the methodology used is
reasonably accurate and consistent with other traffic studies
that have been reviewed.

Similarly, the mode split percentages need to be explained
In greater detail, particularly in the cases where the analysis
diverges from other comparable studies in Downtown Boston, e.g.
the 10 percent reduction in transit trips to allow for walking
tripe. The basis for the higher walking rates for non-work as
opposed to work trips hasn't been explained. It should be
clearly shown that these estimates are conservative and in line
with other studies.

Why have different vehicle occupancy rates been used in the
computation of person trips per 1000 square feet of office space
and the computation of mode splits?- The vehicle occupancy rate
of 1.2 was used to estimate the number of daily person trips,
while 1.8 persons per vehicle was used to compute vehicle trip
volumes. On its face, the 1.8 appears high. The result from

5.1.13 using these two different rates is that fewer vehicle trips
appear to have been generated for every 1000 square feet of
office space. If the rates were the same, if the 1.8 rate were
lowered to be more consistent with other studies, or reversed;
the dally volumes vehicle trips from the project alternatives,
particularly Alternative # 6 would be higher, and the analysis
more conservative.

5.1.14a I* ^* been noted that the numbering system for the
alternatives in the transportation study is not consistent with
the other sections of Draft EIR,

The projected growth of office space by 19.9 percent and
retail space by 21.7 percent within the study area between 1988
and 1993 is staggering (p. 93), particularly when one considers
that the Boston Crossing and Commonwealth Center projects will
not be completed until about 1996. It is not surprising that of
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the 11 intersections studied, 7 intersections have been predicted
to deteriorate by at least one level of service. Notably, some
movements at the Bedford-Chauncy-LP Garage intersection will go
froa level of service A to F.

What is surprising, however, is that the Draft EIR treats
the mitigation needs so lightly. What additional mitigation will
be needed to deal with the impacts during, and after construction
of the Central Artery project? Will signalization of the
xinsignalized intersections result in queuing that backs up into
nearby intersections, resulting in congestion problems that
offset any benefits that might be derived by signalization? Are
there other potential impacts relating to the proposed mitigation
that have not been identified, particularly with respect to the
Central Artery project? Are the commitments and local support in
place to implement the improvements? Will the improvements be
Implemented timely, with respect to the occupancy of this
project?

Since comparisons between the level of service analysis of
the 1993 No Build and Build Alternatives appears to obscxire an

5.1.16 understanding of the traffic impacts relating to the project. It
Is recommended that a comparative analysis between Existing and
the 1993 Build Alternative be presented in the Final EIR.

Finally, based on a more complete assessment of the roadway
mitigation needed and the project-related traffic impacts, it

5^1^17 should be possible to identify structural mitigation commensurate
with the project impacts. Proponent commitments should be made
to ensure completion of these improvements.

In the event that this additional traffic analysis still
does not yield a reasonable traffic mitigation program, then the
proponent must consider undertaking responsibility for a Traffic

5.1.18 Master Planning Study, which was acknowledged in the DEIR (p.

17). Any recommendations to prepare such a study must Include
commitments to participate in any traffic improvement scheme that
Is developed.

The mass transit portion of the report should address the

5.1.19 concerns raised in the comment from the Executive Office of

Transportation and Construction and Mr. S. -Kaiser.

Parking

5.1.20a The impact resulting from the loss of nearly 800 parking
spaces does not appear to have been adequately mitigated. The

Draft EIR's assessment of the issue is ambiguous, which leaves
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the Issue unresolved. If it is shown that the City has no
Interest or is purposely trying to eliminate parking from this
area of Boston, then the proponent should make plans to replace
these space at outlying transit and commuter rail stations. On
the other hand, if the City's parking policy is unclear or
ambivalent for this area, then the proponent should offset the

5.1.20b parking loss, to the extent possible within the area. What is
the cumulative Impact on parking in this area if the City
eliminates on-street parking in the Kneeland Street area?

Historical Resources

The Pinal EIR should expand on the analysis of the potential
Impacts of the project on historic properties, once alternatives
have been narrowed and the design issues have been more clearly
conceived. In particular, the outstamding issues in the scope
and the coaaents raised by the Massachusetts Historical
Commission should be addressed. The FEIR should report on the
archaeological study and any necessary mitigation, as well.

Open Space

The Draft EIR has not established the desired utility of the
proposed open space. The options appear to be quite different
between Alternatives 2, 3,4, and 6 and Alternative 5, but how
should reviewer's rate those differences? The Draft EIR is also
not enlightening In terms of the quality of the potential open
spaces

.

The reviewer does not gain an understanding of the open
space in context with the streetscape. The dimensions of the
open areas have not been provided, and It is even difficult to
conceive of the "vest pocket park" concept for Alternatives 2, 3,
and 4, based on the Figures in IV 1-2 through 1-6. Is there
sufficient area for benches and landscaping, or will these
activltle* blend with the sidewalk?

Froa- the Plan View, only Alternative 5 has the potential for
coherent open space. However, the area is defined by the strong
angles of the buildings, which may create a harsh and uninviting
space. This problem could be overcome somewhat by adding
curvature to the walls of the building facing the courtyard, so
that it is more C-shaped than L-shaped toward the interior of the
site.
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Finally, it. has been noted that the issues raised in the
scope does not appear to have been addressed, regarding the
status of the Pagoda Park relocation project, and the potential
impacts of the Kingston-Bedford/Essex Street Development project
on the relocated park.

Massing and Visual Quality

The Draft EIR attempted to evaluate the massing and visual
effects of alternative plans along two transition planes; one
from the Financial District to Chinatown and the other from
Boston Common to the Waterfront. Although the objective of the
study is clear, the conclusions drawn in the comparative analysis
of building massing, and specifically the statement that
Alternative 6 "(6)provides more of a transition to the existing
Chinatown buildings than the towers proposed for this location by
Alternative 2 through 4." cannot be appreciated from the visual
perspectives, since a significant portion of the lower rise
portion of the building follows the curb line along Kingston and
Bedford Streets and is visually obscured by the Boston Edison
Substation (Figure IV E-17). It is true that the height is
lower; however, the floor plate is 30,000 square feet greater In
Alternative 6 than the other Alternatives compared. The
conclusions in the DEIR do not reflect this difference in the
massing effect.

Shadow

The shadow study identifies the areas that are considered to
be shadow sensitive in Figure IV E-6 on page 188. In order to
compare the effects of each alternative on these sensitive areas,

5.1.27 the reviewer must flip back and forth between 40 pages of the
report. Overlays would have facilitated the review of this
section of the report.

Nonetheless, it appears that the most significant new shadow
impact would result from both Alternative 2 and Alternative 6

k during the morning hours on December 22. The effect would be

5.1.28 experienced on Boston Common, and it is not clear how many days
prior to and after December 22 this shadow impact would be
experienced. It has also been noted that only Alternatives 4 and
5 do not cast any shadow on the Boston Common.

The shadow study also showed that there was minimal new
».t29 shading from any of the alternatives. However, any qualitative
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effect of addtng to, or deepening existing shadows was not

considered In the report.

Infrastructure

The issues raised in the comment from the MWRA and the

Boston Water and Sewer Commission must be addressed in the Final

EIR. Further, the adequacy of the infrastructure should be

demonstrated using the same background growth assumptions used

the traffic analysis. It is not clear that the 19.9 percent

office growth, the 21.1 percent retail growth or Phase I and II

of Boston Crossing and Phase I of Commonwealth Center have been

included in the infrastructure capacity analyses.

m^

June 6,1989 ^ yV^^vVM^^,
qXtE JOHN DeVILLARS, SECRETARY

Comments received:

5/30/89 MHC
5/25/89 Boston Water and Sewer

5/30/89 S, Kaiser
5/26/89 DEQE, DAQC
6/5/89 EOTC
6/5/89 MWRA

JD/NB/nb
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Alternatives Analysis

5.1.1 Analysis of Alternatives

The evaluation of the alternatives is summarized in Section 3.4 and the DEIR

(Alternatives 1-6). Only Alternatives 6 and its successor, Alternative 7, the Revised

Developer's Proposal, represent detailed design studies based on economic and market

reality.

The six Build alternatives described in the DEIR constitute two distinct phases of the

evolution of the project design. The initial phase began in June 1986, when the BRA
established the set of development guidelines summarized in Section 3.1.3 and, with the

help of its Urban Design Staff, evolved the massing concepts described as Alternatives 2-5

(see Section 3.4). These were intended to show options for land use, building heights,

arrangement, and parcel size sufficiently different from one another to allow an

examination of the full range of environmental consequences in the DEIR. They were not,

however, detailed design studies or serious proposals based on economic and market

reality. Such studies and proposals are represented by Alternatives 6 and 7 representing

the economic realities mandated by the City's Parcel to Parcel Linkage Objectives which

ties the financial and community benefits from a downtown site to a neighborhood

location, in this case Parcel 18 (The Ruggles Center Project). The height, massing and

program for Alternative 7 have received community acceptance and approval by the

Boston Redevelopment Authority as the BRA's Approved Development Plan.

5.1.2 Changes in the Heights and Massing of Alternatives Since the ENF

Same as 5.1.1. While the tower height is greater than that of preliminary

alternatives, the proposed Alternative 7 at an FAR of 12.9 is well within the FAR of 14.0

allowed under applicable new zoning requirements established for the BRA's South

Station's permanent zoning amendment.

5.1.3 Additional Comparative Analvsis

See Response to 5.1.1.
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5.1.4 Increase in Alternatives Studied Between ENF and DEIR Filing

See Responses to 5.1.1 and 5.1.2.

5.1.5 Clarification or Tabular Comparisons

Table 3-1 from the text (which follows) is reprinted to provide evidence of the

greater clarity brought to displaying the alternatives in this table. While the major tower

height is identified, so is the second tower after the initial one. See Section 3.4 for a fuller

discussion of the differences in alternatives.

5.1.6 Consistency of Alternative 6 with Downtown IPOD Requirements

At the time of submission of the Draft EIR, only Alternative 6 was a feasible

development proposal and responded to detailed design studies based on economic and

market reality. The increase in tower height from 400 feet to 465 feet for Alternative 6

resulted from agreement by the BRA and community groups that a taller, slimmer

building of equivalent FAR is preferable to a shorter, squatter one. This conclusion was

formalized by Zoning Commission approval of the South Station Permanent Zoning

Amendment, applicable to the project, and the superseding of the Downtown IPOD

requirements. The greater tower height makes possible a reduction in the height of the

low-rise building from 9 to 7 stories (Alternative 7); the low-rise building latter also plays a

much greater role in the transition to the surrounding lower buildings from One Lincoln

Street.

5.1.7 Impact of Essex Street widening on Alternatives 2. 3 and 4

The future widening of Essex Street to 5 lanes, considered in Alternative 7,

would impact Alternatives 2, 3, and 4 dimensionally but not render them infeasible as a

design concept.

i
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5.1.8 Creation of a Modified Alternative

As outlined in the Responses 5.1.1 to 5.1.7, Alternative 7, which is the Revised

Developer's Proposal and BRA's Approved Development Plan, addresses those concerns

raised from ENF and the DEIR, and presents an alternative for which there is satisfactory

mitigation. Alternative 7 has received solid support from abutters and the Chinese

community. The need to present a new modified alternative was presented to MEPA as

part of a discussion of the Secretary's Certificate on the DEIR. Alternative 7 would carry

out the requirements of this parcel-to-parcel linkage project and would be completed with

minimal environmental impacts and great benefits to the City. Based on discussion with

MEPA (see attached letter in Appendix D to Mr. Steven Davis, MEPA Unit Director), it

was determined that a new modified alternative would not be submitted for this filing.

Transportation

5.1.9 Why is the 400-foot Tower more "critical" in terms of traffic than the 465-foot

Tower? Why does the 1 million square foot alternative generate fewer total

daily vehicle trips than the 580.000 square foot alternative? Have any trips been

assigned to the 59.000 square foot lobby proposed for Alternative 6 ?

The height of a development is not the determinant of trip generation, but

rather the active floor area coupled with the types of land uses involved. The 400-foot

Tower is considered "critical" from a traffic point of view because it generates the greatest

number of vehicle trips. The DEIR/Developer's Proposal (465-foot tower) has a greater

floor area, but the person and vehicle trips are lower because of the different land uses

involved. The 400' Tower contains a high proportion of hotel space, which generates a

higher percentage of person trips than the office space, particularly non-work trips. A
higher proportion of hotel trips are made by automobile, leading to more vehicle trips.

The 465' Tower contains more office space, which generates fewer person trips than the

hotel uses, and which generates a higher proportion of transit trips.

As shown in the table below, reproduced from the DEIR, the 1 million square

foot alternative does generate more total daily vehicle trips than the 580,000 square foot

alternative, the 250-foot Tower. This alternative was the lowest of those analyzed. The

400-foot Tower, that deemed most critical, is very close to the DEIR/Developer's

Proposal in size at 900,000 square feet. For comparison purposes, the Revised

Developer's Proposal is also shown.
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Comparison of Alternatives - Person and Vehicle Trips
Related to Total Development Size

Development Alternative

1 No-Build
2 400-Foot Office Tower
3 325-Foot Office Tower
4 250-Foot Office Tower
5 Expanded Site

6 DEIR/Developer's Proposal
7 Revised Developer's Proposal

Total Develop-



Person Trip Rates per 1000 sf from Various Sources



this study, the ITE vehicle trip rates were converted to person trips by multiplying the

number of vehicles by the car occupancy ITE had assigned (1.2), and then adding another

10% to account for person trips made by transit or walking which might not have been

covered in the ITE vehicle counts.

5.1.11b Whv were CTPS and BTD person trip rates adjusted in the DEIR?

As noted in the text. Section 4.1.3, p. IV-29 - IV-30, the ITE rates were used as

the basis for the trip generation because the equations relate trip generation more exactly

to the size of the land uses , and because the Manual includes Saturday rates, which are

not given by CTPS or BTD. The CTPS and BTD rates were used to determine the

proportion of work and non-work trips. For office use, the One Lincoln rates turn out a

little lower than the CTPS average rates because the CTPS rates don't differentiate

development size. The retail rates (57 arrivals and departures per 1,000 sf) are very close

to the CTPS retail rates (60 arrivals and departures per 1,000 sf) and higher (thereby more

conservative) than the BTD rates (37 arrivals and departures per 1,000 sf).

5.1.12a Explanation of modal split percentages

The modal split percentages for office and retail were taken from the

Environmental Assessment for 125 High Street, with the exception of the increase in walk

only trips. For the hotel use, work trip percentages were taken from 125 High Street

Environmental Assessment, and non-work percentages from the Copley Place EIR (1978)

adapted for downtown location. This study was chosen because the rates were based upon

actual hotel surveys in Boston. The hotel rates are very close to those used in the Fan

Piers DEIR (December, 1985), as follow:

Hotel Modal Split Assumptions
Auto Transit Walk/Other

Work Trips

One Lincoln 30% 60% 10%
Fan Piers 30% 70% 0%

Non-Work Trips

One Lincoln 55% 20% 25%
Fan Piers 60% 15% 25%
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As shown, the transit use rate used in the One Lincoln Street DEIR was 5%

higher than that used in the Fan Piers DEIR, and the auto use rate 5% lower. Given the

significantly better transit access at the Kingston-Bedford site as opposed to the South

Boston/Fort Point Channel area, this is a conservative adjustment. All mode split

assumptions used in the DEIR were agreed to by BTD and BRA in working meetings

conducted during preparation of the DEIR.

5.1.12b Increase of walk trips vs. transit trips .

Both office work and retail work trips were assigned a 10% increment of walk

only trips, where the 125 High Street study assigned none. The added increment was taken

from the transit share to retain conservatism in the auto estimates, and represents the

well-known (and growing) Downtown residential population, many of whom also work

Downtown. A 1985 BRA housing study showed about 80,000 people resident in Boston

Proper (peninsula north of Massachusetts Avenue).

Office and retail non-work trips were in like manner increased by a 10%

increment to 25% to recognize the considerable number of business, lunch, and shopping

trips made among Downtown companies and stores within easy walking distance. The

rates are higher than for work trips because anyone can walk for a midday trip regardless

of where they live, or whether they drove, walked, or took transit to work.

One of the great attractions of Downtown is the proximity of the buildings, and

the related density factor which permits a high degree of easy "face-to-face" business.

Downtown shops are dependent upon this "captive market" of office workers, who walk to

shop at lunchtime, for much of their revenue. Office worker surveys conducted as part of

the Downtown Crossing Auto-Restricted-Zone evaluations in 1980 show that 83% of

workers make non-work related trips out of the building during the workday,

predominantly during lunch. Three-quarters of midday trips are for lunch or shopping.

Most trips were to destinations between 1,000 and 3,000 feet from the workplace, (the

center of Downtown Crossing is only about 1250 feet away from One Lincoln Street's

entrance at Kingston/Bedford Street.) In a suburban location, many non-work trips are

made by auto, including lunch trips. In downtown, however, most downtown non-work

trips are walk trips, (Downtown Crossing Auto Restricted Zone in Boston , prepared for

U.S. Department of Transportation Transportation Systems Center, Cambridge

Systematics, Inc. August, 1981) mainly because most employees do not drive to begin with.
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Also, many who do drive pay an all day rate at an outlying garage and do not remove their

car during the day. For One Lincoln Street, 70% of workers will use transit or walk to

work. It is thus clear that few midday trips made by employees can be made by auto. Of

course, service trips, sales people, business visitors, etc. both coming to and leaving from

the companies within the building will use autos for their trips; they are included in the

27.5% non-work auto share.

5.1.13 ITE vehicle trip conversion car occupancy v.s. car occupancy for project .

A car occupancy factor of 1.2 was used to convert ITE vehicle trip rates into

person trip rates for use in the DEIR. The 1.2 rate was chosen to represent the likely car

occupancy reflected in the ITE Trip Generation manual, as the ITE trip rates are based in

the main on more suburban studies. (In addition, the ITE trip rates were increased by

10% to allow for possible transit and walk-in trips as discussed in the Response to

Comment 5.1.11a.) This occupancy rate conversion factor is not tied to the car occupancy

value of 1.8 used for Downtown Boston conditions. This latter value was taken from the

BTD-sponsored Parking in Central Boston, and was agreed to by BRA and BTD staff in

working meetings during the preparation of the the DEIR.

The process can be summarized as follows:

1) ITE Trip Generation vehicle trip rates (expressed as numbers of vehicles)

are collected for each land use.

2) The numbers of vehicles are then muhiplied by 1.2 persons per vehicle to

convert them into person trips.

3) The resulting number of person trips is then multiplied by 1.1 to account

for transit users or walkers who might not have appeared in the initial

vehicle trip counts.

4) The total person trips are then multiplied by modal split percentages to

derive person trips by auto, transit and walk/other modes.
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5) The number of person trips by auto is then divided by a car occupancy

factor appropriate to the land use and to the site's location to derive a new

number of vehicle trips.

This process is explained more fully in Section 4.1.3 of the text, 'Traffic

Assumptions for Impact Analysis", found on pages IV-29 through IV-69.

5.1.14a Numbering system for alternatives .

The numbering system has been corrected in the text.

5.1.14b Office and retail growth and deterioration of intersection LOS .

The proposed development used in developing the office and retail growth rates

was defined by Boston's planning and urban renewal agency, the Boston Redevelopment

Authority (BRA). To the extent that the office and retail growth rate may be high, the

resultant trip generation will, overall, tend to be somewhat overestimated, and represent a

conservative or possible "worst case" evaluation.

Even if the growth rate were scaled downward to a degree to show only firm

projects, the development represented would still generate considerable trips, well in

excess of the trips estimated for One Lincoln Street. The changes in LOS for No-Build

conditions highlight the fact that needed mitigation in the area has to be attributed to a

number of development projects.

The mitigation to alleviate No-Build operations problems is relatively

straightforward. Of the seven intersections which deteriorate in the No-Build conditions,

four can be improved to acceptable levels through installation of signals, and the

remaining three improved to acceptable levels through signal rephasing, enforcement of

parking restrictions, and restriping and redesignation of lane use.

As shown in the FEIR Summary (Section 2.6.1), responsibilities for carrying out

these measures are being worked out on an ongoing basis with the BRA, BTD,

neighborhood groups, and the other developers in the study area.
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5.1.15a DEIR mitigation measures .

The developer takes the issue of mitigation measures very seriously, and is

working toward specifically defining desired improvements, schedules, and responsibilities

related to One Lincoln Street so that firm commitments can be made. This process is

being carried out in the context of a final site plan, the relationship to other projects, and

the formal Access Plan Agreement as required by the City. In this case, those projects

which are expected to have the greatest impact on study area intersections are Boston

Crossing and Commonwealth Center, both of which are much larger in scale than One

Lincoln Street.

To help resolve mitigation issues, the developer has been meeting on an

ongoing basis with other developers in the area, the Downtown Crossing Association, the

Chinatown Neighborhood Council, the Midtown Cultural District Steering Committee,

and public agencies to discuss a wide range of mitigation measures including

transportation improvements. The group intends to continue as a Transportation

Management Association which will provide a mechanism for ongoing attention to

mitigation and coordination issues as the projects are constructed and leased.

5.1.15b Additional mitigation to deal with Central Artery project .

The One Lincoln Street Design Year is 1993. The site is located within the

"Central Area" of Central Artery/Third Harbor Tunnel construction. According to the

Central Artery/Third Harbor Tunnel Supplemental Final Environmental Impact

Statement (CA/THT SFEIS),"^ construction in the Central Area will be phased in five

overlapping stages over a nine-year period, during which traffic will be maintained on all

six lanes of the existing Central Artery. According to the construction schedule included

in the CA/THT SFEIS, only Stage 1 of Central Area construction is likely to occur before

1993, when One Lincoln Street will be completed. Stage 1 will involve three years of "early

action" work, including utility relocation.

4 see Figure 6.1.5 -- Project Construction Schedule of the SFEIS.
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At Essex Street, the Central Artery is already underground, within the Dewey

Square tunnel. Utility relocation will primarily occur along Atlantic Avenue in this area.

Impacts on construction routings to and from One Lincoln Street are expected to be

minimal. In any event, as stated in the SFEIS: "contractors will be required to space their

construction efforts based on the Construction Management and Maintenance of Traffic

Plans to minimize impacts during construction. Specific mitigation measures will include

the removal of the Central Artery northbound on-ramp from Atlantic Avenue near

Northern Avenue prior to adjacent utility work in Atlantic Avenue. Reversal of High

Street between South Street and the Surface Artery, made possible by the relocation of the

High Street ramp is also being considered during utiUty relocation work in Atlantic

Avenue as a means of channeling northbound surface traffic past the construction area.

No other major detours to local streets are anticipated." (pp. 6.2-24 and 6.2-25 of the

SFEIS)

Certain long range roadway improvements (e.g., the Surface Artery

configuration and new Artery ramps) will depend upon the implementation of the Artery

job. While detailed analysis of these changes, which are still not finalized, was not

performed as part of the DEIR or FEIR, preliminary indications are that they will improve

traffic conditions in the study area.

5.1.15c Queuing at future signalized intersections that are now unsignalized .

Queues are analyzed as part of the LQS analyses, and no significant queuing

problems have become apparent at new signal installations.

5.1. 15d Qther impacts of proposed project mitigation, particularly related to Central

Artery .

Most of the proposed mitigation measures involve provision of signals at

unsignalized intersections, signal rephasing at currently signalized intersections, and other

relatively minor measures such as restriping and elimination of on-street parking. These

measures are proposed for interior downtown streets, and they will not negatively impact

Central Artery construction period traffic routings. In the long-term, implementation of

two-way Essex Street (which is not necessary as a mitigation measure for Qne Lincoln

Street) will require changes to lane configuration on the Surface Artery. These changes,

and proposed Central Artery ramp changes, as currently understood, are expected improve

operations at the critical intersection of Surface Artery-Essex-Lincoln.
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5.1.15e Local support for improvements.

As discussed above (response to comment 5.1.15a), a continuing dialogue has

been established with City planning and transportation agencies, neighborhood groups,

and other developers in the area to review and clearly define the impacts and proposed

mitigation measures for the respective development projects. Neighborhood groups such

as the Chinatown/South Cove Neighborhood Council and the Downtown Crossing

Association, have expressed general support for the proposed improvements. The City has

intensively reviewed the developer's traffic review analysis and the sections of the FEIR

have reflected City comments on area-wide improvements identified. The Access Plan

Agreements will define the final mitigation commitments, for this as well as other

developments in the area.

5.1.15f Timeliness of improvements implementation schedule.

Mitigation work schedules are part of Access Plan Agreement determinations

and are incorporated into the FEIR to the extent to which they are known.

5.1.16 Comparison of "Build Alternatives" with existing conditions .

Figure 4-20, found on page IV-66 of the text, gives a good indication of the

relative impact of project traffic with respect to both existing and No-Build traffic. A
similar bar chart is found as Figure 4-20 of the DEIR.

As shown, the contributions of project traffic are extremely small compared to

existing traffic volume levels at study area intersections, and are also quite small with

respect to volumes added by No-Build developments.

The relative contributions of individual projects to intersection traffic volumes

are being considered specifically by BTD and the developers involved in the determination

of mitigation responsibilities among the several projects planned for the area.
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5.1.17 Commitment toward improvements .

One Lincoln Street Build condition improvements have been identified for this

FEIR in relation to the demands of other projects. Assuming that the identified No-Build

signalization and restriping improvements have been made, and one-way Essex Street

continues, only two intersections will function at levels worse than D when One Lincoln

Street is constructed. The garage exit at Kingston Street will theoretically operate at LOS

E (for the garage driveway approach) during the evening peak hour period; however, the

proximity of the signalized intersections at Bedford/Kingston and Essex/Kingston/

Avenue de Lafayette will provide sufficient gaps within the traffic stream to lessen delays

at the driveway. In addition, the Essex/Washington intersection will operate at LOS E

during the PM peak hour for No-Build and Build conditions unless two-way Essex Street is

built.

The developers of the three major projects - Boston Crossing, Commonwealth

Center, and One Lincoln Street - are meeting with the City of Boston Transportation

Department on an ongoing basis to discuss No-Build and project-related mitigation for

each site. In addition, all available mitigation measures have been taken to reduce

damage to the environment (see Section 6.0 Draft Section 61 Findings for further

discussion of proposed mitigation measures).

5.1.18 Relationship of Traffic Master Planning Study to project planning .

The City, through the Boston Transportation Department (BTD), has assumed

the master planning effort referred to in the DEIR (page 17) by coordinating the demands

and mitigating measures of several development projects in the area to yield a

comprehensive traffic plan. The Midtown Cultural District Transportation Plan (June,

1989) introduces many of the elements of this plan.

5.1.19 S. Kaiser transit comments .

Mr. Kaiser's comments are responded to in the mass transit portion of the text

and in the responses beginning in Section 5.5.1, page V-48.
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Parkmg

5.1.20a Impact of loss of existing parking spaces .

One Lincoln Street proposes to provide up to 911 parking spaces on five

underground levels. (On August 23, 1989, the Boston Zoning Commission approved the

Planned Development Area designation and Development Plan for One Lincoln Street

with the stipulation that the project must provide a minimum of five parking levels with no

less than 850 parking spaces.)

One Lincoln Street will replace approximately 916 existing spaces in open

parking lots and a mechanical garage, of which only about 731 are actually usable today

(due to the fact that several bays of the mechanical garage are not working), with

approximately 911 underground garage parking spaces supporting the development.

Demand for the new development is estimated at about 822 spaces - 635 spaces for

commuters and 187 spaces for visitors/shoppers. Thus, the garage will provide about 89

spaces in excess of its own demand. Usage of the spaces is subject to approval by the

Boston Air Pollution Control Commission through the Boston Proper Parking Freeze

approval process.

The parking freeze process was in part initiated to distribute available parking

resources for growth and urban renewal purposes. The Freeze set a limit on the number

of commercial parking spaces open to the general public for a fee in Boston Proper (the

peninsula north of Massachusetts Avenue). The intent of this was not to prohibit future

new development, but to limit the distribution of Freeze spaces to those which were made

available to the Freeze 'iDank" through the redevelopment process. In this, either obsolete

or underutilized parcels with parking which undergo redevelopment will yield the parking

spaces to the Freeze bank. The redistribution of the spaces does not necessarily attempt

to replace the status quo, but distributes spaces according to development needs.

The existing parking in the Kingston-Bedford garage and Lincoln-Essex lot is

considered obsolete and inappropriate, and far from the greatest and best use of the land.

Through the parking freeze permit process, the Boston Transportation Department, the

Boston Redevelopment Authority, and the Boston Air Pollution Control Commission,

considering land use and accessibility criteria, determine where replacement parking

chould be most appropriately located.
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Replacement parking for the existing users is only one criterion for the Freeze

process to consider. The parking demands of One Lincoln Street as the redevelopment

use will be given strong consideration and the mix of Freeze and Freeze-exempt

(designated spaces not open to the general pubUc) will be worked out. Preliminary

discussions as well as the text of the Midtown Cultural District Transportation Plan

submitted to BRA by BTD (June, 1989) indicate that BTD, BRA and the Air Pollution

Commission will take an overall look at parking supply and usage for the three

developments within the area - Boston Crossing, Commonwealth Center, and One Lincoln

Street. One major City concern is to provide sufficient shopper parking (i.e., commercial

spaces) in the garages closest to the retail district. For this reason, it is likely that the One

Lincoln Street Garage will have relatively more exempt spaces (tenant parking) and

relatively fewer commercial, shopper spaces than the other two projects. As summarized

in the text (page rV-113), the three projects together propose between 2,400 and 2,900

spaces to replace 1,361 spaces on the three sites.

Also, see text, pages IV- 104 to IV- 113, for a fuller explanation.

5.1.20b Cumulative impact of loss of on-street parking in the Kneeland Street area .

As part of the Boston Transportation Department's Traffic Relief Program

(TRP), as set forth in the Midtown Cultural District Transportation Plan (June, 1989),

peak hour parking restrictions and strict enforcement (i.e., towing) will be applied in the

Boylston/Essex and Stuart/Kneeland corridors. The basis for the on-street parking

prohibitions and enhanced enforcement in the TRP is that the loss of on-street spaces is

compensated for by the traffic flow benefits, including reduced delays. This will affect

sixty-six legal metered spaces between the hours of 7:00 AM and 7:00 PM.

Prior to implementation of the TRP, on-street parking was already prohibited

on both sides of Kneeland Street from Washington Street to the Surface Artery and on the

north side only from Tremont Street to Washington Street from 7:00 AM to 9:00 AM and

from 4:00 PM to 6:00 PM; thus, the impact would be those who park during the seven

hours from 9:00 AM to 4:00 PM and the one hour ft-om 6:00 PM to 7:00 PM.
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In terms of overall impacts on downtown parking supply, legal, metered

on-street parking accounts for less than ten percent of the overall parking supply in

Downtown Boston, with 54% supplied by public off-street parking lots and garages, and

38% by private off-street parking lots and garages.^ There are about 5,000 meters in the

Downtown Boston study area covered by the City survey (including Back Bay), compared

to about 34,000 public off-street spaces and about 24,500 private off-street spaces.

Historical Resources

5.1.21 Impact on Historic Properties and Archaeological Resources

Detailed responses to comments by the Massachusetts Historical Commission

(MHC) are found in Sections 5.7.1 through 5.7.4. An archaeological reconnaissance

survey was completed by the Public Archaeology Laboratory, Inc. and submitted to MHC
and the City of Boston's Environmental Department for review. MHC has communicated

to HMM Associates (see Appendix E) that no further archaeological review is required in

compliance with M.G.L Ch. 9, SS. 26-27C as amended by Ch. 254 of the Acts of 1988 (950

CMR 71). (The full archaeological reconnaissance survey is contained in Technical

Appendix I in a companion document to this report.)

Open Space

5.1.22 Quality of Proposed Open Spaces

As stated in earlier responses, the evolution of the project alternatives is

detailed in Section 3.4. The alternatives do not constitute a menu of development

proposals from which any one can be selected and a rating of the alternatives relative to

open space is not realistic. The focal point of the open exterior space incorporated into

the Revised Development Proposal (Alternative 7) is a 3,000 square foot public plaza

between the low-rise portion of One Lincoln Street and the Bedford Building. In addition,

at such time as Essex Street is widened, that portion of 88 Kingston Street which is within

the new property line would be replaced with a 4,000 square foot park. Additional

detailing of the open space impacts is contained in Section 4.7.1.

5 Downtown Boston Parking Inventorv Survev. 1987 . Boston Transportation

Department, July, 1988
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5.1.23 Open Space Relationship to the Streetscape

The exterior open space proposed is at the northern end of Columbia Street,

between the Bedford Building and the low-rise portion of One Lincoln Street; its

dimensions are 33' x 120'. See Section 4.7.1 for a more detailed discussion.

5.1.24 Alternatives with Coherent Open Space

Again, Alternative 5 is not offered for selection. It did not result from detailed

design studies or economic or market reality. Alternative 7 allows a coherency of open

exterior and interior spaces, in a westward progression from the exterior Columbia Street

space to the immediately adjoining main interior public street spatially integral with a 2nd

floor skyUt atrium, and its ground-floor extensions into building lobbies and retail passages.

5.1.25 Status of the Pagoda Park Relocation Project

According to the BRA's Chinatown Planner, it is unlikely that the size which at

one time was contemplated for the relocation of Pagoda Park will be achieved because of

relocation work for the Central Artery. The massing of Alternative 7 would place the

tower opposite the possible park, with minimal shadow effects but with some increase in

pedestrian level wind activity. See Section 4.7.2 for additional discussion.

Massing and Visual Quality

5.1.26 Alternatives that Provide for a Transition to the Existing Chinatown Buildings

The transition to existing Chinatown buildings is provided by the 7-story height

of the low-rise building (with a setback at the 5th floor) of Alternative 7 (reduced from the

9-story height of Alternative 6). The placement of the tower mass on the portion of the

site furthest removed from Chinatown and closest to the open space of the Surface Artery,

and the elimination of the lower tower mass on the side nearest Chinatown, both aid the

transition to the lower buildings. See Section 4.2.2 for details of the massing and visual

effects of Alternative 7.
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Shadow

5.1.27 Overlays for Shadow Sensitive Areas

The shadow diagrams for Alternative 7 (which is similar in massing to

Alternative 6) are included in Section 4.3.2 of the text. They identify the shadow sensitive

areas, thereby making overlays uimecessary. See Response 5.1.1, and Section 3.4 for

comments and details about impacts of the other alternatives.

5.1.28 Shadow Impact on Boston Common for Alternatives 2 and 6 Before and After

December 22

Some new net shadow is added across a section of Boston Common lawn and

walkways between November 16 and January 28. This new shadow, however, occurs

outside of the March 21 - October 21 period which constitutes one of the Boston Common

shadow criteria established by Section 38-16 of the Boston Zoning Code, and, therefore,

should not require any mitigation measures.

5.1.29 Analysis of Deepening Existing Shadows

The deepening of existing shadows is not customarily addressed in EIR shadow

studies. Daylight studies, which were neither scoped by MEPA or the BRA, is the only

method to determine daylight reductions.

Infrastructure

5.1.30 Growth Assumptions for Infrastructure Capacity Analysis

The issues raised in the comments from the MWRA and BWSC are addressed

in Section 4.5. The background growth rates used in the traffic analysis, however, do not

necessarily apply to the infrastructure section of the report. This section includes new

projects that tie into the same infrastructure systems (specifically Boston Crossing), and

also analyzes potential future development within the Midtown Cultural District and the

Commercial Palace District to determine the adequacy of the sewer system.
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5.2 COMMENTS FROM THE MASSACHUSETTS WATER RESOURCES
AUTHORITY TMRWA^

Comment from: Katina N. Belezos, Project Engineer

Dated: June 5, 1989
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Massachusetts Water Resources authoritv
Charlestown Navy Yard

100 First Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts

Board of Directors

Jonn P. DeViilars. Cnairman
John J. Carroll

Rooert J. Cioiek

William A. Canty

Lorraine M. Downey
Anthony V. Fletcner

Charles Lyons

Joseph A. UacRitchle

Samuel G. Mygatt
Thomas E. Reilly, Jr.

Walter J. Ryan, Jr.

June 5, 1989

elepfione:

7) 242-6000

MEPA

Executive Director

Paul F. Levy

5.2.1

John P. DeViilars, Secretary
Executive Office of Environmental Affairs
100 Cambridge Street
Boston, MA 02202

Attn: MEPA Unit

Re: EOEA No. 6132 - Kinqston/Bedford/Essex St
Boston - DEIR

Dear Secretary DeViilars:

Concerning the above-referenced Draft Environmental
Impact Report (DEIR) we submit the following comments:

The proposed project is one of several new projects which
will be increasing wastewater flow to the Boston and MWRA
sewer systems. What will the proponent do to mitigate
the impact of the project on these overburdened systems?
Will the proponent participate in the rehabilitation and
replacement of trunk sewers to reduce the impact of
sewer overflows into the surface waters surrounding
Boston?

5.2.2

5.2.3

The proponent notes that structural deficiencies, such as
missing mortar, loose or missing brick work and other
signs of deterioration, may be present in the on-si±e
sewers. Will the proponent rehabilitate these sewers?

In summary, as stated by the proponent, the proposed
development will significantly increase wastewater flow.
Has the proponent investigated the possibility of I/I
reduction to offset the additional flow from this
project?
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John P. DeVillars, Secretary
EOEA No. 6132
June ^ 1989
Page 2

We appreciate the opportunity to comment. Should you
have any questions, please do not hesitate to call me at
(617) 241-6238.

Very truly yours.

Katina N. Belezos, Project Engineer
Technical Support Unit
Wastewater Engineering

KNB/gmc:392
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Infrastructure

5.2.1 Rehabilitation and Replacement of Trunk Sewers to Reduce Sewer Overflows

into Surface Waters

Section 4.5.2.1 describes the mitigation measures proposed for the

development. Rehabilitation of the area's sewers has been considered and is the subject of

further discussions with the Boston Water and Sewer Commission.

5.2.2 Structurally Deficient On-Site Sewers

The DEIR spoke of potential deficiencies in general terms reflecting the overall

condition of the Boston Sewer System. Physical or television inspection has not been

requested by BWSC to date on any of the systems although they may be warranted during

the design process of the sewer connection.

5.2.3 Inflow and Infiltration Reduction

The proponent has investigated the possibility of separating the combined

sewers in the area as a means to reduce or eliminate inflow. This system separation is

discussed in Section 4.5.2.
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5.3 COMMENTS FROM THE EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF TRANSPORTATION
AND CONSTRUCTION (EOTC^

Comment from: Frederick P. Salvucci, Secretary

Dated: April 25, 1989
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2i>U»n. s^Us^ 021i6-3369

^^Ja^jL^m 373-7000

PjC/' U17J .073-7:SCS

( ) E.N.F. (x) DRAFT E.I.R. ( ) FINAL E.I.R. Mo.: 6132

DATE: 04-25-89 DATE RECEIVED; 04-25-89 COMMENTS DUE; .^-Jr-j-'?

TOWN/CITY: BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

PROJECT PROPONENT; BOSTON REDEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY
BOSTON cm' HALL
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

PROJECT DESCRIPTION; KINGSTON- BEDFORD/ESSEX STREET DEVELOPJ-ENT

,

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS. The proposed is the redevelopment of two major

city parcels located in the financial district of downtown Boston for

a major general-use project to include office, retail, hotel and residential

uses in either one or two mid or high rise buildings. A landscaped public

plaza offering street life and pedestrian amenities may be formed by tlie

closure of Columbia Street to vehicular traffic. In addition, the existing

Kingston- Bedford garage structure would be demolished to accomodate the

proposed new development. The project site contains approximately 1.1 acres

of land

:OMMENTS (SEE ATTACKED)

)ATE: /̂/ v^ 1> r ^^^T v-35

( ) NO COMMENTS
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EOTC COMMENTS ON THE DEIR FOR KINGSTON-BEDFORD-ESSEX STREEl
DEVELOPMENT, BOSTON, MA

EOEA #6132

EOTC has reviewed the DEIR for the Kingston-Bedford-Essex
i

Street Project, a proposed mixed use development to be
constructed at the intersection of Bedford Street, Kingston
Street, Essex Street and Lincoln Street in the Downtovn Section
of Boston. The proposed project would consist of a mix of
office, retail, and hotel space. The proponent has examined 5
alternatives with the project size ranging from 580,000 to
1,005,000 square feet of total development. Although no
preferred alternative is recommended in the DEIR, the traffic ;

analysis examines the alternative with the worst case peak hour .

traffic volumes.

The project is proposed in an area which currently
experiences congested and complex traffic operating conditions
and where several major projects are planned or being considered
for the upcoming years. These projects include private
developments such as Commonwealth Center and Boston Crossing as
well as public infrastructure projects such as the Central
Artery/Third Harbor Tunnel, the widening of Essex Street, and
the South Boston Piers Transit Study which discusses a new
underground transit line connecting dowtown Boston to the Fort
Point Channel area.

The proponent states that the widening of Essex Street is a
necessary improvement to accomodate future development.
However, the City of Boston has made no final plans to widen
this street. The FEIR should discuss the status of this Essex
Street widening project in relation to the
Kingston-Bedford-Essex Street development and state what
additional intersection mitigation is necessary should Essex
Street not be widened.
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This site is ideally situated to take advantage of existing
and proposed MBTA service. The proponent mentions the
possibility of constructing an underground transit tunnel
connecting the underground parking structure to an underground
transit line cxirrently being considered by MBTA as a means to
provide public transit service to the Fort Point Channel
development area of South Boston. The proponent has included
very basic sketches of this transit tvmnel in the DEIR. The
proponent must confer fvirther with MBTA regarding the design and
construction of this transit tunnel. All correspondence should
be documented in the FEIR along with updated design and
construction plans.

5-30-89
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Transportation

5.3.1a Status of Essex Street widening .

Under Alternatives 2, 3 and 4 of the DEIR, the development occupies land that

would be necessary for Essex Street widening and the widening would not be feasible.

Alternatives 5, the Expanded Site, and 6, the DEIR/Developer's Proposal, allowed for a

widened two-way Essex Street. This duality of roadway conditions vs. alternatives was

established as part of the DEIR scope, at a time when there was no clear cut policy

whether Essex Street would be widened or not, although the proposal was clearly

recognized. In this ambiguous situation, alternatives were selected which would preclude

the Essex Street widening, although it might have been possible to keep the same or

similar development programs in a configuration that would allow widening, if such were

later adopted.

The Revised Developer's Proposal analyzed in the text reflects a redesign to

allow for a five-lane, widened Essex Street.

It now appears that the long range policy of the City, in response to total

circulation needs of the area, is to widen Essex Street between Kingston Street and

Surface Artery. From a traffic viewpoint, future traffic demands representative of (or

more critical than) any alternative have been looked at under widened two-way

conditions. Analysis shows that One Lincoln Street development, as an individual project,

works with both Essex Street conditions, although the efficacy of widened Essex Street for

area circulation with proposed other development is recognized.

Refer to Section 4.1.4, pages IV-69 to IV-94 for additional information.
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5.3.1b Mitigation if Essex Street is not widened .

For One Lincoln Street Build conditions (1993), no additional mitigation would

be needed if Essex Street is not widened. However, the needs of the area, particularly

Chinatown, Boston Crossing, and Commonwealth Center make Essex Street widening

highly desirable. Mitigation needs and phasing, with and without two-way Essex Street, for

the major projects in the study area are under discussion with BTD, BRA, and

neighborhood groups.

Traffic operations with and without two-way Essex for No-Build and Build

conditions are discussed fully in Section 4.1.4.

5.3.2 Relationship to proposed MBTA underground transit line .

The Proposed underground transit Une would be located in the Essex Street

corridor adjacent to One Lincoln Street, without any planned station at this point. A
dialogue has been established between the MBTA and the developer to make sure that

there will not be physical conflicts between the proposed line and development

foundations, and to ascertain the feasibility of extending the project's foundations to

accommodate the future tunnels. See pages IV- 114 to IV- 119 of the text for further

discussion.

Working matters are being handled by Axel Kaufmann of Jung Brannen

Associates, Project Architects, and Joseph Aeillo of the MBTA.
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5.4 COMMENTS FROM THE DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION. DIVISION OF AIR OUALITY CONTROL (PEP. DAOC^

Comment from: Christine Kirby, Division of Air Quality Control

Dated: May 26, 1989
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Waxcu£uve Office of Qyn/fM/wytt/pn^ntd/ Sa^iiM^

.»^

MEMORANDUM €ns 'WifU^ y^Peet, 9BoUi>n, 02i08

TO:

ATTN:

THRU:

FRCM:

DATE:

SUBJECT:

Secretary DeVlllars
Executive Office of Environmental Affairs

Division of Air Quality Control

'^•.^ivision of Air Quality Control

Nancy Baker, MEPA Unit

Christine Kirbjy^

Gary Idleburj

May 26, 1989

EOEA #6132 - Kingston/Bedford/Essex St. Development, Boston, MA

The Division of Air Quality Control (DAQC) has received and reviewed the
Draft Environmental Impact Report. Based on this review, the DAQC offers
the following comments:

1. The proponent has consulted with the DAQC to establish parameters
and inputs for an air quality analysis.

2. According to the summary of analysis there were no modeled carbon
monoxide exceedances (8 hr. or 1 hr.) of National Ambient Air
Quality Standards.

3. It appears that impacts from this project will not cause significant
deterioration of local traffic conditions and ambient air quality.

A. Despite the result of the air quality analysis for this project,
it should be stated that according to the 1982 State Implementation
Plan (SIP), Boston is classified as being in "non-attainment" of

the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) for carbon
monoxide. This will require the continued development and

implementation of Reasonably Available Control Measures (RACM's)

by Boston, in cooperation with the state and appropriate Metropolitan

Planning Organizations in order to achieve compliance with NAAQS for

the SIP as soon as possible.

If you have any questions, please call 556-1032.

GI:dep

C- James Neely, Boston Office
DAQC - Northeast Region
Boston Redevelopment Authority

100% Recycled Paper
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Air Quality

5.4.1 Relationship to National Ambient Air Quality Standards rNAAOS") for Carbon

Monoxide

Currently, the City of Boston is in the process of optimizing, through computer

operated traffic flow monitors, approximately 250 signals downtown, including the project

study area. Completion of this program is expected in 1990. Computer-driven signal

timings, which will be based on demand, will improve traffic flow over peak one- and

eight-hour periods in the project area. During eight-hour periods, when violations of the

NAAQS for CQ are more likely, continual monitoring of traffic conditions and

appropriate adjustments to signal timings under this program will potentially provide

significant potential air quality benefits. In addition, this program will serve to reduce CQ
background levels as general flow in the downtown area will improve.

Finally, the Commonwealth's I&M program started on April 1, 1983 and was

been assumed in the calculation of motor vehicle emission rates for the DEIR. This

program, which results in the overall reduction of yearly motor vehicle emissions, was

established to ensure compliance with the NAAQS, on a statewide basis, as outlined in the

Massachusetts State Implementation Plan. The project proponent supports the program

as the attainment and maintenance of the NAAQS for CQ in the future is dependent on its

continued enforcement.
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ii

5.5 COMMENTS OF STFPHHN H. KATSHR. TRAFFTr AMTt

TRANSPORTATION ENGTNFFP

Comment from: Stephen H. Kaiser

Dated: May 30, 1989
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191 Hamilton S,

Cambridge, Mass
May 30, 1989

Steven C. Davis
Director, Environmental Review
Executive Office of Environmental Affairs
100 Cambridge Street
Boston, Mass. 02202

Subject : Draft Environmental Impact Report for Kingston/Bedford
Essex Street Development EOEA # 6132

Dear Mr. Davis,

The traffic sections of this EIR are singularly
uninformative because the analysis fails to deal with intersection
bottlenecks in the area. Whether the problems lie in scoping by
the BRA or by MEPA, the developer has slipped free of his
legitimate obligations to deal with traffic limitations in Boston.
Prom reading the EIR, one would never have any sense that there
were traffic circulation problems in Boston. I have heard stories
of developers approaching traffic consultants and asking them to
do a thorough job but "don't find any problems." It stretches
one's credibility to believe that the developer and his
consultants went looking for traffic problems and couldn't find
any.

In sum, a traffic rescoping is needed to make the Final
EIR a useful document. Flow bottlenecks which have been
identified in the past in EIRs (such as Kneeland and the Surface
Artery) should be closely reviewed for V/C implications,
especially if the new South Station ramps and garage are
implemented. Calculations of 1989 congestion levels should be
supported by field observations of queues, with a discussion of
any discrepancies between calculations and empirical observations.
How significant are factors such as illegal parking, double
parking, short lanes and concurrent pedestrian movements on
traffic flows?

Any downtown project should avoid undue reliance on cars
and parking, and instead should stress access to transit. While
this allows developers to transfer their transportation
responsibilities onto the MBTA ("externalizing the costs"), the
situation is not so simple, because of the roller coaster ride the
MBTA operations have taken in recent years. The entire system
sunk into a nadir of despair during the infamous Barry Locke
regime and has been struggling to recover since 1981. Extensive
construction on the Red Line has destroyed the standard rhythm of
the T's former flagship line, and now the Red Line rivals the
Green Line for frustration among riders.
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Unfortunately, much of the capacity and service analysis
in the EIR is based on data supplied by the MBTA, rather than by
direct empirioal measurement. Simply because the MBTA says
something is so is no reason to believe them, based on the qualit
of service we perceive. One MBTA official told me several years
ago that the MBTA had given up on the Green Line because they
can't understand it. I see no reason to presume that the MBTA ha
a firm grasp on operations of the Green Line or the Red Line, or
any other line on the system. The only real test of understandin
transit operations is to develop a database of empirical

5.5.4 information on train frequency, loadings and headway variations,
as well as trip times.

The transit introduction on page 62 sounds too much like
PR for the MBTA and the myth of the "there's no problem" transit
system. True, there has been some recovery since 1981, but the
quality of transit service lies well below that of the 1960s and
even the 1970s, to say nothing of the decades prior to 1950, when
seasoned transit personnel ran the system on schedule. Barry
Locke was only the worst of the transit fakers who crippled
operations and morale of the system, driving the good people out
and locking political appointees into high paying sinecures. So
now we have virtually no one who really understands key transit
lines, either how they work or how they could work. *

True, there has been much repair to rolling stock and
purchase of new equipment, but there has also been retirement of
old equipment and reliability problems with both new and rebuilt
equipment.

The December 2, 1988 letter from MBTA Operations Planning
5.5.5 indicates 29 trains scheduled for peak hour service. How many

actually complete the run? The letter states that generally each
train makes one trip in each direction in the peak hour. However,
""y measurements of the Red Line in the early afternoon indicate
that the time from Alewife to Braintree is about 95-105 minutes.

5.5.6 Was the 60-minute round trip time a carryover from operations
prior to the Alewife and Braintree extensions? My time
measurements indicate that the Harvard to Quincy Center run would
be in the range of 70-80 minutes. What is the scheduled round

5.5.7 trip time on the Red Line and how does actual train performance
compare with this schedule?

The added line extensions to the Red Line will require
more trains to provide the same headways and volume movements pasi
the peak load point. I estimate that about 25% more cars are
needed on the Red Line just to handle the extension travel.
Furthermore the operation of 6-car trains increases the headways
between trains, compared to 4-car train operation. With 104 Red
iQoa ^^^^ available for service in 1977, the 150 cars available ir
1389 for the extended Red Line with an average of 5.2 cars per
train results in headways which are 12% longer than those of 1977.
With scheduled Red Line headways downtown of about 3.2 minutes,
this is equivalent to an additional platform delay of 12 seconds
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for every Red Line Rider. For the Final EIR, what is the
estimated impact of Red Line train operations on headways and
delay?

Using a 3.2 minute headway, an average of 5.18 cars per
train and 180 riders per train, I calculate a one-way train
capacity of 17,500 passengers per hour. This result contrasts
with the peak hour capacity of 27,000 pass/hr shown on page 66 of
the DEIR and the ridership count of 12,750 p/hr shown in the MBTA
letter of December 2, 1988. These figures suggest that the Red
Line is being operated at less than 50% of -its present capacity?
Is this the correct interpretation? Where is the peak load point?
What has the trend been in the past 10 years in ridership counts
at this peak load point? What was the measured train frequency?

I suspect that the 27,0 00 figure results from using the
MBTA assumption of a one-hour round trip, instead of something
closer to 90 minutes. If the 17,500 pass/hr. is a more accurate
measure of existing Red Line capacity, then the Red Line is being
utilized at only 73% of capacity in the peak hour. Either some
trains are not being run at all or many trains are being moved at
sub-capacity loadings.

How many daily riders would be expected from the
development and along the Red Line? The MBTA data suggests 21,250
one-way riders over a 2-hour period, or 42,5 00 two-way riders. How
many riders in either direction would be expected over a 24-hour
period? 200,000?

The joint operation of 4-car and 6-car trains is very
undesirable from the viewpoint of maintaining line stability. The
one advantage of the older 4-car trains is that they have 4

loading doors per car, compared to the 3-door loading of the newer
number 1 and 2 cars which make up the 6-car trains. Still, there
will be a tendency for the older 4-car trains to become overloaded
and to destabilize the Red Line as they fall behind. Reliability
problems with the older equipment will also present problems.

For Red Line mitigation, I would propose that 4-car train
service be restored throughout the Red Line operations. This
would provide uniform train length and headways on the line. It
would also reduce headways by 23% to 2.5 minutes. This represents
a savings of 40 seconds in headways or an average platform waiting
delay of 20 seconds. If this time is applied to all Red Line
Riders over a full year, I estimate a time savings of $1.3 million
(at $4/hour time value) . The operation of 4-car trains would
require about 8 additional train operators, which at $50,000 each
represents an added cost of $400,000. Therefore, 4-car trains
would appear to have a benefit/cost ratio of over 3.

Other advantages of 4-car trains are the more even loading
of cars in a train (more efficient utilization of trains) as well
as a 50% reduction in pulse loadings on stairs and escalators.
This latter factor is very important at critical loading stations
such as Park Street, where platform capacity is limited and riders
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lose time talking along platforms to get to exits. Furthermore,
Red Line pulses of passengers will create 50% worse shock loadings
on the Green Line and result in destabilizing delays to train
operations at Park Street on the Green Line. Similar surges can
affect the Orange Line.

What is the ridership volume/capacity ratio for the Orange
5.5.15 and Green Lines? Based on Table IV A-4 on page 67, the Orange Line

V/C appears to be only 60% and 80% on the Green Line. What is the
explanation for these low train occupancies' : trains not fully

5.5.16 loaded or trips not made?

5 5 -17
The Green Line listing shown on page 66 is confusing.

5*5*18 Do®s the Riverside line end at Government Center or at Lechmere?
How are the Boston College line turnarounds at Park Street

5.5.19 accounted for? What are the current Green Line routings?

How do people leave the development site and reach the
South Station transit services? Will pedestrians be required to

5.5.20 cross the maze of traffic and signals at Dewey Square? What is
the result of added traffic and pedestrian frictions at Dewey
Square?

The Final EIR should lay out options for transportation
mitigation, with emphasize on proposals for improved MBTA
operations and pedestrian access to transit stations.

Sincerely,

^X. [r\ ^CXa^uJ:

Stephen H. Kaiser
Traffic & Transportation Engineer
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Transportation

5.5.1 Inclusion of major bottlenecks in the DEIR scoping .

The DEIR scoping for analysis purposes, approved by both MEPA and the

Boston Transportation Department (BTD), included only the arterial or collector

roadways (e.g., Essex Street, Surface Artery, Bedford Street, Summer Street and

Washington Street) in the immediate vicinity of the the site block. This was done for two

somewhat related reasons - one, the development trips are mostly concentrated in this

area; and, two, a traffic master planning effort for the larger area was considered beyond

the scope of an individual project. The City, through BTD, is in the midst of an overall

analysis of the area," with the cooperation of the project proponent and also the

developers of other projects in the area, notably Boston Crossing and Commonwealth

Center. One point of focus is the intersection of Kneeland Street and Surface Artery,

which, by agreement with BTD, has been analyzed in the Boston Crossing FPIR/FEIR.

This analysis, based on 1989 traffic counts, shows that under existing conditions

the intersection operates at LOS B during the AM peak hour, at at LOS C during the PM
peak hour. Under 1995 No-Build and Boston Crossing Build conditions, which include

traffic from One Lincoln Street and all phases of Boston Crossing and Commonwealth

Center, the intersection will operate at LOS C during the AM peak hour. During the PM
peak hour, however, the intersection operates at LOS E under 1995 No-Build and LOS F

under Boston Crossing Build conditions, given existing roadway geometry, lane markings,

and signal phasing. However, with improvements recommended in the Boston Crossing

FEIR (roadway lane marking and signal phasing changes), intersection operations will

improve to level of service D/E in the PM peak hour for 1995 No Build and Boston

Crossing Build conditions.

6 Objectives and initial design elements of this plan are outlined in the Midtown Cultural

District Transportation Plan. City of Boston Transportation Department, June, 1989
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5.5.2 Operational Analyses/Field Observations

Peak hour field observations of analysis locations were made which reasonably

confirmed the results of weekday peak hour LOS. Level of service calculations were made

under the assumption that existing traffic regulations were enforced, as shown in Table

4-2, IV-13 in the text. Indeed, when analysis locations were observed on instances when

parking regulations were enforced, Levels of Service improved dramatically over instances

in which there was illegal parking blocking one or more travel lanes. During various field

visits, illegal parking/loading on Essex Street in front of some food retailers and on

Harrison Avenue near Beach Street was noted, as was illegal parking along the

southbound side of the Surface Artery between Essex Street and Kneeland Street. The

most significant effect of general illegal parking was seen during the Saturday peak period,

when on-street parking regulations are not in effect. On Saturday, observed LOS was

routinely lower than that calculated.

5.5.3 Reliance on Transit

Transit service in central Boston has never run flawlessly, but it has provided

necessary access to Downtown for decades. Its continuance and improvement are a policy

of all levels of government. Downtown must rely on transit as a development axiom, as

increased reliance on automotive access and parking is neither possible nor desirable. If

transit cannot be relied upon in Downtown Boston, then it cannot be relied on anywhere

in the Boston area,

5.5.4 Validity of Operational Information

The DEIR data was obtained from the most recent published MBTA source,

'

and verified by correspondence and telephone conversations with MBTA staff, as
\

documented in the DEIR. However, in response to questions in paragraph 5.5.4,
j

7 Ridership and Service Statistics, MBTA Operations Directorate, Planning Division,

October, 1988.
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Howard/Stein-Hudson Associates recorded Red Line arrival information on Tuesday

August 1, 1989 and Thursday August 3, 1989 from 4:00 - 6:00 PM at Downtown Crossing

Station. Actual peak hour and peak period headways were calculated from the data

collected, and then peak hour capacity was calculated based on the number of trains

observed in the peak hour, and the number of cars per train. Attachment A, Tables II and

in show the actual vs. scheduled headways and actual vs. scheduled capacity. The number

appearing on the first and last car of each train was also recorded, in order to compare a

sample of actual cycle times to the scheduled cycle time.

On Tuesday August 1, 1989, the Red Line was running at or near schedule, and

on Thursday, August 3, 1989, there were delays due to an earlier electrical problem.

Because the data represents both a good day and a bad day of operations, it is reasonable

to compare this small sample to scheduled capacities, cycle times, and headways.

(According to MBTA staff. Red Line delays occur in less than 50% of peak periods.^)

The following conclusions are based on our hmited observations:

1) The scheduled cycle time to Braintree and Ashmont is accurate (most of

the time the actual cycle time is less than the scheduled cycle time).

Results are presented in Table I, Attachment A.

2) Peak period headways were close to scheduled peak period headways of

eight minutes for each Une; peak hour headways fluctuated from scheduled

peak period headways (during our two observation periods, one branch

would have a smaller than scheduled headway, while at the same time the

other branch would have a larger than scheduled headway). Results are

presented in Table H, Attachment A.

3) Based on peak hour headways not being as frequent as scheduled, or the

mix of 4 and 6 car trains being different than those scheduled, it is difficult

to generahze about actual vs. scheduled peak hour capacity. In each of the

two instances southbound (one to Braintree and one to Ashmont) that the

actual capacity was less than scheduled capacity, the actual capacity was

93% of the peak load count for that branch, which is not a significant

8 Telephone interview with Christine Crugnola, MBTA, August, 1989.
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lapse. During both peak hours, the actual capacity to Alewife was about

10% lower than that scheduled, but scheduled capacity to Alewife is ahnost

twice the (estimated) peak load count, so the 10% difference should have

had little or no impact on passenger service. Please refer to Tables 11, IE,

and rV in Attachment A for more detail.

Sometime toward the end of 1989, Tom Humphrey of the CTPS Transit

Operations Planning Group will have processed ridership and headway data collected at

Red Line stations by CTPS in the Spring of 1989. This wiU enable a more thorough

comparison of CTPS field data and MBTA schedule information.

5.5.5 MBTA Management

Working to improve and expand an older transit system is an ongoing process.

Due to a combination of factors, among which are increasing competition from

automobiles and highways; ever-dispersed low density suburban development (both

residential and commercial). Federal spending priorities, and labor/management

relationships, few older systems can provide service to as many people as efficiently as they

could in the 1950's.

While high density downtown development such as the proposed project does

add demand to the system, its presence is necessary to support the transit system simply

because it continues to provide a critical mass of people at a single destination to enable

the most efficient, high-capacity service.

Given current funding limitations, combined with the challenges posed by

Central Artery construction and new development, there are many incentives for the

MBTA to improve its performance and cost effectiveness. The MBTA has made

tremendous improvements in recent years and there is no indication that it will become

complacent soon.

5.5.6 Scheduled round trip times on the Red Line .

The scheduled cycle time for a line can be found by multiplying the number of

trains in service during the period by the average headway for the line. The cycle time on

the Braintree line is 108 minutes, and the Ashmont line has a cycle time of 96 minutes.

The cycle time includes train reversal and recovery time (source: Michael Burns, MBTA
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and Anne Bickford, MBTA). A more conservative time estimate from Alewife to

Braintree (supplied by Tom Hmnphrey at CTPS) is 110 minutes (90 minutes plus

approximately 5 minutes to turn around at each end, and another 10 minutes for recovery

time). The travel time from Ashmont to Alewife including turn around time and recovery

time is likely to be less than 96 minutes, but the higher time estimate may be built into the

schedule to allow for the train to merge onto the common track at Andrew Station.

5.5.7 Actual Red Line round trip times and number of trains that actually complete

the run .

Based on the data collected at Downtown Crossing Station on August 1 and

August 3, 1989, the scheduled cycle times on the Red Line are realistic.

o All 7 of the Braintree trains that completed a cycle during the two

observation periods did so in less than 110 minutes. The actual cycle times

ranged from 97-109 minutes.

o All 5 of the Ashmont trains that completed a full cycle during the August 1,

1989 observation period completed the cycle in less than 96 minutes. On

August 3, 1989, 3 of the 6 Ashmont trains were late in completing the cycle.

This was probably attributable to delays on the Red Line due to an earlier

electrical problem. The cycle time of trains completing the cycle on time

(on both dates) ranged from 82-96 minutes, and the cycle time of the late

trains ranged from 97-101 minutes. See Table I, Attachment A for more

detail.

The MBTA^ also supplied a summary of actual one-way running times recorded

in June, 1989, as summarized below.

9 Letter from Anne E. Bickford, Deputy Director and Chief of Staff for Operations to

Jane Howard, Howard/Stein-Hudson Associates, September 19, 1989.
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Route

Braintree to Park Street

(NB-AM)

Ashmont to Park Street

(NB-AM)

Quincy Center Station to Park Street

(NB - AM)

Alewife to Park Street

(SB - PM)

Alewife to Braintree

(SB - PM)

Alewife to Ashmont
(SB - PM)

Actual Time

30.1 minutes

21.1 minutes

24.2 minutes

18.7 minutes

47.4 minutes

39.4 minutes

5.5.8 Red Line peak hour capacity, headways and delays .

The December 2, 1988 letter from MBTA Operations Planning states that 29

Red Line trains make one trip in each direction during the peak period, and generally 3

run-as-directed trains make one trip in each direction in the peak hour. The MBTA uses a

measure of "throughput trains" to track schedule adherence. For Braintree trains,

northbound throughput is measured at North Quincy Station and southbound at Columbia

junction. For Ashmont trains, northbound throughput is measured at Savin Hill Station

and southbound at JFK/U. Mass Station. For Alewife trains, northbound throughput is

measured just outside the Harvard Station platform, and southbound at the crossover

south of the Alewife platform. In attachments to the September, 1989 letter referenced

above, the spring, summer, fall and winter schedules for Red Line "throughput trains" in

the AM peak period (6:30 - 9:30 AM) and the PM peak period (3:30 - 6:30 PM) were

presented as follows:
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Scheduled Throughput Trains





5.5.10 Peak load point on the Red Line. 10-year trend in ridership counts at the peak

load point, and 10-year trend in the measured train frequency on the Red Line

Currently the peak load point for the southbound direction of the Red Line is at

Andrew Station. In 1978 the peak load point for the southbound direction of the Red Line

was at South Station (trains leaving South Station and traveling to Broadway Station).

Estimated ridership at the peak load point in 1978 was 9,000 passengers per hour (5:00 -

6:00 PM) (Tom Humphrey, CTPS) and in 1988 it was 12,750 passengers per hour (4:45 -

5:45 PM, Ashmont line; 4:30-5:30PM, Braintree line).

In 1979, the headways for each branch of the Red Line were 6 minutes (the Red

Line terminated at Harvard Square, Quincy and Ashmont). Currently the headways for

each branch of the Red Line are 8 minutes (Tom Humphrey, CTPS). In addition,

according to Anne Bickford of MBTA, the three extra Braintree trains result in better than

3.5 minute headways between Alewife and Andrew during the critical hour of the peak

periods (Park and Andrew if trains are turned at Park Street).

5.5.11 Future Red Line ridership expectations, and number of passengers over a

24-hour period .

Table 4-27, on page IV- 115 lists the transit trips expected in 1993 for the

No-Build background and each project alternative. During the morning peak hour

approximately 177 trips are expected to be added to the Red Line by the development in

the northbound direction, and about 189 trips in the southbound direction. Additional

trips from the development in the evening peak hour are slightly less than the number of

trips added in the morning peak hour. The additional trips in each direction can be

accommodated by space equivalent to one additional car. A Red Line car has the capacity

for 180 passengers.

The estimated daily boardings on the Red Line in April 1988 was 188,670. This

is based on the April, 1988 count of passengers entering stations, with an estimate of Red

Line boardings at Downtown Crossing and Park Street station (Ron Shimizu, CTPS).
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5.5.12 4 and 6 car train use on the Red Line .

According to Michael Burns, former head of Operations Planning at the MBTA,

the proposal to operate all 4-car trains at 2.5 minute headways has problems. First, it

violates the minimum practical headway on the line (driven by civil constraints) of 3

minutes. Secondly, the cost estimates are substantially understated as they do not

recognize the existence of a two-man crew on rapid transit and provisions of the labor

agreement.

5.5.13 Interpretation of V/C on Orange and Green Lines .

Table 4-5 includes a column with volume to capacity ratios for each transit line,

revised per discussions with MBTA and CTPS. Volume to capacity ratios for the Orange

Line, as measured by MBTA, range from .63 to .77. Estimated ^^ volume to capacity ratios

for the Green Line range from .85 to .49. Capacity is determined on the basis of "Level of

Service E" conditions - seating capacity for each car plus the number of standees which

could be accommodated at 2.5 square feet per peron, or approximately 3 passengers per

seat. (By contrast, maximum "crush loading" is defined as up to 3.8 passengers per seat.)

On this basis, actual v/c ratios may be lower than what an observer might perceive.

Further, Orange Line v/c ratios may be lower since introduction of more six car trains.

The lower v/c ratios on the Green Line are for the segment between North

Station and Science Park. Ridership here was an estimate from 1986 and might not reflect

added service from 1986-1989 included in the capacity calculation.

5.5.14 Green Line routings .

Green Line Routings for the Spring of 1988 are as follows:

Boston College to Government Center (B)

Cleveland Circle to North Station (C)

Riverside to Government Center (D)

Brigham Circle to Lechmere (E)

10 Vanasse/Hangen, 125 High Street Environmental Assessment. 1986 .
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Currently no Green Line routes are scheduled to turn around at Park Street.

However, when a train is running late, a decision is sometimes made to turn a train around

at Park Street. (Tom Humphrey, CTPS) Some "D" trains also turn around at North Station.

5.5.15 Pedestrian route to South Station .

The site is located within 900' of South Station, less than one quarter of a mile, a

very convenient walking distance. Figure 4-15 on Page IV-49 shows pedestrian routings to

and from the site. It is estimated that about 37% of peak hour pedestrian trips will be

destined for the South Station area. There are three routes that can be used to access

South Station, two of which pass through Dewey Square. (Of course, pedestrians can also

access the transit system via Washington Station.)

o The most convenient route to the Red Line at South Station, especially in

inclement weather, is via the Lincoln Street entrance through the 125

Summer Street arcade across the traffic island and the Surface Artery and

through the MBTA's entrance in front of One Financial Place to South

Station. This route involves crossing Lincoln Street midblock. South Street

and the Surface Artery at signals, and use of the underpass beneath

Atlantic Avenue to the South Station Red Line station. The traffic island

at Summer, South, and Surface Artery has been improved and channelized

by the developers of 125 Summer Street to facilitate this pedestrian route.

It is estimated that 31% of peak hour pedestrian trips will use the Lincoln

Street entrance.

Alternatively, pedestrians can use the Bedford Street exit and travel

straight along Bedford and Summer Streets through Church Green and

Dewey Square to South Station. The route involves passage through three

signalized intersections at Lincoln Street, South Street and the Surface

Artery, and use of the entrance at One Financial Place. It is estimated that

6% of peak hour pedestrian trips will use the Bedford Street entrance.
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o The most convenient route to the commuter rail platforms is via the

Essex/Lincoln/Surface Artery entrance along Essex Street across Lincoln

Street and South Street, and Atlantic Avenue to South Station. Signals are

provided at all street crossings. It is estimated that 6% of peak hour

pedestrian trips will use the Essex/Lincoln/Surface Artery entrance.

It is recognized that Dewey Square is a complex intersection in which heavy

pedestrian flows compete with heavy vehicular flows. The project will contribute around

400 pedestrians per hour in the peak hours through Dewey Square. Although traffic flows

are heavy, and the pedestrian volumes are increased, the signals and channelization at the

intersection do provide adequate time for pedestrians to cross the street.

5.5.16 Improved transit operations and pedestrian access to transit .

The proponent is committed to improving pedestrian access to transit, and

encouraging transit use. The pedestrian environment around the site itself, and the

connections to transit stations will be greatly improved as a result of eliminating the

uncontrolled garage entry area along Bedford Street, providing an arcade and passageway

through the building connecting with the 125 Summer Street arcade (a weather protected

crossing on the South Station route), replacing parking lots with ground floor retail

activity, and providing new sidewalk treatments and landscaping.

A variety of measures will be employed to help encourage transit use, as

outlined on pages IV-103 to IV-105 of the text. System-wide mitigation measures to

improve MBTA operations are desirable, of course, but are not mandated by the scale of

this project.
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ATTACHMENT A

RESULTS OF RED LINE COUNTS AT DOWNTOWN CROSSING
STATION, AUGUST 1, AND AUGUST 3, 1989.

TABLE I

CYCLE TIMES

Trains Observed Traveling Northbound

Date First Car # Last Car #

Aug. 1st

Aug. 1st

Aug. 1st

Aug. 1st

Aug. 3rd
Aug. 3rd
Aug. 1st

Aug. 1st

Aug. 1st

Aug. 3rd
Aug. 3rd
Aug. 3rd

1649



TABLE II

HEADWAYS (IN MINUTEST

Destination

Scheduled

Headway

-Actual Headway-

Peak Hour* Peak Period

Au g. 1st :

Braintree

Ashmont
Alewife

8







TABLE V

TRAINS TURNED AROUND AT PARK STREET STATION

(NOT MAKING A FULL CYCLE)

First

Car No.
Last
Car No- Direction Destination

Time Observed at

Downtown Crossing

August 1st

1615





MBTA Red Line Throughput Performance Measurement Graphs:

July, 1988 through August, 1989

Source: MBTA
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;.6 rn\t\tF\TS FRONT THE BOSTON WATFR AND SEWER COMMISSION

i BWSC)

Comments from; John P. Sullivan. Jr.

Dated: Mav 25. 19S9
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Boston Water and
S«wer Commission

425 Summer Street

Boston. MA 02210-1700

617-330-9400 -
Fax 617-330-5167

May 25, 1989

MEPA

Secretary John P, DeVillars
Executive Office of Environmental Affairs
20th Floor
100 Cambridge Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02202

Attention: MEPA Unit

Re: Kingston-Bedford-Essex Street Development
Boston, Mass., EOEA #6132

Dear Secretary DeVillars:

The Commission has reviewed the Draft Environmental Impact
Report (DEIR) submitted for the proposed Kingston-Bedford-Essex
Street Development (EOEA #6132), located in downtown Boston. In 1

general, we need much more detail on the impact of the selected
alternative on the Commission's water, sewer and drain lines. i

Our specific concerns which must be addressed in the Final
Environmental Impact Report (FEIR) follow: <

5.6.1 1. Evaluate the ability of the existing water, sewer and
j

drain systems to handle water demand, sewage and drainage i

from the project.
j

5.6.2 2. Analyze opportunities for separating combined sewers in the
,

vicinity of the project. Coordinate this analysis with the
,

utility engineers for Boston Crossing and the Commonwealth
Center projects, two nearby developments that are
investigating separation.

5.6.3 3. The FEIR should include maps showing the existing water, .

sewer and drain lines as well as a map showing the existing
j

connections.

5.6.4 '* • '^^° alternatives, No. 5 and No. 6, appear to show a portion I

of Columbia Street being utilized in the site development.
If active services exist in this area, the proponent must
submit plans indicating which services are to be abandoned
and where they will be relocated.

5.6.5 5. If steam use is planned, we would like to see provisions |

made for either the reuse of steam condensate within the
development or the return of steam to the Boston Thermal
Energy Corporation.
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•^•^ ^* es?iSatrfn^'°"^
for water demand should include a separateestimate for air-conditioning makeup water This P<.^^™IfI

da?a fnd%H^"?H ^" ^^" equipLnt ma^factSrerT^'perfo^ancedata and should be included in the FEIR.
^^"^ance

'•®'^ ^' pn^^n:f^°"^"^
is, advised to consult his utility

?hlse ;L?r?^''''i"^
^^^ adequacy of the fire flow data.

ro!™?« f "^1" ^^ requested by contacting the

Sc?^iahi?n /^^.^""^^^'^^ services Division, FrankMcLaughlin at ext. 444.

''^•® ^* Kina^^oi'"^?^^ °f
^^''^^ ^^"^ capacity for Columbia,

A ??h?o"'H^^"^°^^.^"^ ^^^^^ Streets are inconsist4nt

.

for tipJ r'""^ ^^°P^ ^^'^ estimated friction factorsfor these sewers may make this presentation clearer.

'•^•^ ^*
to;p;^h?^%'^^''^"!^°''

estimate should include coolingtower blowdown and steam condensate volumes if
^

applicable.

5.6.10 10. The proponent should be aware that discharge of groundwate-
iJ oroh?g?^if '°S'^ r°^ ^^^^" =y=^^° °" ^ pennLent bas!;
anH^noii? ^^ Discharge of groundwater to storm drains
p?ov?dS ?h?/;r'' °^^ ""^ permitted on a temporary basis,
S™^^^^ that the proponent obtains a permit from theCommission's Engineering Services Division.

5.6.11 11. The Corjaission recommends that wells installed for thepurpose of observing groundwater levels be installed

Senc;^c^^?rS ^^4^- ^^'^ location of the observation
r^lif

should be indicated on any plans submitted to thecommission m the future.

Thank you for this opportunity^rbo comment on this project

John P. Sullivan, Jr., P.E,
Chief Engineer

JPS/PK/mo

cc: Stephen Coyle - BRA
Attn: Richard Mertens - BRA

Robert Green - Metropolitan/Columi)ia Plaza Venture
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Infrastructure

5.6.1 Existing Water. Sewer and Drain Systems Handling of Water Demand. Sewage

and Drainage from the Project

Section 4.5.2 evaluates the ability of the water, sewer and drainage systems to

handle the water demand, sewage and drainage from the project.

5.6.2 Separate Combined Sewers

The proponent has investigated separation of the combined sewers in the area.

A conceptual system separation is depicted in Section 4.5.2.1.

5.6.3 Maps Showing the Existing Water. Sewer and Drain Lines and Existing

Connections

Section 4.5.2 includes plans showing the existing sewer, water, and drainage

lines. Test pits are presently being dug to determine the locations of existing connections.

This information will be submitted to the BWSC for their Site Plan Review process.

5.6.4 Services to be Abandoned and Relocated in Columbia Street

The Revised Developers Proposal (Alternative 7) will utilize a portion of

Columbia Street for the development. The active services in this area provide sewer and

water service to the Bedford Building which will be maintained.
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At this time, the plans involve the construction of a new water service to the

Bedford Building from Bedford Street. Sewer and drainage will be provided to the

Bedford Building by either a new connection to the Bedford Street sewer or by cormecting

the Bedford Building into the One Lincoln Street development. These locations are the

subject of discussions with the BWSC and will be finalized during the BWSC Site Plan

review process. The relocation of additional utilities (i.e., electric, telephone, gas) are

presently being coordinated with the proper utility companies.

5.6.5 Reuse Steam Condensate within the Development or Return Steam to the

Boston Thermal Energy Corporation

At the present time, steam use is not planned for heating or cooling of One

Lincoln Street. Should steam use be considered, the developer will investigate the reuse

of steam condensate as HVAC makeup water. Presently, Boston Thermal Energy, Inc. is

not able to use condensate in their system and has no provisions for the return of

condensate.

5.6.6 Separate Estimate for Air-Conditioning Makeup Water

Section 4.5.2.2 includes a separate estimate for air-conditioning makeup water.

The makeup water estimates, provided by Cosentini Associates, are based on typical

mechanical engineering factors and not equipment manufacturer's performance data as

the exact A.C. units have not yet been selected.

5.6.7 Fire Flow Data

Additional fire flow data has been incorporated into Section 4.5.2. Attempts

have been made by the BWSC to test the Southern Low Service lines directly adjacent to

the site. To date, BWSC has not been able to test these lines. This is due, in part, to the

age of the lines, the types of hydrants (Lowry hydrants) and the equipment necessary to

perform the tests.
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5.6.8 Sewer Line Capacity for Columbia. Kingston. Lincoln and Essex Streets

A table has been provided in Section 4.5.2.1 showing the lengths, slopes, friction

factors and capacities of the sewers from the project site to the East Side Interceptor.

5.6.9 Cooling Tower Slowdown and Steam Condensate Volumes

Cooling tower blowdown has been included in the sewage generation estimates

in Section 4.5.2. L

5.6.10 Discharge of Groundwater to Storm Drain System

The lowest below-grade (P5) floor of the proposed One Lincoln Street building

will be designed as a slab-on-grade and the hydrostatic uplift pressure against the slab will

be relieved by providing an underslab drain. The drain consisting of a blanket of crushed

stone and a grid of perforated PVC pipes will collect the seeping groundwater and

discharge into sump pits located at the P5 level.

Groundwater seepage into the underslab drain will occur through the glacial till

stratum which is quite impervious. In-situ tests indicated that coefficient of permeability

of the glacial till formation underlying the site (Section 3.5.2) is about 10-5 cm per second.

It has been estimated that the peak groundwater flow into the drain system for the entire

base area of the building would be in the range of 20 to 25 gallons per minute (gpm).

During non-peak periods (seasons), the infiltration rate is expected to be relatively

smaller. Groundwater collected through the underslab drainage system is planned to be

discharged into the City's existing combined sewer system.

Groundwater samples collected from the glacial till stratum were tested by

Haley & Aldrich, Inc., and the following results were obtained: pH from 8.3 to 9.1;

specific conductance 1,800 umbos micro-umhos per in. In addition, a groundwater sample

from the glacial till was tested/analyzed for contamination by Enseco, Inc., Cambridge,

Massachusetts. No hazardous substance was detected in the tests.
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5.6.11 Permanent Wells for Observing Groundwater Levels

Since December 1988, groundwater levels at the project site have been

monitored by five observation wells as reprinted in Figure 4-81. These wells will have to

be removed during the proposed foundation excavation.

In order to monitor any potential fluctuations in groundwater regime in the

vicinity of the project site, a network of instrumentation will be installed, including ten

groundwater observation wells and three piezometers. Proposed locations for this

instrumentations are reprinted in Figure 4-81.

The ten groundwater observation wells will be installed to depths below the

fill-marine clay interface (Section 3.5.2) to monitor the groundwater levels. The three

piezometers will be installed to monitor the piezometric (pressure) heads in the glacial till

stratum.

The proposed groundwater instrumentation program will be implemented prior

to the commencement of construction, and instrumentation will be monitored during and

after completion of the construction. It is expected that the groundwater collected through

the relatively impervious glacial till into the underslab drainage will not have a negative

impact on the groundwater regime in the vicinity of the project site. Specifically, it is not

anticipated that the underdrain system will create a risk for the existing wood-pile

foundations of nearby properties. Draw-down in the existing groundwater table, if any,

will be quite small and limited to immediate project area. The proposed observation well

program will monitor the groundwater levels around the project site.
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5.7 roMMFNTS FROM THF MA^^ArHTISRTTS HTSTORTCAL COMMISSION

(MHO

Comment from: Valerie Talmage, Executive Director

Dated: May 30, 1989
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Dj LULLi

JM 5»
M EPA

May 30, 1989

Secretary John P. DeVi liars
Executive Office of Environmental Af
100 Cambridge Street
Boston, MA 02202

Attention: Nancy Baker, MEPA Unit

RE: Kingston-Bedford-Essex Street Development, Boston, MA
EOEA No. 6132

Dear Secretary DeVillars:

Staff of the Massachusetts Historical Conmission have reviewed the Draft
Environmental Impact Report for the proposed project listed above.

The report adequately identifies the historic resources adjacent to the
proposed project site including the Bedford Building, Procter Building, Church
Green, 80-86 and 88-100 Kingston Street and the proposed Kingston-Essex Street
Textile Historic District.

The MHC staff feels that the proposed high-rise adversely affects the Bedford

5.7.1 Building by introducing visual elements that are out of character with the
historic structure. The staff of the MHC had the opportunity to tneet with the

project proponents to review alternative designs for the site. Alternative
designs which reduce the height of the low-rise at Kingston and Bedford Street
and alter the design of the high-rise have been considered to reduce the

effects of the new construction on the Bedford Building. MHC staff loolc

forward to reviewing these new designs in the Final EIR. MHC staff also
5.7.2 recommend alternatives be considered that would reduce the height of the

high-rise tower. In addition alternatives which would retain 80-86 Kingston

5.7.3 Street should be explored in the FEIR.

The DEIR states that an archaeological reconnaissance survey shall be

conducted and the results included in the FEIR. MHC concurs with the proposed

5.7.4 scope of the archaeological survey and looks forward to receiving a report
describing the results of the study. MHC recommends that the archaeological
report be submitted to the MHC prior to the completion of the FEIR, so that if

significant archaeological resources are, in fact, discovered, the MHC has the

opportunity to consult with project proponents in developing an appropriate
mitigation plan. The mitigation plan could then be included in the FEIR.

These conments are offered to assist in compliance with M.G.L. Ch. 9, ss.

26-27C, as amended by Ch. 152 of the Acts of 1983 (950 CMR 71.00) and MEPA.

\I.iN>.i( Ir.i^ctiN f lisioi u .il ( (iiiitiiissioii. Will t ic \ \.\\\)\.i'^t.. Iwff ntr.'f Dim mi. -^tdtr Hnltirii /•), y. n nf m. i ir

HI I U.ivl^ioti St I eel . l^.Nh .11. M.iN.,u liiiM-ris (I'.M l<i fiilTi 7_'7 S-t7n

i Mill I "t !h( Si I It l.ii \ -I "M .:. M . !, .. ! [
( . .imi. >IU, S,. , ,V/m
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If you have any questions, please feel free to contact Maureen A. Cavanaugh of

this office. "

Sincerely,

\/cLLL\.kJ (c^Xo'Kaf

Valerie Talmage
Executive Director
State Historic Preservation Officer
Massachusetts Historical Commission

cc: Pam Wessling, BRA
Judith McDonough, BLC
Antonia Pol lack, BPA

VAT/kb
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Historical Resources

5.7.1 The Tower vis-a-vis the Bedford Building

Compared to Alternative 6, Alternative 7 reduces the height of the low-rise

building from nine stories to seven (130 feet to 100 feet), and refines the Lincoln Street

elevation of the 5-story tower base to achieve a more harmonious transition to the

adjoining Bedford Building. The elimination of the protruding west portion of the lower

half of the tower above its base reduces the bulk of the tower, and reduces its effect on the

Bedford Building, paticularly when seen from the north and northwest. See Section 4.2.2

for details of the massing and visual effects of Alternative 7.

5.7.2 Height of the Tower

A reduction in tower height significant enough to make a difference at

pedestrian level would cause a substantial increase in the height of the low-rise building

(low-rise building and tower floor plate size above the 5th floor is nearly identical), and

thereby negate the concordant relationship between the Bedford and low-rise buildings on

Bedford Street cited in the MHC in its Comment 5.7.1. See also Section 4.6.3 for a

discussion of the tower vis-a-vis the Bedford Building.

5.7.3 80-86 Kingston Street

The retention of the building at 80-86 Kingston Street renders the proposed

building element arrangement, massing, and garage arrangement of Alternative 7

infeasible. Section 4.6.3 contains a complete analysis of the options studied for the

retention of 80-86 Kingston Street. Consideration of all of the factors and options -

particularly after 88 Kingston Street is demolished for street widening - appears to

reinforce the facade design of Alternative 7 which, while it does not preserve the existing

80 Kingston Street building or facade, will recreate in its style the historical character of

the district.
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5.7.4 Archaeological Report to be Submitted to MHC

An Archaeological Reconnaissance Survey was completed by the Public

Archaeology Laboratory, Inc. and submitted to MHC and the City of Boston's

Environmental Department for review. This study is contained in its entirety in the

Technical Appendix I (submitted as an accompanying document). In addition, MHC has

communicated to HMM Associates (see Appendbc E) that no further archeological review

is required in compliance with M.G.L. Ch. 9, ss.26-27C as amended by Ch. 254 of the Acts

of 1988 (950 CMR 71).
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6.0 DRAFT SECTION 61 FINDINGS

Section 61 of the Massachusetts Environmental Policy Act (MEPA) provides that

agencies of the Commonwealth must use all feasible means to minimize impacts on the

environment. Following Secretarial certification that MEPA has been complied with,

agencies are to make a finding of what the impacts are, and that all feasible mitigation of

the impacts is being accomplished. It is the responsibility of the permitting agency to

make this "Section 61 Finding". However, MEPA regulations provide that a project

proponent may include a Draft Section 61 Finding in the Final EIR to aid the participating

agencies in fulfilling their separate Section 61 obligations. See 301 CMR 11.07(10),

11.10(3,4).

The project proponent has voluntarily submitted Draft Section 61 Findings to aid

reviewers although not directed to do so by the MEPA Scope on the DEIR.

The environmental impacts of One Lincoln Street are as set forth in the Final EIR.

The project, refined through the environmental review process, utilizes all feasible means

to minimize impacts on the environment. Specific categories of impact, and feasible

mitigation measures to each, are summarized in the following pages.

6.1 Transportation

6.1.1 Transportation Impacts

The One Lincoln Street development will eliminate the existing obsolete mechanical

garage and two parking lots. These faciUties will be replaced with an office building

including minor retail uses. Part of the proposal involves the provision of an underground

parking garage for approximately up to 911 spaces.

Transportation benefits will accrue to the project due to the close proximity of public

transportation - subway, express bus, local bus, and railroad services - and from a large

proportion of walk-in trips from Downtown residential uses and among other commercial

developments. On the average, over 2/3 of the workers and customers to One Lincoln

Street will use transit and/or walk to the site. It is this feature which helps reduce

automobile impacts to manageable levels.
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Traffic Impacts

One Lincoln Street project is projected to be a relatively small contributor to traffic

in the area. The demands of numerous other planned development which comprises the

No-Build option will require mitigation which will, in the main, provide adequate capacity

for One Lincoln Street traffic as well. New demands from this project will concentrate

primarily on the Surface Artery corridor near the Expressway and Turnpike ramp

connections. Consequently, the accommodation of the project within its time frame is

possible without major street alterations. Some existing operational problems at

unsignalized intersections are exacerbated first by added No-Build traffic, and also by One

Lincoln Street traffic. These locations will require signalization for good operation, as

follows:

o Essex Street and Harrison Avenue

o Essex Street and Kingston Street

o Kingston Street and Bedford Street

In addition, operational changes are needed at the intersection of the Surface Artery and

Essex Street, involving restriping of signal approach lanes, signal phasing and timing,

parking controls and minor physical revisions.

By itself, One Lincoln Street does not require the widening of Essex Street for

two-way operation. Two-way Essex Street is, however, a desirable project, particularly as a

necessary feeder for other new development projects to the west (e.g., Boston Crossing,

Commonwealth Center, Midtown Cultural District), and as a relief to the more pedestrian

oriented Beach, Bedford, and Summer Streets. The Essex-Surface Artery-Lincoln

intersection improvements must be closely coordinated with widening in the Essex Street

Corridor and Surface Artery long range plans.

Parking Supply and Demand Impacts

The proposed project will eliminate a total of 916 physical spaces (functional

capacity 731) currently existing on the site. Today, most of these spaces serve long-term

commuter parking due to the relatively low rates at the mechanical garage.
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No-Build background development forecasts a peak parking demand in the area for

2,900 spaces, versus an anticipated supply of about 1,700 spaces. Thus, there would be a

No-Build deficit of around 1,200 spaces.

For One Lincoln Street development options, on-site supply will exceed project

demand by about 89 spaces for the Revised Developer's Proposal (Alternative 7). If the

demand for replacement parking for the 731 spaces displaced from the site is added to the

project demand, however, the deficit is about 642 spaces.

These figures must be interpreted within the context of overall Downtown Boston

parking policy, which has sought to limit the availability of commuter parking downtown in

order to free spaces for visitor use and encourage alternative modes of access.

Public Transportation System Impacts

The project is well located with respect to the MBTA rapid transit, express bus, and

commuter rail system.

The No-Build development will add up to 2 additional carloads of passengers per

Une to the rapid transit system during each peak hour, and the Revised Developer's

alternative up to one additional. When these demands are distributed over the total peak

hour cars, a 4% increase in capacity is indicated to accommodate background

development and an additional 2% for the One Lincoln Street project. Given the MBTA's

ongoing efforts to add peak hour capacity, these additional demands should be able to be

reasonably handled by the system.

Pedestrian Impacts

By adding ground level retail activity, providing sheltered walkways through the site,

and adding sidewalks to the south side of Bedford Street in place of the current garage

entrance which stretches the length of the block, the proposed project will improve

pedestrian amenities and safety in what is currently an unattractive area. Primary

pedestrian flows will occur to and from the site and Downtown Crossing, and to and from

South Station. The most critical roadway crossing locations are those along the Surface

Artery, where traffic flows are the heaviest. Signal improvements will provide for

pedestrian phasing, and changes in roadway geometry will seek to improve pedestrian

crossing conditions.
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6.1,2 Transportation Mitigation Measures

Existing Conditions

Generally speaking, traffic is moving during morning peak hours at acceptable levels

of service. During the weekday evening peak hour period, the situation is decidedly worse,

especially for the intersections along Essex Street. However, only one unsignalized

intersection, Essex-Kingston-Avenue de Lafayette, is operating below LOS D (LOS F). In

addition, during the Saturday peak period, southbound vehicles traveling on Harrison

Avenue experience unacceptable delays at the unsignalized intersection of Essex,

Harrison, and Chauncy Streets (LOS F). Table 6-1 lists the intersections with

unacceptable LOS ( < D) for the existing, No-Build and Build conditions.

Design changes to improve the physical and operational capacity of surrounding

intersections to handle development traffic are a major means of mitigating

project-generated traffic impacts. However, no less important than these supply side

measures are programs to help reduce the demand for auto use by employees and visitors.

This can be done through several types of commuter management actions, as described

below. The City of Boston requires developers of major projects to enter into a

Transportation Access Plan Agreement which specifies measures the developer plans to

implement to both reduce and manage demand.

Encourage Transit Use

The One Lincoln Street development parcel's prime location at the hub of the

MBTA system makes encouragement of transit use a primary mitigating measure. In the

first place, the developer can stress the site's excellent transit access in the marketing

materials prepared during the initial leasing process for the building. Once tenants are

selected, transit access can be stressed in employee recruitment. Employment advertising

by major tenants in MBTA buses and trains can help tap this work force. Once the

building is operational, MBTA pass sales can be arranged on-site, either in a sales office

run by building management or through payroll deduction by the employers. Employers

can also be encouraged to offer a subsidy of a portion of the MBTA pass, up to $15 of

which can be treated as a tax free employee benefit under Federal law.
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TABLE 6-1

INTERSECTION CONDITIONS WITH AND WITHOUT
RECOMMENDED ROADWAY IMPROVEMENTS

Situation/ Peak
Problem Intersection Hour

EXISTING CONDITIONS

Essex-Kingston- PM
Avenue de Lafayette

Essex-Harrison-Chauncy SAT

NO-BUILD (1993) CONDITIONS ^

Summer-Lincoln-Bedford PM

Level of Service

WITH ImprovementsWITHOUT
Improvements 1-Way Essex 2-Way Essex

F

F

NA

NA

NA

NA

B

Essex-Surface Artery-

Lincoln



Encourage Ridesharing

In the Boston region, developers and employers utilize the services of CARAVAN,

the regional ridesharing agency, to help initiate ridesharing programs, including: carpools,

vanpools, and subscription bus services. One particularly effective service which

CARAVAN offers is assistance to new tenants in solving relocating employees' commute

problems. This service will be utilized by the developer during the leasing process to help

market the space. Once employers are located, CARAVAN will help them implement

ridesharing programs and form employee carpools. The State has several funding

programs in place to support private sector efforts as well.

The One Lincoln Street project developer and building manager will also support

ridesharing efforts through parking pricing and supply management. Beyond monthly

spaces included in leases, reserving monthly spaces for carpools and vanpools at a reduced

rate, is one way to help ensure ridesharing where parking availability is limited.

Flexible Work Hours

Largely beyond the control of the project developer is the institution of flexible

working hours whereby employees can vary working schedules to avoid peak demand

periods. The receptivity of employers to these types of programs varies by the type of

business. Informally, the developer will distribute information about these programs to

prospective tenants, and also, if possible keep track of the working hours of major tenants

during the leasing process to help coordinate schedules.

Transportation Coordinator

Key to successful implementation of these actions is the active effort by the

developer to incorporate in a positive way the idea of demand management into project

marketing and leasing. This will be done through offering the services of a transportation

coordinator, who can be designated from the management staff. This individual will work

with CARAVAN to learn about available programs, prepare the required promotional

materials, and launch ridesharing and transit efforts as appropriate. Once the project is

fully tenanted, the function will be carried out as part of the building management on an

ongoing basis.
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Transportation Management Association

In the Midtown Area of Downtown Boston, several other major projects will be in

the construction and leasing stages over the same time frame as One Lincoln Street. To

help integrate transportation plamiing for the Commonwealth Center and Boston Crossing

projects with the One Lincoln Street planning, the developer has already participated in a

number of joint meetings to discuss issues of common concern. This cooperative effort

will continue to address ongoing issues as the projects are completed and leased.

In the long-term, this group intends to evolve into what is known as a transportation

management association (TMA). These types of groups were created by the private sector

to help reduce traffic congestion in suburban California areas. TMAs typically involve

developers, major employers, community groups, and public agencies with an interest in

improving transportation conditions in a given district. The role for a TMA in the One

Lincoln Street area would include such issues as coordinating construction management

for the projects, working with the City to ensure the implementation of programmed street

improvements, deciding on circulation options, monitoring traffic and parking conditions

as the projects are leased, and representing the area's interests with respect to major

projects such as the Central Artery/Third Harbor Tunnel and future MBTA initiatives.

6.1.3 No-Build Mitigation Measures for 1993 Design Year

For the 1993 design year under No-Build conditions, the following roadway and

development assumptions were adopted for analysis:

o Beach Street is closed at the Chinatown Gate; Kingston Street and Edinboro

Street are open to the Surface Artery;

o Avenue de Lafayette is closed between Washington Street and Harrison

Avenue Extension;

o Hayward Place and Avery Street directions are reversed;

o Phase I and II of the Boston Crossing Project are completed;
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o Phase I of the Commonwealth Center is completed;

o The existing Surface Artery and ramps to/from the Central Artery remain

substantially in the same configuration, pending Artery reconstruction. Some

minor widening or change of lane use is envisioned.

4

Responsibilities for implementation of each of these projects are outlined in Table 6-2.

Another project, the widening of Essex Street, is still under consideration. Because

this widening project will significantly alter traffic patterns in the study area, traffic

impacts were considered with and without a two-way widened Essex Street.

Traffic Impacts for One-Way Essex Street

No-Build Conditions

The new Boston Crossing and Commonwealth Center projects will contribute a large

increment of traffic to the area. These projects will rely on Bedford Street and

Washington Street for access during the morning peak hour period, failing a two-way

Essex Street. During the evening peak hour period, exiting traffic will produce significant

pressures along and across the Essex Street corridor. Most of the congested intersections

are not signalized but can be improved with appropriate mitigation measures. (See Table

6-1 for a listing of LOS at problem intersections.)

Traffic operations can be improved to acceptable levels at Essex-Surface

Artery-Lincoln through channelization within the existing right-of-way along the Essex

Street approach (reserved right turn lane from Kingston Street to Surface Artery) and

signal rephasing to facilitate right turns.

Traffic operations during the evening peak hour period at Boylston-

Essex-Washington can be improved to almost acceptable levels (LOS E, close to LOS D)

with the installation of left turn and through direction pavement markings and through the

institution and enforcement of peak-hour parking restrictions along the eastern Essex

Street section between Washington Street and the Surface Artery.

Signalization is the proposed mitigation measure for the unsignalized intersections

that operate poorly under No-Build conditions. For these unsignalized locations,

signalization will bring operating conditions to acceptable levels during all peak hour

periods. (See Table 6-2 or a listing of roadway improvements.)
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TABLE 6-2

STUDY AREA ROADWAY IMPROVEMENTS

Situation/Location Lead Agency

NO-BUILD IMPROVEMENTS

Essex/Boylston City of Boston
Corridor

Description of Improvements

Essex Street (and Boiyston Street) Corridor:
improvements from Tremont Street to Surface
Artery. The designation of this section of
Essex and Boiyston Streets as a Traffic Relief
Program (TRP) route, including restricted

parking and coordinated si^al timing. Essex
Street operation should mamtain two lanes of
through traffic during the morning peak hour
period and three lanes during the evening
peak hour.

Essex-Bolyston-
Washington

Signal optimization and pavement restriping

providing:

- Two through lanes and one through/left
lane along Boiyston Street eastbound; and

- One through, one through/right and one
right only along Washington Street

northbound.

Essex-Harrison-
Chauncy

Install signals and pavement restriping to

allow for:

- One through and one left turn only lane
along Essex Street eastbound; and

- Two through lanes and one through/right
lane lane along Harrison Avenue
Extension.

- Continued -
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TABLE 6-2 (Continued)

Situation/Location Lead Agency Description of Improvements

NO-BUILD IMPROVEMENTS (Continued)

Essex-Kingston-
Avenue de Lafayette

Install signals and pavement restriping

to allow for:

- Two through lanes and one through/right
lane along Essex Street eastbound; and

- One left turn only lane and one
through/right lane along Kingston Street

southbound.

Essex-Surface Artery-

Lincoln
Signal rephasing and optimization along with
pavement restriping to include:

- Three multi-purpose lanes and one right

turn lane combined with signal rephasmg
to allow for an additional phase for right

turns along the eastbound Essex Street

approach;

- Two multi-purpose lanes along the

northbound Lincoln Street approach with
an additional lane for right turns during
the morning peak hour;

- Three multi-purpose lanes along the
northbound Surface Artery approach; and

- Three multi-purpose lanes along the

southbound Surface Artery approach
combined with a peak hour left turn

prohibition.

Continued -
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TABLE 6-2 (Continued)

Situation/Location Lead Agency Description of Improvements

NO-BUILD IMPROVEMENTS (Continued)

Summer-Lincoln-
Bedford

City of Boston Signal optimization and pavement restriping

providing:

- Three multi-purpose lanes along the

northbound Lincoln Street approach;

- One through lane and one right turn lane
along the Summer Street eastbound
approach; and

- One left turn lane, one through lane and
one right turn lane (to Devonshire Street)

along the westbound Summer Street

approach.

Bedford-Chauncy-
LP Garage

City of Boston Installation of signals and pavement striping

allowing for:

- One multi-purpose lane along the Chauncy
Street northbound approach;

- One multi-purpose lane along the

Lafayette Place garage exit; and

- One multi-purpose lane along the

westbound Bedford Street approach.

Bedford-Kingston City of Boston Signal installation and pavement restriping

providing for:

- One multi-purpose lane along the

southbound Kingston Street approach;

- One right turn lane along the eastbound
Bedford Street approach; and

- One through lane and one left turn lane

along the westbound Bedford Street

approach.

- Continued-
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TABLE 6-2 (Continued)

Situation/Location Lead Agency Description of Improvements

LONG-RANGE ROADWAY IMPROVEMENTS

Essex Street Corridor City of Boston Providing for two-way Essex Street operation
from Kingston Street to Surface Artery.

Essex-Surface Artery
Lincoln

Improvements at the Essex-Surface Artery-

Lincoln intersection to provide for:

- Three multi-purpose lanes combined with

a free right turn along the eastbound Essex
Street approach;

- Three multi-purpose lanes along the

northbound Lmcoln Street approach with

an additional lane for right turns during
the morning peak hour;

- Two multi-purpose lanes along the

northbound Surface Artery approach; and

- Four multi-purpose lanes along the

southbound Surface Artery approach
combined with a peak hour left turn

prohibition.
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Traffic Impacts: Two-Way Essex Street

No-Build Conditions

The Essex Street roadway improvement proposal provides for two-way traffic along

Essex Street from Kingston Street to Atlantic Avenue. The widening of Essex Street has

been under study for some time by the City. Although there are no final plans to widen

the street, past development projects have accommodated the potential reconstruction.

About three hundred feet of Essex Street between Atlantic Avenue and South Street was

reconstructed as a two-way roadway with two continuous travel lanes in each direction and

curb service lanes where possible. This section of the widening was completed in

coordination with the construction of One Financial Center.

Additional work will need to occur to complete the widening, including the following

measures:

o Provision of revised signalization at the intersection of Essex Street with the

Surface Artery; acquisition and removal of the five-story brick building at the

northeast corner of the Essex-BCingston intersection; and

o Reconstruction of 350 feet of Essex Street between the Surface Artery and

Kingston Street as a two-way roadway with two travel lanes in the westbound

direction and with two through travel lanes and a right turn lane in the

eastbound direction.

Assuming that the mitigation measures needed for a one-way Essex Street are

implemented, the most significant shifts in traffic resulting from the two-way Essex Street

improvement will be the following:

o Expected increases in traffic along Avenue de Lafayette approaching Chauncy

Street;

o Traffic increases along Harrison Avenue between Avenue de Lafayette and

Beach Street. These appear high when expressed as a percentage increase

due to the low volumes existing traffic along this section of the roadway. The

increases are mostly a result of improved access to Chinatown via two-way

Essex Street;
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o Significant decrease in traffic volumes along Bedford Street, Summer Street

(westbound) between South Street and Lincoln Street, and southbound along

Chauncy Street between Bedford Street and Avenue de Lafayette;

o Smaller decreases in traffic volumes north of the Surface artery along Lincoln

Street, South Street, and Summer Street (westbound);

o Decreased volumes along Essex Street eastbound between Tremont Street

and Washington Street, particularly in the peak hour, due to the fact that

traffic destined for Boston Crossing or Commonwealth Center parking
j

garages can approach the area from the south by using New Essex Street}

westbound to Avenue de Lafayette westbound rather than Kneeland Street to

Washington Street and then to Avenue de Lafayette eastbound; and

o Decreased traffic volumes along Chauncy Street north of Essex Street to

Avenue de Lafayette and on Washington Street between Kneeland Street and

Avery Street.

Improvements in LOS for the two-way Essex Street compared to one-way Essex,

both with No-Build mitigation, are found at four problem intersections. LOS remains

substantially the same at other locations. The intersections experiencing better LOS are

as follows (see Table 6-1).

o Summer-Lincoln-Bedford improves from LOS C to LOS B during the evening

peak hour period;

o Essex-Washington improves from LOS E to LOS D during the evening peak

hour period.

o Bedford-Kingston improves from LOS C to LOS B in the evening peak hour;

and

o Bedford-Chauncy-Lafayette Place Garage intersection improves from LOS C

to LOS B during the morning, and from LOS D to LOS B in the evening peak

hour periods.
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In summary, the deficiem intersections are currently unsignalized. The installation

of signals will remedy the deficiencies in most cases. Re-striping, parking restrictions, and

signal timing changes will give adequate relief in most other cases with the changes

satisfying the No-Build, the critical alternative (400-foot tower), and Alternative 7 (the

Revised Developer's Proposal) in the 1993 analysis year (see Table 6-2).

6.2.1 Air Quality Impacts

A full air quality analysis was provided in the DEIR, and the results of this analysis

showed no predicted exceedances of air quality standards.

6.2.2 Air Quality Mitigation Measures

Currently, the City of Boston is in the process of optimizing, through computer

operated traffic flow monitors, approximately 250 signals downtown, including those in the

project study area. Completion of this program is expected in 1990. Computer-driven

signal timings, which will be based on demand, are expected to improve traffic flow over

peak one- and eight-hour periods in the project area. During eight-hour periods, when

violations of the NAAQS for CO are more likely, continual monitoring of traffic

conditions and appropriate adjustments to signal timings under this program should

provide potential air quality benefits. In addition, this program should serve to reduce CO
background levels as general flow in the downtown area is also expected to improve.

Boylston Street/Essex Street between Arlington Street and the Surface Artery will

become part of the City of Boston's Traffic ReUef Program (TRP) and be classified as a

major trip route. Under the TRP the following actions will be taken:

o No Stopping Zones will be established along portions of Boylston Street and

Essex Street between 7:00 AM and 7:00 PM.

o Parking meters will be removed where necessary.
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o Taxi Stands will be relocated as needed.

o No Stopping Zones will be established on some intersecting side streets to

improve flow and increase capacity.

o Restrictions will be enforced during the peak periods with Traffic Officers

from the Boston Transportation Department (BTD) and cooperation of the

Boston Police Department.

These measures, in addition to the traffic signal coordination, should improve traffic

flow along Boylston Street/Essex Street, and improve air quality in the area.
j

Finally, the Commonwealth's I&M program, started on April 1, 1983 was assumed in

the calculation of motor vehicle emission rates for the DEIR. This program, which results

in the overall reduction of yearly motor vehicle emissions, was established to ensure

compliance with the NAAQS, on a statewide basis, as outlined in the Massachusetts State

Implementation Plan. The project proponent supports this program as the attainment and

maintenance of the NAAQS for CO in the future is dependent on its continued

enforcement.

6.3 Noise

6.3.1 Noise Impacts

Noise in the project area is created by motor vehicle traffic on the Surface Artery,

the Central Artery, and local streets; by aircraft from Logan Airport; by building

mechanical systems; and by construction equipment. These sources are typical of an urban

envirormient and create relatively high noise levels. Noise sensitive land uses in the

vicinity of the project site include residential buildings south of Essex Street. Existing

noise levels along Essex Street were estimated in the DEIR to be 62 dBA (Lgq), while

levels adjacent to the Surface Artery range from 74 to 78 dBA (Lgg).

Estimates of the potential traffic-related noise impacts along Essex Street were

assessed for the 1993 No-Build Alternative as a basis for comparison with the build

alternatives.
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Traffic along Essex Street is expected to increase by 64 percent by 1993 and would

result in a noise level of 64 dBA (Lgq). This 2 dBA increase over the existing level would

not be noticeable. Reconstruction of Essex Street to accommodate two-way traffic would

result in an additional 1 decibel increase in noise. This increase translates to 3 decibels

over 1988 existing conditions, which also would be an imperceptible impact. Increases of

less than 5 dBA are considered to be barely perceptible to the human ear.

6.3.2 Noise Mitigation Measures

Due to projected insignificant increases in noise levels, no specific mitigation

measures for traffic generated by the alternatives would be required. However,

operational poUcies which would reduce peak hour traffic volumes (e.g., van pools, car

pools, transit ridership, etc.) would contribute to minimizing the overall potential adverse

effects of noise on sensitive land uses from the One Lincoln Street project.

6.4 Infrastructure

6.4.1 Infrastructure Impacts

The One Lincoln Street project is expected to contribute a maximum increase in

wastewater flow of approximately 113,500 gallons per day (gpd). An analysis of the

existing sewer system has determined that the system is adequate to handle the

development of the project.

The development's average daily water needs is estimated to be approximately

228,000 gpd with an instantaneous peak water demand of 294 gallons per minute (gpm).

Electricity from Boston Edison is expected to be the main source of space heating

and air conditioning for the project. The annual electric power requirements have been

estimated to be 23.49 x 10" kilowatt hours per year (kwh/yr). It is not anticipated that new

distribution facilities will be required in the Boston Edison Company system to meet the

requirements of One Lincoln Street.

Natural gas will be provided to the site by the Boston Gas Company to serve the

development's restaurant needs. The estimated aimual use is approximately 2.04 x 10"

cubic feet per year. Boston Gas is able to provide the increased level of service with their

current system.
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Steam use is presently being analyzed as an alternative source of space heating.

Boston Thermal Energy Corporation (BTEC) has adequate capacity within their

distribution system to serve the needs of One Lincoln Street.

6.4.2 Infrastructure Mitigation Measures

The increase in sewage flow will be mitigated by the use of low flow fixtures. These

types of fixtures will reduce projected sewage generation estimates by up to 20 percent.

The proponent has also investigated the possibility of separating combined sewers in the

project vicinity. This measure is still under discussion with the BWSC.

The increase in water consumption will also be mitigated by the use of low flow

fixtures. Additional mitigation measures include improvements to the area's water supply

system by both the developer and the BWSC.

The increase in electric use will be mitigated by compliance with the new State

Building Code requirements for items such as lighting and insulation.

Boston Gas Company has adequate natural gas supplies within its existing system to

serve the development so no mitigation measures are proposed.

Steam use is not presently anticipated as a source of space heating or air

conditioning, therefore, no mitigation is anticipated.

6.5 Massing and Shadow

6.5.1 Massing and Shadow Impacts

In terms of building height and mass, the project site serves as a transition area

between the tall buildings found in the Financial District and the smaller buildings of

Chinatown and the Kingston-Essex Textile District.

The Revised Developers Proposal (Alternative 7) design concept consists of a

slender 37-story, 465-foot high tower on the southeastern portion of the site, connected to

and integrated with a 7-story, 100-foot high 180,000 sf low-rise building on the

Kingston/Bedford parcel, which is stepped back from the street above the fifth floor.

The FEIR shadow analysis compares the shadow impact of the Revised Developer's

Proposal (Alternative 7) to shadows which are currently cast by existing buildings in the

area of the project site. In this comparison, the shadows produced by the new building are

considered in conjunction with shadows produced by the existing structures in the area.

The shadow effect on streets and areas surrounding the project site can be summarized as

follows:
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o Bedford Street - Some net new shadow is added, primarily during the summer

months. The portions to the east and west of the existing garage receive the

most new summer shadows (when shadows are most desirable); the far

western part of Bedford Street will also be in shadow during the September

morning hours.

o Columbia Street - Some new noontime shadows are added to the northern

half. At other times, this portion is already in shadow from both the existing

garage and the Bedford Building.

o Lincoln Street - The southern half will have new shadow impacts during the

afternoon all year. The northern half is currently shaded by the Bedford

Building. The sidewalk will remain sunny at noontime.

o Summer Street - No new shadow impact is expected on Summer Street.

o Church Green - The area will be affected by net new shadows in the

afternoon during the spring and fall. During the winter, it is already fully in

shadow in the afternoon from existing buildings.

o Dewey Square - Unaffected by the proposed project.

o Downtown Crossing - Unaffected by the proposed project.

Boston Common - On winter mornings only, between November 14 and

January 28, some new net shadow is added across a section of Boston

Common lawn and walkways. This new shadow occurs outside of the March

21 - October 21 time period which constitutes one of the Boston common

shadow criteria established by Section 38-16 of the Boston Zoning Code, and

therefore should not require any mitigation measures.

No new shadow is produced on the Boston Common at other times of the

year.

o Kingston Street - Unaffected by the proposed project, except in a small area

on summer mornings.
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o Essex Street - Unaffected by the proposed project.

6.5.2 Massing and Shadow Mitigation Measures

Massing Mitigation

The design of the Revised Developer's Proposal (Alternative 7) attempts to

incorporate all possible mitigation measures relating to not only the project massing, but

also its architectural character, materials, and facade articulation. The massing of this

alternative places the tower on the southeasternmost portion of the site, closest to the

adjoining open space of the Surface Artery and furthest removed from the low buildings of

Chinatown - to which the 5-story tower base and its transformation into a low-rise building

provides the transition. The tower placement allows maximum view corridors for 99

Summer Street to the south, and for 125 Summer Street, towards the west. The

architectural character of the design stresses the visual separation of the project into two

seemingly separate buildings. Each of these has its own rhythm and articulation: the

low-rise building echoes, in its tripartite bay arrangement and mostly individual windows

on Bedford and Kingston Streets, that of its historic neighbor, the Bedford Building; the

tower fenestration has a more vertical emphasis in both proportion and division. The

overall mass and scale of the tower is reduced to the greatest extent possible, by a

multiple-step configuration that occurs horizontally as well as vertically; it is reduced i

further by an exterior cladding of heavy materials (granite and precast) at its lower portion

and a lighter-appearing metal-and-glass curtain wall as it reaches upward. Cornice lines

are emphasized and carried through in relationship to adjoining buildings, entrance

locations are treated as focal points, and the use of ornamental elements, setbacks,

changes in vertical plane, and varying fenestration all contribute to a scale that is in

keeping with the fabric of the surrounding area.

Shadow Mitigation

I

Due to the intensely built-up character of the blocks surrounding the project site,

existing shadows already cover much of the area and relatively little additional shadow will

be created by the project, except along Bedford and Columbia Streets. Some additional

winter morning shadow will fall on the Boston Common.
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The tower location at the southeastern portion of the site is the furthest removed

from and therefore causes the least new shadow on the Common, and the new shadows on

Bedford and Columbia Streets would remain the same even if the tower location were

shifted.

6.6 Aeronautics

6.6.1 Aeronautics Impacts

The most significant building characteristic affecting helicopter flight paths is

height. The tallest existing buildings in the vicinity of the project rise to a height of

approximately 600 feet.

6.6.2 Aeronautics Mitigation Measures

Since, existing buildings are higher than the proposed One Lincoln Street

development, the project is not Ukely to have a negative impact on existing helicopter

flight paths or interfere with any proposed flight paths or heUport sites. Nevertheless, final

plans will be reviewed for compatibility with the Massachusetts Aeronautics Commission.

6.7 Wind

6.7. 1 Wind Impacts

In general, the construction of One Lincoln Street increases in wind activity along

Lincoln Street, between Summer Street and the Surface Artery; while improving

pedestrian comfort at locations along Bedford and Summer Streets. The wind activity

associated with the proposed development does not render any locations dangerous during

any of the seasons or on an annual basis. This is consistent with the existing conditions.

With the project, locations along Lincoln Street are consistently affected throughout

the year. The area towards the corner of Lincoln Street and the Surface Artery is subject

to a pedestrian wind environment considered uncomfortable for walking during all four

seasons and on an annual basis. This same level of comfort is also identified at the Lincoln

Street/Surface Artery corner during three of the four seasons and annually.
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The increased wind activity along Lincoln Street categorizes various locations as

uncomfortable for walking; however, several locations exceed the "Comfortable for

Walking" category by only 1 mph.

Exceedances of the BRA's effective gust criteria are generally reduced with the

implementation of the One Lincoln Street development. During the winter months, five

locations are exceeded under existing conditions and six locations are exceeded under

proposed conditions. However, only one location exceeds the criteria during the spring

under proposed conditions, as compared to two locations under existing conditions. No

locations are exceeded under the proposed conditions during the summer, fall and

aimually, as compared to zero, one and two, respectively, under existing conditions for the

same periods.

6.7.2 Wind Mitigation

Remedial wind devices should be considered for locations on and around the

development site. The implementation of these devices assist in creating a more

comfortable wind environment for the respective pedestrian activities.

The type of devices considered in this report include canopies and/or pedestrian

arcade and vegetation. A general description of the function of these devices is as follows.

o Canopy - A canopy is used to deflect winds that are intercepted at higher

levels above grade and directed downward to pedestrian level. The canopy

should be constructed 8 to 16 feet above grade and extend a minimum of 6

feet horizontally from the building facade.

Pedestrian Arcade - A pedestrian arcade is designed to offer an alternative

pedestrian route when high wind activity and other climatic conditions make

sidewalk usage undesirable. An arcade is also an alternative to canopies

when space restrictions limit usage of canopies along building facades.
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o Vegetation - Vegetation can be used to mitigate both horizontal and vertical

wind action. Deciduous trees act as a localized canopy since their foliage

impedes vertical wind flow and allows pedestrian access at grade level.

Deciduous trees, however, are not very effective in mitigating horizontal wind

flow at pedestrian level; or wind flow in general during the winter season.

Coniferous vegetation is very effective in mitigating horizontal wind flow and

can be used during all seasons as it retains its foliage throughout the year.

Vegetation may be in the form of trees, shrubs, or a combination of plantings,

either in planters or beds. Trees should be a minimum of 10 feet in height to

achieve sufficient effect. Trees of less height will have some impact on the

wind velocity; however, it may be several years before the full capabilities of

the landscaping are realized. The hedging and planter/vegetation

combination should be a minimum of 4.5 feet in height.

The type and location of remedial devices which could be considered for One

Lincoln Street are as follows:

o Canopy = East and South facade of One Lincoln Street Tower

or

o Pedestrian Arcade - along the One Lincoln Street Tower

o Landscaping (if feasible) - Lincoln Street

Remedial devices such as a canopy along the Lincoln Street facade of the proposed

development would assist in reducing the wind velocity at ground level along the left side

of Lincoln Street between Summer Street and the Surface Artery. A canopy along the

south facade of the proposed tower would assist in reducing the amount of upper level

southerly winds downwashed to grade along Lincoln Street. If the implementation of

canopies is not feasible, a pedestrian arcade along the Lincoln Street portion of the

development would provide an area or reduced wind velocity for pedestrian usage during

periods of increased wind activity.
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Landscaping in the form of vegetation along Lincoln Street and at the Lincoln

Street/Essex Street entrance would also help reduce wind velocity. Coniferous vegetation

(i.e. in planter) would help mitigate the wind velocity year round while deciduous trees

will be beneficial during the summer months and portions of the spring and fall. The

implementation of vegetation may be difficult as the sidewalk width is limited and, to our

knowledge, a portion of the sidewalk is above an access to a transformer vault. The

combination of vegetation and canopies and/or pedestrian arcade would be the most

effective form of mitigation.

The recessed entrance(s) along Lincoln Street will provide areas of reduced wind

flow for pedestrians entering and/or exiting the proposed development.

It should be noted that while Lincoln Street is subject to increased wind activity with

One Lincoln Street in place, other areas benefit as they become subject to a decrease in

wind activity creating a comfortable pedestrian level wind environment. The area adjacent

to 100 Summer Street, which is known to be subject to higher wind activity, is one such

area that benefits.

6.8 Historic and Archaelogical Resources

6.8.1 Historic and Archaeological Impacts

The project site is located in an area of Downtown Boston that has a number of

historic buildings and districts. To the north of and adjacent to the site is the Commercial

Palace District. To the south of the site is the Kingston-Essex Textile District, and to the

southeast is the Leather District.

There are no structures on the site which are Boston City Landmarks or are

individually eligible for listing or are listed in the National or Massachusetts Registers of

Historic Places. However three historic structures in the vicinity may be affected by the

proposed development. They include the Church Green Building, the Bedford Building,

and the Proctor Building, all of which are registered landmarks. Two other buildings,

80-86 Kingston Street and 88-100 Kingston street, are included in the project site for some

of the alternatives. Although individually these buildings have been determined not to be

eligible for National Register listing, the Boston Landmarks Commission has

characterized them as contributing structures to the Kingston-Essex Street Textile District,

in which they are located.
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To emphasize the historic character of the area, the detailed project design will

incorporate features of the nearby historic structures and of the Commercial Palace and

Kingston-Essex Street Textile Districts in the choice of building height, materials,

fenestration and facade, setbacks, and mass. If the bases of the proposed structures are

similar in height to the nearby historic structures, and have similar setbacks, similar

facades, and compatible materials and design characteristics, potential adverse effects of

the project on the historic surroundings should be mitigated.

The project site may contain significant subsurface archaeological resources relating

to prehistoric Indian occupation and/or the earliest European settlement of the area. As a

result, any development of this site could significantly affect archaeological resources,

since all the build options entail substantial excavation to subsurface parking. To ensure

that any potential archaeological resources are not urmecessarily disturbed or destroyed in

the development process, an archaeological reconnaissance survey was conducted and the

results are included in Section 4.6.4 of the FEIR.

6.8.2 Historic and Archaeological Mitigation Measures

Historic Mitigation

In the Revised Developer's Proposal (Alternative 7), the placement of the building

and tower provides for the future widening of Essex Street, thereby unavoidably reducing

the site in the north/south direction and moving the tower five feet closer to the Bedford

Building property line. Equally unavoidable, the presence of a 37-story tower in close

proximity to a 5-story historical structure creates a strong contrast, which would not be

perceptibly lessened at street level even if the height of the tower were reduced by five or

more stories. The design represents all of the possible mitigation measures: emphasis on

a 5-story streetwall with strong cornice lines, above which a setback occurs; alignment

along the street edge on Lincohi Street; a compatible material color; well-articulated

architectural detailing of the tower base with recessed windows, decorative metal grilles,

and lighting elements, deep cornices accented horizontally, strong joint lines in the

stonework, a variety of window opening sizes organized around the rhythms of a vertical

expression, and strongly expressed, recessed entrances (all of which will create a play of

shadows); multiple setbacks on the facade of the tower as it stretches upward, and a

change in materials from stone to glass-and-metal to lighten the appearance
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of its upper portion. In addition, the massing and expression of the low-rise building

brings the balance of the project into close harmony with its historic neighbor, and treats it

with great respect on the more heavily used Bedford Street side of the new building.

Finally, the retainage of the entire building, existing facade, or replication of facade

of the 80 Kingston Street building has been studied by the project architects as a further

mitigation measure to relate the project to its neighborhood. This study is contained in

Section 4.6.3 of the FEIR which concludes that the facade design of Alternative 7, the

Revised Developer's Proposal, while it does not preserve the existing building or facade,

will recreate in its style the historical character of the district.

Archaeological Mitigation

The results of the reconnaissance survey determined that the project area's

archaeological sensitivity is low. Given such low archaeological sensitivity, no further

archaeological investigation needed within the project area and no mitigation measures

are necessary. The Massachusetts Historical Commission (MHC) has confirmed to the

proponent that no further archaeological review will be required by MHC (see Appendix

6.9 Open Space and Recreational Facilities

6.9.1 Open Space and Recreational Facilities Impacts

The No-Build alternative would have no beneficial impacts on open space nor

provide opportunities for recreation. There are no facilities on the site for passive or

active recreational activities, and the open space that does exist contains no

improvements. The site in its current condition lacks pedestrian corridors and thus poses

some danger to pedestrians from vehicles entering or exiting parking lots.

6.9.2 Open Space and Recreational Facilities Mitigation Measures

The Revised Developers Proposal (Alternative 7), would significantly enhance open

space by adding public plazas, pedestrian corridors, lobbies, arcades, and landscaping.

The Revised Developers Proposal provides for the widening of Essex Street and the

closing of Columbia Street, thereby creating pedestrian areas more protected from traffic.

It also proposes a multi-story public atrium, a retail arcade, and a pedestrian network

which would add to the pedestrian amenities in the area.
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6.10 Social and Economic

6.10.1 Social and Economic Impacts

In the past, economic development in Boston's disadvantaged neighborhoods has

brought short-term benefits without creating an enduring and strong economic base. The

One Lincoln Street project is designed to reverse this trend and to respond to the

community's need for employment community facilities, and housing.

6.10.2 Social and Economic Mitigation Measures

The creation of construction and permanent jobs would go hand-in-hand with

training programs, community outreach, and affirmative action. The developers also will

participate in the creation of affordable housing and contribute over $10 million to a

Community Development Fund.

The development program also calls for a minimum of 30 percent of all

development-related consultant contracts be targeted to certified minority- and

women-owned businesses. In addition, the developers will work with public and private

agencies to provide technical assistance to minority businesses and encourage the

formation of a small business incubator program.

The developer will also provide a child care facility for 100 children on a site near or

in Chinatown. (A more detailed discussion is found in Section 3.3, Public & Community

Benefits.)

6.11 Construction

6.11.1 Construction Impacts

Construction of One Lincoln Street would be approximately 30 months from start of

work on-site until completion of the Base Building work. Project completion is anticipated

by late 1992.

During construction, there will be transportation impacts on streets leading to and

around the site; worker parking, unloading and storage of construction materials and

equipment and the enclosure of the site to protect pedestrians. A detailed construction

management plan will be prepared by the project developer in close coordination with the

construction contractor for submittal for approval by the City's Transportation

Department prior to issuance of a building permit.
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The different stage of construction identified in the construction schedule has been

varying levels of temporary noise impacts. The highest levels during demolition and

excavation are expected to occur during the Fall 1990 when the work on the

Kingston-Bedford Street garage site begin erection operations and excavation commence

on the Essex Street site. In addition to noise, there will be some vibration although the

foundation system does not anticipate use of piles which creates additional ground

vibration.

Due to the proposed foundation excavation, it is expected that a temporary dropj

(i.e., during the construction period) in the groundwater table will occur around thej

immediate site vicinity. Changes in the groundwater table elevation will be closely i

monitored by a network of groundwater observation wells during construction.

An increase in airborne particulate matter will occur in the form of fugitive dust

from demolition, ground excavation, mantels of stored earth and aggregate, concrete

construction, and carpentry works and similar activities. Extreme precautions will be

required in the handling and removal of asbestos material.

6.11.2 Construction Mitigation Measures

Coordination of construction schedules, truck routing, and staging areas between^

One Lincoln Street site and other projects in the area should be comprehensively

undertaken once preliminary construction schedules have been established. This activity:

will be coordinated by the City of Boston through its construction management review

process. The Boston Transportation Department requires that a construction

management plan be approved prior to the issuance of a building permit by the

inspectional Services Department.

In order to minimize traffic and pedestrian disturbances, the following measures

should be incorporated into the construction management plan:

o When practical, limit truck deliveries to off-peak travel hours;

o Utilize off-site staging for steel and precasts concrete deliveries;

o Erect precast facade on second shift;
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o Provide fencing around the staging areas to protect pedestrian traffic near the

construction site;

o Require construction workers to access the site via pubUc transportation, ride

sharing, or parking at off-site locations;

o Provide a lighted pedestrian walkway surrounding the site along the east side

of Kingston Street, and the west side of Lincoln Street during the appropriate

stages of construction.

Noise

Most of the noise during construction on the project site will be derived from

internal combustion engines. These sources are usually diesel powered with most of the

noise emanating from the exhaust outlet and, to a lesser extent, inlet and structural

sources. Outfitting equipment with proper mufflers and intake silences, aid in the

management of construction noise.

Much of the construction noise which occurs above ground level cannot be readily

attenuated. Therefore, the developer should adhere to the following construction

practices:

o ' No on-site construction activity should commence prior to 6:00 AM or

terminate later than 6:00 PM, unless extended hours are necessary to

maintain the project schedule, except for facade construction;

o All equipment should be well maintained and in proper working order;

o Impact tools and other sources of excessive noise should be fitted with

state-of-the-art noise suppressors or enclosed in sound absorbsion chambers

to reduce noise levels to applicable local guidelines;

Pedestrians should be encouraged to remain at a safe distance from the site.

Closing Columbia Street would be an effective noise mitigation measure;
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Noisy equipment should be kept as far as practicable from nearby sensitive:

receptors;

o Equipment should not be permitted to idle unnecessarily;

o Stationary noise generating equipment should be enclosed whenever

practicable.

Groundwater

The lowest below-grade (P5) floor of the proposed One Lincoln Street project will

be designed as a slab-on-grade and the hydrostatic uplift pressure against the slab will be

relieved by providing an underslab drain. The drain consisting of a blanket of crushed

stone and a grid of perforated PVC pipes will collect the seeping groundwater and

discharge into sump pits located at the P5 level.

Groundwater seepage into the underslab drain will occur through the glacial till

stratum which is quite impervious. In-situ tests indicated that coefficient of permeability

of the glacial till formation underlying the site (Section 3.5.2) is about 10-5 cm per sec. It

has been estimated that the peak groundwater flow rate into the drain system for the

entire base area of the building would be in the range of 20 to 25 gallons per minute
j

(gpm). During non-peak periods (seasons), the infiltration rate is expected to be relatively

smaller. Groundwater collected through the underslab drainage system is planned to be

discharged into the City's existing combined sewer system. The Boston Water and Sewer

Commission has indicated that discharge of groundwater during construction to the BWSC
combined system will be allowed. However, permanent discharge of groundwater to the

i

combined system and the Deer Island Treatment Plant is not allowed by law.

The disposal (recycling) of underdrain water through recharge wells has been

investigated. The analysis evaluated the injection of groundwater into the glacial till

formation from which the water will be withdrawn, as well as recharge to the underlying i

bedrock and the fill stratum overlying the site.

Using a well radius of 1.0 foot, it was determined that the maximum injection rate

that could be sustained in a single well screened in glacial till is approximately 1.0 to 1.5

gpm. It therefore does not appear feasible to dispose of 25 gpm through recharge wells

screened exclusively in the glacial till, because installation of 15 to 25 wells on the site

perimeter would be impractical.
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Screening the recharge wells in the underlying bedrock formation would not

significantly improve the feasibility of recharge wells given that these formations typically

are less permeable than the glacial till in the Boston area. Tests were performed in the

bedrock at a site several blocks from One Lincoln Street which resulted in recharge rates

of less than 1 gpm. The marine clay stratum is practically impervious and is not suitable

for recharding.

The analysis of groundwater injection into the fill stratum indicated that the

predicted underflow rate of 25 gpm could be reinjected into the fill deposits if equally

divided between at least three recharge wells. This, however, would cause water levels to

rise above the bottom grades of shallow basements in neighboring structures such as the

Bedford Building and the Boston Edison Company building. Further analyses indicate

that similar basement floating conditions would occur if the underdrain water alternatively

was discharged to a recharge trench approximately 50 feet in length and placed in the fill

stratum. The maximum rate at which water could be discharged to the fill layer without

causing rises in water levels above the adjacent basement grades would be approximately

0.5 to 1.5 gpm per well.

The above analyses demonstrate that the recharge of underdrain water to the ground

would not be a feasible alternative to discharge to the existing combined sewer system.

Groundwater samples collected from the glacial till stratum were tested and the

following results were obtained: pH from 8.3 to 9.1; specific conductance 1,800 umhos

(micro-mhos) per in. In addition, a groundwater sample from the glacial till was

tested/analyzed for contamination by Enservo, Inc., Cambridge, Massachusetts. No

hazardous substance was detected in the tests.

Since December 1988, groundwater levels at the project site have been monitored by

five observation wells as indicated in Figure 4-81. It will be necessary to remove these

wells during the proposed foundation excavation.

In order to monitor fluctuations in groundwater regime surrounding the project site,

during and after the proposed construction, ten groundwater observation wells and three

piezometers will be installed, at and around the site. Proposed locations for these

instrumentations are indicated in Figure 4-81.

The ten groundwater observation wells will be installed to depths below the

fill-marine clay interface to monitor the groundwater levels. The three piezometers, on

the other hand, will be installed to monitor the piezometric (pressure) heads in the glacial

till stratum.
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The proposed groundwater instrumentation program will be implemented prior t

the commencement of construction, and instrumentation will be monitored during am

after construction completion.

It is expected that the groundwater collected through the relatively impervious

glacial till into the underslab drainage will not have a negative impact on the groundwater

regime surrounding the project site. Specifically, it is anticipated that the underdrain

system will not create a hazard to the existing wood pile foundations of nearby properties,

Draw-down in the existing groundwater table, if any, will likely be minimal and limited to

the immediate project area. The proposed observation well program will monitor the

groundwater levels around the project site on a continuous basis.

Dust. Debris, and Emissions

Mitigation measures employed to reduce fugitive dust emissions from construction

activities should include minimal storage of excavated soil and aggregate on the site,

periodic wetting of earth mounds on a scheduled basis, minimizing disturbance of loose

materials, and storing materials away from pedestrian walkways. Contairmient of other

construction materials and miscellaneous trash will be controlled by proper on-site

supervision. Also, early removal of waste materials from the site would mitigate much of

the potential problem.
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APPENDIX A

Environmental Notification Form (ENF^

An Enviroimiental Notification Form (ENF) was submitted to EOEA for the

Kingston-Bedford/Essex Street Development (One Lincoln Street) by the Boston

Redevelopment Authority on June 30, 1986.
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APPH.no IX A
CCMMO.NWH.ALT>i OF MA35AC:hC3c7T3

£<cCUTTVH CFrTC2 OF !i^^^1R0iN;N?£>mAL AFFAIRS

e^\ironm£m:al notification form

l SUMMARY

U J-Je^nwWndty/tewwsf jtjfe«

t SR. CAfliniWKun«BI D»tm ^Trf">r^^ TQflfl

ar.d ?^^^,^,^ .^^ 1 dn

Apvnmo Cm, i 67.S .
y pg >*-t->TJ^^

a?*LS»^2!L^?* '^ '^'^"^ lUffh»ria« buildings. A landacaoed snb^^e sla^I
Colamfai* st=?s«-e ta »-k.f«,T-„ .-^I^

ameni^es say o« foraed by the clostare sf

«wc«ara wcuid b« da8eliafe«d to aeccRBedata tiiia new daveloFmem:.

'LlL"S::ScS;;.S:;^.:r?,SrenSl':" ^r^^ ^^ -^- «„3idera.icn
that ff«r,i^ V,- r ,'^''=-*"^^^*=''^«aideatiiaI development in the two bu'ld'-es

13^2^7^
*

f"
mechanical garage. The second =arcel - 140 Zsse^I'ULi3 a 20,757 3«7uare foot parcel iaproved vith an asohalt oar'ci.na lor -^^ tp"

'

The parcel is bounded bv Columbia, 'ssex and LinSl^^^! r*^ .
-^^•

historic Bedford 3uildiAg.
!:.*ncoln Streets and aburs the

(continued on back page.)
C-T'tn 0/ -liij ,-nav ft sof.iine- '.-am:

^c^r„,, Hcsron ci=v :^.i:^ .^^^Z^—Z^^'^'^'^^'' -i-^-^-^?". =ed,avslccT.ei::^uzh=r.^^

- .t .i
rZ?.

i :a
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Xiag3Css-a«dford/S33«B Sera«« Sm'rmlaaamnt. - ?r3j«es aaacrlyelon (cantlsuad)

Tlia arageaad prs^sc? sltaa ars adjacaa-e ta Ciiaacsi«n, ona af Soacan's aoTC
uaiqaa raaidan-ciAL rtaigfeisoriuoda. Ciinatawn bsnsaa oaa of Boacoa's oldaa-c

aaighbcrhooda, and a ^hriTla? acsaes? and ealtsra.

Zt Ls sia ia-eaa-e of thm 3oaiMs SadavaicFman-e Autiariir? ^3 orapara a 3raf"t

tsrrtxrssamazsl Zscaerz Sapors arralaa-ciag tha ai-sarsari?* davaiopaanc ssncap-ca

tasder ssBaidaratisa for tha Slagaron«3adford/533a» Straar aarsaia. Following
3«J3lic rwTiaw of ^hi< OSaf-t SI2, aha Att-ciiori=7 will Isarsa a Ilacuaa-c far

P^spoaals wiaicii will laad ts she salac^an of ona or acra devalapars to ijtplaaei

ttiaa - pro<gTan« A fioal ZI3> will ba praparad b? tiM choaaa dav>«lopar ( a ) .

T2M pr9jac« will b« rarriawad bf thm C2iiaa«a*m Mai^hborisood Cooaeil. Tha

ISA will ?aeomn«ad tha-e thm Cormcil ^chlmvm TnaT''.,mTm iapoie frcn thm dl^arsa
os?aai2aciaxis acrion in ChisMtawn, Inclnriing the CTitnana CoaaoLidarad
Saaa^TQlaa-e Aaaocia-eioa^ t2ia iaatl-eattioaal aa«ltiaa tisa-e ara ia thm araa,

iaelsdia? brxt aaz liaitad ta thm. !t«w Sa^land Marijgal Caspar, thm Somrowa
Qsomsisnq Aaaociacloa^ Caspar City Taak ?arcaf Tha Soa^aa Prasarva-eioa

Alllase«» rapraaaatui-ei'Taa firam thm LaaHiias District aad tiM Thaatar
OlstTicS. In. additioa, t^ eaoneil shoold iirrita tha participation by
Jaatitattioaa^

Thm Sestaa Hadanralcpmaat Author!t7 laidarstaada "prajact" ia this oaataxt
to asaa tha totality of po&lie pelic? goaTu aad objaeti-Taa (anontcratad in
SactioB 17 A] aad tiia o^arrldlng objaeti'ra of ^"*^^-* >•* "t cannsoait? baaafits
asd m^ni-mirirtg adr7«ra« iapacts. this peaitlaa La takaa bacauaa of orir

TSBdarstaadlSf? of tiia critical ralatioaahip bat>faan wiaat will maJca this a
good pro j act aad what will tm good for tho I 'l i iu ii ii ii i tt7« . In cor aadarstandi.19
thai? arm tha sasa things. Aa'opaa, falr» public pracaas, agonomic participatie:
by thii local

;
iiiiiimiiittty^ aad saaaitira TsJsaa daaign ara critical to tha succaas

of thid projaiet.

>,

Tha dawalopment of this parcal will ba Linked to tha davelocaent of Parcal
13 ia aoxhraxy landar tha City's 9arcal-to-?arcal LiaJcage Pra«gtraia.

A separata ZZ3. will be prepared siawltaneously for the Parcel 13 oro- ec-;
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.
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—1<

I
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Propartlea . li

I,

Boston Radav^opntent Authority Land Oiaposltlon Agreement
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SS;S ?lla so., Lf asQlicahlas "
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A^anc; Naraa Fondia^ Afflount

CcPBBunlty Oavelopment Action GiSxaestlTa Offlea of Cmwirunitiaa and
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U.S, Oapartmant of Bdnaing and Urban
0«7elopmant

Urban Oevaloeaent Action Grant
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1
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SSSSSMEST C? PCTSrryO. AOVSaSS S?(VTSCP<ME?rrAi. IMPACTS

Instrtesant: Ccnsidar dirws uid indirtts «iv«ra« impacts, inciucin^ thea« srising from 3«n«rai «n3xn:Kian and

aqwsttana. rr:f «v«7 an3w«f cnsiai« '««y ngmflcant a«iv«« imeacs is «3n3id«rwi likdv af '4fl.ik«v to rwuit.

Also, natt -Jx* Jourcs oi in/ormanon cjf aihff aasia for ihm aisswera 5«ecii«i. ti th« aoufcs a/ the information.

in 3aR 9f is rml. is natilattd in ±« S^E th« pr^annf 9mc« '^til b« Mssummd '.s 3« :h« seufcs oi ihn iniormauor..

«ueh «nvironm«ttai inibrraaaon should i« ae^ulrwi at i«Mt ia gars av !i«d ias^meuan.

^ C9«s'S??ae«aniiS«jr«adeffi

U Might tis« ?«j«eg a5«es th€ osisdltion. «»« sf acsas te aev ap«n S9a«« xwd/or rwrwcon ar«ar'

i^istetien aid Satfss

JUG rscrsanioa or public open apaca uses cuzren-tly exi^ on sits. Covered
sedes-eriazxwaYS asd a possihla landscaped puislie plaza fssraed by the closure of

Csimabia Street are ?laxm«d to be incorporated Into the proposed develotTment,

A variety of sidewalk and streetscape improveBients , planned in conitonction with
the aorton Redevelopment Authority, will b« created adjacent to the sites, as

will puislic lobbies r arcades, and atria within the two bnildinqs. The project

is fflepec^ed to beeeme an active, pnblic area with appealing ptablic spaces and

soae open space.

J. HlswneR* ^ , w ^ w
L MIghs aay sit* ar smxcaire efhistoric rigtrificanes b« afftcttd^ the project? Y«s

.
T ^<» .„__

Ss^atssien snd Scurets

The project area is located adjacent to the historic Bedford Btiilding at
33-103 Bedford Street and across the street from the Proctor Building (100

Bedford Stre«-t) and the Church Green and Conmercial Palace historic district-f.

The Bedford Building is listed on the Massachusetts and National Registers of
His-toric Places sxnd the Proctor and Church Green buildings are listed on the
Massachusetts Register?,
Boston LandsjarScs Ccnnnissien ^ *-^

Z Might an^ airchaiofagscallil* 9« ait»««i 'Jy mwprsffccrr "f*'— ' ^^^ »

Sxpienatian and .Source

According to the City Archaeologist, there is a possibility that the two sitas
could contain archaeological resources. Therefore, an archaeological survey
will be required prior to construction of the proposed project.

I-

I. Ssslocjcai £.7«c*J

1. Might th« project signiffcantiy affect :"3henea ar .wiialire. jspeciaily any rar« or andanger-d 3cac:es?

Yea , No ^

£s?tcnot:'3fT end Saurcs:

The project sitas are Locatad within the midst of a developed '-irban araa
supportir.c no fisheries, wildlife (save the abicuitous pigeon J , or andar.ca;

species.

Massachusetts Maturai Heritage Program
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I

L .M!qhi th« ynirss. sigmfieamiy a^«: v«fvtation. a««eMiIy any r««« «nctan^«f»d iQaeaa ai ?«am?

(Sstixnatt aoorq»<nst* number 3^ marar* erf«9 :s a« removed: " '

Ssp/onoiian and 5aurcs

The project: sites are developed urban parcels and are de'Toid of any
vegetaeien.

3. M!^ tile ?rat«es aitv ar xtfae 9eari haser^ ««*. laiaad 9r «smuI wetianda («.$«, amarics. narahca. u|

, rtven. SaiinaiM.w saeilAsIs b«ds)? Ya_ No _1^

The project sites are not located vlthin a flood hazard area nor are they
adjacent to any inland or coastal wetland.

Federal Snergency Management Agency Flood Insisranee Hate Map (Painel

#2S028600iac, April 1982}

4. Ml^hC tiw prst«e£ aAet shen&w eresieii or scowlea «s the preicet site, downstrvam or in .nearby « i

The project sites are inland sites and are not located near any shoreline or

- coastal area.

S. Might the prQjeez involve other seeioqieaily unstable areas? Yes _^__ .No ^

Ss^ttttoiion and <Sourea?

Ttxrn project sites are part of the original Boston peninsola. Available soil

,

borings in the vicinity of the sites indicate subsurface soils consisting of I

fill material over strata of clay and sand and gravel (glacial till)

.

Existing conditions would not be considered geologically unstable.

Boston Society of Civil Engineers soil data. \

0. Hazardous Substances

I. Might the project involve the use. Tanaqortarion. «orag«. release, ar disposai at potentially hazarictj

substances?

Esp/onorton <3nd Saurcs

the parking carace will entail the srarage or auccmobilas zznz^Ln-r.c -asoli-i
Mo other pocanciallv hazardous substances are expected to be stored on-site.
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I. .Mt^ht the 7rQi«e: aifce or tiiminatm land stutaois for aqrieuimrai or fsrvstry yreeueiion?

[Q^s^i'e* sny ?r«9«m aqne^nu^ land u9« md far^ ujnts 4i7ce:8d„i

The projee^ sitas are loeated ia thm sxdst, <ss a developed 'jr^an araa
and do aot support any agsicultaral os feraaresY preduc^iano

2c tMifht th« pret«« d!r«edv iSme^ th« ^tmtiai lac or eitrae^en of mtn««i or <ncr^ rwQurcs («.f^ oii. csai.

sand & fravci ar«si? Y«9_„_ N« ^

£e9/«i62^on and Sowess

tte mining ae£i"9dti«a occar in the "ST-einity o£ the pseject sites.

So MIfhs xhm ep^'sAsa ei thm p»Qj«e£ rvsoit !a any <flcr«aa«d esnstunptiae of es«-^? Ya

.

(!{ a^U^biCc das^&« pixm for eanacrvinq <n«r37 rvsouress.)

The proposed preject, will result in increased energy consumption over the
cocrrea't tsaeso The proposed buildings will incorporate eneray-effieieni^
design standards and will aee-t the reqoiraaients of the Massachusetts Snersy
Code, Snergy also will he consumed for the construction of the project.

Wastr Qualify and Quantity

L M!fht the prQt«e£ rcsuie in significant changes in drainage patterns?

Sjpiansiion and Source

Because the site is fully developed and csmpletely impervious, the proposed
redevelopment is not expected to result in increaised runoff or change ir.

draojiage patterns.

L Might the projee result in the introduction ai pollutants into any of the foilouiing:

!aj Marine '.Vaters Yes , No
'bi Surface F'nn '.Vater 2ody Yes _____ a

(Ci Grouno '.'.'.It er Yes _____ ''O

ixr.'cjn .'v?es end i-^antictes cf ;:ai!ucant3.

The project will result in no direct discharge into marine or fresh va-a'r
bodies. Sanitary sewage will be conveyed ;o "he MCC trsacnent facili~v £-

2eer Island and ultiinataly discharged into Boston Harbor. Stcrrti r-^noff
''ill be conveyed via local sewers to the East Side Interceptor and ther.ca -c
the :-iarbor. Cue to system deficiencies, there are frscuent ^Icursncas of vet
weather comained sewer overflows into the Harbor and Fort Point Channel.

• Reconstruction of t.^.e Tast 3'''- '—:arceptor should sicnificantlv reduca the



[n-«».Quanutv:-^—1— 3a^«'»s«rdav
^

,

OiaQosai 'TT' ( «» Omif i«3ue s»m««a ''««
'

•^'' -^—i

»

(bJ Pubiic $cw«rag« systtms Vw -^ ^o «_

•33,500 - S7,QaQ gallons f depandinc on daTrelocment op-Cion

Titla 5, Maaaachnaatfta Snvironaaa-eal Coda (Sawaga Flow Zatiaatas)

4. Mlqia rhm ^nimet rtaukt in «a ineroM ia 9«v«d or iaparHeua sariaia ovar an »quUtr rtea^iztd u an icncoj

tarn III mill ar faaxn soum «< wasv suppiy? Y«i .^^_ ^<« ^

Tha proj act ia not locatad orrer an acqaifar racognisad aa a praaant or

fa-cnra aourca of watar supply.

S. Is th« praiae: in cha wanhad of any surges <««{« iM^y ua«d as a dnnkinf water stsppiy?

Af« Us«a any pttbii< or privaca drinkinf watar ««i!s withia a L/2-ms2« fa^us <3f ehc pr«9as«^ ?raj«e:?

Yas,^ ,
^ ^

ggpiaaatlou and S^vtkm:

"So pofalle or privata drinJcin? walla ara loca-tad in tha City of Boaton. The

City 'a watar ia supplied by tha MWRA/MDC frtam. the Suabbia Raaervoir in westsr:

Maaaacbsaatta .

S. Ml^hf tha (»p«ratien of tha praiae: rasuit in any ineraasad csnaumption of wate'? Yt

Apprmdmasa consuniptioa * jailons par day. Ukaiy w«c« ««u»gw<^ '^wpa /vnr

*3ar525 - 77,050 gallona, depending on development option

Sanitary sewage >15%

7. doas tha prajacx involve any dT9dq,inq? Y«s

.

If Yea. indicate

Quantity of matarfai to b« iir»tii^m»i

QuaiUy of matariai to ba •ir»Wq«.j

rvuuujfld inathod oi d7vd^n^^^^^^a_^^^
Pmposad disposal «***

Proposad saaaon of y«ar for -^yWqm.^

&p/onor>on ond Saures

The project site is not located on ar.y shoreline.
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G. Air Quality

Y« ^ No__
C«9C^9« ^iTP* art^ se»ff«* «^ af»V seilurien «Riiuten torn !h« ??ei«« aitfc. ' '

-^
'

•

Shos^^cera air qcali-sy affs<rsa will eccTar dtjrisg soares'.se^sn , sar°sici:iarl7 dusr
asaisaiens fs'sm buildisg desaeiisieR, site psapasm-eisn «• aed aseca-ya'eien and peilu-:
asijsisas f^sa esas-erse^se equipffiea-Cc '"*«'e^iag ef si^e sits ean reduce dusrt amis:

sigsi^isaa-ciy. The addi-eieaai -^^hlealaf Sfa^fie g^ae^atad by the sr9j«ct will :

ia ifiers«s«a is ats-eeralAted poUsreaa-ta ia th« grejeet '<yiciaity. ="« project w;

b« aettifeared to esstsrs that iapacta «» th« adjaesnt Chinatsvn esaaraaity .'
'^^^

of 3e*tsn's aestt sg«cial, coonnmit^' as* aiaiaised^,

1 Am thaw «b9 s«H8tlv« r«*©tet» («.«- hoa^rtaia. itheo^ rmidmstimi w«a> whieis JMS«i4 b« i5«e«ri by any

9«iludfln «mja»en« eausariW ^« projacs. usriudiag esj^mxe^eH <iM«f Y« ...^L™. N«

Sspianaxian aad Sa*a^s
«

Laad us«a ia th« ^ciaity of the projiaet aitsa are Largely eeasxised of offica^ .

ea^agsial facilities. There Is, hewarrer, heavy pedes^iaa tsaffie is the ais-ja,

particolarly alsng StsmBer Stree-e^ and a shelter fer the hesieless is located on
Kiagstss Strs*^ aear the farage aareal. Ia addi-tiss,. the project sites are ad1a<:

te dlaa-ta«m,,.£<asd 3ses iasBediataly adjoining the sits are largely ecnsrised of
offices aad c^Bsereial faculties. There is hea-^ pedes-trias trazfif in the
iasnedla'te arsa. % shelter for th« boneless is located^ on Jd^sgrtsn Street r^ear*

3, Wa««^ te tft« ppsjae ««» ba priawrtiy b^ auwraoerial Y«.„™.„ "« ^ (see oxer)
" 9«e4b« *af sp^iai prevajens fw« piamad ibr parf««taa acsaM, sypooifaif, b«i«s and eth«f maaa tranait.

The aajority of the trips te the project sites (7S% or taore) are expected to be
isade by aodes <3^hmr than automobile (sobway, has^ walk, etc.) The sites ars
within easy walking distance of pnbiic transportation facilities at South Static:
and Washlngtsn Street and to cuxnmuter bus stops. In accordance with City poliev,
the redevelcper will be required to submit an Access Plan outlining aeasrirss zo
aanage auto access to the project. The access elan will be reviewed' with the
CunatowQ ojaafltmity.

.Nana

L Might tha projae ftsuit ia eha tjananden of noiaa? Yea ^ No ___
SsQicnaston and Savrec
(Inciuda any Murea 9i noism durinq consmoioa oraparatien. e.g^ «nqin« cchau^u 31U driving, traific.)

Short-tera noise effects will occur during the construction period. Moise
attenuation aeasures will be required to reduce the noise iamacts to the axtan-
feasible. In the long-term, seme increase in ccmmunitv noise levels could rssul:
from the increase in area traffic, although the increases say not be readily per-
ceivable due to the high ambient lavels in the downtown area. Special at-senrion
will be. given to aeasures to altigata adverse impacts of noise on Chinatown.

2. Art !h«r« any 5«n3JCiv« rtcsotora (t.g.. hosottalj. jchoota. .-widenn'ai areas) nmch iouid 3« arfactzc ;•,• irry

-^oisa cau3«d by :.*•.« project? Y« _i__ No

E^/orsran crd 5o»ircs:

Land uses in the visinity of the project sites are lar-relv comprised of office ar
ocmmeroial facilities. There is, however, 'r.e^T/ oeces-trian traffic in the area,
particularly alone Summer Streec, and a shelter for the homeless is located on
-^i^'^sron Street r.ear the rarage oarcai. In addition, zr.s oro- ect -sites are 3.d.- =c
to the Chinatown conmrunif.^, and there are residences on the •apner floors of nearh-
buildings. Mitigation aeasures will be iaolamentad durina constr-^ction to trtinicti.
noise ianacts on these residential '^ises. Prooosed measures will be reviewed bvthe ccmmunitv. A .17
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2« ^Eplaaa-elan and 5ovirc« (esa-eissad)

the garao« aarsal. ?!:• prsjscr: Is adjacan-e ta Ciisacsvn, ana ot tha aos-c
nwjgna rasldantiial cemamnitilaa in 3os?sa. Spaelal a7:sn-si.an 3iia% ba ctTcn
ta 3i,'^ga-ca an? adrarsa air* qnaliS7 ispac^s an thJ^ nacdaJ. ^•'-7

.

lacausa thara ara a aumbar of sorxrcas of air poUurlon in Hha Ttcir.it? of
^shLs .ial?hhorhccd, nltlgaclsn aaasrsraa ts nlnislra air qoa.Ll'SV' iapacsa,
sar-slsaLarl7 during canaxs^aszLan, sbanld ba oaraf'sllj derrmlso«d.
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Seiid Wast*

sc"id<|« nuiig*. sonsiruejjon stuns frem samoiiantd ssruc:uffs,J

Csns^rac^an of £^e project wiH rasuit is the generation of debris asscci3,t2d
with thft deaelitien of the garage building' sn sitSf exsavatien far biiilding
fetsiidatieaa and stsissorface par3ciag, and the esnstruction of the new buildir.cs.
The cumpl«t«d oreject °«riH generate apprexiaateiy 2o2S to 4.3 tens of solid war^ta

dadlft depending on the de^elo^ent opi^ens iilti^iately selected.

L Might lis* 9rei«e «a«u« « change in th« vuuai d^ara«j«. af th« 9rej««f area w its «mnrt3na?

Sspionef<on and ^ourrs •

The project will' replace an unattractive garage reructare and an open parking .-.;'

with offlee hraildings of a usassisg, scale, and treaesest ts eetsplasent that of
aeighberiag btsHdiags and the pattern of starrotmdiag streets and blocks. I^ orde:
ts asstare th« appropriate design and siting of the project in relation to theO i natawB eumumuity, the project will he planned and developed with ocimuunity
pa^tieipation and reriew. The Bostan Ci-rie Design Csanaissien will review
desigs proposals.

r Amjhtfm ainr pf«?iw«ti jtnjctur« «hich might b« smaidtttd ineampatibl* ««h listing adjacent st'nic-.yf -s
irt thmyi^mt^ m terms aUiz*, physicai proportion and jcai«. or Jignifica«t diffaftnesa in land us«?
*^ III! B rio .^i^^^^

£s^o»8tten ord S<3wes

The project will be developed in accordamce with design guidelines and an ex-sans:!.-.

review process established by the Boston Redevelopment Authority with input by tht
Sostea Civic Design Ccamission. Design guidelines will ^5,sur« that the aiassin^j c:
the sew buildings will reflect the proportions and dlaeasions of the historic and
eharacteris^c buildings in the surrounding area, particularly those in Chlnatswr.

,

as well as reia.ta to. and strengthen the city skyline, As noted . the Chinatown
3 'vSSJHWt^^L.'li^* '^'''* "ipat and^faview to assure aooropriate desicm.
J. n^nt .a« pnsivs impair visuai ^cetas :o wactrfiront or oihw jccntc ar'vM? Yes _„

^picnatian and Source:

The project is not located near any waterfront area or any scenic area. A
structural setback from the Kingston-aedford comer will be recuirad to prasar'/e
the view of the historic Proctor Btiilding frcn Xinaston Straet.

'.VTiid and Si.idow

I. Mirthr the pfojcc: caaie vmxi .md sh.idow imp.ne^s on ^dinccnt ^roscrriea? v„ _J£ ^^ ____

If high rise buildings ara davelccad on the sita, wlr.d and shadcw iricacts cr.

the surrounding araa could rasult, but the pro^ec-r will be dasmced zo Tiin^^ica
these affacts. •'i.-d-cunnai analyses and shadow studias will be included m
the 2raft Invircrjnenral Irtpac* P.ecort. Special actanrion must re ^'^^/i^n. zo
aiticaca anv necative noise imoacts on the Chinatowr. ocrrnnuni zv ^„- - - _ - .o
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A D««rb€ 4nv '*no^«o snnillca ar iireaMUtmeo wth cin-ent ft««rai. jai« ana locai land ua*. transoortauo.

<jB«fl 50««t. .•t€r*anon and inv,ronm«ntai pians and joiicta. Canauit ^.trt locai ar regional siannmg 4uinof,:M

TSa projecs is the fir^t sroj.ect of the ?arcal-tto-?arsal liakage ?rs<?ram, '^-dari

whicL the CiS7 and Ccaimonw«altii have andertakan ta utilise onbiically can-srailad!

land is downtown and aeigfaSorhood locations to direct Soaton'a econcmic ?rosper:j7

to its aeigbborfeooda. It ia the objective of this progran tiiat these parcels
|

coBtribrita to the building of the neighborhood economy through!
j

I

• creation of equity for ainority developers and connaunity development

eorporatioBS (Continued on back page)
j

?IHB::fGS XS^ CXlTITICAtlOH

4. The aosiee of ineeae fo file shis for-a has bees/vill V

published ia the fallowing aevspapierCs)

C3aae) Sosten Herald CDaee) -^une 27, 1986

Sam Pan Julv 2, 1986

S« Tixts fara has bees eireulaeed eo all^geneias and
perso&s as ?e<;ui7ed

oy ??ojecc ^?Tropoa«a5

Stephen Coyle> Director

ifaae (print ar :7?«)
Boston Redevelopment Author!tv

Address Boston City Hall

?oston> MA 02201

Teiapho^ ^^h^ 722-4300

June 30, 1986

Qace
(if differeac froa abov*)

Richard B. Mertans or I'/y Cilvjcrth
Haae (prlac or :•/?«)

Ad d r as 3 Boston Redavelocment Authority
Boston City :-:all

Boston, MA 02201
T a 1 4 ? h c r. a "urssar "22-4:go .•C2:2

T22-43
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• prs'Tljion of ooporr'jni.tlaa iar Misorir7 3uai2ass Is-carsrises

• increased ^Belsysea'C of Cltr? raaidas-es

• csaa-eisg apprscsia-ca '.ishaa desigs for she projects
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APPENDIX B

Certificate of the Secretary of Environmental Affairs

on the Environmental Notification Form (ENF^

A Certificate to the Secretary of EOEA was issued to the Boston Redevelopment

Authority for the Kingston Bedford/Essex Development requiring the preparation of an

Environmental Impact Report on August 8, 1986.

2826-2/ENV-1050 B-1
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MICHAEi. S. DUKAKIS
30VEHN0«

-69ti

.AMES S. rfOYTE

^^"^*1:i?.TI?-CAri 0? THE SEC?.£TA?.Y 0? ENVIHONMENTAl AFTAIHS

ON THE

ENVIRONMENTAL NOTIFICATION FORM

PROJiCT NAME

PROJECT LOCATION

EOEA NUMBER

PROJECT PROPONENT

DATE NOTICED IN MONITOR

: Bedford Klngsten/Essex Development

: Boston

: 6132

: Boston Redevelopment Authority

: July 9, 1986

Pursuant to the Massachusetts Environmental Policy Act
(G.L. ,c.30,s. 62-62H) and Sections 10.04(1) and 10.04(9) of the
regulations implementing MS?A (301 CMR 10.00), I hereby determine
that the above project requires the preparation of an
Environmental Imnact Reoort.

The Kingston-Bedford Essex Street project poises an exciting
challenge to the neighborhoods and the City of Boston. For the
first time, tangible economic benefits from a major downtown
project will be returned directly to the community affected.
However, the magna rude of the project and expected economic gain
must be skillfully balanced against an existing urban backdrop
that is culrarally and historically unicue. This open, public
review process should help foster the kind of dialogue necessary
to achieve such a critical balance. Public hearings are
encoTiraged throughout the £IR process

.

The Singston-Bedford/Essex Street nixed use project is of a
magnitude that an environmental impact report is required, as per
301 CMR 10.32(5 The draft IIH w; 1 1 evaluate :ne

environmental affects of a range of alternatives. As such it
will serve as a planning document from which a specific
develooment orooosal will evolve. The final EIR will be expected
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iOEA ^6132 ^^' Car-rificare August 3, 1936

to analyze the iapacts of a developed project plan in greater

detail. Based on tne scoping session, tne following issues

should be covered in the £IH: traffic, parking, historical,
archaeology, ooen space, alternatives, sewerage, utilities, wind,

shadow, construction, air quality , growtn, community/ housing and

tne built environment.

As an aside, it should be noted that this office reviewed a

oroposal three years ago, which included the relocation of the

Pagoda Park in the area of the Kingston-Bedford/ Essex Street
site. While the status of this park was unclear at the time of

this scoping, it is the opinion of this office that the proposed
project could have significant impacts on tnat park, and they
have bsen identified throughout the scope. Further, since the
park itself is in the spirit of what the City is trying to

achieve in terms of their linkage program, it is hoped that the
park relocation can move forward now at a pace that will mutually
benefit both projects.

SCOPS
The SIR shall follow the organisation set forth in the ME?A

regulations, and include a copy of this scope. It should be.
guided by public and agency comments on the INF and it should
reflect the specific concerns raised in the following
certificate

.

Alternatives

•

, The BRA has identified three preliminary alternatives that
vary the height and massing for the mixed use development

:

1-. 250 foot height and 450,000 square feet,
2. 325 foot height and 575,000 square feet,
3. 400 foot height and 700,000 square feet.

A fourth alternative, which calls for more site coverage but
lower heights was suggested at the scoping session. Whereas such
an alternative may be more in character with the historic
district and the Chinatown neighborhood, it would be useful to
evaluate and compare this option with the three alternatives
identified by the City. In any case, the environmental i.ipact
assessments of the alternatives should be compared with the No
Build alternative.
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ZQZA #6132 ENF Certificate August S, 1986

Even though the draft EIH will be based on conceptual plans,
the resort must se r:.gQr3us m its analysis of the iaipacts
relating to the alternatives. The report should be clear in its
assessments of tne digtriments and benefits to tne environment.
Other economic advantages and disadvantages should also be noted.

Essex Street Widenine

The option of widening Essex Street has been suggested as an
alternative in the EN? and elsewhere. It should be evaluated,
wherever relevant within the text of the EIR.

Ooen Soaee

The ENF has stated that the project will provide public
areas and open space in the form of public plazas, lobbies,
arcades and streetscape improvements.

The EIH should assess the area's needs with respect to urban
open space and demonstrate how alternative development design
concepts can satisfy those needs. To approacn the open space
issue the report should consider what people are presently doing,
day to day, in the area to infer how the new open space areas
could be utilised.

The alternative and proposed open space au:id urban design
concepts for the project should be described and evaluated in
terms of "openness" and the qTiality of the htiman experience
available in those public areas. The report should clearly show
that the design will be inviting to the public and particularly
the neighboring areas. There should also be an explanation of
the range of potential public activities and the freedom with
which the public can choose aimong those activities.

The approach leading to the public areas and the access
points will be key factors in linking the community to the public
areas. Therefore, urban access design and its relationship to
offsite public areas, such as the relocated Pagoda Paric should
also be thoughtfully investigated in the EIH.

jnoacts

The traffic study area should encompass the key roadways and
intersections within the Kneeland Street, Washington. Street,
Summer Street and Central Arterv Corridor. Daily traffic counts.
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iO£A *6132 iN? Carrificats Aug^-ist 3, 1936

raker, for a ain.iaua of four consecu-ive aays ana r-arning movemenr
counts sr-ould be maca for roadways and inrarsec-ions wirr.in tne

studv area, including bur not limited to the following
intersections which were identified in the Boston Traffic and
Parking conunent

:

o Bedford/Kingston
o Bedford/Cglumbia
o Bedford/Lincoln
o Bedford/ Chauncy
o Essex/Harrison
o Essex/Kingston
o Surface Artery/Essex/Lincoin
o STiTTtmer/ Lincoln/Bedford
o Summer/High
o Harrison/Beach.

Growth trends and estimates of future area growth should be
presented in the EIR. Projecr specific growxh in the area should
be identified and factored into the furure growth, including the
following: Lafayette Place II, 99 and 125 Summer Street, 101
Arch Street, and the- Dewey Square Transportation System
Management Plan.

The potential traffic generation from the mixed use
development alternatives should be calculated for daily, weekday
AM and PM peaks and Saturday afternoon traffic. The directional
split of traffic to and from the site should be explained and
diagrammed.

The intersections and roadways should be assessed in terms
of traffic levels of service and volume capacity ratios for no
build and all other build alternatives. This analysis should also
include the proposed parking garage driveway(s).

The potential effects of proposed roadway improvement
projects within the area should be explained and considered in
the traffic impact analysis. Those roadway projects include:
the potential widening of Essex Street, a possible westbound
artery to Tremont Street using the Essex Street Corridor, the
Central Artery depression and the Third, Harbor Tunnel.

Intersection problems and significant increases in local
street traffic attributable to the -Clngston-Bedford/Essax Straet
project snould be identified in tne rsoort

.
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EO£A fif6l32 ENF Certificate Augiist S, 1986

Tr.e traffic aitigation section of the report should consider
aass transit options as weli as operation and design measures to
reduce traffic impacts . This section should evaluate existing
suDway , coamuter rail and ous service to the area. The capacity
of the public transportation system should be estimated.
Background growtn and the prelect generated ridership should be
determined for the range of alternatives. The EIR should analyse
whether there will be adequate capacity in the transit system to
handle the ridership increases predicted.

Parking

The proposed development will displace available public
parking. It is not clear how the short term loss of parsing
during construction will be absorbed, nor is it clear the the
parking provided by the project will ultimately replace the
existing public parking, in addition to meeting the parsing
demands created by the project itself.

The EIR should explore the parking issue fully. Existing
parking on site should be quantified, the shortfall during
construction should be explained, smd the displaced users should
generally be identified. Parking alternatives during the interim
period should be discussed.

The public and private parking demand created by the project
should be estimated. Will the proposed garage have the capacity
available to accommodate the existing public parking demand in
addition to the project generated demand? If not, the report
should evaluate off-site parking availability and management
strategies to ease demand.

Air Quality

The State Implementation Plan (SI?) recognizes the Essex
Street area as a Carbon Monoxide Hotspot, having detected
violations of the National Ambient Air Quality Standards for CO.

Therefore, it is essential that the proposed development
contribute to the improvement of the air quality and not to its

deterioration.

The air quality analysis should co'incide with the traffic
analysis in terms of analysis years and development alternatives.
The analysis should include all intersections and roadways in the
zro;ect affected area wnere the level cf service .las deteriorated
to 5 and the project causes a IC percent traffic increase or
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where the final LOS £/? and the project can-cributes to the

reduction in LCS . It shau»c examine, but not be limited to tne
»allowing;

o parking garage
a Essex/ Kingston
o Essex/ Columbia
o Summer/Lincoln/3edford
o Washington/ Essex
o Essex/ Harrison Ave. Ext ./Ghauncy
o Essex/ Surface Artery
o High/ Summer
o Otis/Kingston/ Summer

.

The air quality dispersion models to be used are Mobile-3
and Caline-3. ' The DEQE mnsx be consulted to determine the
applicable model parameters and to identify sensitive receptors.
The analysis sho^lid be based on worst case traffic conditions and
should present 1-hour amd a-hour CO concentration levels.

Given that CO exceedsmces of stafe and federal standards are
expected, the EIR should present a complete mitigation program
and show the effectiveness of that program in reducing air
impacts

.

Historic Impacts

The draft and final EIH will be expected to present quite
different levels of analysis with respect to the potential
effects of the project on the area's historic properties.

The DEIR shauld^ explain the applicable State and Federal
review, the design guidelines for this site which were
established in conjunction with a program- for -redevelopmenr of
the Commercial Palace District, and any other applicable historic
policies or plans for this area.

The draft should evaluate the massing and height
alternatives proposed to show how the new development options
could be compatible with and reinforce the character of the
historic district, particularly the Proctor Building, the Bedfcrd
Building and the Church Green Building. It should also be
demonstrated tnat building, sassing and scale can preserve the
integrity of significant public spaces, such as the C'r.-ZTCh Green
area and relocated Pagoda Paric.
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ma^ i_?. snou^a DUi„a on t.ie nistoric assessner.t in the
draft, refining tne analysis as ou^^Iding aasses and design
eiesents crystallise. It should be destonstrated that tne site
deveiopffient can respect tne urban design cnaracteristics and
traditianai architecture of the historic district in its use of
aatarials, scale and building design. If the development is m
contrast with the historic surroundings, consideration should be
given to the effects on the district. The report should also
present a thoughtful discussion of the treatment of the perimeter
"edges" of the site in relation to the historic district.

Archaeology

The Massachusetts Historical Commission comment has
requested that a^ archaeological reconnaissance survey be
conducted and reported on in the SIR. Such a study is warranted
based upon the site location which was part of the colonial
waterfront, known as the Shawmut Peninsula.

The- MHC has recommended that, "The reconnaisance should
include a background study of the historic development of the
parcels ajud an assessment of subsurface conditions, in order to
determine whether significant archaeological properties will be
affected by the proposal." The MHC should be consulted for
assistance with deteraiag the parameters of the archaeological
sxirvey . Further, in the event significant resources are
identified, the SIR should eicplain the proposed mitigation
strategy.

Sewerage

The SIR should describe the existing sewerage system between
the project site and the wastewater treatment plant. Identify
and explain any capacity shortfalls within that system for
average daily and peak sewerage flows. Any CSO overflow probidsms
should be discussed and, the frequency of these events explained.

Average and peak increases in background sewerage flows
should be estimated, based on known projects proposed for
development during the same timeframe as the Kingston-
3edford/Sssex project and within the same infrastructure service
area.

The SIR should estimate the average daily and peak sewerage
flows generated by the project. rurtner , the report shou_d
analvze the adecuacv of the system to handle the increase
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bacjcgroxond sewerage flows plus the fisws from the Xir.gstcn-

Sedford/Essex project.

As deemed necessary- ^^e report should identify reaedial
neasxires to improve the sewerage system. This report should oe

clear as to whether the City or the developer would be
resoonsihle for inpiementing those improvements and when those
measures would be completed in relation to the project build out.

gtilitv Inaacts

This section of the report should consider the adequacy of
the existing water supply aiid power supply to meet tne r.s9ds of
the proposed development and other projects within the area that
will on line at about the same time as the Kingston-aedford/ Essex
project. Any delivery system problems or inadequacies should be
discussed with a clear strategy for remedial action.

Constmcrion Impacts

A demolition and project constmction schedule should be'

presented for the major project components. Demolition, and
construction methods that will contribute to noise and dust
impacts in the area should be discussed . and mitigation measures
reconuaended to comply with DEQE regulations 310 CMR 7.09 and
7.10. Any asbestos removal should be inaccordance with 310 CM?.

7.15.

Equipment, material and construction woricer routing through
the area to the project site should be mapped out. Explain tne
on and off site storage of equipment and materials staging areas,
auid vehicle parjcing. It should be demonstrated that the
transportation routing plan and the on and off site staging and
parking will minimally disrupt the area's daily activities.

The EIS should identify other projects in the area that will
be in construction at the same time as the Kingston Bedford/ Essex
project. The combined impacts of overlapping construction should
be assessed, and recommendations made to minimize the disruptions
during the development phase.

Massing and Shadow Impacts

Graphic representations of the massing options and resulting
shadow effects of the proposed project and alternatives snculd be
presented. The shadow effects on icev sensitive receptors m the
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arsa , e.g. oper.-space areas, relocarsd Pagoda Park, the r.isroric
district and areas r.eaviiy used by pedestrians shou.!.d be analysed
during the morning, aifiday and afternoon hours over a discrete
ranae of season variations.

Wind lasaets

The draft £IH should include a qualitative wind analysis to
determine the potential effects of the proposed developaents on
the ground wind environment in and around the project -site. This
preliminary- analysis should consider tne three project
alternatives identified by the 3RA,no build and an optional less
dense, lower height alternative.

The final EIH will be expected to present more detailed
quantitative wind tunnel testing and analysis when building
designs and plans for open space areas become available.

In toto, the wind studies in both reports should take into
account existing wind conditions, pdssible induced wind effects,
probable impacts on groimd wind velocities from mid and highrise
building masses with consideration given to building locations
and form, and design measures to mitigate for increased wind
velocities, particularly around open space areas such as Pagoda
Park and building entryways.

Housing/Growth Impacts

Of apparent concern to the Chinese' community are the
inevitable impacts of this mixed-use development on the housing
market in Chinatown, one of Boston's oldest neighborhoods
accordingly to the £NF . This section of the EIH should carefully
evaluate the range of potential effects on the area's housing
created by this project, taking into account the potential for

induced demand on housing generated by the development which will
drive up rents and property values.

The socio-economic study should define the neighborhoods
most likely to be affected, based on proximity to the project.
The housing stock within the defined area should be quantified
and described. Historical and current trends with regard to the

area's housing demand should be discussed. Also, changes in

property values on several streets wi-hin the i."2pact area sr.culd

be analvzed over the past 10 years. The coincidental changes in
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deaographics, sapioyment growrh and smplovraent data should be

ccsepared with ma City of Boston, as a whois, over tne sar.e ten

year period.

The EIR should consider tne factors affecting changes in

housing demand and property values. Further, the report snould
predict the significance of the Kingston-aedford and Essex Street
projects as a factor contributing to the changes in housing
demando The likely impacts on housing demand, rents and property
values should be estimated in the EIR. Innovative programs and
mitigation measures to moderate those effects should be
specifically identified with a proposal for implementation that
will respond in anticipation of the increased housing demand.

Miscella^ieous

According to the .Massachusetts Aeronautics Commission the
project site is within the flight path of helicopters.
Consideration should be given to the potential conflicts of use
<?t the air rights over this site. The EIR should recommend a

reasonable anoroach and solution to the potential conflict.

Distribution

To ensure the maximum participation of the Chinese commtmity
in the review of the Environmental Impact Report, it is highly
recommended that a summary document be prepared in Chinese and
circulated with clear instructions for its timely review and
comment

.

Since the BRA is fostering a high level of public ^
participation in the EIR review process, it is expected .that an
adequate number, of copies of the EIR, and executive summary,
translated into Chinese will be made available to the public.
Copies should be sent to agencies which have submitted comments
on the ENF, in addition to the required .ME?A distribution list.
Copies of the report should also be sent to the Physical Plant at
Tufts University (ATTN.: Lawrence 3all) and the New England
Medical Center Hospitals (ATTN.: Jerome H. Grossman, M.D.).

Aucus t S . 19 3 6 K-^-u.
DATE

JSH/>r3/bk
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DEVELOPMENT
FHORITY

tend L. Flynn

Nen Coyle

ty HillS<)U2re

. MA 02201

S-4J00

October 24, 1988

Mro Steven Davis
Director, MEPA Unit
Executive Office of Environmental Affairs
100 Cambridge Street
Boston, MA 02202

RE: EOEA 6132 - Bedford-Kingston/Essex Development
EOEA 613 3 - Parcel 18

Dear Mr. Davis?

This letter is a follow-up on our meeting of August 12 to discuss
the status of the preparation of the Environmental Impact Reports
for the above-referenced projects

=

At that meeting, we brought you up to date on the status of the
planning for the Kingston-Bedford and Parcel 18 projects and
informed you of our proposal to add to the scope of the Draft
EIR's an analysis of the development programs submitted for both
of the sites by the designated developer, Metropolitan/Columbus:
Plaza Associates. These development programs are as follows:

Kingston-Bedford Parcel 18

Gross Square Feet 1,005,000 s.f. 985,000 s.f.
Maximum Height 465 feet 190 feet

(510 ft. with (225 ft. with
mechanicals) mechanicals)

Based on our discussion, it was your conclusion that both of
these programs were within the range of alternatives included in
the MEPA scope and that no furth'fer notice was required.

I would appreciate your confirmation of the above that the
addition of the developer's development programs to the Draft
EIR's would be consistent with the EIR scopes issued by your
office and would satisfy applicable MEPA requirements.

Sincer^lV/
x.

'

'/o^<- ^Z-'^"--

Richard B. Mertens P_2

/
i

Environmental Review Officer
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HMM Ref. No. 2826-2/ENV-1014

July 27, 1989

Mr. Steven Davis

Director, MEPA Unit

Executive Office of Environmental Affairs

100 Cambridge Street

Boston, MA 02202

RE: EQEA #6132 - One Lincoln Street Project/FEIR

Dear Mr. Davis:

This letter is a follow-up on our meeting of July 20 to discuss the preparation of the Final

Environmental Impact Report for the One Lincoln Street project.

At that meeting we brought you up-to-date on the status of the project's design and discussed
MEPA/FEIR scoping comments requiring clarification. An important highlight in our
discussion of the design evolution was the role of neighborhood organizations, particularly in

Chinatown. As was pointed out, neighborhood groups have been intricately involved with the

project architects and developer throughout the three-year public review process. The two
MEPA comments requiring clarification were: (1) alternatives analysis to be discussed in the

FEIR, and (2) mitigation during and after construction of the Central Artery project.

Based upon the meeting discussion, it is our understanding that the FEIR will include a

discussion of the design evolution of the six (6) project alternatives that have already been
developed and not create another reduced-scale Jiltemative An Alternative 7 will al.so be
presented as the developer's preferred choice and the BRA-approved development plan, and one
that addresses many of the concerns in the MEPA Certificate.

In regard to additional mitigation to deal with impacts during and after construction of the

Central Artery Project, it is our understanding from the meeting that traffic mitigation measures
will be coordinated with Commonwealth Center and Boston Crossing. We also understand that

we are responsible for presenting information on project-based, and not Central Artery-based,

impacts.

You suggested that the treatment of parking supply and demand for the site will be a sensitive

topic, particularly regarding downtown parking freeze issues. You mentioned that the City of

Boston and the State are reviewing options for amending the original parking freeze. Your
concern was that the policy for parking supply and management at One Lincoln Street be

consistent with the ultimate freeze policy. We intend to address this concern in the parking

section of the FEIR, as well as in the specific conunent response section.
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Unless I hear from you, I will assume that utilization of the above approach in the FEIR is

acceptable to MEPA Once again, thank you for meeting with us on the One Lincoln Street

project.

Sincerely,

HMMA

Mitchell L Fischman
Senior Project Manager

MLF/jf

cc: Nancy Baker, MEPA Unit

Paul Chan, Metropolitan/Columbia Plaza Venture

Axel Kaufman, Jung/Brannen Associates

Jane Howard, Howard/Stein-Hudson Associates

Pam Wessling, Boston Redevelopment Authority

Dick Mertens, Boston Redevelopment Authority

Juan Carlos Loveluck, Boston Revelopment Authority

2826-2/ENV-1014
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September 6, 1989

Gretchen Roorbach
HMM Associates, Inc.
196 Baker Avenue
Concord, MA 01742

RE: One Lincoln Street Development, Archaeological Review, Boston

Dear Ms. Roorbach:

Staff of the Massachusetts Historical Commission have reviewed the
report "Archaeological Reconnaissance Survey, One Lincoln Street
Development, Boston, Massachusetts," prepared by the Public
Archaeology Laboratory, Inc. This report meets the standards for an
archaeological reconnaissance report outlined in 950 CMR 70.14.

The results of the archaeological research indicated that due to a
high amount of disturbance, it is unlikely that the project will
affect significant archaeological resources. Since no significant
archaeological resources were identified in the project area, no
further archaeological review is required in compliance with M.G.L.
Ch. 9, ss. 26-27C as amended by Ch.254 of the Acts of 1988 (950 CMR
71).

My staff looks forward to reviewing design alternatives, and the FEII

when it is available. Should you have any questions concerning this
review, please contact Ed Bell of my staff.

Sincerely,

Brona Simon
Deputy State Historic Preservation Officer
State Archaeologist
Director, Technical Services Division
Massachusetts Historical Commission

BS/EB/jd

xc: Steven Pendery, Boston Landmarks Commission

assachusetts%^g>?:^5l S^^rh^s^hiferff.^^^r^^lt'^c^^elftr^^^^ S^^c Preservation Officer

80 Boylston Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02116 (617) 727-8470

Office of the Secretarv of State, Michael J.
Connolly, Secretary
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